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Athena
Athena, also known as
Minerva in the Roman
tradition, was the goddess
of war, wisdom, and the arts.
Athena's parents were Zeus, the
god who ruled heaven. and
Metis, the Titan who governed intelligence.
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She was referred to as
the Virgin goddess-Athena Parthenos-by the
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often show her bearing full military arms.
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Sparta. The artistic depictions of her in this role
However, she was not only a warrior. She was
also the patron of craftsmen and artists. As a friend
of the demi-god Prometheus, she gladly shared her
wisdom and intelligence with humankind.
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INTRODUCTION

Ancient Near
Eastern Mythology
The ancient Near East was the site of the earliest
high civilization: Mesopotamia. A rich legacy of
texts, addressing all aspects of human life, has
survived from this cultural center. Quantum leaps
in cultural history took place here, including the
invention of writing and the wheel. Thus, in many
respects this region can be viewed as the cradle of future cultures, both
Eastern and Western.
The cultures of the ancient Near East are considered to include all
civilizations that used the cuneiform writing system (1), as well as a few other
forms of writing, such as Luwian hieroglyphs and astroglyphs, or star
pictographs. The most widely used ancient Near Eastern languages were
Sumerian, Babylonian-Assyrian, also known as Akkadian, and
Hittite. Other languages with more limited reach included Hurritic
and Ugaritic. Written sources from these cultures have been
found from Turkey (3, Hattusa in Central Asia) in the north to
the Levant in the southwest and Iraq in the east.
The texts surviving from this period reflect many diverse
areas of human endeavor. Documents concerned with daily
affairs include administrative and economic texts, such as
certificates and notices; legal documents, such as laws and
treaties; letters and inscriptions; and scientific records, such as
glossaries and medicinal potions. Works of cultural creativity
have been preserved in the form of myths, epics, hymns,
lamentations, prayers, rituals, elegies, love songs, debates,
satires, sayings, fables, riddles, and texts from the ancient
educational system, and narratives and dialogues aimed at
passing on wisdom to the next generation.

Introduction

Due to its natural borders, the nearby Egyptian civilization was relatively
stable, experienced minimal foreign influence and relatively few wars, and
remained monolingual over a substantial part of its history. On the other hand,
ancient Mesopotamia was geographically more open, developing into an
ethnically heterogeneous state with a multilingual culture. Although con
tinually plagued with wars and unrest, it also repeatedly succeeded in in
tegrating diverse external influences.
This phenomenon is also reflected in the areas of religion and mythology.
The worship of a large number of different gods was typical among the diverse
cultures of the ancient Near East (2, Sumerian religious statuette). By the
middle of the third millennium B.C., catalogues of Mesopotamian gods con
tained hundreds of systematically organized names. While the main gods of
different ethnic groups were often similar, the worship of other divinities,
even across cultural borders, was an accepted practice. The same god could
also be depicted and experienced in quite different ways: as a human-like

..
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figure, a symbol, a plant or animal (e.g., wheat or a lion). a heavenly body
(e.g., the moon), or a powerful natural phenomenon (e.g., a storm). It was also
believed that the gods could appear to human beings in dreams and even
carry them off to heaven or the underworld.
Early writers worked conscientiously to record their knowledge about the
world in encyclopedia-like collections. The first explicit theological documents
arose as part of this effort. These consisted of lists and charts of the gods,
which people had attempted to place in a logical order. These texts in particu
lar give modern observers-despite their separation from the chroniclers by
up to 5,000 years-detailed impressions of the ideas held by people of those
times. The sphere of the gods was considered to be organized in the same
hierarchical structures as the human world. Thus, there were high rulers
among the gods, responsible for a city-state or an entire country, as well as
subordinate gods, who functioned as ministers, officials, or messengers. Ruling
deities were supported by family members and court officials, including such
diverse personnel as barbers and sweepers. Human rulers were seen as mere
representatives of the true, divine sovereign. The gods who ruled cities and
states were usually conceived of as male. There were exceptions, however,
such as Inana (4, ancient Babylonian vase), who was revered as the ruling
goddess of several cities.
Along with the great power
attributed to the gods, people be
lieved themselves to be vulnerable
to demonic beings, who were viewed
as occupying an intermediate zone
between humans and the gods. In
addition, the dead were believed to
hold power over the life and death
of people on earth.
The great themes of human exis
tence have remained constant over
the millennia: love and hate; birth,

I ntroduction

illness, and death; rulers
and subjects; order and
chaos; and war and
peace. While some
people today seek
support in chatrooms
and self-help books, the
people of the ancient
world looked to stories
for guidance and inspira
tion. Myths, such as
those passed down in
great detail from ancient
Mesopotamia, addres
sed the fundamental
questions of life. The
earliest myths are dated from the third millennium B.C. (5, Sumerian hero with
six locks of hair, 2500 B.C.), while others date to the second and first millenni
um B.C. The material they report, however, is often much older, since myths
were typically handed down orally for centuries before people attempted to
set them down in writing. For example, the earliest known clay tablets record
ing the story of King Etana, who was said to be carried into heaven by an eagle,
date from the 18th century B.C. However, surviving artwork depicting motifs
from this story prove that the tale was well-known in the 24th century B.C.
Most of the scribes who recorded myths and other literary works went un
named, and thus remain hidden from us by the mists of time. The earliest
exception dates back to the 23rd century B.C. Several texts in the Sumerian
language give the name of their author as Enheduana, which might be trans
lated as "adornment of (the god of) heaven." From these texts and other
historical sources, it becomes clear that this earliest author of world literature
was a woman of royal descent-a high priestess who held the most important
religious office of her time.

..
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The Creation of the Universe
Rather than an i m personal creation through matter,
gods form the center of all Sumerian a n d Akkad i a n

•

Divine entities were present

at the beginning of creation

•

The first gods were usually

heaven and earth or primordial
water

•

Some myths claim that the

world was created when
heaven separated from earth

• In other myths, the world
was created when heaven and
earth united

•

In a Ba bylonian myth, the

universe came into being when
freshwater mixed together with
saltwater

OJ

creation myths. These su pernatu ral entities were
either imag ined as the universe, consisti ng of
heaven and earth, o r as pri mordial waters. The
creation process, through which the very first enti
ties gave rise to new beings, was said to have taken
place i n one of two ways: either the first entities sep
arated from each other or u n ited with each other.
Indeed, a n early Sumerian myth expla i n s that
heaven and earth were once one g reat whole before
the god Enlil separated them from each other. I n
another version, heaven a n d earth came together to
produce the rest of the world. Sometimes Enlil and a
mother goddess were personified as heaven a n d
earth. I n t h e Babylonian creation epic, the masculin e
subterranean freshwater (1, Euph rates River) joi ned
with the fe minine saltwater, which was d escribed as
an enormous monster. As other gods emerged from
their u n ion, one of these gods created the world
from the saltwater mo nster's body.

The Creation of the Universe

II

Enki Produces the Necessities
of Life for Humankind In the
earliest Sumerian myths from
the first half of the third millen
nium B.C., An and Enlil appear
as the gods that bring the uni
verse into being. In a myth from
1800 B.C., the freshwater god
Enki, together with an entire
line of goddesses, produced the
basic components of the world
(2, Babylonian worldview). First,
Enki united with Ninhursaga (3),
the "lady of the highlands," who
then gave birth nine days
later to the goddess Nin
nisig, "lady of the green
plants." When Enki first saw
Figures and Stories
Relevant to the Creation
of the Universe
An and Enlil, Creator Gods,

see pp. 30-31

The Creation of Hum a nity,

see pp. 22-23

the beautiful Ninnisig, he im
mediately wanted to kiss and
sleep with her. This union cre
ated the goddess Ni nkura, the
"lady of the mountains." In turn,
Ninkura's union with Enki pro
duced Uttu, the goddess of
wool and weaving. The active
role played by the freshwater
god demonstrates the impor
tance of freshwater to human
life: in the highlands it helped
plants grow and flourish, and
was also necessary to support
livestock.

Worm At the beginning,
An, god ofthe sky, created
heaven. Then heaven created
earth, earth created rivers, rivers
created canals, canals created
mud, and mud created the
worm. When the worm asked
Ea, the god of wisdom, what
kind offood he was allowed to
eat, Ea a n swered: "Figs, apricots,

and apples." However, as the
worm preferred to nibble on the
teeth and gums of people, an
appeal was made to Ea to

destroy the worm, as it did not
have the permission to delight
in eating human gums. Thus,
the myth was not only about

the pulling of diseased teeth (4,
ritual at bedside), but also about
giving hope to the sick and as
sisting the healing process.

rn Creation Through Water: pp. 71,380 I Creation Through a Body: pp. 27,229,288,331,380
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THE CREATION OF HUMANITY

The Creation of
Humanity

•

The mother goddess was
variously called Mami ("mama"),
Nintur ("lady who is the
birthing hut"), or Ninhursaga
("lady of the highlands')

• The mother goddesses cre
ated humankind by giving birth
to primordial people
•

The freshwater god Enki,

who was also called Ea, shaped
people by mixing clay and a
liquid

•

People were made of two
different substances, "earthly"
clay and the blood of a god

•

People took on divine char
acteristics, such as the ability to
plan and to reason

According to the ancient myths of
the Near Ea st, the first people were
either born or formed by hand.
Two deities were responsible for
creating h u mankind: a mother
goddess known by a variety of
names and Enki, the god of
Terracotta figurine in a
freshwater and of practical
birthing position
inventions.
Most often, these myths combine the birth and
the shaping of the first people into one story. Stories
that mention the mother goddess highlig ht her
pregnancy, which lasted only nine days instead of
nine months, and the birth itself. In contrast, myths
about a more artistic creation have Enki forming
people from clay as if he were making a pot. The
difference was that the clay was mixed with an
extraordinary liquid. Several myths name the l i q u i d
u s e d i n creation a s t h e blood o f a slaughtered deity.
Sometimes Enki added divine spittle into the raw
clay mixture. Often, the reason given for creating
hu mankind was to provide workers so that the
younger generation of gods could be relieved of the
hard work of digging canals.

Creation in the Bible and the
Both ancient Near Eastern and biblical gods were said
to have formed people from two substances, one of
which was clay. In the Babylonian Atramchasis
myth. the divine substance was the blood of a god
who had the gift of understanding. According to
the Bible, in Genesis 2, God breathed life into the
first person, which represented endowing him with
a divine spirit. While both creation traditions portray
hard work as the lot of humanity, it was seen as a pun
ishment in the Bible and as a task in Mesopotamia.

rn Creation of People With Clay: pp. 100, 166 I Zulu-People From Reeds: p. 444

The Creation of Humanity
When the Gods Were Human
The Babylonian Atramchasis
myth opens with the words
"inuma ilu awilu" ("when the
gods were human"). The myth
is about the gods (1, Sumerian
cuneiform writing) and hu
mans: their creation, their du
ties, and their relationship to
one another. Even the language

indicates the belief that some
thing of the gods (ilu) was also
present in humans (aw-ilu).
People were made of clay
mixed with the blood of a rebel
lious god of knowledge. In this
way, humans were said to share
the g ift of divine understanding
and received something im
mortal, a spirit.

Enki and Ninmah Enki and the mother god
desses worked together, but sometimes there
were conflicts. In one argument over humans (2),
Enki wanted to prove to Ninmah that he could as
sign each person a proper place, even if Ninmah
had endowed that person with shortcomings.
Enki was successful; he even gave people with
disabilities a certain task.

f-

Figures and Stories Relevant to
th e Creation of Humanity
__ _
_

___

An and Enlil, Creator
Gods, see pp. 30-31
The Battle of t he Gods,
Resulted in the Creation of People, see

pp.26-27

The Creation of the

I

Universe, Mother God-

desses, see pp. 20-21

Divine Bringers of
Culture, Enlil and Ninlil,

see p p. 24-25

Enki, Created Humanity, see pp. 32-33

People Who Grew Like Plants In a Sumerian
hymn of praise to the axe, the most powerful god
Enlil separated heaven from earth. At the "place
where living flesh grows," the first people sprang
from the soil like plants (3), and Enlil was pleased.
When the other gods saw the newly sprouted

"

people, they prayed to Enlil, full of admiration, in
order to make humanity provide for them and
cater to their needs. The mother goddess Nin
mena, the "lady of the crown," created rulers thus
order was brought to humanity. She also made it
possible for human beings to procreate.

.. Ancient Near Eastern Mythology I
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Divine Bringers of
Culture
To the people of the ancient Near

•

Ninlil gave birth to the god
of canal construction

•

Ninazu and Ninmada
brought barley to Sumer

•

Ninurta was the god of
agriculture; Dumuzi was the
god of animal husbandry

• The gods Enlil and Nisaba
invented oral poetry and
literature

East, the world was a gift from the
gods. These divine gods were even
credited with cultural adva ncements,
such as the development of ag ricul
ture and an imal husbandry as well as
the creation of sophisticated u rban
culture. Myths show that i rrigation
technology was seen as a tremen
dous accomplishment. Digging
Ancie n rSyrian slacue of
canals meant breaking through
a warergoddess
into the u n derworld-a dangerous adventure undertook by N i nlil, god dess of
the city of N ippur. Many gods were credited with
the development of ag riculture, especially N i n u rta,
god of agriculture, who taught about crop produc
tion. The shepherd god D u m uzi taught a bout an
imal husbandry and N i nkasi how to brew beer.
Nin urta's Instructions
Regarding Crops When faced
with questions about irrigating
the land, protecting the fields
(1) from flooding, and finding
the constellation of stars indi
cating favorable conditions for
planting, the Sumerians were
given answers from Ninurta,
who even recom
mended a ritual for
doing away with

rn

Teachers of Agriculture: pp. 130, 335 I Bringers of Culture: pp. 32, 41,166,442

Divine Bringers of Culture

..

Figures and Stories
Relevant to
Divine Bringers of Culture
The Creation of Humanity,

Hymn of Praise to the Axe, see
pp.22-23

The Underworld, Con
structing Canals, see

pp.44-4S

Canal Construction The god
dess Ninlil set out to accom
plish an extremely dangerous
task of building irrigation
works. During the construction,
she had to rely on the coopera
tion of the terrible powers of
the underworld, as she had to

intrude on their territory i n
order t o d i g t h e canals.
Ninlil left her city (3,
fortress surrounded by
canals) and set out for the
underworld. There she
made a pact with the
various gods of the

Barley and Beer The basic
food staple in Sumer and Baby
lonia was grain, especially
barley, which could be grown
easily (5). This grain was used to
make bread and beer, the
national drink (4, beer mug).
Over 60 different types of beer

were brewed. Beer
production was con
trolled by the god
dess Ninkasi. Barley
was also seen as a di
vine gift. Earlier, people
had eaten grass like
sheep, but An allowed

underworld, sleeping with
them until she conceived and
gave birth to the god of
canal construction. After
ward nothing could stand in
the way of building canals
(2, opening of a canal
on the Tigris).

.. Ancient Near Eastern Mythology I
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The Battle of
the Gods

•

Aggressive, heroic gods
such as Ninurta, Marduk, and
Assur-saved the world from
monsters made of stone and
water and predatory beasts

• The hard-working younger
gods rebelled against the privi
leged, older gods
I

• The younger gods caused
such an uproar that the older
gods wanted to destroy them
• With the help of the
heavenly bull, Inana was as
mighty as her father

rn

In one poem, the poet
Enheduana sang about
the god dess I n ana: "It
sha l l be known that
The victory srele ofEonnolUm of
your sight i nspi res terror,
Logosh
that you inflict this terror
upon your enemies, that you completely o b l iterate
those who rebel, that you even cons u m e their
corpses l i ke a n a n i ma l ."
Da ily l ife in Mesopotam i a was everyt h i n g but
harmonious. Various confl icts were reflected in
mythology (1, Sta ndard of Ur, war panel)_ The
younger gods threatened the old gods, the primor
d i a l gods planned to destroy the you nger gods, a n d
I n ana wanted t o challenge her father's positio n o n
the throne. S h e defia ntly took t h e heavenly bull
from An, god of the sky, to use as a weapon. M o n 
sters threatened t h e world, b u t savio r gods, such a s
N i n u rta and M a rd u k, destroyed them.

Fighting Between the Gods: pp. 117, 118, 238, 245, 458

The Battle of the Gods
The Gods Rebel The over
worked gods had had enough
and they decided to storm the
residence of Enlil, the king of
the gods. First, they destroyed
their tools and burned their
spades and the baskets they
carried on their backs. Then
they marched to Enlil's house
and surrounded it. Over
whelmed, the ruler called on
An and Ea, other high gods, to

..

help. As the striking gods
continued to shout out their
demands (2), An and Ea gave
Enlil advice. Enlil just wanted to
crawl away and hide in An's
sky, but Ea, the god of wisdom,
had a better idea: the gods
should be relieved of the
burden of work and a new
being could be created to take
it over. Thus, humanity was cre
ated to shoulder the burden.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to the Battle
of the Gods

The Creation of Humanity,
see pp.22-23
Enlil, Creator God, see

pp.30-31
1nana, Goddess of the City, see

pp.38-39
Marduk, God of the

Nation,

see pp.42-43

Marduk Saves the Gods The
Babylonian goddess Tiamat
and her husband Apsu could
not bear the u p roar caused by

the younger gods and planned
to destroy them. When Ea
killed Apsu during the battle,
Tiamat, an enormous water

The Monster Killer Enlil's oldest son
Ninurta, the god of rainstorms, was often
drawn into battle. In one story, he pursued
Anzu, the l ion-headed eagle (4) who had
stolen Enlil's tablet of destiny. Whoever
possessed this one tablet could rule the
world. After slaying a series of monsters,
Ninurta regained the tablet. Another myth
had h i m battl ing Asag, a demon from the
mountains, who threatened the world with
an army of stones. After his victory, Ninurta
collected the water and kept it in the mountains, allowing it to
flow down to the plains little by little. In doing so, he created the
basis for agriculture.
ill

Heroes Fighting Against Monsters: pp. 181,165, 251,315,361
Creation Through a Body: pp. 20, 229, 288,331, 380

snake, sought revenge. Marduk
was selected to fight her (3),
and he won. He cut her body i n
two t o form heaven a nd earth.
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The Flood
The flood is the subject of a variety of Sumerian, Babylonian, and Hebrew
myths. The storyline is always the same, but the details vary. The gods (or a sole
God) decided to destroy all of humankind by flooding the entire earth (3). Only
one person, who the gods protected, was able to save his fa mil y a n d a n i mals. I n
the Bible, this was Noah, whose a rk was sup posed t o have la n d ed on Mount
Ararat (1). I n the Sumerian myth, this hero was Ziusudra ("a life of long days")
and the Babylo n ians called him Atramchasis ("amazin gly clever"). In the Epic of
Gilgamesh, the gods gave the hero Utnapishtim ("I have fo u n d life") eternal life.
While the u n i n h i bited procreation
of people, as well as the
u p roar they caused,
brought a bout the flood
in the Mesopotam i a n
myth, i n the B i ble, t h e
co mmission of s i n s was
said to have provoked
God's anger, causing h i m
t o destroy h u m a nkind i n
a flood s o as to wash
The Epic of Gilgomesh
George Smith, an assistant
professor at the British
Museum, worked on
deciphering a cuneiform
tablet (2) found in the ruins
of Nineveh. In 1 872 he
discovered fragments of a
flood story similar to that in
the Bible written on the
tablet. Between 1873 and
1 874 he traveled to Nin
eveh and found more
pieces of the tablet. Today
this tablet is known as the
eleventh tablet of the Epic

ofGi/gamesh.ln an
attempt to escape death,
King Gilgamesh fled to
the end of the world.
There he met
Utnapishtim, who
had survived the
flood. When the
god Enlil noticed
that he was stili
alive, he was angry.
But the other gods
were relieved and de
creed that such a
catastrophe shou Id never
happen again.

rn Great Floods: pp. 32,335, 401,411,445

The Flood

a
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AN AND ENLIL

An and Enlil

•

For a long time, An and
Enlil were seen as the highest
gods of the Mesopotamian
pantheon

•

They were the creators of
the universe

• An translates directly as 'sky"
and Enlil possibly means 'god
of the gods'
•

Both were considered proto

types of human rulers

•

An and Enlil's most impor
tant places of worship were the
cities of Uruk and Nippur

ED Gods as Law Givers: pp. 40,178

For many centu ries, the gods An and Enlil had the
hig hest status among the gods of Mesopota m i a .
They played a central role in t h e Mesopota mian
cosmology, beg inning with creation myths where
the god of sky An separated from the go ddess of the
earth, Together they created the world a n d its gods,
Enlil (1, Nipp u r, sacred city of Enlil) was referred to
as the creator of the gods or as the separator of
heaven and earth.
While A n is clearly translated as "sky," the transla
tion of Enlil remains unclear. Possible meanings
include "lord wind," "lord who is a spi rit," o r also the
"god of gods."
An and Enlil both presided over the assembly of
gods and decided on the future of the world a n d
h u mans, either alone or with t h e assembly. H u m a ns,
however, could try to i nfluence their fate. The power
of An and Enl il's decisions ensured law a n d order.
Therefore, they were also the most i m portant fig
u res in the constitution of Mesopotam i a n rulers,

An and E n l i l
Order of the Gods The world
of the gods was structured
according to a strict hierarchy,
which can be seen in docu
ments from the second half of
the second millennium B.C. (2).
They list the specific symbols of
the gods: the gods of the stars
are shown on top, the terrestrial
gods in the middle, and the
powers of the underworld at
the bottom. As far back as the

third millennium B.C., there
were books similar to encyclo
pedias that listed the names of
all the gods. Each high god was
assigned a family with a wife
and children, as well as a heav
enly household with min isters,
scribes, messengers, and even
bakers, cupbearers, hair
dressers, and groundskeepers.
An was always preeminent on
these lists of gods.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to An and Enlil
Creation of the Universe,

An and Enlil as Creator Gods,
see pp. 20-21

Audience With the Gods A
high god could only be visited
when a certain etiquette was
observed, just like an audience
with a ruler (3, Xerxes I) would
require. First, one had to reg
ister with the gatekeeper. With
a little bit of luck and the help
of a mediating personal
guardian god, one would be
allowed to proceed. Before
presenting the matter of the
visit, one had to prostrate
oneself before the god sitting
on his throne. A gift for the god
(as well as ruler) was a must i n
order t o appease him s o that

he would be compelled to help
(4, audience at the court of a
ruler from 21 st century B.C.).

rn Hierarchy of the Gods: pp. 70, 72, 308

Marduk and Assur, Later
Replaced An and Enlil as High
Gods, see pp. 42-43
Nanna, Enlil's Son, see
pp 36-37

•
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ENKI

Enki

•

In Sumerian artifacts, Enki

was actually written "Enkig'
and most likely means "lord
kindness" and not, as scholars
previously thought. 'lord earth'

•

His Akkadian name was

Ea (originally Hayya), which
means 'life'

•

Enki was the god of fresh

water, wisdom, and craftsman
ship, and the art of conjuration

•

His symbols included the

goat and Ash, which were later
combined into one creature

•

Enki's main city of worship

was Eridu, an ancient Sumerian
city located in present-day Iraq

In Sumerian
mythology, Enki
a p pea rs as the
last resort when
everyt h i n g else
seems hopeless.
Half-goa t, half-fish crearures, Enki's
The god of freshwater
symbols, on a freshwarer tank
was believed to have
provided Dilm u n (today's B a h ra i n Isla nd) with ac
cess to freshwater. He was also credited as having
filled the Tigris River with streams of water. The
life-g iving water-sa i d to be his sperm-prod uced
new generations of gods and ensured the develop
ment of the cosmos (1). Thro u g h the clea nsi ng
power of water, Enki freed h u m a n ity fro m evil. He
was considered a powerful specialist of rituals a n d
t h e lord of t h e a r t o f conj u ration.
Enki was s h rewd, wise, inventive, c u n n i n g , and
full of ideas. He was also the father of crafts m a n 
ship. L i k e a potter, he created h u m ans with the
help of the mother god desses. Once, E n ki even had
to be rescued by a mother god dess when h e was
i m p regnated by his own sperm. Because he lacked
a womb, she saved him by sto p p i n g the delivery.
This preg na ncy was said to have resulted i n the
birth of various med icinal plants.

rn Bringers of Culture: pp. 24,41,166,442 I Great Floods: pp. 28,335,401,411,445

Enki

"

Enki Organizes the World
Enki was ordered by the highest
god Enlil to assign certain re
sponsibilities and cities to the
other gods. But before doing
that, he decided to give the
country Sumer, the city of Ur,
the Persian Gu lf, the Indus
Valley, and the nomads of
Mesopotamia a good fate. He
filled the Tigris River with water
and made the soil fertile (2).
Then he assigned roles to var
ious gods, which resulted in
gods of the canals and thunder
storms, barley, bread-making,
architecture, and so on.

Inana Takes Enki's ME The
gods of the various city-states
enjoyed visiting each other.
Celebrations during these visits
were often exuberant, such as
when the goddess of love and
sexual desire, Inana, visited Enki
in Eridu. They both drank so
much beer that Enki lay drunk
under the table. Seeing an op-

portunity, Inana per
suaded him to give her
the SO ME, the heavenly
powers necessary to rule
over urban culture (3, King
Gudea of Lagash), priesthoods,
crafts, war, peace, and other
things. Before Enki had a
chance to sober up, she had
taken the ME into her city, Uruk.

A Friend to Humanity When

man named Ziusudra by
whispering to him through
the reeds (4) that he had to
build a boat large enough for
the animals and his family. The
sage Adapa was another pro
god's
',;n,; n·f Fnld Under

all the other gods wanted to
destroy humankind through a
massive flood, Enki helped
humanity escape the impending disaster. To ensure
I
a
i .
A
1

I

supervision, he invented the sail
boat. Enki also gave humanity
rites, such as a priest's vestments
and anointment. Many accounts
say that people received medical
help from Enki, who gave them
healing ointments.
\
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THE TOWER OF BABEL

The Tower of Babel
A

ccording

to

the Judeo-Christian tradition, God

mixcd up the language of the people during the

construction of the tower of Babel because they were

arrogant for wanting ro build a tower reaching into the
sky. The model for this tower was a ziggurat, a srruc
ture typical of Mesopotamian city -states. Thcse city
states had many temples; though some of them
were built lower than others, all were nonetheless
towering buildings majestically overlooking a
plain as would a mountain. The temples were
the meeting point between heaven and earth,
places where humans and gods would encounter each other. Their meaning is also
reflected in the translarions of their many
names: "bond between heaven and earth,"
"house that is a mountain," "house with
its head held high," and others.

The Tower of Babel

..
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NANNA

Nanna

•

The Sumerian names of the
moon god were Nanna and Dil
imbabbar, 'he who resplen
dently hurries there alone"

•

In Akkadian, Nanna was

called Suen or Sin

• Nanna's symbols were the
crescent moon, the bull, and
the number 30, represen ting
the number of days in a month
•

Many well-known rulers
bore the name Nanna in their

names, e.g., Naram-Sin,
"favorite of Sin"

•

His main city of worship

wasUr

The high god Enlil, together with N i nlil, created
Na nna, the god of the city of Ur. There a re many
connections in this myth made between Ninlil, god
dess of the city of Nippur, a n d Enlil, her consort. For
exa mple, it states that Enlil appeared to Ninlil as var
ious forms of the gods ofthe underworld, and with
their u n ion, they created different gods. When the
city of Ur (1, Zikkurat) became the capital of Sumer
in the 21 st century B.c., N a n n a was honored i n t h is
myth as the firstborn of Enlil a n d Nin lil.
Because Nann a, god of the moon, was E nlil's first
born son, he had high stature a mong the gods.
Nanna was considered to be the father of the celes
tial deities Inana (Venus) and Utu (sun). As father he
was believed to be supreme. The three d e ities were
seen as particularly i m portant in assisting with the
pleas and needs of humans, and thanks were given
to them for their guidance.
There were many different symbols for Nan na;
for exa mple, a boat or the horns of a bull for h i m
as a crescent moon, o r a ripe piece of fruit resem
bling the full moon.

Nanna

City God of Ur Nanna was the
god of the city of U r. He con
trolled Ur, which by the third
century B.C. was already a
thriving city. The earliest known
high priestesses performed
their duties there. When Ur
became the capital of a large
empire in the 2 1 st century B.c..
Nanna maintained a high place

among the gods for governing
the city perfectly. State enter
prises registered each arrival
and exit from the city, down to
the last cattle carcass. Large
scale cattle breeding was nec
essary so that sacrificial
offerings could be made
to Nanna (2, left, on the
crescent moon).

The Shapes of Nanna

Nanna-Giver of Time The
new day began with the
appearance of the moon (3).
Nanna's symboli c number, 30,
stood for the 30 days of the
month. These were divided by
feast days for the new moon,
half moon, and black moon.

The best known symbol
for Nanna was the cres
cent moon, upon which he
was depicted standing.
This symbol was often
mounted on a pole and
taken on military campaigns
as a sign that Nanna was
present. As the crescent was
reminiscent of bull's horns, the
bull became a particularly
popular representative of
Nanna (4), who was seen as the
bull who grazed his herd, the
stars, at night. The full moon
was often depicted as fruit.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Nanna

Enlil, Nanna's Father, see

pp. 30-31

Inana, Nanna's Daughter, see
pp. 38-39
Naram-Sin, Named After
Nanna, see pp. 48-49

II
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INANA/ISHTAR

Inanal l shta r

•

l

Her Akkadian name, Ishtar,
became the word for 'goddess'

•

Inana was the goddess of
love and war
. In Sumerian, Inana means
'ladY of the heavens'

• Her main
Akkad

city of worship was

I n a n a, godd ess of the celestial body of V e n us, is the
best known goddess i n a ncient Near Eastern
mythology, a n d one of the most a m biguo us. She
stood for opposi ng id eals, like love and fertility, a n d
war a n d a n n i h ilation. Some texts describe how
these opposities worked i n u n ison; for i n stance,
I n a n a waged war agai nst the enemies of the
beloved ruler to whom she had promised good gov
ernance through the ritual of the holy ma rriage.
Many myths speak of her deeds. She stole the
temple of the celestial deity An, and the d ivine
powers, or ME, of the god of freshwater, Enki. She
brutally subjugated the gods who did not submit to
her. She traveled fearlessly through the underworld,
was killed a n d then brought back to life. One myth
states that she ha nded over her lover to the u n d er
world, while in a n other she searched despe rately for
him. Her symbolic a n i m a l was the lion

ill Terrifying Goddesses: p p . 9 3 , 265,300

(1).

Inan a/lshta r
Inana in the Underworld
Inana journeyed into the
realm of the dead elabo
rately adorned with her ME.
Her intention might have
been to overthrow the
queen of the underworld,
but she fa iled. At every
door to the underworld, a
piece of her adorn ment
was taken, and she even
tually was naked and
stripped of her powers.
Eventually she was killed
and turned into a rotting

The Author Enheduana
Little is known about the people
who wrote myths and other
texts about gods. The earliest
exception is from the 23rd
century B.C. when the king's
daughter, Enheduana (3, in
the middle), became the world's
earliest known author. Although
she was a high priestess of the
moon god Nan na, she ended up
offering her services to Inana,

lump of fiesh. After three days,
beings which had been created
especially to rescue her
managed to restore her using
an elixir of life. The myth has
several meanings, one of which
is an attempt to explain the
temporary invisibility of the
celestial body of Venus.
Another might be the extraordi
nary power of Inana's servants
(2), as well as the sign ificance of
certain constellations.

and thus honed her skills as a
theologist. When she was
threatened with death, she
tried to persuade Inana to
help her through her writing
so as to act out against her
enemies on her beha lf. Her
song was a testimony to
maintaining hope in seem
ingly hopeless situations, and
centuries later it was still taught
i n schools.

Holy Marriage Myths about
Inana and her lover Dumuzi (or
, Tammuz), god of vegetation,
form the background behind
the holy marriage (4) ritual that
took place between Inana and
the king. In the myth, Inana
elects the king as her husband
and gives him her blessing. Ho
wever, it has been speculated
that Inana may have been re
presented in this ritual by a
priestess or the queen. It is
more plausible that contact
with the goddess was made
only through her statue, her ce
lestial body, or while in a trance.

•

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Inana
The Battle of the Gods, Inana
Competes With Nanna, see
pp. 26-27

Enki, Inana Gets Heavenly
Powers, see p. 33
Nanna, Inana's Father, see pp.
36-37
Naram-Sin, Inana Protects

Him, see pp. 48-49
The Underworld, Inana

Tra veled There, see
pp. 44-45
Utu, Inana's Brother, see
pp. 40-41

rn Journeys in the Underworld: pp. 41, 159, 353, 407 I Holy Marriage: p. 127
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UTU/SHAMASH

Utu/Shamash

•

Utu can mean either "light"
er "day" in Sumerian

•

His Akkadian name,
Shamash, is related to schorn
schu, "sun"

•

Utu was the son of Nanna
and brother of Inana

•

l

As god of the sun,Utu

brought light, but was also re
sponsible for justice

•

He led the living into the
realm of the dead

•

His main cities of worship
were Larsa and Sippar

• He was often depicted en
throned with a staff and a ring

The sun god Utu brought lig ht, and
with this illumi nation was able to see
clearly. This made him the ideal
guardian and p rotector of equ ality a n d
justice. T h e ancient relationship
between sunl ight and justice can also
be found in the B i ble, as the "sun of
justice" (Malachi 3:20).
Every morning Utu made his way
through the mountains in eastern
Mesopotam ia, where the gatekeeper
Hornmurapilaw
gods opened the gates for h i m . After
codepillor
he had shone for the living d u ring
the day, he took the opposite route from west to
east, which brought h i m through the reg i o ns of the
underworld. Utu was the judge of both the living
and the dead_
The fa mous ruler of Babylon, H a m m u ra pi,
depicted Utu as the g u ardian of law and order on a
pillar that contained his code of law. In a reg ion i n
which constant warfare was the order o f the day,
the desire for peace and stability
was as strong as the longing
for light in seemingly
threatening da rkness,

Shamash and Hammurapi's Pillar

The pillar bearing Hammu
rapi's code of law, one of the
very first, names Shamash as
the "great judge ofheaven and
earth" from whom the king is

who allows the people to comp
on his green meadow. This
image shows how Shamash
hands over 0 measuring stick
and rope, the symbols of au

"bestowed the right and given
the task" to protect and serve
the weak. To prove that he had
fulfilled his duty, Hammurapi
portrays himself as a herdsman

thority, to Hammurapi, who
respectfully stands before him.
In this pillar, the temple serves
as a throne for the god, and his
feet rest on the mountains.

m Gods as Law Givers: pp. 30, 1 78

Utu Passes Through the
Realm of the Dead Celestial
gods were seen as something
similar to human rulers. It was
said that Utu (1, with gate
keepers), after finishing the
daily tasks along his heavenly
route, returned to his chambers
to rest with his wife Ningal.
There are several myths that
claim that Utu continued his
journey through the cosmos, traveling into the
night. He went through a large tunnel from the
west back to the east, crossing through the re
gions of the underworld, in a difficult and dalil
gerous journey. Utu brought light to the dead in
the underworld, and presided over legal cases.
On his way, he brought the dead to the under
world, and took spirits back with him to the
world. When he arrived at the end of the tunnel,
Utu used his saw to get back up out of
the mountains, and with his emer
gence, the sun rose (2) again.

legal Texts Dating from the
1 8th century B.C., Hammurapi's
code of law is part of a long tra
dition. ln the 21 st century B.C.
the codex of the Sumerian ruler,
Urnamma, was established. In
all, there are two Sumerian and

four Akkadian jury laws known
today. Even older than these
are the reform texts of the 25th
century B.C. ruler, Urukagina,
which attempted to reverse the
privileges of the rulerfor the
good of the temple (3).

Utu as Gilgamesh's Helper I n
the tales about King Gilgamesh,
Utu is depicted as his protector.
When Gilgamesh wanted to
travel to the mountains to cut
down cedars, the god sent with
him seven local warriors who
knew the place well. In the Epic
ofGilgamesh, the goddess
Ninsun (4), mother of the hero,
complains that the sun god is
responsible for the restless
heart of her son, which drives
him to dangerous adventures.

Inana. Utu's Sister, see
pp. 38-39
Nanna,Utu's Father, see
pp. 36-37
The Underworld, Utu Brought
the Dead Here, see pp. 44-45
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M A R D U K A N D A SS U R

Marduk and Assur

•

He was considered the son of

the god Enki

•

The cult of Marduk centered

on Babylon

•

Assur had the same name

as the city in which he was
worshiped

•

Both gods were initially

regional gods before later
becoming state gods

•

Both gods were to protect

the king's sovereignty

r

Figures and Stories
Relevant to
Marduk and Assur

-

-

An and Enlil, Enlil Was
Replaced by Marduk and Assur,
see pp. 30-31

I
L

The Battle of the Gods,
Marduk Saves the Younger
GOdS Against the Older Gods,
see pp. 26-27
-

--

The history of the gods Marduk and Ass u r charts
their steep ascent from relatively u n i m portant local
gods into the great national gods of Babylon a n d
Assyria that they later became. P r i o r t o t h e 1 8th
century B.C., when King Hamm u ra p i made Babylon
the center of a great empi re, the city and its god
Marduk were only important regionall y. However,
under H a m m u rapi Marduk's influe nce g rew, as d i d
t h e state c u l t and t h e n u mber of i n d ivid u a l s w h o
p a i d h i m worship. A great n u mber o f h y m n s a n d
prayers were s u n g in praise o f Marduk.
Something similar happened during the seco nd
m i l l e n n i u m B.C. with the god Assur i n Assyria (1,
Assyrian King Assurnasirpal ll). Both M a rd u k and
Assur took over the position formerly h e l d by the
god Enlil, a n d the myths associated with h i m were
tra nsferred to them according ly. In the world cre
ation epic Enuma elish, M a rd u k and Assu r i nter
changeably take over the role of the warring god
N i n u rta, and saved the un iverse from destruction by
the dragon Tiamat. This quest was played out by
cult memb ers every year d u ring New Year festivities.

Marduk and Assur
The New Year Festival
The best loved festival in
Mesopotamia lasted 1 1 days.
People carrying their idols from
neighboring states a rrived, and
after many preparations, the
gathered crowd confirmed the
rule of the highest god Marduk
(or Assur) and acknowledged
the king as his representative.
Alongside this, these gods en
sured a good destiny for the
capital and the cou ntry. On the
eighth day, a large procession

The 50 Names of Marduk
After Marduk (3, his symbol,
the dragon) saved the gods
from Tiamat, he was given the
highest position among
CD them. The 50 most im por
tant gods gave him their
powers by assigning
one of their names
to him.

Lord
of

was identical
with that of his
city, it is likely
that at first a place
near the city was
initially worshiped as holy. In
contrast to other gods who had
many temples, Assur had a
temple only in his city (4, relief
of a god found there ). His rise to
preeminence was theologically
explained by his association
with the primordial god Anshar.
It was believed that Anshar had
existed prior to heaven and
earth, and he was called the
source of all things.

(2) left the temple area and car
ried a statue of Marduk into the
city and throughout the sur
rounding countryside. It was
probably the only time in the
year that the populace saw
their god. Marduk's victory over
the dragon Tiamat was reen
acted in rituals in which the
king played the role of the god
and had to participate in var
ious challenges. These celebra
tions would continue for three
more days outside the city.

..
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THE UNDE RWORLD

The Underworld
The un derworld is usually pre
sented as dark, d usty, and i n hos
pitable i n most ancient Near

•

The rulers of the underworld

were the goddess Ereshkigal
("lady of the great place') and
the god Nergal

•

The dead could affect the

fate ofthe living

•

Spirits and demons could

haunt the living

•

Among the best known

demons were Lamashtu, who
caused puerperal (childbirth)
fever, and Pazuzu, a wind
demon

The Death Dream of Enkidu
What happened in dreams was
considered very real for the
Mesopotamians. It was in a
dream that Enkidu, the com
panion ofGilgamesh (1), was
seized by a heinous demon and
brutally carried off to the un
derworld. Terrified, Gilgamesh
refused to help him. It was after
this dream, that Enkidu lost all
hope of recovering when he fell
ill, and died.

Eastern mythology. It was the
rea l m of the un derworld gods,
Nergal and Ereshkigal, and of
various demons and spirits. The
fate of the dead i n the underworld
was depen dent u pon their
Genie performing a protec
earthly l ife. After his death,
tive magical gesture
Enkidu reported to his friend
Gi lgamesh that someone who had no c h i l d ren
wou l d, as a result, starve in the afterl ife, The more
sons one had, the more one would have to eat a n d
drink. These beliefs shaped people's behavior i n life.
Faring particularly well in the u n d erworld, sti l l-born
babies were a l l owed to play on the tables of the
gods and received honeyed treats to eat.

The Underworld
Evil Spirits and Demons
Anyone seized by a demon
would become ill and
die. The terrible demon
Lamashtu (3)
primarily
targeted
pregnant
women and
babies.
First, she
offered them
her breast like
a caring
nurse only to
then snatch
them into the
underworld a
moment later.
Another demon,
Pazuzu (2), had the
power to expel the
evil Lamashtu, so people
often wore Pazuzu amu lets for
protection. Spirits were also to
be feared. The g hosts of people
who had not been properly

Death of a Royal Household
The excavation of a cemetery in
Ur from the early 25th century
B.C. revealed what was consid
ered to be a unique find: an
entire royal household, in
cluding wagons, animals, and
treasures of gold (4) and lapis
lazuli, buried alongside their
ruler. Amazingly, not so long
ago a Sumerian text describing
just such a scene was d iscov
ered: Gilgamesh's Death tells
the story of Gilgamesh who, in a
dream, was called to a gath
ering of the gods. There he
learned that the sky god had
decreed his death, even though

buried, and who did not
have enough to eat in
the afterlife, could not
rest and they
haunted, tor
tured, and
injured the
living. Many
rituals grew as a
result of these
beliefs in

spirits.
But the
dead, par
ticularly members
of one's own family,
could also be
merciful judges and
i ntercessors when
a living person
faced judgment.
The dead also passed
on their knowledge
of the future to the
living.
Gilgamesh was the son of a
goddess. But the god of
wisdom, Enki, told Gilgamesh a
way to obtain a
particularly
good posi
tion in the
realm of
the dead.
To become a
ruler in the
afterlife,
Gilgamesh
should build a
burial palace under
the Euphrates River. So Gil
gamesh diverted the river, built
a stone house, and moved into

the palace with his
favorite wives, concu
bines, children, servants,
and many treasures to give to
the gods of the underworld.
The river was then returned to
its natural course.

..
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Th e E p i c of G i l g a m e s h
The Epic of Gilgamesh is renowned as being one of
the o ldest known li terary works. The earl iest tablets
of the Babylo n i a n version are thought to have been
written at the beg i n n ing ofthe second m i l l e n n i u m
B.C. I t s a bout 3,600 lines o f verse were written on 1 1
tablets. The epic tells the story of G i l g a mesh's q uest
for eternal life (1, depicted on cyl i n d e r sea ls). In the
first section, G i lga mesh attempts to perform heroic
deeds in order to win u n dyi n g fa me for his name (3,
as a lion slayer, 1 2th century). His friend E n kidu ac
companied him in these fa mous adventures. The
second part of the epic, after the death of E n kidu, re
volves a ro u n d the basic physical survival of the hero.
A l o n e d u ri n g this part of the journey, Gilgam esh searches for a way to over
come the obstacle of death. His journey took h i m through the Tunnel of the
S u n and the Water of Death, a n d o n to Utnapishtim, hero of the flood, who told
Gilga mesh where to fi nd the herb of l ife. He fou n d the herb, but it was stol e n
a n d eaten b y a serpent, a n d thus his search for eternal l ife
fa i led. All that remains of Gi lga mesh's fa m e today i s the
wall built by h i m a ro u n d his city, Ur uk.
The Fight Against Huwawa
One of Gilgamesh and
Enkidu's adventures takes
place in a cedar forest, far
away in a land never visited.
The gods made the fearsome
Huwawa (2, also Humbaba)
the guardian of the forest, and
no one ever dared to go there.
Even Huwawa's voice alone
would make whoever heard it
shake and cower. However
nothing and no one could stop
Gilgamesh. He wanted to cut
down the cedars to win glory for
himself, and to build a gate for the

temple of the goddess Enlil in
Nippur. After Gilgamesh receiving
the promise of protection from the
sun god Shamash, Gilgamesh, ac
companied by Enkidu and several
men from the city, headed for the
forest. There, he successfu lly tricked
Huwawa, taking away his seven
auras. Afterward Gilgamesh (some
versions say Enkidu) killed Huwawa
and became the first to ever cut
down a sacred cedar tree. But GiI
gamesh paid dearly for his daring, as
his beloved friend Enkidu died from
this sacrilege of cutting down the sa
cred trees.

The Epic of Gilgamesh

..
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•

Nara m - Sin

Naram

Sin was

N a ram-Sin was the grandson of the celebrated Sargon of Akkad, who fo u n d ed the
first great empire of the a n cient Near East.

the em
perorof
Akkad,
grandson of
the empire's
founder
Sargon of
Akkad

•

Naram-Sin

means "fa
vorite of Sin"

•

He bore the

title "king of the
four quarters of
the world"

•

Naram-Sin was deified as a

god after he prevailed over a
great coalition of enemies; he
became the protector god of
his capital, Akkad

•

NARAM-SIN

On the Naram-Sin stele he is

seen wearing a crown of horns

During his reign, N a ram-Sin fou n d h i mself
facing violent resistance. The situation be
came dan gerous when cities to the south a n d
north o f his land combi ned their forces
against him. Because of th is, he was fo rced to
fight i n nine battles in j u st one year. H e c l a i med
that h e was a ided by the love of his personal
protection goddess, Inana. To a i d h i m, the h i g h
priestess Enh eduana, his a u nt, w a s p raying for
I n ana to destroy the opposition.
When h e won, the citizens of Akkad p rayed to the
gods to make N a ram-Sin their patron d e ity. H e was
worshiped i n a temple. While previous
rul ers often identified themselves a s
children o f t h e gods, t h e actual de
ification of the sovereign hi mself
was first found here with
Nara m-Si n .

The Naram-Sin Stele

Battles for the continuation
and expansion ofhis empire
brought Naram-Sin as far as
the Mediterranean Sea. In the
northeast, he came against a
mountain tribe, the Lullubi. A
six-foot-high, artfully crafted
stele made of sandstone lca
2230 B.C.) describes his victory.
He is seen as a majestic ruler ris
ing over the world of man and
beyond into the world of gods.
Beneath him, his soldiers are
seen marching. Undoubtedly it
is an attempt to liken the ascen-

sion into the steep mountain
ous territory to Akkad's ascen
sion to power. The stele shows
three scenes: in the first, the
opposing leader has his
hands raised, begging for
mercy. Next, he is shown
with a spear in his neck and
finally, in the center ofthe
stele, he can be seen falling
headfirst into the abyss. In
the mid- 12th century, the
stele was stolen by the
E/amites and taken from
Babylon to Susa.

rn Divine Rulers: pp. 84, 20 1 , 220,336,368

Nara m-Sin
Naram-Sin as
Protector
God In
the third
millen
nium B.C.,

the status of a protector
god in his capital. According
to sources from the second and

The Curse of Akkad The fal l
o f the great Akkadian Empire
was explained by a myth, a
lamentation known as The
Curse ofAkkad (2). Within the
poem, Naram-Sin (3) was

described as an unholy ruler.
He only worshiped and loved
the goddess Inana, which an
gered the other high gods.
These gods, along with Inana,
took away their protection. Be
cause he had
no permission
to renovate
the temple of
Enlil, he
plundered
a nd destroyed
it. Because of
this, Enlil sent
hosts of
barbarian
enemies to
attack Naram
Sin, leaving
the land
devastated. In
order to calm
Enlil down,
the other
gods cursed
the city of
Akkad: it
would forever
remain i n
ruins.

..

first millenniums B.c., every
person had two protective
gods, who created a sort of
parental pair. In rituals, a person
would add their father's and
their protective god's (1,
praying woman from Lagash)
name to their own. If the gods
were benevolent toward huma
nity, all was well. If not, the
gods would leave them, and
they would face sickness,
poverty, and social isolation.

An and Enlil, Enlil Was Naram
Sin's Enemy, see pp. 30-31

l

1nana, Naram-Sin's P rotec tor
Goddess, see pp. 38- 39
Nanna. Naram-Sin's Name
sake, see pp. 36-37
---
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I TESH U B A N D KUMARBI

Teshub and Kumarbi

•

Teshub was the supreme
god of thunderstorms in the
Hittite pantheon

• Kumarbi, the father of the
gods, was a grain deity
•

The Hittites also worshiped
countless nature gods

•

Kumarbi gave rise to Teshub,

who became his successor

•

Teshub's symbol was the
lightning bolt; he was fre
quently depicted together with
bulls

As i n t h e entire ancient N e a r East, the H ittites be
l ieved the world was created by the gods. A l ready
during antiqu ity, the people spoke of the thousand
gods of the Hittite Empire (1). The weather god
Teshub was adored in the Hittite Empire, which
spanned from Anatolia to Syria a n d Mesopota mia,
as the supreme god. H e had particular s i g n ificance
i n ag riculture, and was worshiped as the protector
of the cosm i c order and of the kingship. Frequ ently,
he was seen on a bull or i n a carriage p u l l e d by b u lls.
Aside from Teshub, it is poss ible to disti n g u i s h
countless gods of nature: of rivers, springs, m o u n 
tains, stones, and trees. T h e gods a n d their myths
ind icate that the Hittites were i nfl uenced by m a ny
foreign cultu res, such as Mesopota mia, the H u rrites,
and the reg ion of Syria. Conversely, the H ittite
mythology influenced the Greeks, which is why
Hesiod's Theogony resembles the myths of Kumarbi.
Furthermore, the Greek tale of Jason's h u nt for the
golden fleece shows infl u ence from the myths of
the Anato l i a n god Tel i pinu.

rn Jason and the Argonauts: p . 1 8 2 I Castration of Uranus: p. 1 1 5 I Battles Against Serpents: p p . 291, 233

Teshub and Kumarbi

Teshub Battles

weather god, but then
Teshub received help
from humanity and
the gods. The great
goddess of the
land arranged a
magnificent feast,
during which
Illuyanka and her kin
drank so much that
one man was able to
capture the serpents
and release the
weather god. This
man wished to be
thanked for his help by
being granted a night
to sleep with the god
dess. When he wanted
to return to his family,

Against the Ser
pent lIIuyanka

Teshub (3) and the
serpent Illuyanka
(2) both fought
against and com
plemented each
other. Both repre
sented a part of
the year: the ser
pent for the winter
time; the weather
god for the ti me of
crops. One version
of the myth re
ported that the
serpent nearly
vanquished
the
The
Search for
Telipin u

Telipinu, the
god of vegeta
tion, went
missing. The gods,
m large and small, searched
for him, but the results
were

fruitless. Finally a bee (4) found
the sleeping god and woke him
up by stinging him. After
Telipinu's anger had ceased, a
bag made of sheepskin (remi
niscent of the story of Jason
and the golden fleece) was
hung in an oak tree. Within the
bag, there were blessings for
the new year for fertility, long
life, and offspring.

she killed
him.ln
another
version,
IIluyanka
stole Teshub's eyes
and heart. His son
succeeded in get
ting both back for
his father, so that he could de
feat the serpent.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Teshub
and Kumarbi
An and Enlil, An as Kumbari's
Predecessor, see pp. 30-31
Inana, Holy Marriage, see
pp.38-39

Kumarbi and An The

Babylonian, Hittite, and Greek
mythologies contained genera
tions of gods, developing from
and replacing each other. At
the center of the Hittite myth,
the grain god Kumarbi cas
trated his predecessor, An. Af
terward Kumarbi carried An's
sperm, which created many
things like the Tigris River (5)
and Teshub. Eventually, Teshub
came to remove Kumarbi from

..

..
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EI and Baal
EI and Baal were gods of Ugarit,
a city-state on the coast of the
Mediterranean Sea. The city
was

reached its prime during the

the king god

second half of the second

of Ugarit and

millennium B.C. Standing at

father of the gods

the head of the pantheon,

and people

•

EI acted as the king of the

Baal, "lord: was

a god of weather

gods and as the creator of

and agriculture,

EI and a

worshiper, Syrian
relief, 13th century 8.C.

both gods and people. He gave blessings and

and ruler of the
earth

endowed people with offspring. His importance was

•

apparent through his numerous appearances in

The cult of EI

was primarily ob

sacrificial lists, and as a part of people's names.

served in Ugarit

•

Baal also appeared in people's names during the

Baal was wor

third millennium B.C. in Mesopotamia and Ebla. As a

shiped from

weather god, he was a cloud rider, exhibiting his

Ugarit to Egypt; he
was especially wor

power over thunder and lightning, He ruled over

shiped during the first millen

the earth as a king. His cult reached to Egypt and

nium in Byblos, Sidon, Tyre, and

was also supported by many kings in Israel. Yahwe,

Carthage

the Judeo God, shares traits with EI and Baal. In the

• A bull was the symbol of

Phoenician-Punic religion,

Baal; he was often pictured
with a thunderbolt

•

Several conceptions of the
'

I

�

biblical God correspond to

characteristics of EI and Ba

--

--.-..ot'Irl;R the adoration of Baal
maintained itself.
while EI became
much less important.
The Golden C alf Baal was
also worshiped in Israel. In Jerusalem,
there was even a temple dedicated to him.
Psalm 29, a song of praise to Yahwe in a thun
derstorm, likely goes back to the hymns of Baal.
In the narrative of the Israelites' escape from
Egypt, found in the book of Exodus, the adora
tion of a golden calf is denounced. The people
danced wildly and lustfully around this idol (1l.
Thus, it could have been referring to an
orgiastic cult of Baal in his guise of a
bull. In biblical texts, his worship was
st r o n gly punished and condemned.

'·'C·I.

Baal and Mot Once
Baal found himself in a
fight against Mot, the
god of death and infer
tility. He was defeated
and had to descend into
the abyss of monsters,
the land of the dead,
Baal's lover, the warlike
Anat, challenged Mot to
Palace Building for
Baal EI had asserted
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that a palace be built for
his son Yamm, the sea
god. However, Baal ended
up with the palace when he
conquered the threatening sea
god in battle, He threw a feast
to celebrate his new role as ruler

El a n d Baal
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a new battle.
When she
succeeded and
killed Mot, Baal
(2) was free to
return from the
underworld, He
brought his
dead ancestors
with him so that

of the sea, But
later, Baal
wanted renovations to the
palace (3). His
lover, Anat, approached the god
king EI with the request Be
cause of her menacing threats
to destroy him, EI eventually ap-

they could partake in a feast
The myth has different inter
pretations: Baal's death and
resurrection reflect the annual
cycle of vegetation between
continuous crops and yield. Yet
elements of the king and an
cestor cults are seen here that
also assume a connection with
the New Year festival.
proved the reconstruction, In
another variant of the myth,
Baal and Anat called on EI's
wive, and she advocated the
reconstruction. Thus, the holy
master builder Kothar-wa
Khasis was called from Crete
and Memphis to build the
palace out of silver and gold,

Figures and Stories
At various points in the Bible, Baal
and his wit are mentioned nega
tively, In the second book of
Kings, a god named Baal Zebub
was said to be the patron of the city
of Ekron. /n the Gospe/s, Jesus was said

Relevant to £1 and Baal

Inana, Parallels to the Myths of
Baal and Mot, see pp. 38-39

Marduk and Assur, New Year
Festival, see pp.42-43

to have used the power of Beelze

Nanna, Moon God Related to

bub to expel demons. Both names
are defamations of the name "Baal

Teshub and Kumarbi, Teshub

the prince" or "Baal the destroyer."

Bulls, see pp. 36-3 7
Similar to Baal, see pp. 50-51

.
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Ahura Mazda
Ahura Mazda ("omniscient ruler") was the most
powerful god in the ancient Iranian pantheon. The
closer the religion of ancient Iran moved toward
monotheism, the more Ahura Mazda was described
as possessing characteristics of an omnipotent, all
encompassing god. Because of his identification
with the sun and as the god of light, Ahura Mazda's

•

Ahura Mazda was the most
powerful god in the ancient
Iranian religion called
Zoroastrianism

•

Although he was the father of
the twin spirits Spenta Mainyu
and Angra Mainyu, he was par
ticularly identified with the good
spirit

• Zoroaster (also called
Zarathustral developed the
teachings concerning Ahura
Mazda

symbols are the winged sun

(1) and fire, a purifying

element. He created the universe with his thoughts,
The reforms encouraged by his prophet,
Zoroaster (ca

650-553

B.c.), changed him from a

personal god into a representation of the prinCiples
of creativity and goodness. He also upheld a just
world order, and was a world ruler who was willing
to stand in judgment over the deeds of humankind,
Ahura Mazda was also the father of the "twin spirits"
Spenta Mainyu ("good spirit") and Angra Mainyu

•

("destructive spirit"), who determined what hap

•

was identified as an aspect of Spenta Mainyu, who

The six amesha spenta were
helpers of Ahura Mazda

As befitting the god of the
sun and of light, his symbol is
the winged sun

CD

pened in the world, At the end of time, Ahura Mazda
was to emerge victorious to lead the world and hu
manity to redemption.

A h ura Mazda

Ames ha Spenta The six
amesha spenta (2, "benefi

cent immortals") were
originally autonomous
Iranian deities. Later,
they became compan
ions of Ahura Mazda,
who also helped him to
keep order in the world.
They each embodied cer
tain principles important to
Zoroastrianism: Khshathra
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Ahura Mazda

Mithra, Ahura Mazda's Helper,
see pp. 58-59

Ormazd and Ahriman,
Ahriman Was Ahura Mazda's
Adversary; Ormazd Was Identi
fied With Ahura Mazda, see
pp.56-57

rn Fire Cult: p. 282

Vairya ("power"), good
governance; Haurvatat ("purifi
cation"), integrity and health;
Armaiti ("compliant disposi
tion"), devotion and love;
Ameretat ("immortality"), life
force; Vohu Manah ("righteous
thinking"), purity of spirit; and
Asha Vahishta
("right order"),
clarity and
truth.

Saoshyans Saoshyans

("one who brings ben
efit") is the central mes
sianic figure in the ancient
Iranian religion. It was said
that "the spirited one" will
conquer death and will
restore life at the end of time.
He will shake the dead until
they wake so as to attend the
divine final judgment. He
embodies righteousness and
truth. The teachings say
either that Saoshyans will be
conceived miraculously from
the preserved seed of
Zoroaster (3), or that the
prophet himself will return at
the end of the world as
Saoshyans.

Like the Vedic religion, which

symbol of cultic purification. It

was a precursor of Hinduism,

also represented the relation

the ancient Iranian religion has

ship between the original puri

been linked with a fire cult. In

ty of the beginning and of the

the days of the ancient Persian

end time that was still to come.

empire, the burning sacrificial

The fire temple or altar in

fire was ignited on a stone altar

Naqsh-i-Rustam (left), located

"in the face of the sun" (Ahura

in Fars province, Iran, was like

Mazda) and tended by fire

Iy a major center of worship for

priests. The fire served as a

the Iranian fire cult.

..
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Ormazd and
Ahriman
The Persian religion
demonstrated dualism,
which was best exemplified
by the teachings of the twin
spirits Ormazd and Ahriman.
According to these teachings, everything that

•

In the ancient Persian

happens is determined by the struggle between

religion, the twins Ormazd and

the principles of light and darkness, which both

Ahriman embody goodness

complement and antagonize each other. During

and evil

•

Duali sm is an important

principle in Zoroaster's teach
ings; it was said to determine
everything that happens in the
world

•

In the teachings of

Zurvanism, Ormazd and
Ahriman are seen as the sons of
the god of time

•

The Parsis in

India are the

the Sassanid period (A.D.

other by regarding both as the sons of the god of
time Zurvan: the "bright and sweet smelling"
Ormazd embodied the principle of goodness and
the "dark, foul smelling" Ahriman, the principle of
evil. As he had wanted a son, Zurvan
had made a sacrifice, but he had
doubts of it working. Ormazd, who
was often compared to Ahura

modern believers of
the Zoroastrian

Mazda

teachings

•

The purifying fire in

produced by Zurvan's doubt.

supposed to provide pro
evil

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Ormazd
and Ahriman

Ahura Mazda, Ahrim an Was
His Adversary; Ormazd Was
Often Identified With Him, see
pp.54-55

Mithra, Incorporates Aspects
of Ahriman, see pp. 58-59

(1), arose from the

sacrifice, while Ahriman was

the Parsi temples is
tection from Ahriman and

200-700). attempts were

made to harmonize these principles with each

The Lion -Hea d e d Mithra Aspects

of both of the opposing powers were
later combined in the lion-headed
god Mithra (2). He also obtained a new
significance as an aeon, or power, in
that he was associated with the limitlessness of time that goes on and o n,
epoch after epoch, and creates as well as
destroys. The snakes that wind around
his body symbolize the path of the sun;
the four signs of the zodiac on his chest
and thighs represent the two solstices and the
two equinoxes. His scepter and keys also
m refer to the power of the sun.

ill Dualism: pp. 332, 38 4

O rmazd a n d Ahriman

Battle Over the World Ormazd repre

sented creativity, through which good
was generated. However, Ahriman
always introduced something bad.
For example, he created the dark
night as a contrast to the bright
day, and winter and blazing heat
to counter the more pleasant
seasons (3, zodiac with the six
areas ruled by Ahriman and the
six ruled by Ormazd). Sickness
transformed into health, evil
thoughts to good ones, and
"evil animals," such as poisonous
snakes, rats, and vermin, became
farm animals. It was said that
during the battle over the world, the
powers of goodness and creativity
would ultimately prevail, but people, who
can choose between good and evil, also play
a large role.
Parsis
Following the Islamic conquest of Persia,
the believers of the ancient Persian
religion emigrated to India, where
they were called Pars is. Many of
them settled in the region surround
ing Mumbai. Modern-day Parsis
consider themselves monotheists.
As the cultic purification
achieved through fire holds
significance for
them, the holy fires in
the temples are tended
Vigilantly (left). The Pars is affirm their active partici
pation in the battle against evil with a statement of
three ethical values: good thoughts (humata),
good words (hukhta), and good deeds
(huvareshta). At the age of puberty, a
young person is accepted into the congre
gation of the righteous in a ritual that
involves putting on a white shirt and tying
a sacred cord around the waist (right).

..
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•

The ancient
Persian god
Mithra is re
lated to the

In the ancient Iranian pantheon, Mithra, analo
gous to the ancient Indian god Mitra, was the

Indian god
Mitra; the
Romans

god of contracts and friendship, but he was
also worshiped as the god of light and of the
sun. He played an important role in the

knew and
worshiped

rituals of male societies in Persia. Later,

himas
Mithras

Roman soldiers took up the practices of this
cult. The ethical principles he stood for include

•

Mithra,
whose name
means
'contract:
was the
god of jus
tice and of
honoring
contracts

justice, virtue, and honoring contracts. He
made sure that order was kept in the universe
and in the passing of the seasons and days. In
his original depiction, he was riding in a chariot
pulled by white steeds, so the Greeks identified
him as their sun god, Helios. Mithra also carried a

•

As a god of light, he was a
messianic figure

•

From about AD.

100, he was

also worshiped in Rome

•

His attributes were a torch,
in reference to his function as
the bringer of light, and a
weapon (a spear, dagger, or
axe), with which he killed the
bull

silver spear. He was also
regarded as one of
Ahura's helpers at the
final judgment when
Ahura
measured
the deeds
of human
kind.

Killing the Prime val Bull Mithra's

most important act was killing the
primeval bull. He knelt down on the
bull, grabbed it by the nostrils with his
left hand, and wrenched its head up (1).
With his right hand he thrust his dagger
into the bull's throat. This act symbol
ized the rebirth of all living things
because new life arose out of the
bull's blood and semen that poured
onto the ground. It also symbol
ized the taming and
domination of wild,
natural powers by the
orderly rule imposed by
humans.

ill Eastern Gods and Cults in Rome: p. 222 I Mitra: p. 294

Mithra

m

Bringer
of Light and
Redeemer In the
Avesta, a sacred book of Zoroas
trianism, it is said that Ahura
Mazda created and instructed
Mithra, thus he should be wor
shiped as though he were the
powerful god himself. From the
start, Mithra was known as the
god of light and the sun, and was
depicted either as the sun (2) or
surrounded by rays of light (3,

Roman
altarpiece).
As a sun god,
Mithra was also a giver of life,
and, by the time of the Parthians
(247 B.C.-AD. 226), he was trans
formed into a savior, depicted as
a youth with a Phrygian helmet,
tunic, and cape covered with zo
diac signs. He was also brought
into the Roman pantheon as a
savior and redeemer. The goal of
Mithra's believers was personal

salvation. Representations of the
Mithraic mysteries include a
depiction of a banquet attended
by the sun god Sol and Mithras.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Mithra

Ahura Mazda, Mithra Was
One of Ahura Mazda·s Helpers,
see pp. 54-55

Ormazd and Ahriman, Mithra
United Both Principles in One,

see pp. 56-57

Roman Mithras Cult

-\

_ __ ______

Mithras, who was supposedly born in a rocky

cave, was worshiped in underground sanctuar
ies, called the Mithraea (left). Only men could
participate in the mysteries, which were kept
strictly secret. Believers had to go through vari
ous rites of initiation. Roman soldiers, who be
came familiar with this cult in Asia Minor,
brought it back with them to Europe. In the
third century, Mithras was linked with the Ro
man state sun god Sol lnvictus ("unconquerable
sun"). For a long time, the worship accorded to
this god was more powerful than Christianity.
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Pharaoh TUlOnkhomun is embraced by Osiris
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Egyptian Myt hology I INTRODUCTION

Egyptian Mythology
With its annual floods and silt-rich soil, the Nile River
Valley was the seat of one of the earliest civilizations.
The two kingdoms of Upper (south) and Lower
(north) Egypt rivaled against one another until
they were unified under Narmer (1, Narmer stele)
in around 3050 B.c. Centralizing the kingdom
strengthened the developing pharaoh cult that
lasted into the later dynasties.
Alongside the expansion of their political structure,
the ancient Egyptians created an astounding religion that
included a staggeringly complex pantheon of more than
one thousand gods and goddesses. Most of these deities
have survived as little more than names, but others are known
through the images that depict them, the hymns that praise them, the magic
spells that invoke them, and the tales that narrate their myths.
Egyptian gods, like the gods of any other culture, served the purposes of the
people who worshiped them, reflecting their needs, desires, and concerns.
Some pertained to fertility, agriculture, and animal husbandry, which provided
the staples of life. Others served the political needs of the state, invoked to
protect Egypt's borders or the person of the pharaoh, or facilitated the promise
of an eternal afterlife. Most often, one deity served many purposes, which
might overlap with those of another god. Even the singular act of creation was
attributed to different gods, as each major cult center had its own unique
theory of genesis. While today this might seem to be a breeding ground for
theological confusion, for the Egyptians this multiplicity-and redundancy
of divinities produced a layering of meaning. It attempted to express their
perception of the subtlety and complexity of the world around them. By the
late fourth millennium B.C., precursors of gods that became famous later had
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made their appearance in Egyptian art, in the forms of figurines carved of
stone or ivory, or modeled in clay. Always keen observers of the natural world,
the Egyptians embodied the divine in animals before adapting the human
body as an expression of the sacred. Although such forms, often combining
human and animal features, might seem primitive, they were not intended to
be taken literally. A god's power might be manifest in a sacred animal, such as
the Apis bull of Osiris, or in a cult image made of gold and precious stones, but
neither the animal nor the statue was the god. These things were merely
concrete expressions of more complex meanings. Gods (2, Anubis and Horus,
for example, who are depicted on this wall mural with Ramses I) were de
scribed as "mysterious," their true natures lying beyond human understanding.
However, the Egyptian gods still suffered from human frailties. They could be
greedy, lustful, or physically weak. They could grow old and they could die. Yet
this did not stop them from pervading and controlling every aspect of the
Egyptians' world.

..
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The Egyptians envisioned that they lived in a universe centered on the Nile
River, which flowed across not a globe but a flat earth. Above the earth
stretched the watery realm of the sky, while below lay the underworld.
Surrounding this created world were the waters that existed before creation, a
primordial state personified by Nun, the father of the gods. The geography of
the earth, sky, and underworld were known, but not even the gods knew the
limitless, lightless, and motionless expanse of Nun. The Egyptians saw much of
the universe in dualities, composed of pairs of either opposite or comple
mentary elements. This concept of duality was best exemplifed in mythology
by the gods Seth and Horus, who battled over the rule of earth. While Seth was
the protector of Upper Egypt, including the desert areas and nomadic tribes (3,
tribesmen in the Sahara), Horus was the protector of Lower Egypt, which saw
greater urban development and held the pharaonic cult. Thus, both gods
personified chaos-Seth and the deserts-and order-Horus and the pharaoh.
From the unification of Narmer, Egyptian society was highly stratified, with
the pharaoh at the peak, interceding between his subjects and the gods. Next
followed a bureaucracy that included nobles and other officials (4, figure of a
scribe) who occupied administrative positions of varying degrees of impor
tance, including the priesthood.

Introduction
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Beyond the government was the overwhelming majority
of the Egyptian population. They eked out livings as
farmers, fishermen, craftsmen, and laborers. With a cen
tralized government, the pharaoh could mobilize these
peasants on a scale previously unimaginable. With the
labor of thousands at their disposal, the rulers of the
Old Kingdom (ca 2687-2191 B.C) commissioned
enormous funerary stone monuments, the pyramids,
that even today symbolize the apex of Egyptian
civilization. Pharaohs of this period also dedicated
temples to the gods throughout the country.
Late in the Old Kingdom, temples received
grants of land to provide resources, including
peasant labor, to support their upkeep. With such
wealth, which had formerly belonged to the
pharaoh, more power came into the hands of the priesthood and nobility. This
relatively small, though important, shift in the balance of power scarcely
mattered in the daily lives of most Egyptians. However, the period (ca 21902061 B.C) following the Old Kingdom loosened the pharaoh's grasp on another
important aspect of Egyptian culture that did have an impact on their afterlife:
Other social classes now adopted funerary spells formerly reserved for pharaohs.
Now all Egyptians could aspire to participate in the myth of Osiris, god of death.
Other changes also lay in store. By about 2061 B.C, a dynasty from the Upper
Egyptian city qf Thebes ruled the whole of Egypt. The falcon-headed war god
of Thebes, Montu, became an important national god. However, soon another
god venerated at Thebes, Amun, eclipsed him in importance. When yet
another Theban dynasty freed Egypt from a humiliating century of rule by the
foreign Hyksos (ca 1664-1555 B.C), Amun's place at the pinnacle of the
Egyptian pantheon was secured. As these few examples demonstrate, the
prominence of individual gods-as well as how they were perceived and
portrayed-was, like the fortunes of pharaohs, shaped by the flow of 3,000
years of pharaonic history.
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The pharaoh had to continually defend his position as the "son of the gods"
against the priesthood, especially the mighty Amun priests of Thebes. This
gave the drafting of cosmologies (the gods and their families}-such as the
Ennead of Heliopolis or the Ogdoad of Hermopolis-and the cults of the
various gods large influence. Many changes in the importance of individual
gods, especially the Aten cult of Pharaoh Akhenaten, are seen as a direct result
of the power struggles between the pharaoh and the priesthood.
Throughout ancient Egyptian history, the official religion remained focused
on the temples (5, Ramesseum temple in Thebes). Within them, reliefs and
statuary portrayed the pharaoh presenting offerings to the gods because
the pharaoh was the sole intermediary between humanity and the divine. In
reality, the temples were staffed by an extensive priesthood, which-acting
explicitly on behalf of the pharaoh-cared for the
cult images, attended to the daily rituals,
and oversaw the workshops,
farms, fleets of
boats, and other
holdings of the
temple.

Introduction
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Within each sanctuary stood a statue (the ka, or "double") of the god, made
of precious materials such as gold and lapis lazuli. The Egyptians believed that
their gods, although divine, required care like any living creature. Providing for
these needs formed the basis for the daily ritual. Each day, priests unsealed the
sanctuary door and left a meal within the shrine, which was then shut and
sealed until the next morning. Renewing the god's offerings pleased the deity,
who was expected to express satisfaction by maintaining cosmic order. These
were private rituals, witnessed only by the priests. Periodically, the statue was
removed from its sanctuary and carried in a festive procession.
The bureaucracy did not sever the relationship between ordinary Egyp
tians and their gods. Although they did not participate in the daily ritual
within the temple, men and women had themselves depicted honoring the
gods. They left votive offerings at the temples. Ranging from clay figurines,
which could be purchased from temple workshops, to flowers, these were
given in hopes of some divine favor, such as a child, good health, or success
in a lawsuit. Some priests, acting as magicians, performed rituals for individ
uals. Physicians were also priests, and magic was an important element of
the medical arts of ancient Egypt. Whether performed for official or personal
purposes, these rituals commonly reflected some aspect of the myths of the
gods whose powers they sought to invoke. When the cult statue was
refreshed each day, it was placed on sand symbolizing the first land that
emerged from the primordial waters of Nun in the
moment of creation. Water poured over a statue of
the child god Horus became a cure for snakebites
because Horus's mother Isis had protected him
from the dangers of the swamps. In funerals,
female mourners accompanied the body as the
goddesses Isis and Nephthys, who lamented the
murdered god Osiris.
For the ancient Egyptians, mythology was not
merely a collection of stories about the gods.
Mythology was an active force in their daily lives.

Egyptian Mythology I THE GREAT MYSTERY OF THE PYRAMIDS

The Great Mystery
of the Pyramids
T

he pyramids in Egypt that served as tombs for the ancient Egyptian pharaohs
have come to represent an entire culture today. Contemplating the immense

amount of labor and resources involved in these
constructions always leaves one wondering the
same question: why? The form of the
pyramid suggests the primordial mound of
land that rose from the primeval waters
during the process of creation. A tem
ple complex dedicated to the deceased
pharaoh surrounded each pyramid,
for at his death he became a deity,
joining the gods Osiris and Re.
Carefully aligned to the north, the
pyramid and its temple facilitated
the royal soul's journey to the sky to
join the "imperishable stars," as the
Egyptians called the circumpolar

The Great Mystery of the Pyramids
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HELIOPOLITAN AND HERMOPOLITAN THEOGONIES

He liopol itan and
Hermopo litan Theogonies

•

The chief deity of Heliopolis

was Atum; he created himself

from Nun, the primordial waters
that existed before creation

• Atum was the head of the
Heliopolitan family of gods
• The Ogdoad of Hermopolis
was argued to be the oldest of
the theogonies

•

Thoth, the main god of

Hermopolis, was symbolized
as a baboon or an ibis

In early Egypt, each city had its own separate gods.
As a theological step toward unifying the kingdom,
priests created theogonies-stories about the gods'
births and the creation of the world. By showing the
gods as being connected through a hierarchical
family struct ure, it also ranked the importance of the
c ity. The two most well-known theogonies are the
Ennead of Heliopolis and the Ogdoad of Hermopolis.
Re-Atum (1, seated on a cow with Ptah) was the main
god of Heliopolis. From him, the rest of the Ennead
(family of n ine gods) came into existence. Her
mopolis, located between Thebes and Memphis,
worshiped Thoth, the god of wisdom. In Hermopolis,
he gave l ife to the Ogdoad (family of eight gods),
who created the world .
The different theogonies are important for under
standing the power dynamics of ancient Egypt. For
example, when the pharaohs ruled from Heliopolis
d uring the Old Kingdom, the Ennead became domi
nant in Egypt. The pharaohs called themselves the
"son of Re," legitimizing their r ule. Heliopolis was
later replaced by Thebes in the Middle Kingdom.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Heliopolis
and Hermopolis
Amun-Re, the Sun God Re as
Amun, see pp. 86-87

Geb and Nut, Atum's Grand
children, see pp. 74-75

Memphite Theogony, Rival
T heogo ny, see pp. 72-73
Osiris, Atum's Great
Grandson, see pp. 76-77

Ptah, Manifestation

of Atum
Memphis, see pp. 72-73

in

Thoth, the Main God of
Hermopolis, see pp. 98-99
ED Hierarc h y o f the Gods: pp. 31 , 72, 308

Hel iopolitan and Hermopolitan Theogonies
Heliopoli5-Nun and the Birth of Atum
Nun (2, his arms outstretched to support the
rising sun) was the personification of the inert,
lightless, watery abyss that existed before cre
ation. Atum created himself by emerging from
Nun's waters as a mound of earth. From this
earth, he arose again as Re-Atum, the sun. The
place where the first sun rays shone, the sacred
benben mound, was housed in the temple of Re.
Although Atum-the first god who sprang from
Nun-was self-created, Nun was honored in
Heliopolis as "father of the gods." The next gods
to be born were also not really "procreated." The
god-pair Shu and Tefnut (3) were sneezed or spat
into existence, or developed as a product of
Atum's masturbation. Shu was
the dry air
between
"wind of life." Second-born Tefnut, a lioness
earth and
goddess, was moist air. One day when Shu and
sky,
Tefnut got lost in the primeval waters, Atum sent
through
out his eye to find them. Once reunited with his
which
offspring, he shed joyful tears that became
sunshine
humankind. Together, Shu and Tefnut produced
reached the
the sky goddess Nut and the earth god Geb. From
them the remaining gods of the Ennead were
created: Isis, Nephthys, Osiris, and Seth.

Hermop01i5Thoth and
Creation of the World Before
the existence of time, Thoth

(4), who gave birth to himself
out of speech, created the
world with the Ogdoad, or four
god-pairs: Nun and Naunet;
Huh and Hauhet; Kuk and
Kauket; and Amun and
Amaunet. Each pair repre
sented a primordial element:
water, boundlessness, dark
ness, and air, respectively.
When they collided, a mound
of earth emerged-the city of
Hermopolis,"the island of
flames." As a bird, Thoth laid an

egg from which the sun god,
Re, was born. As the god of
words, Thoth was the heart and
tongue of Re. The Hermopoli
tan version of creation was
complementary to other
theogonies, and so was main
tained. Therefore, as Re was the
main god of the Heliopolitan
theogony, the inclusion of the
sun god Re in the Hermopoli
tan Ogdoad allowed it to thrive
amid the dominance of
Heliopolis in the Old Kingdom.
Similarly, Amun and Amaunet
became the main gods of the
Theban theogony, which
gained importance during the
Middle and Late Kingdoms.

rn Creation Through Water: pp. 21, 380
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MEMPHITE THEOGONY

Memphite Theogony

•

Ptah was the chief god of

Memphis, the capital of the
Lower Kingdom

•

Ptah, the universal creator,
thought the cosmos into being

•
•

He progenerated all the gods
In art, he is portrayed as a

bearded mummified man, often
wearing a skullcap and holding

an ankh ("life"). a was ("power"),
and a djed ('stability')

The ancient capital of the
Lower Kingdom, M emphis
was known as Ankh
Tawy, or "that which
binds the two lands." It
was the religious and
administrativ e c ent er of
Egypt during the pre
The rheagany 01Memphisislound
dynastic p eriod and part
on rhe Shoboko Srone
of the Old Kingdom.
The theogony of M emphis was h eaded by th e
god Ptah (1, on the right), who was believ ed to have
created the universe using his heart and tongue.
Together with his wife, S ekhmet, and his son, Ne
fertem, they formed the main triad of the M emphite
theogony. Other gods from n eighboring Heliopolis
were also assimilated into the Memphite theogony,
often as incarnations of Ptah.
As the creation tale can be found inscribed on the
Shabaka Stone, which dates from the New Kingdom,
the Memphite theogony is one of the first to b e
text-based, like J ewish and Christian th eologi es.

rn Hierarchy ofthe Gods: pp. 31, 70, 308

Memphite Th eogony
Ptah and Sekhmet The divine
pair of Memphis was Ptah and
his wife Sekhmet (2). Because
Ptah created the gods through
thought and speech-giving
each life (ankh) and life force
(ka)-he was known as the
patron god of craftsmen. He
appears as a mummy, wearing
a skullcap and grasping a staff
with the signs of authority, life,
and stability. The lioness god
dess Sekhmet,"the powerful
one," was a fierce, fire
breathing goddess. Pharaohs
claimed her power and protec
tion on the battlefield. Because
plagues served as Sekhmet's
messengers, there were many
strict rituals surrounding her
cult to keep her happy.

Apis-Holy Black Bull, Mani
festation of Ptah, see Animal
Gods, p. 1 05

Atum, Manifestation of Ptah in
Heliopolitan Theogony, see
pp. 70-71

Destruction of Humanity,
Hathor Becomes Sekhmet, see
Hathor, p 93

Heliopolitan
Theogony, Rival
to Memphis, see
pp. 70-7 1

Horus, Falcon
God Working
With Sokar in
Underworld,
see pp. 82-83

Sokar The falcon god Sokar (3) was the
egg, Sokar cracked the shell with a har
patron of metalworking, which led to his
poon. Then another falcon god, Horus,
identification with Ptah, another craftsman
carried the dead aloft in Sokar's boat to
god. Most important, Sokar was a deity of the judgment. In the underworld, Sokar ruled
cemetery. His main function was the puri
over the desert through which the sun
fying of the dead. When a dead pharaoh was god, Re, passed in the fourth and fifth
reborn among the gods by hatching from an hours of the night.
Nefertem
Although Sekhmet was a
fierce goddess, she also had
a maternal aspect. Her son
with Ptah was Nefertem, the
god of the lotus. He repre
sented the blue lotus that
sprouted from the primor
dial waters during creation;
from the lotus's petals
emerged the sun. Nefertem
became a deity of perfume
(4, women squeezing
flowers). Worshiped at
Memphis, he often appears
as a man with a lotus
blossom on his head or as a
child seated on a lotus.
rn Lotus Flower in India-Lakshmi and the Lotus Flower:

p. 299
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GEB A N D N U T

Geb and Nut

•

Geb w a s the g o d of the

earth; Nut was the sky goddess

•

Geb's body is used to repre

sent the earth, the mountains,
vegetation, and the fertile
valley of the Nile

•

Nut, often represented as

covered with stars, swallowed
the sun and stars and gave
birth to them every morning
• Geb and Nut were pas
sionate lovers, separated in the
day by their mother-the air
goddess Shu-and together
by night

•

The glyph used for Geb

means goose and he is often
represented as a black goose;
black symbolizing fertile soils

Part of the Ennead
of HeliopoliS, Geb
and Nut were the
Nut swimming with a
offspring of Shu and
latus flower
Tefnut, the first divine
pair created by Atum. Geb was the god of the earth,
Images of Geb depict him as a man lying on his side,
beneath the outstretched body of his sister-wife,
Nut, the sky. Geb could also be identified with the
divine goose that laid the egg from which the sun
hatched. Geb's body was the land, making him
responsible for earthquakes, but also soil and
moisture, which made him a god of fertility. Plants
sprout from his body. Geb reigned over the earth
and appointed his son, Osiris, to succeed him.
The mother of Geb's children was Nut, the sky
goddess. Her star-spangled body (1, Nut spanning
over Geb, depicted lying on his side) made up the
expansive vault of the sky, and she might have ori
ginally been a goddess of the Milky Way. As the
celestial cow, she carried the aging sun god Re into
the sky when he abandoned the earth. The sun
was also said to be a child of Nut, Each evening
she swallowed him. He passed through her body
to be reborn from her every morning.
\

ill Primordial Pairs:

pp. 114, 352, 446

Geb and Nut

"

Role in the Underworld
Because she was symbolized by
a coffin, Nut often appears on
coffin lids (2), stretching protec
tively over the mummy. She is
often depicted emerging from
a sycamore fig tree to offer food
and water to the dead upon
their arrival. As the goddess
who repeatedly gives birth to
the sun, she figured promi
nently in the symbolism of
resurrection. Geb was seen
as the grave, from which the
dead hoped to escape.

Nut Gives Birth to the Gods
Once, Re forbade Nut (3) from
giving birth during the 360
days of the year. Thoth, who
was in love with Nut, gambled
with the moon to win enough
light to create five more days.
During this between-year time,

m Mummification: pp. 94, 416

Nut gave birth. A voice an
nounced that the firstborn,
Osiris, would be a great king.
Rhea delivered Horus next,
followed by Seth, who actually
tore himself from the womb.
The goddesses Isis and
Nephthys emerged last.

r
r

l

Figures and Storie�
Relevant to Geb and Nut

Osiris, Isis, and Seth, Geb
and Nut's Children, see

pp.76-8 1

70-�I

Shu and Tefnut, Geb and
Nut's Parents, see pp.
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Osiris

•

Osiris ruled the underworld
and was the god of vegetation

• He was depicted as a mum
mified king, wearing the white
crown of Upper Egypt
•

His skin was either black-the
color of decay or fertile earth
or green-the color of renewal
and abundance; he carried the
crook and
flail

Osiris was a major god in Egypt
mythology, as lord of the underworld
and promiser of eternal life. He was
most important for his death and
later resurrection. Perhaps originally
a god of vegetation, he was the
first-born son of Geb and Nut. He
was often paired with his sister and
wife, the goddess Isis.
After having inherited the earthly
throne of Geb, Osiris was said to
Osiris wearing the
white crown of
have civilized Egypt and then went
Upper Egypt
out to do the same to the rest of the
world. When Osiris was murdered by his envious
brother Seth, the magic of Isis, Anubis, and other
gods revived him. However, Osiris took his place as
lord of the underworld, so that his posthumously
conceived son, Horus, could inherit the throne of
the living.
Because of this story, the pharaoh was said to
become Osiris upon his death, as portrayed in
various funerary depictions. Eventually,
common people, if they were mummified, also
claimed to become Osiris when they died. This
identification with the god who overcame
death promised perpetual life and rebirth.

Depictions of Osiris often show him grasping two
scepters-a short shepherd's crook and a flail with
three strands of beads. These two objects were part of
the regalia ofAndjety, another god identified with the
dead pharaoh. In the Old Kingdom, the Egyptians
merged Andjety's appearance and identity with Osiris.
The living pharaoh also carried the crook and flail
as symbols ofsovereignty over Egypt, because
humanity was considered the "flock of the god."

OSi riS
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Osiris

Geb and Nut, Osiris's Father
and Mother, see pp.74-75
Heliopolitan Theogony, the
Ennead, see pp. 70-71
Horus, Osiris's Son, see
pp.82-83
Isis, Osiris's Sister, see
pp.78-79
Maat, Osiris at the Final Judg
ment, see pp. 1 02-103
Seth, Osiris's Brother, see
pp.80-81

Lord of the Underworld
After his murder and resurrec
tion, Osiris did not return to the
throne he had occupied as a
living king. Instead, he be
queathed the role to his son
Horus and remained in the
underworld as ruler and judge
of the dead. When Seth con
tested Horus's authority to rule,
Osiris replied that if anyone
disagreed with his decision, he
would dispatch the spirits of

the underworld. Osiris's ability
to command these spirits made
him a powerful deity. His threat
was so horrible that none of the
gods, except Seth, dared defy
Osiris's will. Mortals likewise
had to fear Osiris as a judge. He
oversaw the proceedings in
which Anubis weighed the
heart of the deceased against
maat ("truth") to determine the soul's
ultimate fate. It

was this role that earned Osiris
the title of the lord of truth, and
his throne (1, the dead standing
before the enthroned Osiris in
the underworld) stood atop a
mound in the
form of one of
the hieroglyphs
used to write
the word maat.

...dl��1I!

Dismember
ment and
Resurrec
tion of Osiris
After murdering Osiris, Seth
butchered the body (3) and
scattered the pieces
throughout Egypt. Isis gathered
them all except Osiris's penis,
which had been eaten by three
fish (2, the oxyrhynchus, one of
the three fish). Fashioning a
new organ, she brought Osiris's
corpse back to Egypt from
Byblos. Anubis and other gods
helped Isis bind up the corpse
rn Resurrection of Baal-Baal and Mot: p. 53

as a mummy, which she and
her sister Nephthys magically
restored to life. As Osiris over
came this mutilation, mortals
too were given hope of ever
lasting life.The act of dismem
berment, which is not present
in earlier sources, was a par
ticularly strong violence.Thus,
Osiris's ability to overcome it
became an important part of
the god's myth.

.
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Isis

•

Isis was also named Weret
Hekau, "great of magic'

• She was a protective mother
goddess
• She was ohen depicted as a
woman with a throne on her
head or headdress

• She is often wearing a sun
disk and has cattle horns on her
head in Egyptian art

• She was identified with the
dog-star Sirius

Isis as Ruler of All Lands Isis's
worship spread from Egypt. At
Byblos, in Syria, she was identi
fied with Astarte. The Greeks
and Romans adopted her wor
ship and spread it throughout
western Asia, North
Africa (1,
temple
in Libya),
and

ill

Isis was the greatest of the Egyptian goddesses.
Daughter of Geb and Nut, she was the wife of her
brother Osiris and gave birth to their son Horus.
Ever faithful to her murdered husband, she restored
Osiris to life with her immense knowledge of magic.
Then, she served as Horus's tireless advocate when
Seth, the god of chaos, challenged Horus's right to
become king. In this role, she guarded the pharaoh,
whom she was said to nurse as her own son.
A powerful goddess, Isis was identified with the
Eye of Re, the sun god. As mourning goddesses or
guardians of the dead, she and her sister Nephthys
often took the form of kites, a species of scavenging
birds of prey, The Egyptians identified Isis with the
star Sirius, which appeared at about the same time
as the flooding of the Nile.
Her protective, nourishing role made her an
immensely popular deity among the populace.
Curiously, she never had a centralized cult, and did
not have her own major temple until about 380 B.C.
Europe. She was the focus of
one of the mystery religions of
antiquity, a rival to Christianity.
Late hymns to Isis portray her as
a universal goddess of
countless names. She was
ruler of all lands and giver
of laws, lan
guages, and
agriculture.

Eastern Gods and Cults in Rome: p. 220

She separated earth from sky
and good from evil, and could
conquer fate itself.

ISiS
Secret Name of Re
As the gods were not
immortal, they grew
old. When Re, the sun
god, became elderly,
he was so feeble that
spittle dribbled from
his mouth. Despite
his infirmity, he still
possessed great
powers. Isis wanted to
learn Re's secret name,
which would increase
her own magic. She took CD

some dirt onto which
Re's spittle had dropped
and formed a snake. This
snake bit Re, who cried
out in pain. When he
asked Isis to find the anti
dote against the venom,
she agreed, but only if he
told her his secret name. Re
resisted until his suffering
was unbearable. He re
vealed his name, and Isis be
came Weret-Hekau ("great
of magic") (2, sorceress).

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Isis

Geb and Nut, Isis's Parents,
see pp. 74-75
Hel i opolitan Th eogon y, Isis as
Goddess of the Ennead, see

pp.70-71

Horus, Isis's Son, see

pp.82-83
Osiris, Isis's Brother and
Husband, see pp. 76-77
Seth, Isis's Brother, see

pp.80-81

Isis Finds Osiris's Body
Osiris's coffin floated from
Egypt to Byblos, where it grew
into a tree that the pharaoh
used in his palace. To bring
Osiris back to life, Isis disguised
herself as a nurse to the
pharaoh's youngest son.
She burned away the boy's
mortal parts, intending to make
him immortal, but the queen
snatched him away. Isis re
vealed herself and demanded
the timber with Osiris. Isis
returned to Egypt with Osiris's
corpse (3, Isis and Nephthys
grieving) and the other prince.
Jars
Four goddesses were poired with the sons of
Horus to protect the orgons. The vessels in
which the preserved organs were stored
were called canopic jors. Isis ond Imsety
guarded the liver; Nephthys and baboon
god Hapy protected the lungs; war goddess
Neith andjackal-headed Duomutef guard
ed the stomach; and scorpion goddess
Serket and falcon-headed Qebehsenuef
guarded the intestines.

"
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SETH

Seth

•

Seth, also known as Set, was

the god of violence and
strength; he embodied chaos

• He was also a god of storms
and the desert, which explains
why he was associated with
Upper Egypt
•

He was often depicted as a

tall beast-perhaps a jackal or
donkey-with a long muzzle

Seth, god of chaos and vio
lence, was first a god of the
desert and storms, the unruly
forces of nature. By extension
he became lord of all foreign
countries beyond the fertile
Spells to protect against
lands and orderly society of
Seth engraved an a tablet
Egypt. Beginning sometime
after the eighth century B.C., Seth became a god
of evil, a deity to revile rather than worship.
As a son of Geb, Seth attempted to claim his
father's throne by murdering his brother Osiris and
depriving Osiris's son Horus of his birthright, Seth
and Horus competing over the throne can be seen
as symbolizing the competition between Upper and
Lower Egypt. Horus's eventual victory over Seth
meant the reunification of the land (1, Seth and
Horus depicting the unification of Egypt),
The Hyksos, a Semitic tribe who conquered Egypt
around the 17th century B.c.. identified Seth with
their god Baal. Thus, the Semitic war goddesses
Astarte and Anat were said to be Seth's wives.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Seth
Geb and Nut, Seth's Father
and Mother, see pp. 74-75
Heliopolitan Theogony, Seth
as God of the Ennead, see
pp. 70-71
Horus, Seth's Nephew, see
pp.82-83
Isis, Seth's Sister, see
pp.78-79
Osiris, Seth's Brother, see
pp.76-77
Thoth, Born Out of Seth's
Head, see pp. 98-99
rn Baal: p. 52

Seth.

Rape of Horus The day before
the gods were to judge Horus
and Seth (3). Seth invited Horus
to his house and raped him.
However, Seth did not realize
that Horus had caught Seth's
semen in his palm. When Horus
went home to Isis, she cut off
his hand, throwing it into
water. After replacing his hand,
she took some of Horus's
semen and went to Seth's
garden to speak with his
The Warrior Seth's role was
not defined by his chaotic
aspect. He was also a god of
great physical strength. Some
pharaohs called themselves the
"beloved of Seth" or compared
their strength to his, for ex
ample, Thutmose III had himself
depicted being taught to shoot
a bow by the god. When the
argument between Seth and
Horus ended with Seth's defeat,
Re appointed the god to serve
him in the sun boat. Each night
while traveling through the un
derworld, Seth fought the great
serpent Apep (4).

Isis Tricks Seth After his
death, Osiris abdicated the
thone of Geb to rule the under
world. His and Isis's son Horus
was named as his successor.
This initiated a feud between
Horus and Osiris's brother Seth
over the rule of Egypt. Seth
insisted that his claim was more
legitimate than Horus's, and
appealed to the court of gods,
which was headed by the
sun god Re.
While the
process

dragged on, a beautiful woman
approached Seth and appealed
for his aid. Her late husband's
brother was laying claim to
her cattle, although her son
was still alive. Hoping to gain
the woman's favor, Seth said
that the cattle should go to
the son. When the woman
turned out to be Isis (2) in
disguise, the court of gods
laughed at Seth
for judging
in Horus's
favor.

gardener.
After
learning
that Seth
only ate let
tuce, Isis placed
Horus's semen on
the lettuce leaves.The
following day Seth
had his breakfast and
went to the court. When he
claimed to have raped Horus,
the godThoth summoned

Seth's
semen
from
Horus's body
to prove it, but
the semen
emerged from
the water.
When Thoth
summoned Horus's
semen, it emerged from
Seth's head as a sun disk (3, the
symbol of Horus).
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HORUS

Horus

•

Horus was known in various

forms, such as Horakhety, a
fusion with the sun god Re and
Harmakhet, god of the dawn
and the morning sun

•

As god of the sky, he was the

patron of the sun and moon

•

He appeared as a boy, a

falcon, or a sphinx

•

Because of his association

with the pharaoh, Horus was
symbolized by the sun disk

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Horus
Geb and Nut, Horus's Grand·
parents, see pp. 74-75
Isis, Horus's Mother, see
pp. 78-':79
Memphite Theogony, Horus
in Sokar's Boat, see pp. 72-73
Osiris, Horus's Father, see
pp.76-77
Pharaoh, see Deified Rulers
and Other Mortals, pp. 84-8S
Seth, Horus's Uncle and
Contender for Osiris's
Throne, see pp. 80-81

One of the most ancient of the
Egyptian gods, Horus (1, on the left,
leading Pharaoh Ramses I and Atum)
was worshiped throughout Egypt in
various forms. These forms often
placed him in two distinct roles: as a
sky god and as the pharaoh's protector.
Originally, Horus appears to have
been associated with the sky,
with the sun as his right eye and Horus as a sky god ofren
the moon as his left. His associa- wears a sun disk on his
head
tion with the pharaoh began
when he was incorporated into the myth of Osiris, as
Osiris's son. In his battles against his uncle, Seth, to
succeed Osiris to the throne, Horus acts as the pro
totype of the legitimate ruler. Ultimately, Seth's
attempts to exploit Horus's weaknesses failed.
Horus is portrayed both as a boy and as an adult.
In his youth, he is often seen as a boy sucking his
finger, seated on the lap of his mother, Isis. The
mature Horus appears as a falcon, hovering protec
tively over the pharaoh.

HOrUS
Birth of Horus Osiris
impregnated Isis as a
lightning fiash while
she was sleeping.
When she awoke,
she joyfully told
the other gods
that shewas
pregnant with
the child who
would inherit
the throne.
Atum warned
herto be
careful, or
else
Seth
would
discover
the pregnancy and cause a
miscarriage. So Isis hid in the
marshes and gave birth to
Horus (2, Isis feeding Horus).
Victory Over Seth After Seth
killed Osiris, Isis presented
Horus as his father's heir. How
ever, Seth protested that he
was betterfit to rule than a
young boy. The gods sent a
letter to Neith, the war goddess,
who decided Horus was the
heir, but
Re-

The Eye of
Horus As a
falcon god,
Horus's eye
was depicted
as a human
eye with the
markings of a
falcon (3). or
the Wadjet,
"sound one." In
their battles for
Osiris's throne, Seth grievously
wounded Horus's eye, which
was said to be the moon and
thus explains its dim light
versus the sun. In return, Horus
mutilated Seth's testicles.Thoth
restored Horus's eye to com
pleteness by applying a salve.
Because the sick hoped also to
be made whole again, the Eye of
Horus was often invoked in
Horakhety, the sun god,
favored Seth. Arguments con
tinued for years. Between trials
at court, Horus and Seth fought
and tried to outwit one another
(4, Horus riding Seth). Finally,
the gods asked Osiris to judge.
Osiris decided in favor of his son
and threatened to unleash the
forces of the underworld if his
decision was challenged. Seth
demanded one more contest

Thutmose IV and the Sphinx
During the reign of Amen
hotep II, PrinceThutmose went
hunting. At noon he lay down to
nap in the shadow of
the Sphinx (5).The
god Haremakhet (an
earlier form of Horus)
appeared to him in a
dream, announcing:
"I am your father." If
--D
the prince cleared

medical spells. Wadjet amulets
were considered powerful.
Depictions of the Eye of Horus
are often found within tombs
to assist in
the process
of rebirth.

but the gods awarded Osiris's
throne to Horus.
the sand away from the Sphinx's
body, Haremakhet would make
him king. Thutmose awoke and
went straight to the temple
where he made offerings to the
god. He ordered the colossal
statue to be freed from the
sand. Upon his father's death,
the prince, who was not his
father's first-born, succeeded
Amenhotep II to the throne as
Thutmose IV.

"
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DE I FIED RULERS AND OTHER MORTALS

Deified Rulers and
Other Mortals
Egyptian pharaohs used their relationship with the gods to
legitimize their rule. They commissioned shrines and temples
dedicated to images of themselves. The Great Sphinx, a por
trait of t he sun god in the form of a man-headed lion, portrays
the pharaoh's face. Government officials were shown prostrated
before the pharaoh as if he were a deity. The pharaoh even ap
pears worshiping his own deified image. This pharaoh-as-god
often wears the sun disk or the curly horns of Amun, ruler of
the gods, as a mark of his divine status.
Although seen as a god in the Old Kingdom,
later the living pharaoh was either an earthly vessel
harboring divine
power or a god's son.
Death made rulers into gods (3), joining them with
Re and Osiris, who could also transform the souls
of commoners into powerful spirits called akhu.
Imhotep A few private individuals became gods.The
most famous was Imhotep (1). Also a high priest, he was
the architect of the step pyramid for the pharaoh
Djoser (ca 2687-2668 B.C.). Long after his death,
Imhotep gained a reputation as a sage and physi
cian, and became a saint of scribes. Considered a
son of the god Ptah, he was deified during the
Late Period (724-33 B.C.). The Greeks identified
Imhotep with their god Asclepius.

The Pharaoh's Life After Death Upon
his death, the pharaoh united with Osiris to
continue his existence as a sovereign in the
underworld. Architectural figures often depid
the pharaoh in this role (2, Pharaoh Sesostris I
depicted as Osiris). The pharaoh often appears
mummified, wearing Osiris's crown, and holding
either ankhs-symbols of life-or the royal crook
and flail to his chest.

Deified Rulers and Other Mortals

.
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A M U N-RE

Amun-Re

• Amun-Re was the combined
form of the "hidden" god Amun
and the sun god Re
• This new figure was initially
worshiped in Thebes
•

In the New Kingdom he
became the main god of Egypt

•

He was celebrated as king of
the gods and as the creator god

• As Re, he journeyed across
the sky and underworld causing
the sun to rise and set

•

He was usually depicted as a
man wearing a tall white
crown with feathers

CD

Amun (1, temple of Amun in Karnak) appears as one
of the Ogdoad, four pairs of male and female gods
personifying primordial forces. His name means
"hidden" and he was invisible, perhaps originally
appearing in Egyptian mythology as a wind god.
Even other deities could not perceive his true form.
Amun appears only a few times during the Old
Kingdom. Through the course of history he rose in
prominence in the city of Thebes until the New
Kingdom when he became king of the gods and
chief god of Egypt. In Thebes, Amun was combined
with the sun god Re-a common occurrence within
Egyptian mythology. Thus, the sun ( Re) became the
visible manifestation of the concealed god ( Amun).
Usually, artists showed him as a man with a tall
white feathered crown, but sometimes they gave
him the head of a curly-horned ram or the form of a
ram-headed lion. When he appears with an erect
penis, he is Amun Kamutef ("bull of his mother"),
emphasizing his role as a god who engendered
himself and embodied fertility. The poor a lso
appealed to him for aid because of his power.

Amun-Re
Amun Fathers the Pharaoh
Eager to underscore the legiti
macy of her claim to the throne,
the female pharaoh Hatshepsut
(2, pictured with Amun)
recorded her conception by
Amun. One day, Amun an
nounced to the gods that he
would create a daughter to rule
Egypt. The mother of this child
would be the most beautiful
woman in the world, Ahmose,
the wife ofThutmose I. Then
Thoth announced the child's
name: Hatshepsut. That night,
Ahmose received a visitor she
believed was her husband.
As the palace filled with the

perfume of Amun's body, he
impregnated Ahmose. Khnum
and the goddess Heket gave
the baby life, strength, health,

dignity, and unsurpassable
beauty. In the presence of
the gods, Hatshepsut was
embraced by her divine father.

Creation By Amun Several myths explain
Amun's role in creation (3, depiction of creation).
In one, Amun was one of the eight gods existing
in the primordial waters.They died after creating
the universe, but continued to influence the solar
cycle and the Nile flood. Another has Amun
thinking himself into existence before making
the egg from which he hatched. He also appears
as the divine goose that laid the cosmic egg.
Unlike gods in all other Egyptian creation myths,
Amun remained outside his creation.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Amun-Re
Aten, Akhenaten Rejects
Amun, see pp.90-91
Hathor, Wife or Daughter of
Re, see pp. 92-93
Horus, Associated With Re as
Re-Horakhety, see pp. 82-83

Journey of the Day and Night
Each morning, Re started a
12-hour voyage across the sky
in the day-boat. At sunset (4).

the underworld in the night
boat.The monstrous serpent
Apep and other forces of chaos
attempted to thwart his pro

he descended in the west. From

gress. Aided by other gods, he

here, for another 12 hours, he
traveled the perilous waters of

escaped his foes-and death
to reappear at dawn.

u

Journey Th ro gh the Under
world, Re Travels Through the
Underworld Each Night, see
pp.96-97
Temple of Luxor, the Temple
of Amun-Re, see pp.88-89
rn Creation Through a Cosmic Egg: pp. 289, 330, 439, 457

a
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TEMPLE OF LUXOR

Temple of
Luxor
L

ike the pyramicis, Egyptian
temples expressed the idea of

the primodial mound. A temple
like that at Luxor consisted of
halls and courts lined by tall
colu� in the forms of the
plants that grew in the marshy
land early in the process of cre
ation. The floor rose in height
from the temple entrance to the
inner sanctuary, where the cult
statue of the god was kept, so
that symbolically the god srood
on the height of the mound. At
Luxor Temple-constructed by
pharaohs of the 18th 3nd 19th
dynasties-Am[)n-Re and his
family were honored. Each year
a

festive procession brought the

cult statues from the nearby Kar
nak Temple to visit Luxor. The
pharaoh took part in these ritu
als, which reaffirmed him as the
son of Amun-Re and rightful
ruler of Egypt.

Temple of Luxor
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ATEN

Aten

• Aten was the sun disk and
was associated with the sun
god Re
• Early in the New Kingdom
Aten appears in the form of Re
Horakhety, as a falcon-headed
man
•

Later, Aten lost all anthropo
morphic symbolism, becoming
the sun disk symbol, whose life
giving rays extended outward

• During the reign of Akhen
aten, Aten was believed to have
initiated all creation
•

He replaced the figure of
Amun to become the main god
in Egypt until after the pharaoh's

death
• The sun disk of Aten often
appears on the gods' crowns

Frequently worn as part of a
god's crown, Aten was the sun
disk, officially an aspect of Re.
During the New Kingdom, the
Aten became a distinct sun god.
While Pharaoh Thutmose IV
honored him, his grandson,
Amenhotep IV, went even further.
He changed his name to
The head from a colossal
Akhenaten, "effective for Aten,"
srarue ofAkhenafen
and focused all worship upon
the sun disk. He closed the temples to other gods
and dismantled the powerful priesthoods of Amun.
Early in Akhenaten's reign, Aten acquired the
falcon-headed form of Re- Horakhety. Later Akhen
aten rejected this image in favor of the disk, which
reached down to earth in rays (1, being received by
Akhenaten and his queen, Nefertiti).
The cult of Aten held him as the universal creator.
However, only the pharaoh could know Aten. Unlike
the other gods' secretive temples, the temples of
Aten were roofless, which effectively exposed
offering tables to the sun. When the sun set, the
earth fell into frightening darkness and the living
slept as if dead until the next dawn.
Figures and
Stories
Relevant to Aten
Amun-Re. Prede
cessor to Aten as Main
God, see pp. 86-87
Hathor, Wearing the
Sun Disk, p.

92

Horus, Part of the
Synthsesis of Gods,
Re-Horakhety, see
pp.82-83
rn Sun Cult: p. 414

Aten"
The City of Amarna When
Akhenaten dedicated himself to
Aten, he rejected the worship of
other deities, especially Amun.
50 Akhenaten moved the
capital away from Amun's
temples in Thebes to a virgin
plain halfway between Thebes
and Memphis. Here he founded
a new city, Amarna (3), "horizon
of Aten," which he dedicated to
the god for eternity. Akhen
aten's reign is thus known as
the Amarna Period, after the
modern name for the site.

Assuming Divinity The son of
Thutmose IV, Amenhotep III,
called himself"the dauling
Aten" and, by claiming to be
Atum, Re, and other gods,
deified himself. After his death,
his son Akhenaten (2) fused his
worship with that of Aten.
Akhenaten
and
Nefertiti
assumed
the iden
tities of
Atum's
offspring.

When Akhenaten turned to Aten as his god, he
ruthlessly persecuted the god Amun. People
named after Amun changed their names.
Throughout Egypt, Amun's name and images
were hacked out. Some years after Akhenaten's
death, when worship ofAmun resumed, Akhen
aten and those associated with him suffered the
same fate. For the Egyptians, to destroy some
one's image and name was to destroy their very
existence, even in the afterlife.
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HATHOR

Hathor
Hathor played many roles, most
influenced by her identity as a
goddess of fertility. Her name
meaning "mansion of Horus,"
she, as a sky deity, was this
god's wife or mother. She was also
the wife or daughter of Re and, like
several other goddesses, mani
fested as the fearsome Eye of Re.
Love, music, and joy were all under
asacow
Hathor's patronage. The goddess
looked after all aspects of female sexuality,
including childbirth, and the fairy godmother-like
Seven Hathors forecast a newborn's fate. As mistress
of the west, Hathor greeted the soul when it entered
the underworld. Hathor was shown as a horned
•

She also acted as the cow

goddess of the underworld

•

She was Re's daughter and

also the wife of Horus or Re

• Hathor often appeared as the
destructive Eye of Re

Mother of the Pharaoh The
pharaoh, as earthly representa
tive of Horus, was called the
"son of Hathor." Depictions
show the goddess-sometimes
as a cow-offering her milk to
the pharaoh as a young child
(1). She also appears in a pro
tective role, striding forward
with her chin resting atop the
head of the adult king. As
Hathor was considered Horus's
wife, she was also the wife of
the pharaoh. Exemplifying this,
when Amenhotep III identified
himself with Re, his wife took
the role of Hathor.

Hathor
Destruction of Humanity As
Re grew old, he discovered that
humanity was plotting against
him. He secretly summoned the
gods, but the humans learned
of the meeting and fled into the
desert. Re sent his destructive
Eye, as Hathor, after them.
Hathor slew the people,
becoming the lion goddess

Sekhmet (2). To keep her from
killing everyone, Re had an
immense quantity of beer,
dyed red, flood the fields.
Mistaking it for blood, Hathor
drank so much that she could
no longer hunt. With Hathor
pacified and the rest of
humanity saved, Re retired
to the sky on the back of Nut.

Figures and Stories Relevant to Hathor
Amun-Re, Hathor Appeared
as the Eye of Re, see pp. 86-87
Aten, the Sun Disk Worn By
Hathor, see pp. 90-91
Bastet-Cats in Ancient

Egypt, Related t o Hathor in
the Form of 5ekh met, see

Lady of Drunkenness
Although the ancient Egyptian
wisdom texts warned against
the dangers of intoxication,
alcohol had its place in their
rituals. The goddess Hathor was

rn Deities of Wine-Dionysus:

called the "lady of drunkenness,
jubilation, and music," which
could be taken to exuberant
excess during religious festivals,
Some tombs depict scenes of
banquets at which the guests

p. 1 60 I

Animal Gods, pp. 1 04- 105
Deified R u lers and Other
Mortals, the Relationship of
the Pharaoh to the Gods, see
pp. 84-85
Horus, Hathor's Husband or
Son, see pp. 82-83

are so drunk that they vomit.
Even the king danced for
Hathor, offering jars of wine
made especially for her (3,
scene of making wine), to keep
the goddess happy.

Terrifying Goddesses: pp. 38, 265, 300

a.
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ANUBIS

Anubis

•

Anubis was the god of the

mummification wrappings and
associated with funerary rites

•

He assisted in the judgment

of the dead and led the righ
teous to Osiris

•

He was depicted as a jackal

or a man with a jackal's head

•

His bl ack fur represented

both death and fertility

The Role of Anubis in
Mummification The Pyramid
Texts, composed when mum
mification was in its early stages
of development, speak of
Anubis washing the entrails of
the dead pharaoh (1). ln the
myth of Osiris, Anubis
embalmed the murdered god's
corpse, an act which was vital
for his resurrection. Durin g
Egyptian mummification
rituals, a priest wore an Anubis
mask, thus assuming the god's
role. This ceremony was impor
tant as the body had to be
perfectly preserved in order to
be successfully resurrected.
rn Mummification: pp. 75, 416

The jackal-headed Anubis was originally the
supreme Egyptian funerary god who oversaw the
burial of the pharaoh and judged the dead. As the
cult of Osiris grew in importance around 2400 B.C.,
Anubis was incorporated into the Osiris myth. Along
with the political and economic exchanges between
the Greeks and the Egyptians, their mytho logies
were transmitted.
The Egyptians proposed various gods as Anubis's
parents, among them the goddesses Bastet and
Nephthys and the gods Re, Seth, and Osiris. The
Greek writer Plutarch relates that Nephthys seduced
her brother Osiris, resulting in the birth of Anubis.
As patron of embalmers, Anubis played the same
role for royal and common persons. He guided the
soul into Osiris's Hall of Two Truths, where he placed
the dead person's heart upon a scale to weigh it
against maat ( "truth"). After Osiris passed judgment,
Anubis ushered the righteous toward Osiris for
entry into the afterlife. The unrighteous went to the
monstrous Eater of the Dead.

AnUbiS
The Book of the Dead
One of the most famous of all the
ancient Egyptian funerary writings, the

Book of the Dead grew out of the earlier
Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts. Written
on papyrus, linen, or tomb walls, it
contains spells that the ancient
Egyptians believed would permit the
deceased to exist safely in the under
world and to "come forth by day"
among the living. This gave the texts
their ancient name, the Book of

Coming Forth by Day.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Anubis

Amun-Re, Anubis's Father,
see pp. 86-87
Journey Through the Under
world, see pp. 96-97
Maat, Weighed by Anubis
on the Soul Scales, see
pp.102-103

Osiris, Embalmed by Anubis,
see pp. 76-77

Anubis as a Jackal The early
Egyptians probably saw jackals
and wild dogs scavenging in
cemeteries and transformed
these harmful animals into
symbolic protectors of
the dead. Thus, Anubis
was often depicted as a
jackal (3), with the black
color of his fur repre
senting both death and
fertility.

Egyptian Burial Rites The embalming of Osiris by Anubis
and his burial by Horus provided the ideal model for
Egyptian funerary rituals (2). As the Egyptians hoped to
live forever after death, just like Osiris, they mimicked
the rites and prepared the dead for their
judgment by Osiris.

.
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J O U RNEY THRO U G H THE U N DERWORLD

Journey Through the Underworld
F

unerary texts, such as the

Book of the

Dead, prov ided the soul with spells

needed in the gloomy underworld of
Osi ris. Along the way through the under
world, the dead encountered a series of
gates or caverns. Only by correcdy identi
fying the guardians, who had names like
"Rev i l er" and "She Who Cuts Repeat
edly," could the soul pass through. The
dead had to fight crocodiles, snakes, and
the dangerous serpent Apep. The sun god
Re-- tem porar ily united with Osiris-also
risked the under world's dangers aboard
his boat in the company of millions of
blessed souls. JUSt before dawn he brought
them to the Ficld of Rushes, a paradise of
waterways, lakes, and fields from which
the sun rose each morning and where the
dead hoped to dwell. BlIt, like Re, the)'
had to return to the underworld each
nightfall to repeat
the cycle.

Osiris, lord of the Underworld: p. 76

Jou rney Through tl:le Underworld

•
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T H OTH

Thoth

•

Thoth was known as Hermes

Trismegistos to the Greeks

•

He was the god of writing,

knowledge, time, and the
moon

• He appears as a baboon, as
an ibis, or as a man with the
head of an ibis

rn Hermes: p.148

The ibis-h eaded god known as
Thoth (1, with Isis on the right).
appeared early in Egyptian
history as a lunar deity.
R esponsibl e for the regular
phas es of the moon and
cycle ofth e seasons, he
Thoth was the patron of
became th e patron of pro
scribes
fessions associated with
l earning and recordkeeping. He was also a divin e
judge and an advocate for Horus and Osiris.
Thoth was often called the son of Re. However,
c ertain t exts also relate that he was born out of the
head of Seth, who had b een tricked into eating
some of Horus's s emen. In some versions of the
th eogony of H ermopolis, Thoth was th e first god to
emerge from the primordial mound. He then
creat ed four pairs of god-including Amun-who
p ersonified key elemental forces.

Thoth
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Thoth

Hermopolitan Theogony,
Thoth Was Worshiped as the
Main God, see pp. 70-71

Maat, Thoth's Wife, see
pp. 1 02 - 1 03
Osiris, Thoth Aided Osiris in
the Final Judgment of the
Dead, see pp. 76-77

Thoth in the Underworld As
one of the allies of Osiris, lord of
the underworld, Thoth also
functioned as an aide for the
deceased. Although Anubis was
the embalmer, Thoth played a
role in making the dead body

whole again, by restoring the
head and heart. Thoth either
flew to the heavens carrying
the soul, or guided the dead
person through the underworld
into the court of Osiris (2). Here,
Thoth would declare the dead

Thoth Invents Writing In the myth of Horus
and Seth, Thoth was constantly writing (3) and
delivering letters recording the arguments
between the two gods' supporters, so that other
deities could settle the matter. As a scribe of the
gods, Thoth was viewed by the Egyptians as the
inventor of all spoken and written languages. His
skills also gave him access to special knowledge
beyond the reach of other gods, and he invented
the rituals practiced by priests in the temples.
Thoth's female counterpart was Seshat. Called
Thoth's daughter or his wife, this goddess was
responsible for the

man or woman to be innocent
of all wrongdoing. If the dead
was righteous, he or she was
considered to be "true of voice"
and entered the underworld. If
not, the soul was doomed to
damnation.

measurements of all temple foundations
and also for recording
the years of each
pharaoh's

Scholars estimate that be

House of Life, a sort of college

tween one to five percent

and library associated with

of the ancient Egyptian popu

each major temple. Student

lace was literate. Scribes were

scribes first learned the hier

the bedrock of the Egyptian

atic, or cursive, script, and were

bureaucracy, responsible for

taught mathematics and com

recording everything from tax

plex geometry. Most never

records to hymns to the gods.

learned to ffuently read the hi

Some scribes were taught at a

eroglyphs of Egyptian writing.

rn Odin-Inventor of the Runes: p. 231

B
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KHN U M

Khnum

•

Khnum was a creation god

and a god of fertility, believed
to be the originator of all life

•

Late in Egyptian history, he

was named as the creator of the
world

•

He formed gods, people,

animals, and plants out of clay
on a potter's wheel

• The annual floods of the Nile
River were controlled by Khnum

•

He appeared as a wavy·

horned ram or as a man with a
ram's head

Among the oldest gods
in the Egyptian pantheon,
Khnum appears as a ram or a
Ba amulet.· Khnum was
ram-headed man. His wavy
the ba afRe
horns are distinct from the curly
ones of Amun, although Khnum is also depicted
sometimes wear ing Amun's horns as part of his
crown . Considered a god of creation, Khnum built
a ladder and boats for the gods . He controlled the
Nile floodwaters, believed to o riginate from a cave
near modern Aswan, which laid fresh mud upon the
fields each year . The floods were so vital to life that
the Egyptians believed Khnum created all living
things. Late in antiquity he became a universal
creator-god. Khnum's wife was He ket-a frog
goddess who assisted child births.
As Khnum was also known as the " ba of Re," it is
not surprising that images of the solar journey
through the underworld sometimes show the sun
god, Re, in the form of a man with the head of a
wavy-horned sheep.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Khnum
Amun·Re. Khnum's Shared
Anributes With Amun·Re, see
pp. 86-87
Journey of the Day and
Night, Khnum Helped Re on
His Solar Journey, see p. 87
Deified Rulers and Other
Mortals, the Gods' Relation·
ship to the Pharaoh, see
pp. 84-85
Mural pointing from the grove
of Queen Nefertori showing Khnum
leading two other deities; Khnum was
believed to control the (looding of
Nile and helped Re travel through the
underworld every night

Khnum
The ConceRt of Soul: Ib, Shut, Ren, 80, and Ka
For the Egyptians, an individual consisted of
several distinct elements. The heart Ob) was the
seat of thought. The shut was the shadow.
Preservation o f a person's name (ren) was
necessary for the soul's survival, and the true
names of gods, being extremely powerful, were
kept hidden. The ba corresponds closely to the
modern idea of a soul. The ka, often called the
"double," was a complex concept. It was a
person's character and life force, and received
offerings in the afterlife.

Djoser and the Seven-Year
Drought On the island of

Creation of People and Their
Ka With Clay Khnum fash
ioned the bodies of all living
things, earthly and divine. In art,
he appears bent over a potter's
wheel (2), creating the figure of
a human child. He made the
human form by "knotting"
blood to bone, causing hair to
grow. Then he built the skull
and gave all the internal
organs-from heart to
bladder-their purposes. In
creating the child, the god
sometimes pointed with his
first two fingers and thumb, a

priest of Imhotep, who con
sulted the Scrolls of Re. This
priest explained that Khnum
controlled the floods from the
rock of Elephantine.The fol
lowing night, Khnum appeared
to Djoser in a dream, promising

Sehel, south of Aswan, is a stele
text that claims to have been
written during the reign of
Pharaoh Djoser (2687-2668
B.C.). The inscription actually
dates to more than 2,300 years
later. This "Famine Stele" (1)
relates that for seven years the
Nile did not overflow its banks,
which led to a dreadful famine.
As a result, disorder spread
throughout the land. The
distraught pharaoh went to a

an end to the drought if the
pharaoh would grant further
concessions to his temple.
When Djoser awoke, he eagerly
ordered the governor of Aswan
to increase the donations to
Khnum's temple and to record
this miraculous story.

magical protective
gesture. Artists also de
picted Khnum forming
the royal ka, which
appears as a
double of the
young
pharaoh.
During the conception of the
CD
female pharaoh
Hatshepsut (ca 1502-1 482 B.C.),
Amun instructed Khnum to
form her body and ka. Khnum
gave Hatshepsut the shape of a
man, which was considered

more appropriate for her royal
role. Khnum also fashioned the
bodies of the gods, although
the divine flesh was made not
of clay but of gold.

rn Creation of People With Clay: pp. 22, 1 66

"
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MAAT- U N IVE R S A L ORDER

Maat- Universa l
Order

•

Maat was the goddess of

justice and truth, as well as the
personification of order

•

As a feather, she was the

standard against which the dead
were judged

•

She ap pears as a woman

wearing a tall feather in her

hair, and sometimes has wings

rn Universal Principles:

Maat embod ied the Egypt ian
not ion of truth, cosmic order,
and justice. She was a bove
all a pr inc iple, wh ich was
The Moat feather was
placed an the scoles to
pe rsonified as a god
determine a soul's worth
dess . People perce ived
her th rough the regula r cycles of sun and moon, the
annua l flood ing of the N ile, stable government, and
soc ial har mony. She was the daughter of the sun
god Re and she accompanied h i m on h is sun boat
(1). Thoth, scribe of the gods, was Maat's husband.
Also known as Maat i ( "two truths"), she orig inally
assessed the pharaoh's worthiness to cla i m the
"throne of Geb," the god of the earth. Rulers showed
their legit imacy by p resent ing Maat to the gods,
who consumed he r.

pp. 295, 332, 384, 430

Maat-Universal O rder

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Maat

Amun-Re, Maat's Father, see
pp.86-87

Deified Rulers and Other
Mortals, Maat Assessed the
Pharaohs, see pp. 84-85
Osiris, Maat in Osiris's Under
world, see pp. 76-77

Thoth, Maat's Husband, see
pp. 98-99

Maat Feather on the Scales
Maat became an instrument
of judgment for the dead
commoners, as well as the
pharaoh. If a soul survived the
dangers on the path to Osiris's
court, he or she entered the Hall
of Two Truths. Here the dead
underwent their final judg
ment. The deceased faced
the 42 judges, during which
a list of transgressions against
Maat that he or she did not
commit was read out. Then

Anubis placed the heart, seat
of intelligence, upon one
balance pan of a scale (2). On
the other was either the seated
figure of Maat or her feather.
Ideally, the soul knew the spells
to prevent the heart from
testifying against him or her.
If the scale balanced, Thoth
proclaimed the dead"true of
voice" and Osiris welcomed
the soul into the underworld.

Moat was not simply a goddess. As

humanity, which caused Re to

the governing principle and "plan"

withdraw from the earth, was

of the created universe, moat made

one cause cited for the existence

existence possible. Moat was also

of chaos or evil (lsfet) in the world.

something that people, from

Isfet was the counterbalance to

pharaoh to commoner, did. People

moat. In order for the world to be

performed maat in everyday life

stable, isfet and moat must be

through everyday acts. Generosity

balanced. However, the

was moat, along with the proper

Egyptians believed that even if

collection of taxes. However,

the universe ended, moat, in

although founded on moat, the

separable from the divine

world was imperfect. The rebellion of

creator, would persist.

..
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A N IMAL GODS

Animal Gods

•

Animal appearance and
behavior inspired Egyptian
religious beliefs and symbolism

• Anima l cults became impor
tant in Egypt and animals on
earth were worshiped as main
festations of the gods

•

In Memphis, the Apis bull was
worshiped as a receptacle for
the ba, or soul, of Ptah

•

Many animals were mummi
fied; sacred animals were often
offered to their respective gods

•

Female cats would be offered
to Bastet, the goddess of child
birth and fertility

•

Flocks of ibises for Thoth and
falcons for Horus were reared by
the priests in dedicated building
complexes

Khepri-The Scarab The
lowly dung beetle, or scarab (1),
occupies a hallowed place in
Egyptian mythology. The
beetle's habit of rolling a ball of
dung along the ground sug
gested the motion of the sun
across the sky. The female
scarab lays eggs in dung buried
in the ground. From this
emerge young scarabs. To the
Egyptians, always seeking

ill

Representations of the earliest divinities in the Nile
Valley take the forms of animals. The Egyptians hon
ored gods in the shape or with the features of the
domestic animals that were the basis of their
economy, such as cattle and goats. Behavior, such
as baboons barking at sunrise, inspired the forms
given to other gods. Dangerous creatures also
found their way into the pantheon as the Egyptians
turned them into helpful, protective deities. In this
way, potentially deadly cobras and scorpions be
came patrons of the pharaoh and were called on to
heal the sick. Unpleasant scavengers, such as vul
tures and jackals, also acquired helpful roles .
Animal imagery was intended to be symbolic
rather than literal. Likewise , the sacred animals hon
ored in the temples were, like the statues in the
sanctuary, man ifestat ions of divin ity
in the world. At the temples,
people could purchase
mummies-most often
not an entire animal but
only bits and pieces
wrapped up to look
complete-to present as
either a petition or
thanks to a god.
symbolism in the natural world,
this suggested life reborn from
death, eternal renewal, and the
sun emerging after the dark
ness of night. The scarab god
Khepri's name means one who
"becomes,""develops," or
"manifests." Khepri was the sun
that arose on the first morning
of creation, and thus was a form
of the god Re. He appears
with the sun disk in the sun

Animals in Myth: pp. 230, 322, 424

the eastern horizon by Nun,
god of the primeval waters.
Amulets in the form of a scarab
were inscribed with a spell that
prevented the heart from testi
fying against the soul when the
dead stood before Osiris for
judgment.

Animal Gods

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Animal Gods

Anubis as a Jackal, Anubis in
Animal Form, see p. 95
Hathor, Related to the Lioness
Goddess Sekhmet, see
pp. 92-93

Horus, Represented as a
Falcon, see pp. 82-83

Ptah, the Apis Bull Was a Mani
festation of Ptah, see Mem
phite Theogony, pp. 72-73

Bastet-Cats in
Ancient Egypt
Bastet (2) first ap
peared as a lioness
who nursed the pharaoh.
With the domestication
of the cat, this gentler
feline became her animal,
but she always remained a
protective deity. She was
also a goddess of fertility,
and bronze statuettes
often show her sur
rounded by kittens.

Nekhbet-The Vulture Goddess
Nekhbet (3) was the patron guardian of Upper
Egypt. Her name
means "she of
Nekheb," a town
near the
ancient capital
of Upper
Egypt, where
her cult
originated.
Paired with the
snake goddess
Wadjet ("the green
one") of Lower Egypt, she

People appealed to her espe
cially at the New Year, when it
was hoped she would grant
gifts of abundance and
protection. While her
destructive aspect
was the fearsome

Bastet was
also related
to Hathor, the
goddess of
love.

was one of the great protective deities of the
pharaoh. These two goddesses appear on the
royal crown, and Nekhbet often clasps the
hieroglyph for eternity in her claws as she
shades the pharaoh with her wings. Royal
wives wore golden headdresses in the
form of a vulture, the goddess's wings
covering the sides of the head and her
head poised watchfully on the brow of
the queen. Sometimes Nekhbet appears
as a snake, wearing the white crown of
Upper Egypt. Because she aided in the birth
of the pharaoh, the Greeks equated her with
their own goddess of childbirth, Eileithyia.

Apis-Holy Black Bull For
more than 3,300 years, from the first dynasty until
Roman times, the Egyptians worshiped the Apis
bull (4). A living embodiment of fertility, the
animal was a manifestation of Ptah. Only a
single Apis bull was kept at a time, and the cow
that gave birth to it was honored as sacred to Isis.
Distinctive patterns on its body marked a calf as being
the Apis bUll, The shape of a vulture appeared on its
back and a triangle was visible upon its forehead. Its tail
had double hairs, and the image of a scarab could be found
on its tongue. When the bull died, the animal became iden
tified with Osiris. Priests mummified the body and gave it
an elaborate funeral. The Apis bull was shown carrying the
deceased in a coffin to the underworld.

..
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Greek Mythology

G ree k
Myt h o l ogy

Pandora and her box brought evil, but also hope, inco rhe world
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INTRODUCTION

G r e e k M yt h o l o g y

Greek mythology is the result of a unique process of acculturation that began
when Greek-spea king peoples first migrated to the Mediterranean from the
Balkans a round 2 1 00 B.C. Their langu age, religion, and cu lture were very l i kely
rooted i n the Indo-European tradition; and, l i ke all nomadic peoples, they were
able to a d a pt their beli efs and way of l ife to the new environment in which
they fou nd themselves.
The " M inoan" Empire of Crete, named after the mythic king Mi nos, with
extensive commercial conta cts in Egypt, Asia Mi nor, and the Balkan Peninsula,
offered the Greeks their first introduction to the Med iterra nea n . The new
arrivals o n Crete would have witnessed their bull cults and the sport of bull 
leaping, where boys vaulted heroically over the horns of charging steers. This
spectacle alone could have inspired tales l i ke the legend of Theseus and the
M i nota u r

(1). The Greeks als o learned a bout the goddess cu lts of this g reat,

peaceful island civil ization, and as they made contact with other islands a n d
peoples in Crete's sphere o f infl uence, they began t o integrate these reli
gious traditions with their own.
The Minoans were non-Greek speakers, but with i n
a few centuries adopted Greek for record-keeping; a
hybrid alphabet, known by scholars as Linear B, used
Minoan letters to record names and item s in this
new language. Later, as Greek-spea king peoples
esta blished kingdoms on the m a i n l a n d , the i nflu
ence of the M i noan civil ization waned. In its place a
new more aggressive Mycenaean culture developed.
Hil ltop cities

(2), palaces, and mausoleums began to

rise in the Pelopon nese, with high defensive walls b u i l t
from stones so large that later Greeks believed only g i a nts
and gods could have put them there.
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Around 1 200 B.C. the whole eastern Med iterranean was rocked by a series of
catastrophes; the port city of Troy in northwest Asia Minor was destroyed in a
great fire, a n d the e m p i res of the Hittites and Phoenicians colla psed with the
attack of sea peoples. Even the Greek kingdoms of Mycenae, Argos, a n d Pyros
with their massive stone defenses were ransacked . In the followi n g centu ries,
known as the Dark Ages, m a i n l a n d Greek comm unities beca me more i n su l a r,
form i n g pol itical a l l i a n ces around s m a l l e r population centers that gave rise to
the polis, or city-state. Seeki n g new opportunities, many Greeks sa i l ed from the
Balkan Peninsula to found colonies along the coasts of Italy, Sici ly, Asia M i n o r,
Africa, a n d the Black Sea, bringing their traditions with them. Because the
Greeks were a l ready a domi nant force i n the Med iterra nean before the g reat
colla pse, these scattered com m u n ities wou ld remain i n contact with each
other. They were u n ited by a co m mon l a n g u age, a common relig ion, a n d by
fa ding m em o ries of a n idyllic age when life was more secure.
When these scattered Greek co mmuni ties began to sta bilize i n the ninth a n d
eigh th centuries B.C., they st i l l had much in common. In add ition t o the
Olympic ga mes, Hellenic m u sical contests sprung u p a n d Greek performers
met in open competition, lyres and pan-pi pes in hand, sharing the stories of
their past.
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Meanwhi le, the Greeks had spread across so much new territory a n d en
countered so man y foreign cultures that their re lig ion and worldview became
fa r more n uanced. Through contacts with Phoenician traders, they h a d even
adopted a new writing system-the Greek alphab et (3) was ori g i na l ly
Phoenician-and they made perhaps their first contact with Assyria n a n d
other Eastern re l ig ious traditions. The gods they h a d brought with t h e m from
the Balkans conti n u ed to interact with those from the rest of the world. To
reconcile a l l these cults and present the world of the im mortals as a u n ified
whole would have presented a tremendous challenge.
Scholars have pointed out the im portant role that cultural biases played in
Greek mythology: the survival of fe male figurines from archaic times has led
many to believe that the earliest cults focused on female fertil ity, or at least
respected the woman's role in childbirth. Myths al so reflected the complex
rea l ities of the natura l and spiritual world as the ancient Greeks saw it. For
instance, the ide ntity and position of constellations, so vital to the yearly agri
cu ltural cycle, were preserved i n some of them. Others recounted, i n abstract
na rrative fashion, historical encounters between rival civilizations. The raw
forces of natu re, to which all of h u m a n kind was subject, were a l so g ranted
divine status. Mythology, then, spoke to the Greeks' natural and historical ex
perience, but was al so framed in part by their cultural and ideological biases.
I n its earl iest form, Greek
rel igion had a more domestic
function, with wors h i p
centered a r o u n d koons, s i m p l e
carved a n d pai nted i mages of
the fa m i ly's guardian spi rits.
Archaic fi guri nes l i ke these
continued to be the focus of
civic ritual processions
throughout ancient Greece's
history. But these humble
household rites were com ple-
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mented by g ra n d e r, civic o n es.
Urban festiva l s featured sacri
fices of prized a n i m a l s from
the flocks of the city's most prosperous figures,
but these offerings were largely a n o p portunity
for ostentati o u s displa y, as well as a cha nce for
the city's poor to get a good meal.
From these largely u n known household gods,
the Greek pantheon began to take sha pe. Because
the natural world was believed to be fi lled with
divin ity, the G reeks believed there were thousands
of gods, all of them with n a mes, natural h a b itats (such as trees, mountains, and springs),
a n d more-or-Iess specific functions. At their head, after gen erations of i nternal
struggle, were the Olympian gods

(4, sea god Poseidon), who were perceived

as a kind of royal court. Like most royal courts it had more than its share of
sex sca nda ls, political intrigues, attempted coups, and acts of vengeance.
An i nteresting point is that the rule of the gods was a monarchy, w h i l e the
contemporary Greek political system was characterized by com peti n g i n d e
pendent po/eis ("city-states").
A key part of Greek religion was its rel ia nce on oracular gods. Apollo's tem
ples i n Delphi or Delos, and Zeus's i n Dod ona became the focus of major cult
activity, as people from a l l walks of life co nsulted the gods on matters past,
present, o r future. They had a l l-encompassing authority and power, as m e m
bers of all G reek colon i es asked their advice regarding fou n dations of cities or
wars. Other central tem ples beca me the trusted repositories of a city's or a
kingdo m's most valuable property; these items, in turn, formed the basis for
fi nancial exchanges and loans, so that tem p les often served in effect as sacred
banks. The tem ples reflected their riches in g reat statues, such a s the fa mous
Athena in the Parthenon (5), erected for all to see. The statues were ho used in
open templ es, positioned to face the east so that they could exploit the light of
the morn i n g sun and create a spectacle god visible for miles a round. Prosper-
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ous civic leaders l ike Pericles in
Athens sought to promote themselves
and their cities with these g reat public
works projects.
In a n cient Greek, mythos d i d not
mean "story" so much as it meant a
ca refu l ly constructed, u n ified se
quence of events or a ctions. It was the
word they used to describe the plot of
a story, not the story itself. As these
stories were orally tra n s mitted by
rhapsod ists for centuries, they existed
in hundreds of variations. The ea rliest
and main literary sources for Greek
myth are the seventh- and eig hth
century B.C. epic poems of Homer
(the Iliad and

Odyssey a bout the

Trojan Wa r and the adventures of
the hero Odysseus) a n d H esiod (the

Theogony, a detailed genealogy of the gods). With these, n u m erous hymns and
odes ded icated to the Olympian gods have survived, providing important
backgro u n d i nformation on myths only h i nted at i n other sources. D ra m atic
poets, such as Aeschylus, Sophocles

(6, performance of Oedipus), and Euripi

des, conti n u ed to revise the mythic traditions d u ring Athens' g o l d e n age i n
t h e fifth century B.C.
While the origins of the Greek theater are fo und in religious festivals-more
precisely the Dionysus cu lt-the main mission of the d ra matic poets was to
entertain. They spent much of their careers competing for prizes in contests
throughout the Greek-speaking world. To und ersta nd the ten d ency toward
anthropomorphism, the portrayal of the gods as human beings, and to
a p preciate the most shocking as pects of Greek mythology-Zeus's career as a
serial ra pist, the gods' i n h erent selfish ness and irrational ity, not to m e ntion

I ntroduction
crimes of incest, cann i ba l ism, even the eati ng of one's own c h i l d ren-it helps
to place them i n the context of the competitive music a n d theater scene for
which they were made. Audi ences and j u dges demanded vivid stories with
bold na rrative tech niq ues; the more colorful and memora ble the story, the
more l i kely its author would go home crowned with the olive a n d/or l a u rel
wreath of the champion. Yet, stories about the sca ndals of the gods served an
add itional purpose: shedding doubt upon the gods' power and ethical exa m 
p l e . T h i s led to the emergence o f phi losophy as a sea rch for oth e r principl es of
the world a n d l ife, found either in nature or in the m i n d of h u m a n i ty.
Mus icians, sing ers, actors, and da ncers conti n u ed to perform these myths
into the Roman era and beyond. However, centuries later, schol a rs a n d artists
i n the Renai ssance were fascinated by the literature and visual arts of the
Greeks, a n d t h u s introduced many topics a n d plots of their mythology to
the modern e ra.

..
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GAIA A N D U R A N U S

Gaia and Uranus

•

Gaia w a s a n ancient earth
goddess and a primordial
creator of the world

•

Uranus was Gaia's son and
husband and a personification

of the sky

•

Together they symbolize the
ancient Greek concepts of male

and female

Figures and Staries
Relevant to Gaia
and Uranus

The Titans, Gaia and Uranus's
Offspring, see pp. 116-117

The Underworld, Tartarus,
Gaia, a n d Uranus Were the
Universe, see pp. 156-157

Zeus, Gaia and Uranus's
Grandson, see pp. 120-123

Gaia was one of t he first gods
to emerge from chaos
along wit h Tartarus
("underworld"), Nyx
("nig ht"), Erebos
("dar kness" ). and
Eros ("universal
lo ve" }-at t he world's
creation. Although
Gaia and Uranus were the primor
briefly coupled with
dial couple ofGreek mythology
Tartarus, Gaia is better
known for her union wit h Uranus, her son. Gaia had
Uranus to help her create rivers, seas, and plants.
Toget her t he couple provided homes for mortals
and t he gods ali ke. They were also credited with
parenting t he Cyclopes, massive one-eyed creatures
w ho created t hunder and lig htning, and t he rebel
lious Hecaton cheires, mig hty 1 OO-handed giants
wit h 50 heads. T heir most notorious offspring were
t he Titans, w hose rebellious nature led to t he first in
a series of uprisings among t he gods.
Creation of the Earth, Sky,
and Underworld Tartarus
emerged with Gaia at the
creation of the world (1).
Together with Uranus they
encompassed the universe.
Uranus was above Gaia, who
rested above Tartarus, and

rn Primordial Pairs: pp. 74, 352, 446 I Castration of An: p. 51

supported Oceanus and other
waters that were her children.
The world's size was so great
that if an anvil was dropped
from above, it would fall for
nine days between heaven and
earth, and take another nine
days to reach the underworld.

Gaia and Uranus

The Mother of All Gaia had a
multitude of offspring (2,
Hippodameia, Pelops, and
Triptolemos). Her powers were
so great that she gave birth to

the hills and Pontus ("sea").
Because of her children-pro
duced alone and with Uranus
she was revered as the all
producing and all-nourishing

Castration of Uranus When

mother. Also the source of va
pors arising from underground,
she was seen as an oracular
goddess. Temples honored her
powers throughout Greece.

fashioned a sickle of hard flint
to lie with Gaia, (ronus cut off
the Cyclopes and Heca
his father's genitalia (3) and
and urged the six male Titans
toncheires were first born,
(also her offspring) to rise up
threw them into the sea.
Uranus was so offended by their
against their father. Her
Uranus's blood was spattered all
looks and attitudes that he
youngest son (ronus agreed.
over the earth and gave birth to
pushed them back into Gaia's
One night, when Uranus came
the Furies, the Giants armed
body, who doubled in pain.
with spears, and the
Weary of her
Meliae of the ash
_
_
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T H E TITANS

The Titans

• The Arst generation ofTitans
("strainers") were named aher
primal ideas, e.g., Coeus, "query"

•

The youngest Titan, Cronus,

was king after he overthrew his
father. Uranus

•

The Titans symbolized pre

historic disorder to the Greeks

• Cronus's son, Zeus. repre
sented the birth of order

The most powerfu l of Gaia and Uranus's offspring
were the Titans, who became the rulers of the world
fo llowing their father's castration. The most well
known Titans were six males ( Oceanus, Hyperion,
(oeus, (rius, Iapetus, and (ronus) and six females
(Theia, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, and
Thetis). In Greek, "Titan" evokes the image of
"strainers" or "strugglers," and thus reflects their
desire for power.
While most myths center around (ronus and
Oceanus ("ocean"), their brothers-(oeus, (rius,
Iapetus, and Hyperion-were associated with the
four ordinals or pil lars of the cosmos (north, south,
east, and west). The Titans were also the first gener
ation of gods associated with the realm of ideas :
Themis ("custom" or "law") was renow ned as a
bringer of justice, and Mnemosyne ("memory")
had the Muses with her nephew, Zeus. Rhea,
(ronus's sister and wife, became the
mother of the most important
Olympian gods and was instrumental
in her hus band's overthrow.
Cronus and the Prophecy of His Downfall
As king of the gods, Cronus (1) shared his father
Uranus's fear of being overthrown. Cronus re
peated Uranus's mistake of once again im
prisoning the Cyclopes and Hecatoncheires in
Tartarus. Seeing this, Uranus and Gaia warned
that Cronus would also be brought down by his
own son. In fear of this prophecy, Cronus pro
ceeded to devour his first five children, taking
them from his wife Rhea as she bore them. Rhea
pleaded with Gaia for help, and the two of them
plotted against Cronus. When the next child,
Zeus, was born they gave Cronus a stone
wrapped in diapers instead. Not realizing the
trick, he swallowed the stone and in so doing set
the stage for his downfall. Later, Zeus forced him
to cough up his brothers and sisters.

T h e Titans
The War ofthe Titans After liberating his
brothers and sisters-Hestia, Demeter, Hera,
Hades, and Poseidon-Zeus led a rebellion
against his father with their help. He wanted to
take over the rule of the world. For ten years the
war raged, until Gaia revealed to Zeus he would

win ifhe liberated the Cyclopes and
Hecatoncheires from Tartarus. Once
they were freed, the Cyclopes
fashioned lightning bolts for
Zeus, which became his
greatest weapons. The Titan
gods were soon defeated
(2) and sent down to
Tartarus, where they
remained for eternity,
guarded by the
Hecatoncheires.

Daughters of Oceanus
The Titan Oceanus (3) was said
to be a river that ci rcled the
entire earth. He was the
eldest of Gaia and Uranus's
children. Together with his
wife Thetys, he produced
the 3,000 rivers of the
world and 3,000 ocean
nymphs, known as the
Oceanides.

Punishment of Atlas As the son of the Titan
Iapetus, Atlas led the fight of the Titans against
Zeus and the Olympians. When the Titans lost,
Atlas was condemned to support the heavens on
his shoulders for eternity (4). The punishment
was alleviated only once: Heracles agreed to
shoulder the burden for a short time if Atlas went
to get him the Hesperides' golden apples. When
Atlas returned with the apples, he did not want
to take back the burden of carrying the world,
but Heracles tricked him into it.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to the Titans
Gaia and Uranus, the

Muses, Mnemosyne

Titans' Parents, see

and Zeus's Daughters,

pp. 1 1 4-1 1 5

see pp. 1 72-1 73

Hera, Rhea and
Cronus's Daughter, see
pp. I 64- 1 65

Zeus, Rhea and
Cronus's Son, see
pp. 1 20-1 2 3

rn Fighting Between the Gods:

pp. 26, 1 1 8, 238, 245, 458

..
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T H E WAR

OF T H E

GIANTS

The War of the Giants
W

hen Cronus castrated his
father U ranus, the blood

that fell upon the earth became
the G iants. Seeking revenge for
the banning of her children, Gaia
united with the Giants against
the Olympic gods led by Zeus.
The great battle (Gigantomachy)
possibly took place on the
Phlegraean Fields. There the
Giants attacked the Olympians with
enormous boulders and torches.
Then an oracle said that the
Olympians could only win with
the help of a mortal human.
Gaia started searching for an
herb to make her children in vul ner



able against m o rt a ls; however, Zeus
s topped her by prohibiting the sun and
11100n

fro l11 giving light. Zeus asked

the demigod Heracles for help.
With H e racles, the Olympians
succeeded in beating the Giants.
Like the war of the Titans , this
fight was interpreted by the G reeks
as a symbolic battle between prehis
toric disordet, darkness, and chaos,
and the new world of order, light,
and j ustice under the Olympians.
The Giganromachy depicted on a frieze of the
Pergamon alror, which was built in the
second century B.C. in the ancien t Greek city of
Pergaman (in modem-day Turkey)
m Fighting Between the Gods: pp. 26, 1 1 7, 238, 245, 458

The War of the Giants.

.. Greek Mythology I ZEUS
Zeus
After having overtaken his
father, Cronus, Zeus became the
ruler of the whole world-the gods and
humanity. His reign was characterized
by order and justice, guaranteeing
oaths, and maintaining order in the
poleis, the Greek city-states. As
the king of the kings, he acted as the
protector of kingship. Moreover, Zeus
was the god of heaven and thunder;
therefore, one of his most significant
• Zeus ("sky') was patriarch of

symbols was the thunderbolt along-

the gods, king of the kings, and

side the eagle, which symbolized

denoted power, rulership, and

strength and justice.

law to the Greeks

• He was known as Jupiter in
Roman mythology

• When the world was divided
into three, Zeus took the sky

• He was symbolized by eagles,
oak trees, and bolts of lightning

Zeus Takes Over

As the
leader of the rebellion against

the Titans, Zeus became the
leader of the Olympians (1). In
spite of this, Zeus took an egali
tarian approach and shared
dominion over the world
equally with his brothers
Poseidon and Hades. The three
gods drew lots, with Poseidon
receiving power over the seas,
Hades given the underworld,
and Zeus the sky. They shared
possession of the earth. As king
of the gods, Zeus presided on
Mount Olympus, convened
councils, issued decrees, and
brought order to the stars.
rn

Jupiter: p. 206

Zeus'smost powerfulweaponwas
his Jightning bolt

Zeus was particularly worshiped in the cities
of Olympia and Dodona, home of an old oracle.
Although he was the highest god, Zeus had almost
human qualities, especially his soft spot for the
female sex. To the anger of his second wife, the
goddess Hera, he had many liaisons with goddesses,
nymphs, and mortal women. To succeed in his

c::D

Zeus
Birth of Zeus

III

When the time came for Zeus to

be born, his mother Rhea, fearing that Cronus
would devour him like the rest of her children

(2), fled to Crete. There in a cave, attended by
nymphs and guarded by the brave Kouretes, or
spirits, Rhea brought Zeus into the world. While
the nymphs nursed Zeus, the Kouretes made
loud noises striking their shields with their
spears to prevent Cronus
from hearing the baby's
cries. Once the child's
safety was assured, Zeus
was given to Gaia for safe
keeping. For centuries the
young men of Crete per
formed loud martial dances
to commemorate the
great god's birth.

The Two Jars of Destiny

One of the most vivid

ofmonarchs, lost

illustrations of Zeus's power and his knowledge of

all of his sons to

the Fates was the two jars (3) that stood by his

the Trojan War.

throne. Inside these jars were all the fortunes of

Priam had come to

humankind: one jar held good luck, the other con

Achilles's tent to

tained hardship. In his wisdom, Zeus always mixed

plead for his son

the contents of both jars whenever he determined

Hector's body, so that

someone's destiny. The myth of Zeus's two jars is

he could give him an

made all the more poignant because it appears in

honorable burial. The

one of the last books of Homer's Iliad, as a story

mixed nature of fate was further exemplified as

told by the great warrior Achilles to Priam, the

the great Achilles, having lost his best friend, was

king of Troy. Priam, once one of the most blessed

also soon to lose his own life.

The O/ymp;c_
G
_
o_
m
_e
_s_______

___
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Beginning in 776 B.C., the first foot-races were
held in Zeus's honor in the Greek town of
Olympia in the Peloponnese. The "Olympiads,"
or Olympic Games, were inspired by an oracle
as an alternative to warfare. As a cult site
associated with both Zeus and his wife, Hera,
Olympia also hosted women's games called the
Heraia. During the Heraia, women would com
pete in the same stadium as men. The Olympics
were laterrevived in the late 19th century, but
were only for amateur athletes. It was not until
the 1970s that professional athletes competed.

sexual conquests he often used
his ability to transform himself
and others. He appeared as a bull,
fire, rain, an eagle, and a swan, among other forms.
With Hera and the other women Zeus

(4) had many

children, such as Apollo and Artemis with Leto, a
Titan's daughter. His favorite daughter, Athena, was
born from his head after he swallowed her pregnant
mother Metis. Without the help of his son Heracles,
who he had with Alkmene, the daughter of a Myce
naean king, Zeus would have been overtaken by the
Giants, ancient monsters born of castrated Uranus's
blood, in the Gigantomachy ("Giant War").
Certain details of Zeus's birth and rise to power
mirror those of the Vedic gods, as well as those
of the Babylonians and Hittites, while struggles

Figures and
Stories Relevant to Zeus

for power are found among the gods as far north as

Apollo, Zeus's Son, see
pp.132-133

been claimed to be Zeus's birthplace.

Athena, Zeus's Favorite
Daughter, see pp. 138-139

Artemis, Zeus's Daughter, see
pp.136-137
Gaia and Uranus, Zeus's
Grandparents, see pp.114-11S
The Muses, Zeus's Daughters,
see pp. 172-173
The Titans, Zeus's Parents, see
pp.116-117

The War of the Giants, Zeus
Led the Olympians, see
pp.118-119

Zeus's Wives

Although he
had many lovers, Zeus only
married twice. His first wife, the
Titaness Metis, was forced into
marriage. She assumed various
disguises to escape him, but
Zeus finally trapped her. His
next wife was Hera (5). As the
goddess of marital fidelity, she
struggled with Zeus's affairs.
Her jealousy was famed.

Scandinavia. However, the island of Crete has long

Zeus
Rape of Europa

One day Zeus

saw a mortal girl, Europa,
picking flowers. Inflamed with
lust, Zeus transformed himself
into a bull and approached her
with a mouthful of crocuses.
Then, he kidnapped her and
brought her (6) to Crete, where
he lay with her. They had three
children: Sarpedon, the king of
Lycia; Rhadamanthys, who be
came a judge in the underworld
after his death; and Minos, the
later king of Crete.

Zeus as a Swan

Another

woman Zeus lusted after was

they had two children, Helen
and Polydeuces, who were

Queen Leda of Sparta, the wife

born from an egg. Their mortal

of King Tyndareus. To avoid

siblings, fathered by Tyn

Hera's jealous gaze

dareus, were Clytemnestra

(and that ofTyn
dareus) Zeus trans
formed into a swan

(8) and lay with Leda.
Together

and Castor. The princesses
became queens of
Sparta and Mycenae,
playing central roles
in the Trojan War.
Castor and Poly
deuces became
the celestial con
stellation of

10 and Zeus Once, Zeus fell in
love with 10, a priestess of his
wife Hera, and slept with her.
Before Hera could accuse Zeus
of infidelity, he turned 10 into a
cow (7) and gave her back to
Hera as a gift. Hera placed 10
under the guard of "hundred
eyed" Argus, but Hermes (sent
by Zeus) killed Argus and freed

10. Hera tormented her with a
gadfly and forced 10 to flee in
madness. The Ionian Sea and
the Bosporus ("cow-crossing")
were named in honor of la's
many wanderings.

III
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PANDORA'S BOX

Pandora's Box

Pandora's Box
E

nraged [hat Prometheus was trying ro gain more power for people by giving them
fire, Zeus was determined to have his revenge. He commissioned Hephaestus ro

produce the most beautiful creature man had ever seen, and summoned a council of
the gods so that each could give the new creature a special gifr. Because she was
given special powers by each god, she was named Pandora, "all-endowed."
She was sent inro the world with a dowry given by Zeus in a closed box
(or ceramic vase). Hermes rhen offered Pandora ro Prometheus's brother
Epimetheus ("hindsight") as a bride, and he foolishly rook her. One day,
Ollt

of curiosity, Pandora opened her dowry box and unwittingly

released plagues upon humanity. Closing it, only hope, which
was also in the box, remained.

..
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HERA

Hera
The daughter of Rhea
and Cronus, Hera

(1,

with soldiers during the
Gigantomachy) was the
most beautiful Olympian

As a symbolofpride, rhepeacockwas
anarrribureofHera

goddess, Zeus was in love with Hera, but could
not seduce her until he disguised himself as a
cuckoo and cuddled against her breast.
As the patron goddess of women and Zeus's wife,
• Hera was Zeus's wife and
sister, the patron goddess of

she presided over marriage. Many myths show her
as a jealous wife. In this role, she embodies the con

women, and the goddess of

cept of monogamy, thus acting as a model of virtue

marriage and childbirth

and conjugal fidelity, She also oversaw childbirth.

• She was known as Juno in
Roman mythology

• She represented fidelity and
was known for her jealous rages

• She was often depicted with
a pomegranate, representing

With Zeus she had Ares, the god of war; Eris ("dis
cord"); Eilithyia, the goddess of the birth-bed; and
Hebe, the goddess of youth. However, Hera's
powers were so great that she also created
Hephaestus, the god of fire, by herself,

fertility,life, and regeneration

• She was symbolized by the
peacock for her pride, and a
scepter as a symbol of authority

Many regions in Greece claimed to be Hera's
birthplace, such as the island of Samos, Arcadia,
Knossos, and Argos. In any case, her cult was
revered everywhere.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Hera
Atlas, Stole the Apples of the
Hesperides, see p. 117
Ares, Hera's Son, see
pp.140-141
Heracles, Hera's Stepson and
Enemy, see pp. 164-165
Jason and the Argonauts,
Hera Helped Jason, see
pp.182-183

The Titans, Hera's Parents
Cronus and Rhea, see
pp.116-117
Zeus, Hera's Husband and
Brother, see pp. 120-123
ill Queens of the Gods: pp. 208, 242

Hera

.

A Goddess Scorned Many of
Hera's stories revolve around
her discovery of Zeus's extra
marital affairs. Once she plotted
with the gods to bind Zeus to
his bed with 100 cords and take
away his thunderbolt. Eventu
ally he was freed by one of the
Hecatoncheires; the women he
slept with, however, were not
so lucky. Hera was wrathful, as
seen when she took the voice
of Echo (3), a nymph, who often
distracted Hera during Zeus's
affairs.

Garden ofthe Hesperides
When Zeus married Hera, Gaia

said to come from the Hes

gave her a bough of golden

perides and their garden (2).

apples as a wedding present,

During one of his labors,

which gave immortality to the

Heracles journeyed west, killed

gods. The Hesperides

Ladon, and persuaded Atlas

"nymphs ofthe evening"

who was said in some traditions

were entrusted with guarding

to be the father of the Hes-

them. Together with the

perides-to steal some of

hundred-headed dragon

the apples for King Eurystheus,

Ladon, they kept watch
in a garden far to the
west beyond the

Many Greek communities annually practiced the
rite of the holy marriage or "hierogamy," which
was common in the whole ancient world. There
were several forms of such rites. The marriage
of Zeus and Hera was consummated by human
proxies, or the statues of the two gods were
figuratively married. Such festivals show the
importance of Hera as queen of the gods. It was
typical for ancient artists to depict Hera wearing
a bridal veil and Zeus gripping her hand (right).
ED Holy Marriage: p. 39

I

Gaining Immortality: p. 289

but the goddess Athena
eventually restored
them.

.. Greek

Mythology I POSEIDON

Poseidon
Poseidon, brother of Zeus, was
the god of the sea and rivers, Be
cause of his association with horses
and chariots, the Greeks held chariot
races in his honor. Through his do
minion over the sea, its shores, and river
banks, he caused storms and earthquakes.
Not content with his own territory,
Poseidon often competed with other
gods for dominion over parts of Greece.
• After the war against the Ti

Once, he tried to claim Athens as his own,

tans, Poseidon received the sea

but his attempt ended in failure.

• He was god of the oceans,
rivers, and horses

• His Roman equivalent is
Neptune

Poseidon is seldom seen in art
without his trident, a symbol of his

The trident was
a fisherman's caal

oceanic realm. He is usually riding a chariot drawn

• Often represented with his

by half-horse and half-serpent creatures with fish

trident, Poseidon would strike
the ground when angry causing
earthquakes and shipwrecks

tails (1). His cult extended throughout the Mediter
ranean, even into Anatolia and Ethiopia.

• He rode in a chariot drawn
by hippocamps (horses with a
serpent-like fish tail)

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Poseidon
Athena, Competed With
Poseidon for Athens, see
Athena, pp. 138-139

Hera, Poseidon's Sister-in
Law, see pp. 126-127

Monsters and Giants, see
pp.174-175
The Iliad and

the Odyssey,

see pp.186-187

Magical Creatures, Medusa,
see pp. 176-1 77

Zeus, Poseidon's Brother, see
pp.120-123

OJ
rn Nymphs and Muses: p. 172

po se i don

"

Poseidon's Lovers and
Children Poseidon's wife was
the Nereid Amphitrite (2). To
gether they had Triton, who is
often depicted with his parents.
However, Poseidon shared his
brother Zeus's passion for
women, sometimes with dis
astrous results. With a nymph
he fathered Polyphemus, the
man-eating Cyclops that
Odysseus encountered.
Through raping Medusa, who
was then transformed into a
monster, he had the winged
horse Pegasus, and the Giant
Chrysaor. His brief fiing with
Demeter produced the fiying

children from the earth

man-horse Arion and the

goddess Gaia were the Giant

King Minos of Crete he became

nymph-horse Despoena. His

Antaios and the sea monster

father of Orion, a Giant hunter.

Charybdis. By the daughter of

Poseidon in the Iliad
and Odyssey When

supported by Poseidon. After the

Poseidon and Apollo

landed him on the island of the

fall of Troy, Odysseus's voyages
one-eyed Cyclops

offended Zeus,
they were com

Polyphemus, Poseidon's

manded to build

son. When Polyphemus

the long walls of

captured Odysseus's men

Troy. Yet the Trojan

and started devouring

king Laomedon

them, he was tricked and
blinded by Odysseus,

betrayed them by
withholding the
promised reward.

��!������i!!�!§�

whose return to his
family in Ithaca was then

Vengefully, Poseidon sent a sea monster against

constantly thwarted by storms, earthquakes, and

Troy, which was killed by Heracles. During their

sea monsters, such as Scylla (3), that were sent by

war against Troy, the Greeks were mostly

Poseidon, until Zeus finally made him stop.

Poseidon
was described as a god who
constantly chafed under Zeus's

Poseidon and Zeus

orders. Once he even conspired
with Hera and Athena to over
throw Zeus. While Zeus was
bound in his bed, powerless,
Poseidon debated with the
others over who should suc
ceed him on the throne. But

before they could decide, Zeus
was freed from his bonds. As
punishment, Zeus sentenced
to build the great

walls of Troy (4). By contrast,
Poseidon fought bravely side
by side with Zeus in the
Titanomachy.

.. Gree k Mythology I

DEMETER

Demeter
As the goddess of corn, crops, and fruit
groves, as well as the bringer of the sea
sons, Demeter

(1) had a prominent cult

in agricultural areas like Attica and Sicily.
The daughter of Rhea and Chronus in
the Greek tradition, Demeter may have
originated from an Indo-European
mother-earth deity.
Demeter's association with the
sowing and reaping of crops made her

•

Demeter was predomi nantly

a goddess of the fertility of the
fields

•

Her Roman equivalent is Ceres

•

She taught humankind
agriculture and was particularly
venerated in the countryside

•

Her lovers included Zeus

and Poseidon

•

Her symbols were either a

tuft of grain or a torch to aid
her search for her daughter

a revered figure among women who
worked the fields. Moreover, she protected
marriage and well-mannered family life in
general. Men dared not chop down her sacred
trees for fear of retribution.
The most sacred time of year for Demeter was
when the harvest was gathered, winnowed, and
celebrated by festivals and secret rituals. Keeping
Demeter happy was essential. Although generous
by nature, her fury when betrayed was fierce, seen
in her reaction to the kidnaping of Persephone.

rn Teachers of Agriculture: pp. 24, 335

Demeter

.

Demeter's Love Affairs
Demeter was never married,
but she attracted some of the
Olympians. Even her own
brother Zeus became her lover,
and a jealous one at that. At the
wedding of Cadmus, the
founder of Thebes, Demeter
had an affair with the young
lasion, son of Zeus and Electra.
Upon discovering the couple,
Zeus is said to have killed lasion
with a
thun
der
bolt.

once sought out

had several children. Perse

Demeter, and she
tried to escape him
by turning into a
mare; but Po
seidon assumed
the shape of a
stallion and per
suaded her to lie

Ceres, Demeter's Roman
Equivalent, see pp. 3 1 6-3 1 7
Hades and P rse h ne, see
pp. 1 54- 1 55

Poseidon, D

e po
e te

me r's Lover,

seepp. 128- 1 29

phone

(3, with Demeter), queen

of the underworld, and lacchus,
a god of revelry associated with
Dionysus, were her offspring
from Zeus. Plutus, the god of
wealth, was her son from lasion.
Arion, the flying horse that ac
companied Heracles, was a re
sult of her affair with Poseidon.

The Eleusinian Mysteries

The plains of Eleusis

were the center of worship for Demeter

(4), her

daughter Persephone, and her son lacchus. A
renowned temple was built in Eleusis, where
Demeter's cult was introduced from Crete. It was
also the place where Persephone was reunited
with Demeter, and where humanity learned the
art of cultivating crops. The focus of the
Eleusinian Mysteries was the cycle of death, re
birth, and the promise of everlasting life, as sym
bolized by the descent and return of Persephone
from the underworld. A broth of barley and mint
(sacred to Demeter and Persephone, respec
tively) was drunk as part of these rites, which
were simultaneously solemn and boisterous.

.. Gree k Mytho logy I

APOLLO

Apollo
The god of prophecy, music,
and healing, youthful Apollo
was also a great archer. Like
his twin sister Artemis, he de
lighted in nature and was often
depicted with a chariot, bow, and arrow.
Apollo's origins show signs
of a mixed Hittite and Indo
European heritage; the
Greeks say he came from

Hermes gave rhe lyre ea Apollo
in exchange for his sealen catcie

• Apollo was an ideal figure

Zeus's union with Leto, who had to hide from Hera's

of youth, and the god of music,
poetry, and the arts

jealous wrath on the island of Delos where the god

• A complex figure, he was also
god of light and the sun, archery,
medicine, and healing, but he
also had the power to cause
plagues and illness

• As Apollo was a great god

of prophecy, the most famous
Greek oracle, at Delphi, was
dedicated to him

• He is seen playing a lyre or
kithara, but he is also depicted
holding quiver, bow, and arrow
ready for use

Battle W ith Python When
Apollo first came to Delphi, he
found an ancient oracle of Gaia
guarded by the great serpent
Python. As Python had threat
ened and stalked his mother
Leto in her pregnancy and had
plagued the countryside near
Mount Parnassus, Apollo slew
the beast (1). However, because
Python was sacred, Apollo had
to undergo a rite of purification.
He instituted the Pythian
Games at Delphi in the
dragon's memory.

(and his sister Artemis) could be born in safety_ Thus,
Delos became a prominent place for the worship of
Apollo. By slaying Python at Delphi, he established
his oracular cult there. With the power to both
create and end plagues, Apollo was also the father
of Asclepius, god of medicine.
Apart from his arrows, particularly fearsome
to the Greeks in the Trojan War, the lyre was also
commonly attributed to Apollo. He shared honors
with Dionysus at musical and dramatic festivals_ On
Mount Olympus, Apollo was the choir master of the
Muses, with whom he fathered many children.

APOIIO

Compet ition W ith Pan

Even

a clump of reeds ratherthan

contest between the two gods

as a baby, Apollo had mastered

yield to his advances, Pan

was arranged with the moun

the lyre, a stringed instrument

turned the reeds into a set of

tain god Tmolus as judge

(2).

pipes and bragged

Pan's rustic melodies lost out to

shepherds' god Pan, a son of

that the tunes

Apollo's more enjoyable tunes.

Hermes, believed he was a

he played on

When a witness, King Midas,

better player. When the

them were supe

protested the decision, he was

nymph Syrinx turned into

rior to Apollo's. A

given donkey's ears.

played with a plectrum. Yet the

Apollo and Daphne
When Apollo ridiculed
the archery skills of
Eros, the god of love
made him fall for the
nymph Daphne,
daug hter of the
river god Peneus
and Creusa. Apollo
was so enamored
that he had
another suitor,
Leukippos, put to
death so he
could have

remain a virgin, she
ran. Standing by the
river banks, she
called to her father
to protect her. He
transformed her into
a laurel tree-her feet
arms grew branches
(3, with Apollo). Apollo
wore and gave out
laurel wreathes in
her memory.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Apollo
Artemis, Apollo's Twin Sister,
see pp. 136-137
Eros, Made Apollo Love
Daphne, see pp. 146-147

Python, see Monsters and
Giants, pp. 174-175

The Trojan War, see
pp. 184-185

Zeus, Apollo's Father, see
pp.120-123

..-

.. Greek Mythology

I THE ORACLE OF DELPHI

The Oracle
of Delphi
The oracle at Delphi

(2), located on the slope of

Mount Parnassus, was the most trusted and sought
after in the ancient world. Established in prehistoric
times, it belonged to the earth goddess Gaia until
the eighth century S.c. when it began to function as
the oracle of Apollo. According to legend Apollo
slew the serpent Python, who the Pythia-the
priestess of the oracle-was named after. In post
classical and Roman times the oracle saw many ups
and downs until it was abolished in A.D. 393 by Em
peror Theodosius. The oracle complex was marked
by the omphalos, or "navel" stone of the world. The
temple had famous maxims such as "know thyself."

The Pythio wos a young virgin (later a
woman aged 50 or more) chosen
from the local peasantry to serve
Apollo (above) at his temple; she hod
to have led a blameless fife and to be
clean of physical or moral defects

Priestess of Apollo

The

Pythia, or priestess of Apollo,
lived a highly circumscribed life.
Regarded as Apollo's bride, the
priestess was presented in a
traditional wedding dress, and
was expected to live as a virgin
throughout her years of service.
When consulted, the priestess
would go to a private room in
Apollo's temple and sit on a
stool set over a hole

(1) emit

ting noxious fumes, which were
said to be the remains of
Python. Breathing the fumes,
she would fall into a trance.
While possessed by the god,
she would utter a prophecy
that was then translated by one
of the attending male priests.
The procedure was a well
organized, flourishing business.

rn Divination and Prophecy: pp. 1 2 0, 207, 217, 447

The Oracle of Del p h i

..
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ARTEMIS

Artemis
Artemis and Apollo were the product of an love
affair that Zeus had with his cousin Leto. Hera was
displeased and decreed that Leto should find no
solid ground to give birth to her offspring. At last,
the island Delos was found as a suitable place, and
after Artemis was born she even helped her mother
to bring forth her twin brother Apollo. Delos later
became a center of Artemis's cult. As a girl, Artemis
persuaded Zeus to grant her six wishes, among
them to remain chaste and unmarried eternally and
to be properly equipped for hunting. So she was
revered as the goddess of chastity, the hunt, and
wild animals. As a former midwife she was invoked
in childbirth, but when a woman died after giving
birth to a child, it was attributed to Artemis's arrows.

•

Artemis was the virgin
goddess of chastity. forests.
wild animals. and the hunt.
also of childbirth and fertility

In Greece, Artemis was usually portrayed as a
maiden huntress, but her cult had various aspects:
In Arcadia she was primarily a goddess of the forest,

•

and her symbol was a bear; in Tauris on Crimea her

•

cult had orgiastic features; and in Ephesus, where a

Her equivalent in the Roman
tradition is Diana
She often appears in a forest
and is represented with quiver.
bow. and arrow; she is often
accompanied by a deer or stag

great temple, one of the Seven Wonders of the
World, was erected in her honor, Artemis was
regarded as a fertility goddess.

Innocence Preserved and Innocence Lost
Artemis always fiercely defended the chastity
of herself and of her followers. For example, the
giant hunter Orion was once one of her favorite
companions. However, when he tried to rape
one of her followers (some sources say he tried
to rape Artemis), he was promptly killed. When
Zeus fell in love with Callisto, a beautiful. chaste
nymph in the retinue of Artemis, he trans
formed himself into Artemis so that he could
sleep with her

(1). As Callisto soon became

pregnant. Artemis found out about the affair
and turned Callisto into a bear. In her memory,
Zeus placed her and their son Areas in the sky
as Ursa Major and Minor.

ArtemiS"
Niobe's Children

In a myth

that describes the harshness of
the gods, Queen Niobe of

Thebes gave birth to seven
daughters and seven sons. She
boasted that her childbearing
was superior to that of Leto,

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Artemis
Apol lo, Artemis's Twin

who had only two offspring.
Leto's children, Artemis and
Apollo, took their revenge by

(2).

Brother, see pp. 132-133

slaying all her children

House of Atreus, Family of
Iphigeneia, see pp. 190-191

Upon seeing his dead children,

Nym p hs, see pp. 172- 1 7 3

committed suicide in his de

Zeus, Artemis's Father, see
pp. 120-123

spair. Grief-stricken, Niobe went

Niobe's husband, Amphion,

to Mount Sipylus, carrying her
youngest daughter, where they
turned into stone. A mountain
river sprang from Niobe's tears.

Hounds of Acteon

Iphigeneia at Aulis

With the

Greek army assembled at Aulis
preparing to attack the city of
Troy, Agamemnon shot a stag
and boasted he was a better
archer than Artemis. In revenge,
she held back the winds,
making it impossible for the
army to sail. Agamemnon was
forced to sacrifice his daughter
Iphigeneia; however, Artemis
took pity on her

(3). Artemis

substituted a hind for her on
the altar, and sent the princess
to Tauris as her priestess.

The hunter

a forest spring. Because Acteon

Acteon was a descendant of

dared to look upon the goddess

Apollo through his grand
mother Cyrene. One day while

naked, Artemis in her rage
transformed him into a stag.

out hunting in the mountains

Then Acteon's dogs, no longer

with his pack of SO dogs,

recognizing their master,

Acteon stumbled upon Artemis

chased the stag and tore him to

while she was bathing naked in

pieces

(4).

.. Greek Myt hology I ATHENA
Athena
The goddess of war,
wisdom, and the arts,
Athena was the favorite
daughter of Zeus. She was
born from Zeus's head, full
grown and in armor.
She was referred to as the
virgin goddess-Athena

Athena was olren accompa
nied by an awl, as depicted on
rhis Athenian coin

Parthenos-by the Greeks. True to this, she never
had any love affairs, unlike most of the other

•

Olympic gods and goddesses. She was named the
Minerva in the Roman tradi

tion, Athena had many epi
thets, such as Parthenos
('virgin') and Nike ('victory')

•

She was the goddess of arts,

war, and wisdom

•

She was symbolized by an

owl, a shield, or an olive tree,
and pictured in full armor

patron goddess of many Greek cities including,
most famously, Athens and Sparta. The artistic
depictions of her in this role often show her bearing
full military arms.
However, she was not only a warrior. She was also
the patron of craftsmen and artists. She taught the
Greeks how to cook and sew. As a friend of the
demigod Prometheus, she gladly shared her
wisdom and intelligence with humankind.
The Cult ofAthena

As goddess of war, Athena Pro·
machos was assaciated with
defense rather than attack.
The Greeks built her shrines
on top of their citadels so that
she might defend their cities
against invaders. The Greeks
also built her shrines on the
prows of their triremes so that
she might protect their ships in
battle. As Athena was also the
goddess of wisdom and the
arts, philosophers, historians,
teachers, sculptors, weavers,
and potters also built her
shrines within their homes.

rn Minerva: p.210

Athena
Athena and Arachne

"

When

the mortal woman Arachne,
a famous weaver, challenged
Athena to a contest

(1), the

goddess could not refuse.
She wove a tapestry showing
her competition against
Poseidon at Athens, while
Arachne wove a tapestry
showing Zeus's

21 infidelities.

Outraged by the subject of
Arachne's tapestry, Athena
destroyed Arachne's work.
Later, when Arachne realized
her arrogance, she hung her
self, but Athena took pity on
her. She brought her back to
life as a spider.

Competition With Poseidon Over Attica
When people settled in Attica, both Poseidon and
Athena wanted to be the patron god of the new
city. Poseidon plunged his trident into the
ground and a stream arose, which gave the citi
zens access to the sea. Athena planted a domesti
cated olive tree (3), which would give them an
endless supply of wood, oil, and food. Seeing
the value of Athena's gift, the people
chose her as their new patron,
renaming the city Athens.

Figures and
Stories Relevant
to Athena

Birth of the Monster
Medusa One day

happened in her

Poseidon chased a

formed Medusa into

beautiful young girl

a hideous, green

named Medusa into

Gorgon with snakes

Judgment of
Paris, see

temple, Athena trans

Aphrodite,
pp.142- 1 43
Perseus, Helped
by Athena, see
pp. 1 80-1 8 1

(2). Afterward,

one of Athena's tem

for hair

ples. Catching the girl

all humans who met

under the goddess's

the gaze of Medusa

statue on the altar,

were turned to stone

he raped her. Furious

until she was slain

about what had

by Perseus.

The Trojan War, see
pp.184- 1 85

�

Zeus, Athena's Father, ee
pp. 1 20- 1 23
,

.. Greek Myt hology I ARES
Ares
The son of Zeus and Hera, Ares was the god of war
fare. Associated with armies and battles, he was also
linked with civil wars, insurrections, and violence.
Out of his amorous affair with Aphrodite, the god
dess of love and beauty, he had several children:
Deimos ("fear"), Phobos ("panic"), Eros ("desire"),
and Harmonia ("harmony").
Ares, the least favorite of the Olympian gods, had
a cult associated with Thrace, where he may have
originated before being adopted into the Greek
pantheon. Ares also had a substantial following

•

Ares was the god of war and

the spirit of battle

•

His Roman equivalent is
Mars

•

He was not a popular god,
and represented the brutal and
bloody aspects of warfare

•

He was accompanied into
battle by his sister Eris ("strife')

and his sons Deimos ("fear') and
Phobos ("panic")

•

Although there were few
cults to Ares he would some
times be invoked before battle

•

He rode in a chariot pulled by

four fire-breathing horses

The Amazons
A tribe of women descended
from Ares, the Amazons (right)
were, like their father, devoted
to warfare and renowned for
their courage. Amazon
("breastless") derives from
the legend that they cut
off their right breasts to
improve their archery and
javelin-throwing skills.

among the Colchians on the Black Sea. He was hon
ored by warriors, despite his general unpopularity.
As a soldier, however, Ares left something to be
desired. His sister Athena routinely proved herself
superior to him in battle. In the Trojan War he
fought by Hector's side against the Greek hero
Diomedes who was supported by Athena. She
diverted Diomedes' spear so that Ares was injured.
When he tried to support his son Cycnus against
Heracles he was wounded again. He also fell victim
to the twin Giants Otus and Ephialtes when they at
tacked Mount Olympus. Captured by the twins, Ares
was chained inside a cauldron for 13 lunar months,
i.e., a year, until the god Hermes finally released him.

Ares
Affair With Aphrodite

When

the sun god Helios spotted
Ares and Aphrodite (1) in an
embrace, he told Aphrodite's
husband Hephaestus, who fash
ioned an invisible net around
his bed to trap the lovers in
the act. Not satisfied with just
ensnaring them, Hephaestus
invited the gods to see the
couple. Caught in the act, they
drew the Homeric laughter of
the other Olympians.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Ares
Ap hrodite, Ares' Lover, see
pp.142-143
Eros, Ares' Son, see pp. 146-147
Hera, Ares' Mother, see

pp.126-127

Zeus, Ares' Father, see

pp.120-123

killed him. Outraged, Poseidon

Olympians. In memory of this

held a tribunal of the gods on

first trial by jury, the Athenians

went to a stream at the foot of

the hillside which overlooked

named the place Areopagus

the Acropolis in Athens. While

the stream and charged Ares

"hill of Ares,"

there, Poseidon's son, Halir

with murder. Ares successfully

Trial on the Areopagus

One

day Ares' daughter, Alcippe,

rhotius, tried to sexually assault
her. Seeing
the attack,
Ares (3)

pled his case before
the

and for cen
turies reserved
the site for trials
of men held
for
murder
and

(2),

.

.. Greek Mythology I APHRODITE
Aphrodite
As the goddess of love and beauty, Aphrodite is
often seen naked or provocatively draped with her
sacred bird, the dove, in her hand. Consistent with
her dominion over physical love, she was associated
with all lovemaking on land, air, and sea.
For all her charms, however, Aphrodite had a dark
side. She was frequently unfaithful to her unattrac
tive husband Hephaestus. The most prolific of her
affairs were those with Ares, Dionysus, and Hermes.
She was notorious for enticing god and man alike
into adulterous affairs. Aphrodite boasted that she
could make any Olympian god or goddess fall in
love with a mortal, and she was blamed for insti
gating, with the help of her son Eros, a large number
of ill-fated romances on Mount Olympus and earth
which had dire, and sometimes fatal, consequences.
Aphrodite's chief cult site was in Paphos on the

•

Aphrodite was the goddess

of sexual love and beauty,
fertility, desire, and the sea

•

She was a tireless lover and

island of Cyprus, which indicates that she was per
haps a fertility goddess of Eastern origin, e.g.,
related to the

matchmaker, equivalent to the

Phoenician

Roman goddess Venus

Astarte.

•

Often depicted nude, her

attributes were a mirror, apple,
and myrtle wreath

Apple of Discord

When Eris

("strife") was not invited to the wed
ding of Peleus and Thetis, she roiled
a golden apple among the guests
with a simple inscription, "to the
fairest." Aphrodite, Hera, and Athena
argued over who deserved it, so Zeus
selected the Trojan shepherd Paris, son
of King Priam, as their judge (l,judg
ment of Paris). The goddesses offered
bribes, but Aphrodite's offer of Helen of
Sparta won out. Paris's subsequent abduction
of Helen provoked the Trojan War.
m

Aeneas-Founding of Rome: p. 198

CD

AP h rodite
Myth of Adonis

Adonis

was a handsome young
fertility god. His mother,
Princess Myrrha of Assyria,
had said that she was more
beautiful than Aphrodite. As
punishment, the goddess insti
gated an incestuous union be
tween Myrrha and her father.
Full of remorse, Myrrha was trans
formed into a myrrh tree. When
Adonis was born from the tree,
Aphrodite sent him to Persephone
for safekeeping. Both goddesses
loved Adonis

(3). but the jealous m
(2).

Ares sent a boar to kill him

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Aphrodite

Birth of Aeneas

Angered by Aphrodite's amorous

schemes, Zeus settled the score by stirring passion in her for
Anchises, a handsome Trojan shepherd. Aphrodite assumed a

Ares, Aphrodite's Lover, see
pp. 1 40-141

mortal girl's form and, masquerading as a Phrygian princess,

Dionysus, Aphrodite's Lover,

lieving her, Anchises slept with Aphrodite, who gave birth to their

seepp.160- 1 6 1
Hephaestus, Aphrodite's
Husband, see pp. 1 5 0-151
Hermes, Aph rodite's
Lover, see pp. 1 48-149

claimed that Hermes had sent her to Anchises to be his wife. Be
son Aeneas. Aeneas grew to become a leader in the Trojan War and
was second only to Hector in bravery. According to Homer, Aeneas
was destined to survive the war (4) and to create a new dy
nasty-a prophecy appropriated by the
Romans, who adopted Aeneas as their
founder.

"
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THE BIRTH OF APHRODITE

The Birth of APhrodite

.

.. Greek Mythology I

EROS

According to the Theogony by the Greek poet
Hesiod, Eros ("desire"), the god of love and sexual
desire, was born from primordial chaos together
with Gaia ("earth") and Tartarus ("underworld")_ He
was seen as the incarnation of sexual love, which
was considered the impetus of all life. Having initi
ated the unification of Gaia and Uranus, Eros became
the guardian of the marriages of gods and people.
However, he was also a destabilizing force capable of
depriving god and man alike of their reason. Because
he spread chaos with his bow and arrow, a symbol of
the sudden, often unreasoned, happening of love,
he was also said to be Aphrodite's son. In this manifestation he appears as a young, athletic man.
Among the mystery cults, Eros was identi

•

fied with Phanes ("enlightener"), who was

He was the guardian of mar

born from the first world-egg and created

riage, as well as the protector of

the universe. For the philosopher Plato,

homosexual love between men

•

Eros drew the eye to physica I beauty,

As a son of Aphrodite, he was

not as an end in itself, but as a way

depicted as a young man. later
as a winged infant

to direct the mind

•

He carried a bow and arrow,
which he used to incite ohen

contem

disastrous love affairs

•

plation

His Roman equivalent was

of the

Amor or Cupid

idea of beauty.

From Elder to an Infantile
Trickster In the hands of the

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Eros

poets, Eros seems to have under

Aeneas, Fell in Love With
Dido Through Eros's
Arrows. see pp. 198-199

Aphrodite. Eros's Mother.
see pp. 142-143

Gaia and Uranus. Connected
by Eros, pp. 114-115

Jason and Medea. see
pp. 182-183

gone a transformation from es
teemed elder to a youthfu I-even
infantile-trickster. In the fourth cen

-

tury B.C., Apollonius of Rhodes portrayed Eros as a juvenile
delinquent who cheated at dice when he was not busy
meddling in human affairs by forcing ill-matched couples to
fall in love. The contrast between these two forms of Eros,
however, is not as great as it appears. From the beginning,

CD desire could always be destructive and immature.

rn Tricksters: pp. 148. 1 66. 170. 234, 360, 440

Eros
Medea and Jason

Some love

affairs prompted by Eros reflect

promising that he would get a
toy that once belonged to Zeus

the delirious power of desire

in return: a golden ball that left

that makes people forget

a fiery trail every time it was

reason and social rules, such as

thrown. Eager for the toy, Eros

Medea and Jason. When Jason

shot Medea, instantly setting

arrived in Colchis to take the

her passion aflame. So powerful

golden fleece, he had to per

was Eros's work that Medea not

form a series of impossible

only helped Jason get the

tasks. Hera plotted with

fleece, she also killed her own

Aphrodite to help Jason by

brother before sailing off with

forcing the Colchian princess

Jason. However, Jason later

Medea to fall in love with him
and help him with her magic

(3,

Medea making Jason a potion).

divorced Medea for a Greek
princess, so she slew both their
children and the princess in

Aphrodite asked Eros to shoot

revenge-a symbol of the

Medea with one of his arrows,

destructive power of Eros.

Eros and Psyche

Princess

Psyche ("soul") was so beautiful
that her subjects abandoned
Aphrodite's temples to worship
her instead. Aphrodite became
so jealous, she demanded that
Eros force Psyche to fall in love
with the most hideous thing
alive: but the plot went wrong
and instead, Eros himself fell in
love with the princess. Eros
courted her in secret and, after
many adventures, Psyche was
made a goddess and married
the god of love (2).

"
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HERMES

Hermes
Originally an Arcadian fertility god linked with
animal husbandry, Hermes eventually became the
most devious and quick-witted of all the gods. He
was the son of Zeus and his mistress, Maia, and was
born in a remote cave. Later he served his father and
the other gods as a herald and led the souls of the
dead into the underworld. Perhaps Hermes' most
famous exploit was the murder of Argus, the

•

Hermes was identified with
the Roman god Mercury

•

He served the Olympic gods
as herald and led the souls of the
dead to Hades

• He was a trickster who pro
tected both merchants and
thieves
•

His many inventions included
the Greek alphabet, the lyre, fire,
and ritual sacrifice

• He was portrayed as a
bearded man wearing a long
tunic, winged sandals, and cap
• He carried a herald's staff; also
associated with fertility, he was
depicted with a phallus

hundred-eyed beast, to liberate Zeus's lover, 10.
He was the patron of merchants, but, as a trick
ster, he was also the god of thieves. He protected
the travelers who built hermae, rectangular pillars,
as tributes to him along roads to protect their
journeys. Because he invented dice, gamblers also
paid him tribute as the god of wealth and good
fortune. Hermes was also credited with a myriad of
inventions adopted by humankind, such as musical
instruments, fire, the alphabet, and ritual sacrifice. In
light of his diplomatic skills, he became the patron
god of language and rhetoric. Later Hermes
watched over men engaged in athletics, and his
image graced gymnasium entrances.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Hermes
Apollo, Hermes Stole
His Cattle, see
pp. 1 32-1 33

Hades and Perse
phone, see
pp. 1 54-155

Odysseus. Helped

by Hermes, see the
Iliad and the Odyssey,
pp.186-187
Perseus, Helped by
Hermes, see pp. 1 80-1 81

Zeus, Hermes' Father,
see pp. 1 20-1 2 3

rn Tricksters: pp. 146, 1 66, 170, 234, 360, 440

The First Musician

On the

day he was born, Hermes
crafted the first lyre (1).
Using the shell of a
tortoise he found
grazing outside his
cave, he made the
lyre's strings from
sheep guts. He
was also the first
to tie reeds to
gether to make pan
pipes, and he played
both instruments so
beautifully that Apollo
swapped his cattle and his
golden shepherd's rod for them.

Hermes
Stealing Apollo's Herd

back home, while the tracks

Even as a baby, Hermes was

the cattle left behind only

a trickster. One day he was

led back to the place they

put in the cradle for a nap,

had left. Apollo had a hard

but he toddled out of his

time figuring out where the

cave-nursery and found a

herd had been taken, and

herd of cattle

an even harder time placing

(2) watched

by the god Apollo. Re

the blame on Hermes, a

versing their hooves and

baby. From that time on,

fashioning soft san-

Hermes was also worshiped

dals for himself, he

as the patron god of

drove them

thieves.
Demeter, and leading the souls

Hermes

Herald ofthe Gods When
(3) first met Zeus, the

of the dead to the afterlife. It

king of the gods was so im

was Hermes who warned

pressed by his son's shameless

Odysseus about the witch,

lies that he made him the

Circe, and gave him an antidote

herald and ambassador of
Mount Olympus. Hermes

to her potion, and Hermes who
gave Perseus an unbreakable

went on to play impor

sword and guided him to the

tant roles in many of

Graeae ("gray women") so he

the most famous

could find the equipment he

myths of the gods,
aiding mortals and
immortals alike. He com
municated regularly
with the under-

needed to behead Medusa.
Hermes was also the
god of
sleep,
through
whom
Zeus
would
send

As a sign of piety to Hermes, the
Athenians traditionally used ta place

sacrilege was regarded as an evil

hermae (right, from Cyrene) in the

omen and was blamed on the

doorways of their hames and in the

expedition's leader, Alcibiades.

streets. During the Peloponnesian War,

Although he claimed that he was

on the eve of Athens' expedition

innocent, Alcibiades was exiled

against Syracuse (Sicily), a gang of

from Athens. The expedition to

delinquents defaced the hermae

Syracuse met with defeat.

rn Stolen Cattle: p. 281

.-
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HEPHAESTUS

Hephaestus
The god of fire and craftsmen, as well as the black
smith of Mount Olympus, Hephaestus was birthed
by Hera without the aid of Zeus in revenge for his
giving birth to Athena by himself. Rejected by Hera
for his ugliness and his lame feet, Hephaestus was
thrown into the sea. He was later thrown out of
Mount Olympus again, this time by Zeus, for de
fending his mother. Hephaestus lived and worked

•

Hephaestus was known as

Vulcan i n the Roman tradition,
where he was said to have his
forge u nder Mount Etna in Sicily

•

He was the god of black

smiths, crahsmen, artisans,

for years on the isle of Lemnos-a mythical refer
ence to metallurgy's origins in the Greek islands.
In spite of his looks, Hephaestus managed to
marry the most beautiful goddesses. According to
the Greek poet Hesiod, Aglaia ("glory"). the young

metallurgy, and fire

est of the Graces, was his wife. But traditionally he

•

was married to Aphrodite

His mother was Hera and his

(1, in the forge of Hep

wife was the goddess of love,

haestus). She betrayed him with Ares and the

Aphrodite, who betrayed him

horned god was cruelly taunted by all the other

•

Lame since his birth, he was

known for his ugliness

•

His symbols are a hammer

and anvil-a smith's tools

gods. However, a consummate craftsman, He
phaestus served them by creating fantastic items,
such as Hermes' helmet, Aphrodite's girdle, armors
for heroes, and even Pandora, the first woman.

Hephaestus

•

Marriage to Aphrodite
Because of his hideous appear
ance, Hera threw Hephaestus
off Mount Olympus. To punish
his mother, he made her a
golden throne from which
she could not escape, and
then ran away. As no one but
Hephaestus could release her,
the gods begged him to come
back to Mount Olympus. Yet, it
was not until the god of wine,
Dionysus, got him drunk that
he returned. Yet Hephaestus re
fused to release Hera until she
offered him Aphrodite as his
bride in exchange for freedom,
and they were wed

(2).
Shield of Achilles

As a favor to

the goddess Thetis, who had
sheltered him when he was a
Aphrodite, Hep haestus s Wife,

boy, Hephaestus made a shield

see pp. 1 42- 1 4 3

(4, Thetis giving Achilles the

'

I

Ares, Had a Love Affair With

shield) for her son, Achilles, to

Aphrodite, see pp. 140- 1 4 1

use during the Trojan War. The

Hera, Hephaestus's Mother,
see pp. 1 26- 1 2 7

shield was embellished with

The Trojan War, Achilles'

l Shield, see pp. 184-185

children, which the jealous
Hephaestus vowed to curse.
When Ares' and Aphrodite's
daughter, Harmonia ("har
mony"), was to wed Cadmus,
the fou nder of Thebes, He
phaestus was determined to
curse their marriage. At their
wedding, he gave Harmonia a
cursed necklace he had made.
Because of the necklace,

Harmonia's Necklace
Through her affair with the
god Ares, Aphrodite had many

Harmonia and Cadmus suffered
during their reign in Thebes,
and ended up being trans
formed into serpents (3).

vivid scenes.

III Greek Mythology I

HESTIA

Hestia
The eldest child of Cronus and Rhea, Hestia was the
first to be swallowed by her father in a vain attempt
to avoid being overthrown. Because she was the last
one he vomited out, she is known as both the eldest
and youngest of her siblings.
Hestia was the kindest and most easygoing of the
gods, refusing to take part in the many quarrels that
raged at the palace on Mount Olympus. Zeus hon

•

The daughter of (ronus and
Rhea, Hestia was protector of
the household and ensured the
hearth fire always burned

•

In the Roman tradition, she

was known as Vesta and was
seNed by virginal priestesses
called Vestal Virgins

•

As virgin goddess, she was
often shown modestly cloaked

CD

ored Hestia for her good character, and named her
the protector of the household and the hearth fire
that was not allowed to go out.
In Rome, her name was Vesta, and her cult may
have been more prominent there than in Greece.
She became patron goddess of the Roman state and
the eternal flames at her temple

(1) were the symbol

of the welfare of Rome. Maiden daughters of the
elite, known as the Vestal Virgins, were servants
of the maiden goddess and tended the flames.
Raping a Vestal Virgin was one of the most
sacrilegious crimes in Rome.

Hestia"
The Maiden Goddess

At one time,

Hestia (2) was courted by both Apollo
and Poseidon, but she refused to
marry either of them, taking a vow
that she would remain a virgin. Zeus
granted her request, and she
became one of the three maiden
goddesses of Greek mythology.

warfare and the craftsman's
shop; Hestia, meanwhile,
preferred the hearth
fires of both home
and public
places. In the
Roman tradi
tion, her

Artemis preferred archery and

priestesses

the hunt to the company of

also had to be

men, and Athena preferred

virgins.

Vesta and Priapus In a Roman
myth, Priapus (3), the impudent

slept, Priapus set to have his

so avoided

god of gardens and male fer

he was about to, a nearby

way with her. However, just as

tility, lusted after Vesta. During

donkey let out a loud bray.

a feast of the gods, he tried to

As Vesta awoke, Priapus

sneak up on her once everyone

narrowly escaped being

had fallen asleep. As Vesta

caught, and in doing

Home, Hearth,
and Altar As
goddess of the
hearth and the
hearth fire, Hestia was
the protector of domestic har
mony, of hospitality, and of the
preparation of food and bread.
Cooking at the hearth fire

(4)

was sacred to her, as was the
kettle that stood on it. As her
hearth fire was at the center of
every temple, Hestia received
the first offerings of a sacrifice,
even before the gods for whom
the ceremonies took place.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Hestia
Cronus and Rhea, Hestia's
Parents, see the Titans,
pp. 1 1 6-1 1 7

Zeus, Gra nted Hestia's Virginal
Request, see pp. 1 2 0-123

lID Gree k Mythology I

HADES AND PERSEPHONE

Hades and Persephone
Hades, a brother of Zeus, was given rule over the
underworld in the aftermath of the Titanomachy.
Depicted as merciless, he was as dark as his realm,
which was more a prison for the souls of the dead
than a hell in the Christian sense. The souls lived
there as shadows of their former selves. As the
Greek were afraid to speak his name, Hades was
given epithets like Eubuleus ("giving good advice").

•

Hades, Pluto in the Roman

When Hades fell in love with Demeter and Zeus's

(1), taking

tradition, was the "Zeus of the

daughter, Persephone, he kidnapped her

underworld" and, like Demeter,

her into the underworld. Later, a compromise was

made the corn grow

•

Persephone, Proserpina in the

Roman tradition, was kidnapped
by Hades

•

J

As guardian of the under

world, his symbol was a key

ED Hel: p. 236

reached that she would divide the year between
residing in the underworld and above ground.
The kidnapping of Persephone is one of the most
famous Greek myths. The story was used to explain
the changing of the seasons, as Demeter caused all
crops to die because her daughter was not with her.

Hades and Persephone
Demeter's Disguise When
(2) learned that Perse

refugee from Crete,

Demeter

Demeter let the girls bring

phone was in the underworld,

her to the palace to work

she was distraught. Shunning

as a nursemaid. Celeus

Mount Olympus, she wandered

and his wife en

Demeter revealed

around the world. When she

trusted Demeter

herself, ordered

reached Eleusis, the kingdom of

with their son

that a temple be

Celeus, she turned into an old

Demoph06n. To

built at Eleusis,
and taught

boy immortal by curing him
over a hearth fire, but the
queen saw her and the
spell was broken.

woman. She sat by the town's

repay their kind

well, where she met Celeus's

ness, Demeter

them her

daughters. Pretending to be a

tried to make the

secret rituals.

The Pomegranate Seed

to her mother for

When Hermes discovered

ever under one

Persephone in the underworld

condition: if she

and demanded that she be

had not eaten any

returned to

into eating a
pomegranate
seed (3) before her
return. Because

of Hades' food

of this, she could

while she was

never fully escape

down below. Hades,
seizing his last
chance, tricked Persephone

Demeter, Persephone's
Mother, see pp. 130-1 3 1

from Hades' realm,
and was forced to
remain his wife.

Erinyes, see pp. 1 90-191

Zeus, Persephone's Father and
Hades' Brother, see
pp.1 20-123

The Erinyes

The Erinyes, or the

Furies, were born from the blood
of castrated Uranus that fell on
their mother, Gaia. As spirits of
vengeance, they persecuted
anyone guilty of perjury, murder,
or crimes committed against
one's own family. Symbolizing
pangs of guilt, they inflicted evil
doers with madness. In the un
derworld, they enforced the tor
ture of the dead. After plaguing
Orestes

(4, with his sister,

Iphigeneia) for murdering his
mother, Clytemnestra, Athena
calmed them. They became the
Eumenides ("kind ones").

..

_ Greek Mythology I

THE UNDERWORLD

The Unde rwo rld

The Underworld
T

he underworld was conceived by the Greeks
as rhe bottom half of rhe universe. It was

also referred

to

as Hades, after the name of its

ruler. The kingdom of Hades was divided in
several parts, the lowest being Tartarus,
where the damned suffered awful
t erernity in the Elysian
ds, the rest were led by
to the banks of the

steered by Charon

III Greek Mythology I

O RPHEUS

Orpheus
As the son of King Oeagrus (some sources say the
god Apollo) and Calliope, the muse of epic poetry,
Orpheus was a demigod, as well as an inimitable
musician and singer, His highly complex and
beautiful music was prized for its intricacy_
When Orpheus played his favorite instrument,
the lyre, the melodies were so beautiful that they
calmed the beasts of earth, sea, and air, and en

•

Orpheus was a demigod

thralled the hills, rocks, and streams, These skills

with a magical ability to play

came in handy when Orpheus accompanied Jason

the lyre

and the Argonauts on their expedition to find and

•

He taught the Greeks agri

culture, medicine, and writing

•

With Apollo as his teacher,

capture the golden fleece,
Orpheus's life is remembered in Greek tradition

he became the greatest min

because of three major episodes: the tragic loss of

strel

his wife Eurydice, the expedition of the Argonauts,

•

and his brutal end at the hands of the Maenads,

He could enthrall all creatures

with his music and singing; he
even overpowered the Sirens

•

His lyre was made into a

constellation in the night sky

During his life he was also said to have improved
the daily life of the Thracians by introducing agricul
tural and medical techniques; he also fostered the
religious cults of the gods Apollo and Dionysus.

Savior of the Argonauts

As

an Argonaut, Orpheus was
often called upon to play and
sing-sometimes to inspire the
rowers with fresh energy,
sometimes to stop the fights
that arose among the crew.
One day, the Argonauts' boat

(1) encountered the Sirens,
creatures whose song made
sailors stop at their
island and never
want to go home.
Orpheus strummed
and sang so loudly
that he drowned out
the song of the Sirens
and ensured the Argonauts

CD

could continue safely.

Orpheus
Loss of Eurydice

Orpheus was

married to Eurydice

(2), and

together they settled in Thrace.
One day, perhaps even their
wedding day, Eurydice was
killed by a snake. Distraught,
Orpheus went to the underworld looking
for her. When

Hades and Persephone

walked back up to earth,

of his wife in such a

Orpheus leading the way. As he

moving song that his
wish was granted, but only on

Death of Orpheus

Following

the loss of Eurydice, Orpheus
foreswore the love of all
women and the worship
of all gods except Apollo and
wandered the wilds of Thrace,
avoiding the company of men.
So when he encountered some
Maenads, followers of
Dionysus, they attacked him

�ith sticks and stones, but his

ground. Thus the couple

(3), he pled for the return

emerged, he turned to look at
Eurydice, who was not yet

one condition: he could not

above ground. The agreement

turn to look at her until they

broken, she faded back into the

were both completely above

shadows of death forever.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Orpheus
Hades and Persephone, see

pp. 1 54- 1 55

Jason and the Argonauts,
Orpheus Assisted the Arg
onauts, see pp. 182-183
Muses, Calliope Was Orpheu s's
Mother, see pp. 1 72-173

continued singing was stopped

magical song kept them from

by Apollo. The Muses collected

hitting him. Enraged, the Mae

the rest (4) of Orpheus's body,

nads tore Orpheus limb from

burying it at the foot of Mount

limb, casting his head into the

Olympus, where the night

sea, where it floated to the

ingales sang in his honor.

island of Lesbos. Here it was

Zeus made Orpheus's lyre

buried in sacred ground, but its

into a constellation in the sky.

ED Journeys in the Underworld: pp. 39, 4 1 , 353, 407
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DIONYSUS

Dion ysus
The Greek god Dionysus was the patron of wine,
vegetation, and orgiastic ecstasy. He was the son of
Zeus and the mortal Semele, who was the daughter
of Camus, the founder of Thebes. To protect him
from the jealous Hera, Dionysus was raised in far-off
Mount Nysa. When he grew older, he traveled
throughout the Eastern lands, where he taught the
cultivation of the vine. Dionysus had great powers;
he even raised his mother Semele from the dead
and brought her to Mount Olympus.
As Dionysus was the god of liberation from soci

•

Dionysus was the god of

wine, vegetation, and revelry

•

His Roman equivalent is

Bacchus

•

Festivals were held in honor

of him as the patron of theater

•

His attributes were the fiute,

thyrsus, and a bunch of grapes

rn Deities of Wine-Hathor: p.92

etal worries, his followers

(1, dancing Maenads) had

a reputation for debauchery. Legends state that as
a result Greek kings like Lycurgus and Pentheus
rejected his cult, usually with dire consequences.
The god's origin is unknown, but the Greeks
regarded him as a foreign god from the East.
Dionysus was also celebrated in the Eleusinian
Mysteries, along with Demeter and Persephone.

Dionysus
Birth of Dionysus

and sewed Dionysus

There are two different

into Zeus's thigh, from

tales about Dionysus's

where he was born

birth. In one myth, the

months later. Another

p regnant Semele was

story says that the child

killed by the blaze from

Dionysus was dismem

Zeus's thunderbolts (2)

bered on Hera's orders.

because, doubting that

Athena or Rhea recov

he was a god, she in

ered his heart, which

sisted he reveal his true

was reimplanted by

nature. Hermes res

Zeus into Semele's

cued the unborn god

womb so that Dionysus

from his mother's ashes

could be reborn.

(

Figures and Stories Relevant to Dionysus \

i

The Dionysia, see

pp.162-163

Marriage With Ariadne

..

Hermes, Helped

Dionysus, see
pp. 148- 1 49

After betraying her

father, King Minos, by helping the hero Theseus
escape the laby rinth where he had killed the
Minotaur, Ariadne fled with Theseus on his return
voyage to Athens. However, he abandoned her
(some say at the demand of Dionysus) on the
island of Naxos. Finding her there (3), Dionysus
took her as his b ride. She bore several children,
and upon her death Dionysus set her wedding
diadem in the sky as the constellation Corona.

Dionysus and His Travels to
the East After inventing the

forced to wander aimlessly in
the East until the Phrygian god

cultivation of the vine, Dionysus

dess Cybele (4, with Dionysus)

was said to have visited a

purified him and taught him

number of Eastern lands: Lydia,
Phrygia, Egypt, and even India,

her religious rites. This is fitting
because Cybele was an earth

where he remained for several

goddess who, like Dionysus,

years. One myth explaining his

was associated with o rgiastic

travels says the goddess Hera

rituals. Her pinecone sat at the

drove him mad, and he was

tip of his

thyrsus, or staff.

.. Greek Mythology I THE DIONYSIA
The Dionysia
D

ionysus, in Rome known as Bacchus, was celebrated in ancient Greece in festivals
named Dionysia. Perhaps originally a Thracian fertility ritual, the mysterious

Dionysia were known for their feasting, drinking, and orgies. In Athens they became
an urban festival, several days long, with a procession and per formances. According to
myth, D ionysus was often accompanied by a wild retinue, consisting o f
Satyrs (half-man, half-goat) and Centaurs (hal f-man, half-horse) both
notoriou s for drunkenness and l ust; and Silenus, an older Satyr, some
times considered to be D ionysus's tutor. The w ine god's darker side
was represented by the Maenads or Bacchantes, women driven
mad by w ine, who in their frenzy

The Diony sia

I
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HERACLES

Hera c l es
The demigod Heracles, famous for his superhuman
strength and innumerable acts of heroism, was the
son of Zeus and Alcmene, princess of Mycenae. Best
known for his successful completion of the 1 2
labors, Heracles also freed Prometheus from his tor
ture. Although Heracles' name means "Hera's glory,"
the queen of the gods was furious with her hus
band's infidelity, and always plotted against him.
Heracles' strength was obvious from the begin

• As the son of Zeus and Alc
mene, Heracles was a demigod,
but was allowed to live on
Mount Olympus after his death

•

With his superhuman
strength and a lion skin that
made h i m invulnerable, he
passed many trials, including the
famous 12 labors

•

He was represented as a

strong man and amorous lover
who enjoyed eating and
drinking

•

His weapon was the bow and
sometimes he used a club

Plotting of Hera

Moments

before Heracles' birth, Zeus
proclaimed that the next

royal

child to be born in the kingdom
would rule over Mycenae.
Enraged to learn of yet another
of her husband's affairs, Hera
delayed Alcmene's delivery of
Heracles and made Eurys
theus's mother give birth to

him early. Thus, Heracles lost
h i s inheritance and Eurystheus
became the king of Mycenae.
After Heracles' birth, Hera sent
two mighty snakes to kill him
inside his cradle, but he stran
gled them

(1).

ning. Before he was a teenager, he could kill a lion
with his bare hands. This strength made him an im
portant ally in the Olympian gods' fight against the
giants. However, Hera afflicted him with a tragic
madness. In a senseless rage he murdered his wife,
the Princess Megara of Thebes, and their children.
Always helpful, Heracles once fought Hades to
bring Queen Alcestis back from the dead for King
Admetus; he joined the hunt of the Calydonian boar
and accompanied the Argonauts on their search for
the golden fleece. The Greeks worshiped Heracles as
a protector of humanity; however, he was parodied
in their comedies as an excessive eater and drinker.

Heracles

12 Labors

After killing his wife

and children, Heracles was sent
by the oracle of Delphi to serve
the Mycenaean king Eurystheus
as punishment. Eurystheus gave
Heracles 12 tasks: killing the Ne
mean lion (2), the Hydra, and the
Stymphalis birds; capturing the
Erymanthian boar, the Ceryneian
hind, the Cretan bull, Diomedes'
horses, Geryon's cattle, and Cer
berus; cleaning Augeas's stables;
and fetching an Amazon's girdle
and the apples of the Hesperides.

Death of Heracles

Heracles'

last wife Deianeira was a

The Final Labor By making the

been betrayed, she killed

centaur Nessus gave her a

herself. In his agony,

robe dipped in his blood

Hercales made a pyre and

with instructions to use it if

placed himself on it (4).

Heracles stopped loving her,

Taking pity on his son, Zeus

Deianeira sent it to Heracles.

was trying to kill Heracles. Yet,
Heracles had the last laugh.

1 1 of Eurys

theus's labors, only one
remained: to capture Hades'
guard dog Cerberus. When
Heracles dragged the dog to
Eurystheus's court, the cow
ardly king leapt into an urn

(3).

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Heracles
Jason a n d the Argonauts,
Heracles Was an Argonaut, see
pp. 1 82-183
Hera, Heracles' Stepmother
and Enemy, see pp. 1 26-1 27
Prometheus, Heracles Helped
Prometheus, see pp. 1 66-167
Zeus, Heracles' Father, see
pp. 1 20- 1 23

J

at his skin. Seeing she had

jealous woman. When the

labors so difficult, Eurystheus

After completing

However, the robe burned away

rn Heroes Fighting Against Monsters: pp. 27, 1 8 1 , 25 1 , 3 1 5, 361

to Olympus.

..
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P rometheus
Prometheus, meaning "foresight," played an impor
tant role in early human history. The Greeks viewed
him as their creator and giver of culture. He and his
brother Epimetheus ("hindsight") were also
entrusted with creating all the world's animals. The
Greeks commemorated Prometheus's most
important gift, that of fire, with an an nual torch
race, starting from Plato's Academy. Along with fire,
Prometheus gave people the mechanical arts,
sciences, and wisdom. His generosity toward
humanity led him to be punished eternally on
Mount Caucasus by Zeus. However, it was not just

•

Prometheus was a Titan who
created people from clay

•

He gave crafts and sciences
to humankind

•

He stole fire from the gods

and gave

it to humankind

•

Because he tricked the gods
to help the people he had cre
ated, he was punished by Zeus

• He was chained to Mount
Caucasus, and an eagle ate
every day from his liver; thus,
he paid for his ingenious and
rebellious spirit

Creation of People

In Plato's

Prometheus who suffered. Zeus also cursed
humanity by creating a woman named Pando ra,
who unleashed evil on the world.
As the son of the Titan Iapetus and the Oceanid
Klymene, P rometheus was a trickster. During the
war of the Titans, he counseled the Titans to use
trickery instead of open warfare against the
Olympian gods. It was their refusal to take his advice
that led him to side with Zeus. Prometheus's son
Deucalion lived to survive the great flood in an ark
and, with his wife Pyrrha, reestablished humankind
by throwin g rocks behind their shoulders.
Prometheus formed people

(1) watered with tears

Protagoras, the world was popu

from clay

lated by the gods, who created
mortal creatures from the ele
ments. Prometheus and his twin
Epimetheus were asked to give
the animals features and means
for survival. Epimetheus sup

to symbolize the hardships they

plied them with claws, hooves,
and the like, before they were
sent into the world. Finally,
when it was time to create hu
mans, the brothers realized they
had given away everything that
would help them survive. Thus

would endure.

Figures and Staries
Relevant to Prometheus
Heracles, Saves Prometheus,
see pp. 1 64-1 65
Pandora's Box, see
pp. 1 24- 1 25
Zeus, Adversary of
Prometheus. see pp. 1 20- 1 23

rn Creation of People With Clay: pp. 22, 1 00

p rometheus
Testing Zeus's Omniscience

.

To settle a dis

pute between people and the gods, Prometheus
created two different temple offerings, and gave
Zeus the first choice. One was wrapped in an
ugly ox's (2) stomach, but contained choice
meats, and the other was wrapped in attractive
white fat, but contained only bones. Although
he knew it was a trick, Zeus chose the offering
with the more pleasant exterior in order to
create an everlasting hostility between the
divine and mortal worlds. From then on, when
humankind sac rificed to the gods, only the fat
and bones would be burned at the altar.
to deprive people of fire so that

with Hephaestus and the other

their meat would always be raw

gods to make human life one of

and inedible. Yet, by means of a

hard labor and misery. They cre

fennel stalk, which he ignited

ated a beguiling woman named

from the chariot of the sun god

Pandora ("all-endowed") and

Helios, Prometheus brought the

sent her with a box to

fire back to the people. This gift

Epimetheus. Unsuspecting, she

of fire (3) ensured humanity's

opened it and unleashed mis

survival. Enraged, Zeus plotted

eries among humankind.

Prometheus's Punishment By
Zeus In revenge for stealing fire,
Zeus devised a cruel punishment
for P rometheus. He ordered the blacksmith god
Hephaestus to nail Prometheus to a rock on
Mount Caucasus, located at the end of the earth.
Then Zeus sent an eagle to peck and eat at his
flesh (4). Every day the bird would eat
Prometheus's liver, and every night the liver
would grow back, ensuring that he would live in
a constant state of misery. Prometheus's ordeal
was not over until the hero Heracles shot the
eagle with an a rrow and freed Prometheus from
his fetters. However, he had to wear a ring with a
stone from Caucasus, so that Zeus could still
claim that Prometheus was fastened to it. An
other source says that even after the eagle's
death, Prometheus remained stuck on Mount
Caucasus until the Centaur Cheiron, mortally
wounded by Heracles, agreed to take
Prometheus's place. In doing so he gave his im
mortality to Prometheus, who was finally free.

rn Tricksters: pp. 1 46, 148, 1 70, 234, 360, 440 I Bringers of Culture: pp. 24, 32, 41, 442
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CULTURAL HEROES

Cu ltural
Heroes
The first cultural heroes of the Greeks were mostly
gods or demigods. However, as mythology slowly
gave way to history, the Greeks switched over to
praise the merits of humans. Something arose that
could be called "the spirit of agon" ("competition").
which was universal in Greece. Members of all poleis
vied for prizes and praise from their fellow citizens,
whether in the arenas of sports, drama, rhetoric,
philosophy

(3, Plato and Aristotle in discussion), or

the sciences. The most famous contest was perhaps

The Olympics
Although there
were always
quarrels between
the Greek poleis,
sporting contests,
such as the
Olympics,
existed
as sanctuaries for civic competi
tion. Athletes (1) from the
different cities competed there

the Olympics, whose winners were honored as

against each other, thus pro

favorites of the gods. In Athens, honorees in various

viding an opportunity for

spheres of public life were commemorated through
statues, and their names were inscribed on archive
walls to see and to admire.

Thespis

Thespis of Icaria (2, the

was likely the first to enact a

peaceful competition. The
Olympics were held in honor of
Zeus.

the chorus. He also helped

ater troupe) was the poet cred

story at the Athenian festival of

create competitions in dramatic

ited with writing and performing

the Great Dionysia, playing the

tragedy, and won the first com

the first traditional drama. He

character of Dionysus opposite

petition in 534 B.c. in Athens.

Cult u r a l Heroes

III

Gree k Myt hology I

SISYPHUS

S i syphus

III

Sisyphu s
T

he trickery of Sisyphus, K i n g of
Corinth, was a l most proverb i a l . He

ea[IJed Zeus's wrath by tel l i ng the river
god Asopus where the king o f the gods
had taken his daltghter, Aegi n a , a river
n y m p h . Zeus ordered the god T h a n a ros
("death") to escorr Sisyphus i n person
ro the underworld, btlt because of
Sisyphus's trickery Thanaros was
i mprisoned instea d . Wh i l e he was
trapped, no one on earrh could perish.
A nnoyed that his opponents wou l d not
d i e, Ares, the god of war, in tervened and
released Thanatos. Before he was again
brought to the underworld, S i sy p h u s told
his w i fe, Merope, not to bury him and to
refuse the rites of rhe dead . Angry, Hades
sent Sisyphus back to earrh w i th orders
to p u n i sh his w i fe; however, Sisyphus

sEayed and h a p p i l y l ived out the rest of
h i s natural l i fe. But, upon his death, his
eternal p u n ishment i n the underworld
was that he had to push a rock u p a h i l l ,
only t o have it get away from h i m once he
reached the rop, and rol l back down each
t i m e . I n this, Sisyphus became a s y mbol
for human l a ha r done i n va i n .

ill Tricksters: pp. 146, 148, 166, 234, 360, 440

III Greek Mythology I

NYMPHS A N D M U S ES

N ymphs and M uses
The Muses (1, with Apollo, their leader) and nymphs
were graceful female goddesses whose allure en
ticed both Greek gods and kings, who often became
their lovers, along with countless artists.
Daughters of Zeus and the Titan Mnemosyne, the
Muses were said to live on mountains, especially on
Mount Helicon in Boeotia, where the center of their
cult was situated. There were nine Muses: Clio (his

•

The Muses were the nine

goddesses of the liberal arts

• Theywere mostly depicted
with wings

• The nymphs were connected
to nature, fertility, and growth;
they were not immortal, but
lived very long lives

•

In art they appear as lightly

dressed young women

tory), Euterpe (flute playing), Thalia (comedy),
Melpomene (tragedy), Terpsichore (dance), Erato
(singing), Polyhymnia (mime), Urania (astronomy),
and Calliope (epics). They were especially beloved
by the artists who looked to them for inspiration.
The nymphs, natural spirits appearing as beautiful
women, reflected the belief that the divine was
present throughout nature. There were flower
nymphs, water nymphs, and nymphs who existed as
cooling breezes.

Nymphs and M u ses
Daughters of Memory

When

the Titan goddess of memory,
Mnemosyne, slept with Zeus
for nine nights, she bore nine
daughters called the Muses (3).
Each of them had a special
function in the cultural life of
Mount Olympus. Originally
there were only three Muses:
Melete ("meditation" or "prac
tice"), Mneme ("memory"), and
Aoede ("song").

Tree Spirits
daughters")

The Dryads ("tree

(2), nymphs of the

wood, were the spirits who

the Daphnaie, who were sacred
to Apollo. Because lowland
trees were usually cut down for

presided over cultivated groves

farming and grazing, the spirits

and wild forests alike. Each

of mountain pine trees, the

species of tree had its own

Oreads, received special rever

group of tree spirits, and in ad

ence along with their fellow

dition each tree had a spirit of

mountain spirits,

its own. Among the more im

the Satyrs.

portant tree spirits were the
Meliai ("ash"), who were born
from the blood of Uranus
when he was castrated, and
the nymphs of the laurel tree,

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Nymphs and
Muses
Apollo, Leader of the Muses,
see pp. 1 32-1 33

Gaia and Uranus, Castration

Nymphs ofthe Water

There

were numerous types of water
nymphs. Alongside
the 3,000 nymphs
of the ocean,
the Oceanides

��:;jJI"rt�SI�

,

(4), were the

of Uranus, see p. 1 1 5
The Titans, Mnemosyne Was

nymphs of the

the Mother of the Muses; Birth
of [he Oceanides, see p. 1 1 7

the Nereids. Another group of

Zeus, Father of the Muses, see

pp. 1 20-123

Mediterranean,
nymphs, the Naiads, ruled over
fresh water and were found in
springs, rivers, and lakes.

III

.. Greek Mythology I MONSTERS AND GIANTS
Monsters a n d G ia n ts
The realm of Greek myth was filled with giants and
monsters, beings in animal and/or human form
who both served and threatened god and man
alike. They may have been symbols of the bold and
untamed forces of nature, as in the case of the shipdevouring beasts, Scylla and Charybdis. But they
could also have been explanations for large fos

• The monsters and giants in
Greek myth personified the un
controllable forces of nature

•

Most of the giants-like the

Cyclopes, the Hecatoncheires,
the Giants (or Gigantes), and the

silized remains turned up by a farmer's plow, which
may have given rise to the giants. In either case,
they spoke directly to humankind's experience of
the world in all its grandeur and horror.
Some creatures, like the elder Cyclopes and
Hecatoncheires, became important allies of the

TItans-were the monstrous

Olympian gods in their struggle for dominance. The

children of Gaia and Uranus

Giants (or Gigantes) and the Titans, both children of

•

Gaia and Uranus, made war on Zeus. One unique as

Famous monsters of Greek

mythology were the Gorgons,
the Hydra, the Chimera, the
Harpies, and the Cerberus

Hecatoncheires

The Heca

toncheires (1). t h e sons of
Uranus and Gaia, had fifty
heads on their broad shoulders
and one hundred arms. Uranus
hated them from birth and
forced them into a secret place
under Gaia, who resented this.
It was Uranus's cr uelty to the
Hecatoncheires that prompted
his castration at the hands of
his son, Cronus. But like his
father, Cronus made the mis
take of imprisoning them. Zeus
liberated them to fight against
the Titans; however, they were
later banned from heaven and
earth, the fate of many mon
sters. They guarded the gates to
the underworld.

pect of their fearsome powers was that often these
mythic beasts could only be subdued by demigods
like Heracles and Perseus, and not by the gods.

Monsters and Giants
The Cyclopes

The

..

and Hades' invisible helmet. A

Cyclopes ("orb

younger generation of Cyclopes

eyed") (2) were a

lived in Sicily. One of them, Poly

breed of giants

phemus, terrorized Odysseus on

with an eye in the

his journey from Troy.

middle of their

Figures and Stories

foreheads. The first
generation were sons of
Uranus and Gaia, who
were imprisoned be
neath their mother along
with the Hecatoncheires. Like them,
the Cyclopes were
imprisoned by
Cronus. They
played a pivotal
role in the War of
the Titans, fashioning Zeus's lightning
bolts, Poseidon's trident,

Harpies

Winged daughters of

a sea god and a nymph of the
storm clouds, the Harpies
("snatchers") (3) were known
for their swiftness. When a
person disappeared, the
Harpies were said to have car
ried him away. They were origi
nally portrayed as fair-haired
and pretty, but later poets de
scribed them as hideous half
birds with faces emaciated from
hunger, who derived pleasure
from destroying meals by
seizing food and fouling the
table with their droppings. The
Harpies are famous for ha
rassing the blind King Phineus,
who had the gift of prophecy
but lacked Zeus's discretion.
The Harpies stole his food be
fore he could eat it. They were
driven away by the Boreades
along with the Argonauts.

r

Relevant to Monsters
and Giants
Gaia and Uranus, Mother and --<
Father of Many Monsters and
Giants, see pp. 1 1 4-1 1 5
The Iliad and the Odyssey,
Odysseus Blinded
Polyphemus, see pp. 1 86-187

Magical Creatures, More

Monsters, see pp. 1 76 - 1 77

The Titans, see pp. 1 1 6- 1 1 7

III Greek Mythology I

MAGICAL

CREATURES

M a g ical Creatures
Among the many dramatic elements of Greek
myth there was a large supporting cast of magical
creatures, who usually appeared as freakish combi
nations of humans and animals. Their origins are
complex; they were often seen as alien peoples,
barbarian and hostile to life, or as inhabitants of
other continents, who the heroes had to fight and
myth were fearsome humanoid

dominate. The killing of these creatures by the

figures, such as the Gorgons

heroes can also be interpreted as a symbol of the

•

Greeks bringing culture to barbarian areas.

Others were made from mix·

tures of human and animal forms

•

The Centaurs were half man

and half horse, while Pegasus,
born of the neck of Medusa, was

Some appear to have roots in the constellations,
and in the variety of interpretations the stars inspire;
astronomical myths, in turn, represent an attempt

a winged horse

to relate them to their heavenly neighbors. Natural

• The Chimera and the Hydra

phenomena like volcanoes, hot springs, and

were siblings of the hellhound

dinosaur fossils also figure prominently in the

Cerberus and the Sphinx

lore associated with them. Although sometimes

•

Dragons, ghosts, vampires,

and unicorns are also found in
Greek mythology

Chimera

Chimera

on humankind.

(1) was a

triple·headed, triple·bodied
beast with the head and
forepaws of a lion, the
head and torso of a
goat, and the head
and body of a dragon
as a tail. A
fire·breathing
monster, Chimera was
raised by the king of
Caria and ordered to lay
waste to the countryside of
Lycia. After many had tried
and failed, it was Bellerophon,
flying on Pegasus the winged
horse, who slew her with
a lead
spear.

a benign feature of the sea and countryside, many
of these creatures were violent and wreaked havoc

Magical Creatures
Centaurs

Half man and

half horse, the Centaurs
("bull killers")

(2) may

have originated from

been invited. With a weakness

Thessaly, where bulls

known for their ingenuity. The

were hunted on

most famous Centaur, Charon,

horseback. In myth,

became the boatman who fer

terized by a vivacious
sexual appetite, they once

and serpents for hair, the three

ding party to which they had
for wine, Centaurs were not

and King Ixion. Charac

With a woman's body

rying off women from a wed

hunting culture of

they were the children

Gorgons

provoked a war with their
kinsmen the Lapiths, after car

the equestrian

of the nymph Nephele

raise mortals from the dead.
While the Gorgons Sthenno and

Gorgons (3) were so terrifying

Euryale could not be killed,

that looking at them turned a

Medusa was mortal. On the

person to stone. However,

order of Athena, she was killed

Asclepius, god of medicine,

by Perseus. The goddess kept

discovered that their blood

her head hidden in her armor.

could

ried the souls of the dead to the
underworld. Heracles was
entertained by one during his
labors, but-typically-had to
fight and kill a number of them.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Magical
Creatures

Heracles, see pp. 1 64-1 65
Magical C reatures, see
pp. 1 74- 1 75

Perseus, Killed Medusa, see
pp. 1 80- 1 8 1

Hydra and Heracles

Not far

in its heads; he found that for
each mortal head he cut off,

Lerna lived a Hydra ("water ser

two grew in its place. But his

pent") with the body of a lion

charioteer lolaus brought a fire

and nine serpentine heads

brand and started to scorch the

one of them immortal. The

necks each time Heracles cut off

Lernaean Hydra was sacred to
Hera, but it was such a terror

a head; this prevented them

that King Eurystheus ordered

buried the Hydra's last, im

Heracles to kill it. Armed with

mortal head under a great

his sword, Heracles attacked
the Hydra

(4) and got ensnared

rn Dragon Deities:

p. 342

from growing back. Heracles

stone and dipped his arrows in
its poisonous blood.

II

The Dionysia, Centaurs Made
up the Retinue, see
pp. 1 62- 1 63

Monsters and Giants, More

from Argos in the swamps of

1m

I

J

... Greek Mythology I MI NOS AND THE MI NOTAUR
Minos and the Minotaur
T

he son o f Zeus and Europa, Minos was adopted by

the Cretan King Asterius when he married Europa.

A fter having ascended the throne Minos became a
m ighty king, establishing the first laws in Crete, which
he received from Zeus. Because of this, upon his death
he was made a j udge in the underworld, j udging the
souls of the dead. However, he is most famous for his
stepson, the Minotaur. Minos summoned a bull from
the sea, a gift from Poseidon; but instead of sacrificing
it to the sea god, he kept it in his stables. In revenge, Po
seidon made Minos's wife, Pasiphae, fall in love with
the bull; soon after, she bore the Minotaur (" Minos's
bull" ) ,

a

monster with a man's body and a bull's head.

Minos hired the craftsman Daedalus ro build a
labyrinth where he could hide the Minotaur from the
world. The Minotaur, however, demanded human sacri
fices. A thens, a rival city-state, had killed Minos's son
Androgenos, and Minos laid siege ro the city. When a
terrible plague hit Athens, the oracle of Delphi said that
they had to provide seven young men and seven maidens
ro feed the Minotaur every nine years. T his was
observed until the arrival of the Athenian
prince Theseus. He killed the beast
and found the way out of the
labyrinth with the aid of
M i nos's daughter A ri
adne, who gave him a
ball of string.

ED Gods as Law Givers: pp. 30,40

Minos and the Minotaur

.

..

Greek Mythology I PERSEUS

Perseus
Like many heroes, Perseus faced great adversity
from birth and was forced to undergo many trials
before he rose to power. He was the son of Zeus and
Danae, princess of Argos.
Before Danae gave birth to Perseus, it was proph
esied that he would kill his grandfather, Acrisius. 50
the king forced the two of them into a wooden box
and set it adrift at sea. The box washed up near the
island of 5eriphus, ruled by Polydectes. As he grew
•

Perseus was a demigod, the
son of Zeus and the mortal
princess Danae

up, Perseus learned that Polydectes wanted to
marry Danae. Wanting to protect his mother,
Perseus rebelled. In order to get rid of Perseus, Poly

•

dectes sent him out on an impossible task. After

•

he fulfilled the oracle's prophecy by accidentally
killing Acrisius.

He succeeded in a quest to
behead the Gorgon Medusa
with the help of the deities
Athena and Hermes
He married the Ethiopian

princess Andromeda, after
having saved her from a sea
monster

• He was given objects to aid
him in his tasks, including a
helmet of invisibility, a satchel, a
polished shield, a sword, and a
pair of winged boots

many adventures, Perseus returned to Argos, where

Danae and the Shower of
Gold When King Acrisius was

told by an oracle that his
daughter, Danae, would bear a
son who would kill him, he des
perately tried to avoid this fate.
To keep her from getting preg
nant, he imprisoned her in a

bronzed cell with only a small
opening for air and food. As
Zeus desired her, he poured
himself through the opening as
a golden shower, falling into
Danae's lap (1). As a result of
this union, Danae gave birth to

Perseus

Slaying of Medusa

goddesses who
shared one eye
and one tooth be
tween them. After
stea ling their eye,
he asked them to
tell him Medusa's where
abouts. Nymphs, living nearby, gave
him a pair of winged boots, a helmet
of invisibility, and a sack. When he
found Medusa, he looked at her
through the reflection of the shield
Athena had given him and, using the
sickle of Hermes, slew her (2). Placing
her head in his sack, he headed back to
Polydectes. The king did not believe Perseus
until he saw the head for himself, which instantly
turned him into stone.

Seeing that Perseus was
standing in the way of
him marrying Danae,
Polydectes of Seri
ph us pretended he
was marrying an
other pri ncess and
asked Perseus for
a wedding gift.
He

him for
the head of
Medusa, the Gorgon
whose looks turned
men to stone. This
was a nearly im
possible task;
however, Athena
and Hermes aided
Perseus in his
quest. They
sent him
first to the
Graeae,
Saving

Figures and Stories Relevant to Perseus

Athena, Helped
Perseus, see
pp. 1 38-139
Hermes, Helped
Perseus, see
pp. 1 48-149
Medusa. see
Magical Creatures,
pp. 1 76-177

CYRAII!IPII 'VII

Andromeda

When the Ethiopian queen
Cassiopeia boasted that she
and her daughter, Andromeda,
were more beautiful than the
Nereids, sea nymphs who
served the goddess Thetis, the
kingdom was in peril. As
punishment, Poseidon flooded
King Cepheus's lands, and de
manded Andromeda's sacrifice
to appease him. When Perseus,
who was traveling through
Ethiopia, discovered An
dromeda chained to a rock and

II1II

threatened
by a sea
monster, he fell in love with her.
Going to her parents, he prom
ised to slay the monster if he
could marry her and take her
home as his queen. Cepheus
and Cassiopeia agreed and
Perseus, using his winged boots
and adamantine sickle, be
headed the beast. Although he
had saved Andromeda (3),
Perseus still had to fight her
suitor, Phineus. Showing him
Medusa's head, Phi neus was
turned to stone.
•

rn Heroes Fighting Against Monsters: pp. 27, 1 65, 251, 315, 361

Nereids, see

Nymphs and Muses,
pp.I72- 1 73

Poseidon. Demanded
Andromeda's Sacrifice,
see pp. 1 28-129
Zeus, Perseus's Father,
see pp. 1 20-1 23

III

Greek

Mythology I

JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS

Jason and the Argonauts
Prince Jason ofThessaly was deprived of his
birthright by his uncle, Pelias. After being raised by
the centaur Chiron, Jason returned toThessaly, de
termined to reclaim his father's throne. Pelias
agreed to return the throne if Jason brought him
the golden fleece of a sacred winged ram hanging
in Ares' grove in Colchis. Jason and a crew of heroes
set off on the Argo

(1), the first Greek longship, built

with the help of Athena.
After many adventures on the way, the Argonauts
•

reached Colchis. King .lEetes was willing to give up
Along with the Trojan War,

the story of Jason and the
Argonauts is one of the
greatest Greek myths

•

Jason, prince ofThessaly,

had to retrieve the golden
fleece of a sacred ram to win
back the throne of his father

•

He assembled a group of

heroes and sailed with the Argo
to Colchis

•

Heracles, Orpheus, Poly

deuces, Castor, and Atalanta
were among the crew

•

The myth of Jason is

the golden fleece only if Jason completed a series of
impossible tasks. With the help of .lEetes' daughter
Medea, who was skilled in magic, Jason finished the
tasks. However, when .lEetes refused to give him the
golden fleece, Jason stole it and fled, taking Medea
with him. Ultimately, he did not ascend the throne
of Thessaly as he was unfavored by the gods. This
was because of the murder of Medea's brother Ap
syrtus, by which he became "impure" in their eyes.
The myth of Jason has been told in various forms.
The only complete version is preserved in the Ar
gonautica of Apollonius of Rhodes.

intimate ly connected with
the myth of Medea

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Jason and
the Argonauts
Aphrodite, Cursed the Island
of Lemnos, see pp. 142-143
Athena, Helped Build the
Argo, see pp. 138-139
Heracies, One of the Ar
gonauts, see pp. 164-165
Orpheus, One of the Ar
gonauts, see pp. 158-159
rn The Golden Fleece in Ancient Middle Eastern Mythology: p. 51

Jason and the Argonauts

Historians have long wondered about the origin of the golden
fleece myth. One theory suggests it might have had
something to do with the large amount ofgold
found in the rivers ofthe Caucasus Mountains (site
of Colchis), where people panned for it
with the help of sheepskins, accord
ing to the historian Appian. Others
say that the myth of the Argonauts
refers to the colonization ofthe Black Sea
region by the Greeks in the 13th century B.C.

Women of Lemnos En route to Colchis,
the Argonauts stopped at the island of
Lemnos. Aphrodite had cursed the island
not long before by planting rumors in
the women's heads that their husbands,
who were returning from war, had
brought home their slave girls as mis
tresses. ln a jealous rage, the women
slaughtered all the men. With no men
left to procreate with, they were facing

The Robbery of the Golden
Fleece When the Argonauts
arrived at Colchis, King A:etes
said he would give Jason the
golden fleece if he could har
ness two fire-breathing bulls,
sow dragon's teeth, and slay
the warriors born from those
teeth. Medea, A:etes' daughter
and a priestess of Hecate, fell in
love with Jason and helped him
accomplish his tasks. When
A:etes refused to hand over the
fleece, Medea helped Jason
steal it (3) by using her knowl
edge of potions to make the
dragon guarding the fleece fall
asleep. Then Medea murdered
and dismembered her brother,
Apsyrtus, to keep the Colchians
from pursuing them.

extinction. Thus, the Argonauts
were given such a warm and lusty
reception by the women (2) that
they stayed. After a long time,
Heracies, who had guarded the
ship, reproached Jason and his
crew. They returned and the Argo
sailed on, filled with wine and
provisions from their grateful
hostesses.

..

III Greek Mythology I

THE TROJ A N W A R

The Trojan War
The legendary fight between the Trojans and the
Achaeans (the Greeks) is one of the most famous
wars in history due to the epics of Homer. It is still
discussed whether the war took place or if an earth
quake destroyed the city of Troy around 1 200 B,C,
The war began when the Trojan prince Paris
abducted Helen (1), the wife of the Spartan king
•

Menelaus. Paris felt that he had the right to take
Found i n Homer's epics, the

Helen, the most beautiful woman on earth, because

Iliad and the Odyssey, the Trojan

he had been promised her by Aphrodite. For Helen,

War was extremely important

he had voted Aphrodite as the most beautiful in a

i n Greek mythology

• The Greeks and the Trojans
fought over the abduction of
Helen from the Spartan court

•

with his brother, the Mycenaean king Agamemnon.

The most famous Greek

warriors were Achilles, Ajax,

As Troy was a well-fortified city and the gods fought

and Odysseus

• The most famous Trojan he
roes were Hector and Aeneas
•

contest between Hera, Athena, and the goddess of
love. Yet Menelaus wanted Helen back, and mobi
lized an unprecedented force of Achaean armies

Historians and archaeolo-

for both sides, the siege dragged on for ten years.
Among the many heroes of the war, two stood
out: the Trojan Hector, Paris's brother, and the

gists still debate over the phys

Achaean warrior Achilles. The latter was nearly in

ical evidence relating to these

vulnerable, except for his heel. Yet, both ultimately

stories; the Trojan War could

�I

have occurred around 1 200 0 r

lost their lives. The end of the war saw an Achaean
victory, which was masterminded by Odysseus.
Figures and Stories ReJe
vant to the Trojan War
Aeneas, Trojan Hero, see

pp. 1 98-199
Aphrodite, Offered Helen to
Paris, see pp. 1 42 - 1 43

]

Athena, Hera, and Poseidon,

Fought on the Side of the

G reeks, see pp. 138- 1 39,
1 26-1 27, 1 28-1 29

The Iliad and the Odyssey
Main Sources for the Myths of

the TrOjan War, pp. 1 86- 1 87

Zeus, Helen's Father, see

pp.1 20-1 23

The Trojan War

..

The Rage of Achilles The
bravest, strongest, and most
handsome of Agamemnon's
warriors (3), Achilles suffered
from extreme rage and pride.
When he had to surrender his
slave and mistress Briseis to
Agamemnon, he refused to
fight. As a result the Achaeans
suffered heavy losses. When
the Trojans torched Achaean
ships, Achilles' friend Patroclus
fought in his place-and in
his armor-and was slain by
Hector. Achilles, mad with grief,
killed Hector and desecrated his
body, dragging it behind his
chariot to the Achaean camp.

The Trojan Horse When the
war remained unresolved after
ten years, the wily king of
Ithaca, Odysseus, devised a
scheme for taking Troy by
stealth. The Achaeans built a
massive wooden horse that was
hollowed to hold warriors in
side. After the horse had been
loaded with Odysseus and
many others, it was rolled be
fore the gates ofTroy. The
Achaeans struck camp and pre-

tended to sail away. Thinking
the Greeks had lifted the siege
and left the horse as an of
fering, the Trojans threw open
the gates, brought in the horse
(2), and celebrated into the
night. Later, as the city ofTroy
slept, Odysseus and his men
climbed from the horse and
opened the gates for the
Achaeans, who had returned on
their ships. Troy was overrun,
pillaged, and utterly destroyed.

Schliemann and the Birth of Archaeology
Even though 19th-century his

uncovered the remains of Troy.

torions saw Homer's epics and

Although an amateur whose

Troy as pure fiction, Frank

methods were often question

Calvert, an English archaeolo

able, Schliemann made many

gist, purchased a site in Hiss

important finds, which he

arlik, Turkey, in the 18605.

paired with Homer's heroes,

Heinrich Schliemann (right), a

e.g., the mask of Agamemnon.

German businessman with a

His work laid the foundation

passion for Homer, took over

for archaeology and invigorat

Calvert's operations and

ed interest in Greek mythology.

.. Greek Mythology I

THE ILIAD AND THE ODYSSEY

The Iliad and the
Odyssey
Much of what is known about the Trojan War and its after
math comes from two epics written by the Greek Homer (1) in
the second half of the eighth century B.c.: the Iliad and the
Odyssey. The first epic, which takes its title from Troy's
ancient name of Ilium, recounts the origins and conse
quences of Achilles' (3) anger with the Achaean leader
Agamemnon against the background of the Trojan
War. The Odyssey, set ten years after the war, describes the Ithacan king Odysseus's long journey

CD

home. Even early readers understood Odysseus's hopes and failures as a
symbol for human life, with all its adventures, tests, and dangers. Both poems
are rich in descriptions of the Greek gods, their constant quarrels and plots on
Mount Olympus, as well as their many interventions in human affairs.

Wanderings of Odysseus The journey home
from Troy took Odysseus ten years. A cunning
advisor during the Trojan War, he later became
a victim of the power play of the gods. Because
he had blinded Poseidon's son, the Cyclops
Polyphemus, the sea god was Odysseus's worst
enemy. After much of his fleet was destroyed by
the Laestrygons, man
eating Giants, he and his
men were enchanted by
the goddess Circe, who
tried to hold Odysseus on
her island forever. Next,
Odysseus faced the Sirens
(2), who he survived by
filling his men's ears with
wax while he alone, tied
to the mast, resisted their
alluring songs. His ship
even escaped the sea
monsters Scylla and
Charybdis. However, when

his men killed oxen sacred to the god Helios,
their ship sank and all the men lost their lives.
Odysseus washed up on the island of the nymph
Calypso, who held him prisoner for years. When
Odysseus finally came home to Ithaca, he killed
his wife Penelope's numerous suitors before
taking back his throne.

The Iliad and the OdysSey

"

III Greek Mythology I OEDIPUS
Oedipus
W

hen King Laius of Thebes was told by the oracle at Delphi that his son would kill
him, both he and his wife Jocasta agreed to abandon their newborn child in the

wilderness. However, the baby was found by a shepherd, who brought him to Corinth

where he was adopted by the king. When he was almost grawn up, he was raId by a
drunken companion that he was not the son of the royal couple of Corinth. Deeply
troubled and not content with his parents' evasive answer, Oedipus went to the oracle to
fine! out the truth. The oracle rold him that he would not only kill his father, but he
would also Illarry his mother. To prevent this, he left Corinth. On the road he was

oediPUS.

accosted by a man and slew him, not suspecting for a moment that this was his real fa
ther Laius. Arriving at Thebes, he liberated the city from the oppression of a sphinx by
answering her riddle: What creature went on four feet in the morning, on two at noon,
and on three in the evening? A human. Gratefully, the Thebans made him their new king
and the widowed queen Jocasta gave him her hand. When a plague came to Thebes
some years later, an oracle demanded justice for Laius's murder. As Oedipus hunted for
his predecessor's killer, he learned the truth and blinded himself in punishment. After
wandering in exile, the repentant sinner was accepted by the gods of the underworld.
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THE HOUSE OF ATREUS

The House of Atreus
Few families have as brutal a history as the house
of Atreus. Thus, they were a popular subject of
tragedies, from ancient authors like Aeschylus (The
Oresteia) and Euripides to authors of the modern
era like Goethe and Racine.The line began with Tan
talus, whose atrocious act against the gods damned
•

The House of Atreus was a

damned dynasty that became
the subject of many epics

•

The cursed family began

with Tantalus. who proved the
omniscience of the gods

•

Tantalus's grandson, Atreus,

was the k i ng of Mycenae

•

The sons of Atreus,

his dynasty. Pelops,Tantalus's son, and Atreus, his
grandson, further illustrated the family's lust for
blood. Atreus and his brother, Thyestes, murdered
their half brother and then fled to Mycenae.
In Mycenae, Atreus became king, but was mur
dered by Aegisthus, the son of his predecessor.
Atreus's son, Menelaus, later succeeded to the
throne of Sparta while his other son, Agamemnon,
became king in Mycenae. The brothers married

Menelaus and Agamemnon,

Menelaus's predecessor's daughters, Helen and

were major players in the

Clytemnestra. Menelaus's wife caused theTrojan

Trojan War

War, during which the brothers fought successfully

Agamemnon's children,
Orestes and Electra. avenged

together. After his return to Mycenae, Agamemnon
was murdered by Clytemnestra. Agamemnon's chil

•

their father's murder

dren avenged him, which had tragic results for all.

Tantalus and Pelops Tantalus, king of Sipylus
in Lydia, is notorious for committing a truly im
pious act: he once invited the gods to eat at his
palace, and-either because the pantry was
empty or to test the gods' powers-cut up his
son Pelops, cooked him in a stew, and served
him for dinner. All the gods except Demeter,
who ate Pelops's shoulder, realized at once what
had happened, and Tantalus was banished and
condemned to perpetual hunger and thirst in
the underworld (1). Although standing in water,
he could not reach down to drink it, and the
branches of a fruit tree hung close to him, but
shied away when he tried to pick a fruit. This is
the origin of the word tantalizing. At the same
time, Pelops was reassembled with an ivory
shoulder made by Hephaestus as the only
reminder of his ordeal.

The House of Atreus

_

Atreus and Thyestes When Atreus, the son of

Pelops, learned that his wife Aerope had slept with his
brother, Thyestes, he punished him by murdering his
children and feeding them to him as a meal. Thyestes
suspected nothing until Atreus brought out the heads
and hands of his victims. Seeing this, Thyestes vom
ited up his children and put a dark curse on all of
Atreus's children. Thyestes went into exile but was
later brought back by Atreus's sons, Menelaus and
Agamemnon, and imprisoned. Atreus tried to per
suade Aegisthus (2, later murdered by Agamemnon's
son Orestes), Thyestes' son, to murder his father. In
stead, Aegisthus avenged his father by killing Atreus
and helping Thyestes take his brother's throne.
Agamemnon and Clytemnestra Clytem

nestra was forced to marry Agamemnon,
who had murdered her first husband. She
hated him because he was willing to sacrifice
their daughter, Iphigeneia, for a favorable
wind to attack Troy. Although Iphigeneia was
saved by Artemis, Clytemnestra, together
with her lover, Aegisthus, took revenge when
Agamemnon returned home (3).
Orestes and Electra After she killed
Agamemnon, Clytemnestra forced their
daughter Electra into poverty. Their son
Orestes, living in exile, wanted to avenge his
father's murder, but to do so he would have
to murder his own mother. After gaining the

oracle at Delphi's approval, he
returned to Mycenae. Then,
pretending to be a messenger
with word of his own death, he
entered the palace and killed
her (4), but was hounded by the
Furies as punishment.
Figures and Stories Rele
vant to the House ofAtreus
Artemis, Saved Iphigeneia, see

pp.136-137
The Troja n War, Involved
Menelaus and Agamemnon,
see pp. 1 84-185
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INTRODUCTION

Roman Mythology

Roman religion had its origins with the arrival of diverse
nomadic peoples around the Tiber River in central Italy.
This i m mig ration bega n as far back as the Stone Age. The
Latins, Rome's direct ancestors, migrated from central
Europe to the reg ion south of the Tiber River during the
second m i l l en nium

B.c.; their la nguage and traditions

would eventua lly come to prominence but for some time
they were under the i nfluence of the Etruscans, a people
of possi bly Anatolian origin who can be traced as living
north of the Tiber a s early as

1400 B.C

The Etruscans came to rule much of north-central Italy,

OJ

with forei g n a l liances that included the Phoenician colony of Carthage; it is
throug h contact with either the Phoenicians or the Greeks that they developed
the first alpha bet used in that region. Etruscan culture reached its height dur
i n g the eighth century

B.C, a n d a succession of their kings ruled over the Latin

city of Rome, which was founded in 753. Although the Latins overthrew the
Etruscans

(1, Etruscan soldier) and founded the Roman Republic in 510 B.C,
Etruscan priests were retained a n d their re ligious traditions a n d
practices, such as divination

(2, model o f a sh eep's liver for

divination), were ca refully preserved, laying the founda
tions for later Roman practices.
The next influences on Roman religion a n d mythology
were the Greek-speaking colonies a long Italy's eastern
coast and on the island of Sicily. Having migrated there
during the Dark Ages

(1200-800 B.C), the Greeks brought

their polytheistic beliefs and introduced Roma n s to their
colorful accounts of the gods and heroes. Romans
assimi lated many Greek gods into their pantheon, such as

Introduction

Jupiter (Zeus) a n d Juno (Hera). However, the Greek passion for mythology,
as found in the epic poems of Homer and Hesiod, did not take root i n Roman
soil at first.
One reason for the lack of interest in mythology was that Roma ns d i d not
conceive their gods as human-l i ke figures with min ds a n d behaviors. Thus,
their religion was a l so not as concerned with giving the gods na mes. In m a ny
cases the Romans only prayed a n d made offerings to the genus loci ("spirit of
the place") with out any further designation. What was more i mporta nt was to
i nvoke the god's numen ("presence") to ensure success in a l l endeavors.
The Roma n s believed i n ever-present natural divin ities whose will was con
sulted on i mportant matters primarily through haruspices ("organ gazing"), the
exa m i nation of the orga ns of sacrificial a n i mals. Priests or augurs (3) also i nter
preted natural events (e.g., the flig hts of birds and lightning) as messages from
the gods-practices they adopted from the Etrusca ns. The pontifex maximus
("great bridge-builder") supervised a l l of Rome's cults, which were a d m i n i s
tered in turn by a college of fiamines, state-appointed priests. A separate
official, the aedile, was responsible for ath letic and theatrical festivals held in
the gods' hon or. Under the empire, however, the emperor assumed the title of
Pontifex a n d eventua lly became a god in his own rig ht, with his own priests
appointed to perform rites for the imperia l cult. Offi cial ly, this was portrayed as
a natural extension of h i s
power over the state's
relig ious matters.
Prayers to the emperor
and his fa m i ly's patron
gods ensured the sta bi l i
ty of the state's sacred
rites. The emperor's sta
tus as a civic and spiritu
al leader h a d eno rmous
consequences for the
rise of Christianity and

..
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"l]F\1.� the development of the Church's hierarchy.
�l':

Whatever ora l traditions may have

existed i n Rome's early days, m a n y myths
were not written down in sta n d a rd form
until the time of Emperor Augustus

(27 B.C.-A.D. 14) (4, pos ing as Jupiter
with a scepter, laurel wreath, a n d lituus,
an augur's staff). Augustus gave Rom a n
re ligion i t s Greek veneer, creati n g t h e false
impression (still popular today) that Ro man
religion was the same as the Greeks'. Augustus commissio ned Virgil's Aeneid,
an epic a bout Rome's legendary forefather Aeneas of Troy. Livy wrote a com
prehensive h i story of Rome from the city's founding brothers Romulus and
Remus to the Caesa rs; and Ovid wrote Metamorphoses, a poetic catalogue of
m i racle tales drawn mostly from Greek mythology. Works like the Aeneid,
which celebrated the magn itude and eternal reign of the Roman Empi re,
demonstrate the Romans' pragmatic outlook on their myths. They were used
to uphold the Roman state and legitim ize its territorial and cultural expa nsion.
Even a s Rome's poets and historians esta b lis hed a mythic past, the state
em braced the present and future. New gods, new theologies, and cult prac
tices were constantly emerging as Rome's sphere of influence expa nded. There
were mUltiple mechanisms of change. Foreign cults were often introduced to
Rome through the political tradition of evocatio ("summoning"). Du ring the
evocatio, the deities of conquered peoples were sent for, and if these gods
respo nded to the summons, the triumphal procession that introduced their
sacred idols i nto the city (whether through military conquest or theft) was a
sign that Rome honored these gods more and offered them better protection.
Thus, the evocatio did not disrupt Ro man state rites. Another method of
change was syncretism, in which any god from the Ro man pa ntheon could be
assi milated with a fo reign god whose powers'and position were s i m i l a r. The
process was dynam ic, and sometimes involved the adoption of a new cult in
Rome, or the recognition of a new aspect to their old gods. Many of these cults
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were first worshiped by the Roman army before bei n g practiced by a b roader
part of the population, like the cult of Mithras.
Among Rome's patrician ruling class, piety was a dominant concern, hence it
was important to respect all the gods i n their myriad forms, whoever a n d
wherever they m a y be. Not least, piety, o r pietas, helped t o ensure t h e sta b i l ity
of social structures, demanding respect for parents, the Senate, or the emper
ors. Myths propagated a patriarchic order, g iving power to the patriarch of the
household (pater familias) a n d to the upper classes.
Romans believed that the hig hest expression of religion was in public dis
plays of generosity and reg ular attendance at festivals and p u b l ic sacrifices. In
the early days of the republic, Rome only enjoyed a ha ndful of ath letic compe
titions in honor of the gods. But, with the addition of Greek-style dramatic
plays, and the constant competition among the patricians for public favor, the
n u m ber of g a m es vastly in creased

(5, Colosseum). By the fo urth century A.D.,

nearly h a lf the year was devoted to sacred festivals, with at least a h u n d red
days set aside for stage shows. This explains why early Ch ristians, rejecting
Ro man piety as hypocrisy, were condemned as "atheists" beca use they
avoided the theater a n d refused to participate in public sacrifices.
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A E N EAS

Aeneas
From the earliest days of the Roman Republic,
Rome claimed Aeneas, the son of Venus and a key
figure in the Trojan War, as their founding father.
Telling a different story than the Iliad of Homer,
VirgWs Roman epic poem, the Aeneid, held that the
Trojan hero Aeneas escaped the ruins ofTroy with
some companions. Led by a prophecy that he would
•

settle on the Tiber River and establish a new Troy, he
Aeneas, son of Venus, was a

heroic figure from Troy

• According to legend, he
founded Lavinium in central
Italy

set sail. As an adversary of the Trojans, the goddess
Juno tried on several occasions to foil the prophecy.
After a stay in Carthage and a fateful encounter with
its queen, Dido, Aeneas consulted a Sibyl and visited

•

his dead father, Anchises, in the underworld.

death

Latium in central Italy. At first receiving a friendly

He was worshiped as the
god Jupiter Indiges after his

• Julius Caesar claimed to be
of the line of Aeneas
•

His story is transmitted in
the Aeneid of Virgil

Encouraged by him, Aeneas sailed up the Tiber to
welcome, a war later ensued between the Trojans
and the Latins. Finally, Aeneas achieved his goal by
establishing Lavinium. His son lulus later founded
Alba Longa, the precursor of Rome.
Aeneas and Dido One of the
most famous episodes in Virgil's
Aeneid was Aeneas's affair with
Queen Dido of Carthage. The
Phoenician princess Dido, like
Aeneas, had been forced into
exile after losing her husband.
When Aeneas landed in
Carthage, Venus and Juno
directed the romance, each to
her own ends. The results were
tragic: Cupid wiped clean
Dido's memory of her lost
husband, and she fell madly in
love. When Aeneas left to fulfill
his destiny, Dido committed
suicide (1) on a funeral pyre.
Dido's fate can be connected to
Carthage's relations with, and
later destruction by, Rome.

rn

City/State Founders: pp. 200, 353, 383

Aeneas
War Against Turnus
Upon Aeneas's arrival
in Latium, he was
greeted by King Lat
inus, who had been
told in a prophecy that
he should marry his
daughter Lavinia to a
foreign guest. Aeneas
was warmly welcomed
and offered Lavinia's
hand in marriage. However, this infuriated
Queen Amata and the
Rutulian king Turnus,
Lavinia's suitor. Juno,
ever eager to foil Ae
neas's plans, stirred up

a deadly war between
the Latins and Aeneas's
men, forcing Aeneas to
seek an alliance with
the neighboring
Etruscans. Although
Jupiter, the king of the
gods, initially pledged
to remain neutral, he
eventually intervened
on Aeneas's behalf
after much blood was
spilled. Finally, Turnus
and Aeneas faced each
other in a duel. Turnus
was wounded and
put mercilessly to
death (2).

EmperorAugustus commissioned the poet Virgil to take the myth
of Aeneas and create a national epic that glorified his empire.
Virgil, born near Mantua ca 70 B.C, had studied

literature and philosophy for years in Rome, and
was already famous for his pastoral poem,
Georgics. Originally asked to write a paean to

Augustus's military conquests, Virgil instead
crafted a poem that wove traditional myth
with contemporary history, which he cast as bold
"prophecies" of future glory.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Aeneas

Aphrodite, Greek Equivale nt
to Venus, Mother of Aeneas,
see pp. 142-143

The Iliad and the Odyssey,
see pp. 188-189

Romulus and Remus,

Another Fou ndation Myth of
Rome, see pp. 200-201
The Trojan War, Aeneas

Was a Tro ja n Hero,
see pp. 186-187

Anchises and the
Household Gods
Ancient temples are
famous for their statues,
but each household had
its own personal idols
small images of the gods
who watch over the
family. These penates, or
household gods, were a
central feature of Roman
worship and may have
been of greater impor
tance than public

"

statuary. When Ae
neas fled from Troy,
he not only carried his
crippled father An
chises (3), he also
took the house
hold gods that had
protected them through
the generations. The
image of Aeneas and his
burden symbolized the
virtues of loyalty to
family and to the
gods.
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ROMULUS

AND

REMUS

Romulus and Remus
When Numitor, the king of Alba Longa, a city in
Lazio, was overthrown by his brother Amulius, his
daughter Rhea Silvia was forced to become a Vestal
Virgin and could not conceive heirs to the throne of
Alba Longa. However, when she was raped by the
war god Mars, she had the twins Romulus and
Remus. Amulius imprisoned Rhea Silvia and left her
sons on the banks of the Tiber River. A she-wolf saw

•

Romulus and Remus were
twin brothers who founded
Rome

•

The legend of Romulus
and Remus is the most popular
of Rome's multiple founding
myths

the twins and suckled them

(1) until they were

discovered by the shepherd Faustulus.
Unaware they were royalty, the twins were raised
by Faustulus near Palatine Hill. When they learned
of their royal lineage, they helped Numitor regain
his throne. In return, he allowed them to establish

•

a city of their own, which was named Rome. After

form by writers such as Plutarch
and Livy

increased its population by offering asylum to exiles

This ancient Roman legend
was transmitted in written

•

Suckled by a she-wolf who
rescued them, they were raised
by a shepherd

•

Romulus was the first

murdering Remus, Romulus ruled the city and
and abducting women from their neighbors.
The legend of Romulus and Remus was formu
lated around the fourth century B.C. By having the
city's founders derived from the god Mars, Rome

of seven mythical kings of
Rome

was given sacred status.

•

Deified, Romulus
was identified with the
war god Quirinus

Figures and
Stories Relevant to
Romulus and Remus
Aeneas, Sometimes Portrayed

as Romulus and Remus's
Grandfather, see pp. 1 98-1 99
Ares, Greek Equivalent to

Mars, Father of Romulus and
Remus, see pp. 1 40-141
Rape of the Sabines, Under

the Reign of Romulus, see
pp.202-203

CD

rn City/State Founders: pp. 1 98, 353,383

Romulus and Remus
Rape of Rhea Silvia One day
Princess Rhea Silvia left the
temple of Vesta to fetch water,
and took a nap down by the
river. While she was sleeping,
Mars caught sight of her and
was determined to lie with her
(2). As he was doing so, Rhea
Silvia dreamed she was at Troy.
When she dropped her hairpin,
she saw twin trees grow where
it fell. One of the trees grew tall
and broad enough to shade the
entire world. When Rhea Silvia
awoke, she found herself preg
nant with Romulus and Remus.

Founding of Rome After
restoring Numitor to the
throne, Romulus and Remus
founded a new city in the hills
where they grew up. Romulus
was named the city's ruler (3)
and built a small stone wall to
mark its borders, warning that
anyone coming over the wall
would be killed. Mockingly,
Remus jumped over the wall
and was slain by Romulus. After
this Romulus said: "The fate of
my brother should be the fate
of anyone who dares to jump
over the wall of my city!"

One of the original triad of Roman gods, along with
Jupiter and Mars, Quirinus was a god of war. A temple
named the Quirinal that stood on one of the seven hills
of Rome was dedicated to him. He also had his own
priest, the Flamen Quirinalis. Later, the Romans came to
believe that their founder Romulus had himself become
Quirinus. It is said that Romulus was in the Field of Mars
(right) one day with his Senate, when he disappeared in a storm
heralded by dark clouds ond lightning. Many suspected murder, but
a divine vision announced he had been transformed into the god.
ill

Divine Rulers: pp. 48, 84, 220, 336, 368
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RAPE

OF

THE SABI N E S

Rape

of the

Sabines
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Rape of the Sabines
A

fter the founding of Rome, Romulus met with nearby communities to find wives
for his men. When his embassies were rejected, he organized a festival in honor of

Consus, the god of harvest. The Sabines, a neighboring tribe, attended in large num

bers, bur while they were watching the day's spectacle, Romulus gave a signal, and his
men seized the women of their choice and carried them off as brides. The Sabine leaders
declared war over the rape of their daughters. However, rhe Sabine women intervened
when they saw their Roman husbands and children fighting against their fathers and
brothers, and the tribesmen were
declared Roman citizens.

_ Roman Mythology I CURIATII AND HORATII
Curiatii and Horatii
In order to resolve the war between the neigh
boring kingdoms of Alba Longa and Rome, both
sides agreed to have three Alban brothers, the
Curiatii, battle against three Roman brothers, the
Horatii

(1), on behalf of their armies.

When two of the Horatii were killed quickly, it
appeared the Curiatii would win. However, the sur
viving Horatius ran, and in so doing separated the
wounded Curiatii who pursued him. He then turned,
•

The myth of the Curiatii and
Horatii illustrates the conflicts
between Alba Longa and Rome,
and the victory of the latter

•

Two groups of male triplets,
the Horatii from Rome and the
Curiatii from Alba Longa, were
set against one another to settle
the Alban-Roman war

•

Horatius, who slew the Curi
atii alone, later slew his sister
who mourned for a Curiatii who
had been her husband

fought, and killed each of the Alban brothers one by
one, giving Rome the victory. The king of Rome,
Tullus Hostilius, oversaw the destruction of Alba
Longa and forced the Albans to emigrate to Rome.
Set around the sixth century B.C., when Rome was
beginning its expansion, the legend of the Curiatii
and the Horatii not only demonstrated courage in
battle and willingness to die for the greatness of
Rome, but also symbolized the military emancipa
tion of the young Roman state from the domination
and

Curiatii and Horatii
Rome and Alba longa

Alth ough often at odds (2,
Romans and Albans fighting),
the citizens of Rome and Alba
Longa both descended from
Trojan refugees who settled in
Italy at Lavinium, named after
their leader Aeneas's Latin wife.
As Lavinium was prosperous,
Aeneas's son Ascanius founded
the nearby kingdom of Alba
Longa. After many generations
of Alban kings, Romulus and
Remus founded Rome where
they had grown up.

Trial of Horatius When the
victorious Horatius came home
and saw his sister weeping for
her fiance, one of the fallen Cu
riatii, he killed her and said: "50
perish any Roman woman who
mourns the enemy." For taking
the law into his own hands,
Horatius was condemned to
death (3). However, he was
saved when he appealed to the
people. As penance, he had to
pass through a door of spears.
Thus, no one was above the
Figures and Stories
Relevant to
Curiatii and Horatii
Aeneas, Father of Ascanius,
the Founder of Alba Longa;
the Curiatii Were Albans, see
pp. 1 98- 1 99

Romulus and Remus, Foun

ders of Rome; the Horatii Were
Roman, see pp. 200-20 1
T h e Trojan War, Aeneas Fled
from Troy to Italy; His Son
Founded Alba Longa, see
pp.I84-185
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Jupiter
As king of the gods, Jupiter presided over public
morality and the Roman government's most
important actions: its treaties, declarations of war,
and public oaths. Although Jupiter shared some key
aspects with the Greek god Zeus-their position as
father of the gods, which guaranteed the patri
archical family order-the rites and temples dedi
cated to Jupiter in and around Rome speak to his
distinctly Roman character.
As the god of the air, the realm that fed the soil,
•

Jupiter was responsible for the fertility of fields. In
Jupiter was the chief god o f

the Roman pantheon, a s well as
a part of the Capitoline triad
with Juno and Minerva

•

As Jupiter Optimus Maximus

Soter ('Jupiter best, greatest,
savior'), he was the protective
god of the free empire

•

As with his Greek equivalent,

Zeus, he is symbolized by a
lightning bolt, and an eagle
served as his messenger

times of drought, processions and ceremonies like
the Nudipedalia (conducted with bare feet) were
offered to appease Jupiter in his aspect as Pluvius,
"rain-bringer." Generals built temples to Jupiter
Stator ("stander") when Roman forces won against
overwhelming odds. Jupiter even claimed Romulus
and Remus, Rome's founders, as his grandsons. The
early kings and later emperors styled themselves as
earthly kin of the god, and Jupiter was known as the
defender of the Roman Republic and worshiped as
Jupiter Liber ("freedom") for centuries.

Jupiter Capitolinus The
temple of Jupiter (1) in his
aspect of Optimus Maximus
("best" and "greatest") was built
on the Capitoline hill by the
Etruscan kings, but was dedi
cated in the era of the republic.
When complete it housed the
triad of gods-Jupiter, Juno,
and Minerva-and became the
focus of all Roman civic ritual.
Its dedication date, September
13, was the day Roman officials
were sworn into office. The
temple housed engraved
copies of treaties, as well as the
spoils of victorious battles.
ill Zeus: p. 120

I Triads of Gods: pp. 264, 308

JUPiter
Rise of the Cult of
Jupiter In Virgil's
Aeneid, King Latinus
favored the god Saturn
while Aeneas, guided
from Troy to Italy by
Jupiter's prophecy,
heralded the introduc
tion of Jupiter's cult.
This reflects the idea
that although he later
became the chief god
of the state, Jupiter (2)
was a relatively new
addition to Roman
mythology. Saturn,
who first came to Italy
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Jupiter
Aeneas, Brought to Italy by
Jupiter's Prophecy, see
pp.198-199

Juno, Jupiter's Wife, see
pp. 2 08-209

seeking refuge after his
expulsion from Mount
Olympus, was already
worshiped as the god
of sowing (sata) along
with a number of Latin
agricultural gods. The
war between Turnus
and Aeneas was in part
a battle for the primacy
of Saturn or Jupiter,
and Aeneas's victory
marked the elevation
of Jupiter's cult above
all.

Forms of Jupiter As the Romans made
contact with foreign cultures, native gods
were often integrated into the Roman pantheon.
Because Jupiter was the patron god of Roman
legions, local gods displaying warrior-like
strength were easily identified with him. One
example is Jupiter Dolichenus (3), originally

known as Baal, a thunder and fertility god of

Minerva, see

Syrian origin. Jupiter Dolichenus is so

pp 2 1 0-2 1 1

named because he originated in the

Romulus and

town of Doliche in Asia Minor. As a
mil itary god, Dolichenus had his
own temples in Rome; however,
only Ea stern priests were
allowed to conduct his rites.
Augurs UfI,U "U�I�'�lru

The art of divination
was highly developed in
Rome. Augurs (right) were high
priests responsible for interpret
ing various signs from the gods.
Roman authorities always con
sulted augurs to see whether a
proposed course of action met
with the gods' approval. A
variety of natural phenomena,
Baal:

p. 52 I

such as thunder and
lightning, earthquakes, and
the behavior of animals on the
ground or birds (above) in the
air (auspicia means literally
"bird-watching"), were inter
preted as divine signs. Another
practice of the Augurs was to
read the future in the organs of
sacrified animals.

Divination and Prophecy: pp. 1 20, 1 34, 21 7, 447

"

.. Roman Mythology I JUNO
Juno
Juno

(1, creating the Milky Way) was originally an

Italian fertility goddess and patron of women, who
was later identified with the Greek goddess Hera.
Many of her aspects demonstrate her governance
over all stages of women's lives. On a woman's
wedding day, Juno Interduca led the bride from
her home to the marriage ceremony, then Juno
Domiduca conducted her to her husband's home.
As the most auspicious time of year for marriage

•

was during June, the month was dedicated to Juno.

•

However, the main festival in honor of Juno, the
Matronalia, was held annunally on the first of March.

The patron o f women, Juno
was a fertility goddess, and the
wife and sister of Jupiter
She was part of the
Capitoline triad with Jupiter
and Minerva

• Juno was also worshiped as
the patron goddess of Rome

• Like her Greek counterpart,
Hera, she was associated with

As the savior of the Roman state, Juno was often
seen with a Roman soldier's cloak and armed with a
spear. Incredibly popular, her cult was found
throughout Italy. In the Capitoline Temple she was
worshiped as Juno Regina, "queen" of the gods.

marriage and childbirth

• As personal guardian spirit,
juno was the female counter
part of the male genius
• She usually appears as an
extremely beautiful matron
figure and sometimes with
military characteristics

•

Her sacred animal was
the goose

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Juno
Aeneas, Juno Tried to Hinder
Aeneas, see pp. 1 98-199
Jupiter, Juno's Husband, see
pp. 206-207
Minerva, Worshiped With
Juno and Jupiter in the Cap
itoline Triad, see pp. 210-21 1
Romulus and Remus, see
pp. 200-201
rn Hera:

p. 1 26 I

Queens ofthe Gods: pp. 1 26, 242

Juno
Juno Moneta During the early
days of the republic it was said
a flock of geese (2) sacred to
Juno Regina, enshrined on the
Capitoline Hill, once warned
Rome of an impending Gallic
invasion. In thanks, Rome
recognized and worshiped the
goddess in her new aspect as
Moneta, "the warner." Shortly
after, a temple was dedicated
to Juno Moneta on the Arx (a
secondary Capitoline Hill) and it
served as a repository for the
libri fentei, important civic
records recorded on linen. As
the temple also protected
the city's mint, the term
"moneta" came to
be synonymous i n
Latin with
money.

The Matronolia

The Matronalia was an
opportunity for Rome's wives
to give thanks to Juno Lucina.
They commemorated the
marriages between the
Romans and the Sabines, as
well as the general sanctity of
marriage (left). Husbands
also used to give presents to
their wives.

Juno Lucina Mothers wor
shiped Juno Lucina (4, Temple
of Juno Lucina in Agri
gento), the "light brin
ger," who brought
their children to the
light of day. This
aspect of Juno
played a key
role when
..
Romulus

Juno Sospita While inti
mately connected to women
and lunar cycles, Juno also
protected Rome from
foreign invaders in her
aspect as Juno Sospita
("savior") (3). The
center of this cult

the province of Latium. Strange
portents at this temple were
seen as signs of impending
losses in battle. The cult became
so important during the repUblic
that a temple was dedicated to
Juno Sospita Mater Regina
("savior," "mother: and "queen")
i n the Forum Holitorium.

rn .-'>"_ ......

and his men kidnapped the
Sabine women. At first, their
marriages were child less.
When they prayed to Juno in
her sacred grove, she re
vealed a ferti lity rite-whip
ping their wives' backs with
thongs of goat skin. This was
so successful that it was reen
acted every year at the Luper
calia festival in February.

"
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M I N E RVA

Minerva
Born from her father Jupiter's head, Minerva was the
virgin goddess of handicrafts, the arts, wisdom,
medicine, commerce, and war. She shared similar
attributes and functions with her Greek equivalent,
Athena. However, Minerva owes her name and
some attributes to the Etruscan goddess Menrva.
Nerio, the native Roman goddess of war, can also be
seen as a precursor of Minerva.
As the personified goddess of Roma was often
• Minerva was the Roman
goddess of warriors, com
merce, and medicine

•

She invented music and
numbers, and was the goddess
of poetry, wisdom, and crafts

•

She was the goddess of
domestic crafts, and also the
patron of tradesmen's guilds
and male handicrafts

•

She was Jupiter's daughter

and was born from his head

•

Minerva formed part of the

Capitoline triad with her father
Jupiter and Juno

• She shared many attributes
with her Greek equivalent,
Athena

• She sometimes appeared in
the garments of a warrior, with
a shield and breastplate
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Minerva
Athena, Minerva's Greek
Equivalent, see pp. 1 38- 1 39
Jupiter, M i nerva's Father and
Part of the Capitoline Triad,
see pp. 204-205
Juno, Part of the Capitoline
Triad, see pp. 206-207

represented as Minerva, it is not surprisi ng that the
worship of Minerva was found most prominently in
the city of Rome, where she was honored within the
Capitoline temple with Jupiter and Juno. Another
important site was the Temple of Minerva Medica
( l ) . lt was said that an idol in her image was first
brought by Aeneas fromTroy, where she had
reigned as the "fortune of the city." In Rome the idol
was housed in the Temple of Vesta. According to
this legend, so long as the idol was preserved, the
descendants of Troy would prosper. The Quinqua
tria, which fell on the fifth day after the ides, was
Minerva's greatest festival. Begin ning on her
birthday, March 1 9, the games lasted for five days,
three of which included gladiator contests.

Minerva

_

Anna Perenna Disguised as
Minerva When Mars, the god of war,
fell in love with Minerva, a virgin god
dess, she refused his advances (2).
Sick with love, he enlisted the help of
Anna Perenna ("occurring each year"),
the Roman goddess of the new year
and the mother of time. Instead, Anna
Perenna dressed up as Mi nerva and
came to Mars veiled. He was fooled
into marrying the aged goddess.
During Anna Perenna's annual festival
held on the ides of March (March 1 5),
young Roman girls used to sing racy

between A.D.

5 1 -96, honored

It featured relief sculptures
depicting her mythology and
cult. In later years, the temple
housed statues of the deified
emperors, reinforcing the ideo
logical connection between the
imperial house and the Roman
pantheon. The temple was de
stroyed by Pope Paul V in 1606.

Goddess of Handcrafters and Artists As the goddess
of crafts, Minerva was the patron of tradesmen's
gUilds. In pre-Roman times, Minerva was probably
a household goddess that watched over women
as they did their spinning and weaving. Her
Roman cult expanded from her domestic role to
include traditionally male handcrafts, as well as
the performing arts (3, Minerva with the
Muses). She was the inventor of the aulas, a
double-piped instrument, which she gave to
the mortal Marsyas. Along with Liber
Pater ("free one," known as Bacchus)
and Apollo, she oversaw music,
poetry, and theater.

.. Roman Mythology I OVID'S METAMORPHOSES

Ovid's
Metam o r p h oses
Ovid (1 ) was a poet of the early empire, famous
for his racy love songs and the Ars amatoria
("Art of Love"), for which he was
exiled by Emperor Augustus. His
Metamorphoses are a humorous
anthology of miracles from the time of
creation onward, in which mortal and
immortal figures of Greek mythology
were transformed into, among others,
animals, trees, and bodies of water.
He mingles his stories (4, Icarus and
Daedal us) with ironic and philosophical
observations, including a paean to the
deified Julius Caesar.
Pygmalion Once, a lonely

Philemon and Bauds
Disguised as travelers, Jupiter
and his son Mercury sought
shelter. Only one kindly old
couple, Philemon and Baucis,

welcomed and fed them (3).
The couple were rewarded by
the gods, who turned their
home into a temple. However,
all the elderly couple wanted

sculptor, Pygmalion, carved an
ivory statue of a beautiful
woman, and fell in love with her
(2). On the feast day of
Aphrodite, he prayed to the
goddess, asking for a wife as
lovely as his statue. However,
she understood what he actu
ally wanted. Coming home, he
touched and cuddled the
statue, which began to move.
The woman came to life, and
the couple were married and
had a daughter, Paphos.
was to never be separated. So
after their deaths they were
transformed into two trees
standing side by side,
branching out into each other.

Ovid's Metamorphoses

..
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JANUS

Janus

• Janus w a s the god o f gates,
doorways, beginnings, and
endings

• He had two faces, both
young and old; one looked to
the future, and one to the past

•

The month of January was
named after Janus

•

Occasionally, he was de
picted with four faces

Jan us, the god of doorways (1, Arch of Janus),
thresholds, fountains, and civil law, is one of the few
genuinely Roman gods. His role in the Roman pan
theon could be described as a mediator between
the gods and humanity; the young and old; and the
primitive and modern. Janus was also the fou nder of
ag riculture and the father of Rome's Tiber River.
Janus's two-headed appearance reflects his
position a s the gods' doorkeeper, but a l so his a b i l ity
to look forward and backward in time. It was this
power that made him the god of beg i n n i ngs and
endings. Janus was even said to have ru led Latium
during the golden age of peace and harmony.
The worship of Janus existed through out the
Roman period. He received the first fruits of the
harvest to ensure its success. The Roman New Year
was heralded by gift-giving and prayers to J a n us.

Janus
Gates of Janus

Janus and the Sabines When Titus Tatius,
the king of the Sabines, went to war against
Romulus over the abduction of his
kingdom's women (2, rape of the Sabines),
he led his army to try to take Rome by
stealth. Tarpeia, the daughter of a Roman
commander, was bribed and let Tatius's men
enter. The goddess Juno also lent the
Sabines a hand by prying the gates open so
that the troops could enter the city.
However, Janus aimed a geyser of hot,
sulfurous water at the advancing troops and
forced them back.

When Romulus's
successor, Numa Pom
pilius, inherited the city of
Rome, it was constantly at
war. Numa Pompilius
dedicated a temple to
Janus Geminus
("twin") near the
Roman Forum, which
featured a bridge and
bronze doors facing east and
west, to be opened during
times of war and closed at
times of peace. Unfortu
nately, Rome's history
Figures and Stories
was such that the doors
Relevant to Janus
were only closed once
during the history of
the republic. The next
time they were shut,
which was under the
reign of Augustus (3,
Augustus shutting the
doors), heralded the
beginning of the
empire.

The ancient Raman year (right, calendar) had
ten months, a number of which were named
in honor of the gads. The first month lanuar
ius (January) was named for Janus while
Martius (March) and Venereus (Apri/) were
dedicated to Mars and Venus, the divine par
ents of Romulus and Aeneas. Februarius
(February) was the month of Februa, a ritual
purification. The Roman goddess of fertility,
Maius, and Juno gave names to the months of
May and June. At first, the remaining calendar
months were simply numbered. With the
deification of Julius Caesar and Augustus,
their names were honored as the months of
July and August.
ill Ganesha, Indian God of Beginnings: p. 304

The Deified Em perors,

Emperor Augustus, see
pp. 220-221

Juno, Assists the Sabines,
see pp. 208-209

Rape of the Sabines,
see pp. 202-203

Romulus, see Romulus
and Remus, pp. 200-201

.
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•

Ceres was an
ancient italian god
dess of grain and
agriculture

•

She was associated
with the Greek
goddess of
grain,
Demeter

•

Her
and
Jupiter's
daughter,
Proserpina, was
abducted by Pluto

•

Her temple on the

Aventine Hill was a
center for plebeian
activities

•

She formed a trinity with Pater
Liber and Proserpina

•

Initially worshiped alongside
the earth goddess Tellus, her
cult was later replaced by that of
Demeter

• She is depicted holding a
torch and wearing a garland
made from ears of corn; another
symbol was a snake, repre
senting her connection to earth

The daughter of Saturn and the a ncient Roman
goddess Ops, Ceres was the Roman g oddess of
grain and agricultural fertil ity. Originally of
Sicilian origin, she is often linked with the
earth goddess Tellus. With J u piter, she
had a daughter named Proserpi na, who
was abducted by Pluto, god of the under
wo rld. Ceres' temple on the Aventine Hill,
modeled after J upiter's Capitol ine Temple,
explicitly linked her with the gods of Greek
origin. The temple was constructed in consu lta
tion with the Sibyl of Cumae and featured the
triad of Ceres, Proserpina, and Pater Liber, which
corresponds to the triad of Greek gods who
presided over the Eleusinian mysteries, Demeter,
Persephone, and Dionysus (sometimes P luto).
Ceres was also associated with death, not only
because her daughter reigned in the u n derworld as
Pl uto's queen, but a lso because the cycle of l ife and
death in nature para llels that of human life. Rituals
throughout the year attested to this role, such as
paying tribute to Ceres to pu rify a household when
a family member died.
The Cerealia

The Cerealia, which began on April 12, was celebrated in
honor of Ceres. At first, the festival was only held in times
of drought. By the time of the early empire, the Cerealia
was an annual event and had grown to eight days, during
which women ran through the streets with torches, sym
bolizing Ceres' search for Proserpina in the underworld.
On the fourth day of the festival, the Fordicidia ("cow
killing") celebrated Ceres in her aspect as the earth goddess
Tel/us. Pregnant cows were sacrificed and their unborn
calves were burned, creating ash used to purify sheep
herds. The last day of Cerealia featured chariot races at the
Circus Maximus that began when foxes were let loose with
torches tied to their tails, symbolizing the path of the sun.

l

ceres
The Sibylline Books Sibyls
were state oracles who gave
their advice in riddles. Once, an
unnamed Sibyl (1) offered to
sell nine books of her oracular
prophesies to the Etruscan
king Tarquinius Priscus. How
ever, he refused her offer
because he thought her price
was too high. After she burned
six of them, he relented and
paid full price for the re
maining three. These books
were housed in the Capitoline
Temple and consulted during
wars or outbreaks of disease.

Goddess of Plebeians As the
patron goddess of farmers and
grain, Ceres (3) was strongly
associated with the plebeian
class (2, film scene), which
grew and sold her crops. Her
temple on the Aventine
became a major political
center as an archive for both

senatorial and plebeian
legislation. Plebeian aediles,
officials responsible for the
Cerealia and other festiva ls,
had their headqua rters
there and supervised the
temple's various functions.
Among these functions was
the distribution of free grain

Her oracles led to the introduc
tion of many Greek gods, such
as Demeter, into the Roman
pantheon.

�

I

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Ceres

Demeter, Ceres' Greek Equiva
lent, see pp. 1 30- 1 3 1

Hades and Persephone,
Greek Equivalent to Pluto and
Proserplna, the Abduction of
Ceres' Daughter, see
pp. 1 54-1 55
J u piter, Had a Daughter With
Ceres, see pp. 206-207

.
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PERSONIFIED VIRTUES

Personified
Virtues
The virtues were in fact
abstract principles, which
were personified by the
Romans as gods to make them
visible. Nearly all of them were
political or civic virtues and
were regarded a s distinctively
Roman. They were originally
virtues of the republ ic, but were later
CD
also assumed by the emperors. They included J ustitia
("justice") (2), Libertas ("freedom"), Salus ("public welfare"), Fides ("l oyalty to
the state"), and Victoria ("victory in war") (4, together with the emperor Trajan).
The virtues, as well as the goddess Roma, the person ified city of Rome (1), were
depicted on coins of the republic along with the
em perors. Temples with statues of the virtues were
dedicated in honor of military victories. Early in the
republic, a temple was dedicated to Concordia
("harmony") (5) to celebrate the political reconcilia
tion of the nobility with the people. The temple
becam e a meeting place for the Roman Senate.
Virtues in Christian Times
Christianity had its own virtues
that were derived from the
Bible, mainly the Sermon on the
Mount and Paul's Epistle to the
Corinthians. Here, Paul mentions faith, love, and hope as the
main Christian virtues. Although
the Christians rejected the
pagan religion of the Romans,
they adapted the personification of virtues as an artistic
concept. Often in Christian art,
particularly during the Italian

Renaissance, the virtues appear
as putti (3), naked figures of
male babies, who are seen
accompanying saints or figures
of the Bible.

Personified Virtues

..
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T H E D E I F I E D EMPERORS

The Deified E mperors

•

Romulus was worshiped after
his death a s the god Quirinus

• The concept of sacred king
ship had Eastern origins

•

The deification of the Roman
emperors was introduced to
assure loyalty to the state

• The deification of Roman
emperors began with Caesar.
called a living god, and
Augustus, called god's son
•

As deified figures, sacrifice to
the emperors was important

•

When Rome was Christian
ized, the ruling figures were
regarded as the deputies of
Christ on earth

I

J

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Deification, or apot heosis, was a Roman tradition
that began with Romul us, the city's first king.
However, this practice was inh erited from
Eastern influenced Hellenism, using the a rche
type of Alexander the Great. I n itial ly, e mperors
were deified only after their deaths. It was not
until Caesar and Augustus that the imperial cult
was esta blished while the ruler was al ive. However,
deification referred less to the person than to the
state order, which the emperor represented. Wor
ship of the emperor as god was demanded as proof
of one's allegiance to Rome.
With the conversion of the imperia l house to
Christianity under Consta ntine (r. AD. 306-3 37),
emperors aba ndoned all claims of divin ity o r godly
descent. Instead, the emperor, as the vicar of Christ
(Vicarius Christi), became engaged in the affairs and
theological disputes of the new Church, convening
and presiding over ecumenical ("world") councils a s
bishops. This was later expanded b y Justinian
(r. A.D. 527-565) with his idea of Caesaropapism,
which made the emperor the hig hest a uthority on
political, spiritual, and ecclesiastical q uestions.

The imperial cult was firmly
established by the reign of
Augustus. However, early
Christians, rejecting poly
theism and idolatry, refused
to participate in public sacri
fices regardless of whether
they were to a pagan deity or
to a "divine" emperor. Failure
to perform sacrifices to the
emperor was regarded as
treason, thus many Christians
were persecuted as a result.
rn Divine Rulers: pp. 48, 84, 201, 336, 368

The Deified Emperors
Augustus Emperor
Augustus (1, r. 43
B.C.-AD. 1 4) was Julius
Caesar's adopted son and
designated successor.
Because Caesar had
already accepted
honors as a living

god before his
assassination,
Augustus was
soon known as
divi filius ("god's
son") and primus inter
pares ("the first among
equals"). Upon

..

Augustus's death, he was given
the status of divus ("divine") by
the Senate and worshiped as a
god. He was seen as a messianic
figure for his labors of restoring
peace (Pax Romana), ending
the civil wars, and expanding
the empire's borders.

Titus Titus Flavius Vespasianus
(r. AD. 79-8 1 ) was famous for
his effective rule. He believed
that the role of the emperor
was to benefit the lives of his
subjects, thus he was known
as Euergetes, or "bringer of
benefits." Known today for the
destruction of the Temple in
Jerusalem, he also completed
the Colosseum begun by his
father Vespasian (2, Titus and
Vespasian), and aided victims of
the eruption of Mount Vesuvius
in AD. 79. After his death, he
was deified by his followers.

Damnatio
Memoriae
In Roman law
the crime of
treason was
punishable by
Damnatio

confiscation of
property and wiping out of all
traces of the person's existence:
his or her name was etched out
of public inscriptions, statues
were disfigured, and cOinage
defaced. Patricians were
especially vulnerable to this
charge. After an emperor's
death, the Senate would
convene, deciding whether to

deify or damn the emperor. For
example, Nero (3, A.D. 54-68),
rumored to be an a rsonist, was
declared the enemy of the
Romans while he was still living,
and was damned after his
death. Caligula (r. A.D. 37-41), a
frenzied tyrant, was assassi
nated (4) and also underwent

damnation. The number of em
perors who suffered damnation
was high-as many as 30-but
they were often rehabilitated
for political reasons. Damnation
was, i n a sense, also a precar
ious act. It was important that it
lay on a person, not the station
of emperor, which was holy.
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EASTERN GODS A N D CULTS IN ROME

Eas tern Gods
and Cults in Rome
During the era of the Roma n Empire, some new cults
spread in Rome, many of which derived from the East, such
as the cult of the Egyptian goddess Isis, the Ph rygian goddess Cybele (3). or the cult of the Persian god Mithras. Mainly
du ring the late empire, there was a noticea ble increasing
influence of Eastern cultures in Rome. This develop
ment coincided with a rising need felt among the pop
ulace for personal religion and salvation. A common
principle of the Eastern cults, which were often mystery
cults, was the retracing of the death and awakening of
the god. An influx of Eastern cults came to Rome d uring
the Severus dynasty (A.D. 1 93-235), which
began with the reign of Septimius Severus,
born in Libya, who married the daughter of a
Syrian sun priest.
Heliogabalus and Elah-Gabal

Heliogabalus (1) is the epithet
for the flamboyant Roman em
peror Marcus Aurelius Antonin us (r. AD. 2 1 8-222), who was
born and raised in the city of
Emesa in Syria, a center for wor
ship of the Syrian sun god Elah
Gabal. The emperor became a
priest of his patron god's cult as
a young man. Upon his corona
tion, he introduced the Elah
Gabal cult, which was con
nected with that of the Roman
god Sol lnvictus ("invincible
sun"). But he was unsuccessful
at creating a consistent state
CUlt, as he claimed that Sol In
victus was synonymous with all
high gods, including Jupiter.
ED Mithra: p. 58

Mithras Between the first
and fourth centuries AD., the
Persian cult of Mithras was
adopted by Roman armies, who
came into contact with it during
military campaigns. A mystery
religion (2, Saturn in the Mithras
cult) with a strict hierarchy and
rites of initiation, little is known
of its mythology. The cult's cen
tral image was the Tauroctony
("bull-slaying"), depicting
Mithras in Persian dress killing a
bull thought to symbolize the
spirit of spring. The temple,
or Mithraeum, was a cave
that served as an image of
the universe, equipped
with side-benches for com
munal meals.

Eastern Gods and Cults in Rome

..
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ED Norse Mythology I INTRODUCTION
N o r s e Mythology

In ancient Northern Europe a complex set of beliefs flourished celebrating
indi vidual courage and victory on the battlefield. With its dramatic tales of
heroism, i n which the experiences of humans and gods were interlaced,
Norse mythology has remained popular to this day. It became the i n spiration
for many great artists and thinkers, including the German Romantic composer
Richard Wagner

( 1 , Wotan i n Richard Wagner's Ring des Nibelungen, 1910),

who recognized a timeless quality i n the characters portrayed i n the myths.
Norse mythology refers to the myths of the Germa nic tribes that settled i n
t h e area of modern Scandi navia a n d Central Europe. B y A.D.

1000 its i nfluence

extended over parts of western Russia and across to Vinland on the eastern
coast of North America. From

400 B.C. to the tenth century A.D., the Germanic

tribes encompassed different civi lizations l i ke the
Lombards in northern Italy and the Icelandic people.
All these cultures were built with s i m i l a r relig ious beliefs,
mythology, and cosmology. The myths as well as the
na mes of the gods differed very little between the
tribes. For example, Odin, the main god of t h e Nordic pan
theon, was known as Wotan amid the southern Germanic
tribes.
As the myths were transmitted by ora l tradition,
there are few contemporary written sources a bout
gods and bel iefs. Many of those that rem a i n are
archaeological artifacts. Apart from some runic
inscriptions, the main written sources a va i l a b l e
c o m e from t h e Roman writer Tacitus, who de
scribed the customs and re lig ion of the Germanic
tribes around A.D.

1 00 by contrasting them with

the opi n ions and beliefs of the Roma n s, a n d the

Introd uction

Eddas, writi n g s from the
1 3th century AD. i n old
Icelandic script. As the

Eddas were written
d u ri n g the i nfusion of
Ch ristian ity, their value
as a refe rence for Norse
mythology i s dis puted.
Although their authenti
city is contestable, they
re main the most i m por
tant sources on the gods
and myths.
Livi n g i n the u nstable
and u nsettl i ng times of a ncient and medieval Europe, when people were i n
competition for food and land, i t i s n o t s u rprising t h a t themes o f betrayal a n d
dis loyalty a re found w i t h i n Norse myths. Breaches o f trust c o u l d l e a d to inter
necine fi ghting

(2). which underm i ned and weakened the tribe-often to the

ben efit of a rival clan. At this time, Germa n i c society was based on loyalties to
a common ancestor o r leader and, as a result, many mythological tales a re con
cerned with fa m i l i a l betrayal. The gods, too, were org a n ized i n much the same
way as h u m a ns, i n a civilization composed of h u sbands a n d wives, sons and
daug hters, a n d brothers a n d sisters. The potential problems that ste m med
from these fa m i l i a l relationshi ps, and the infi g hting that occurred between
the gods, were obviously of intense interest.
The Norse gods were perceived to have both physical and h u m a n attributes.
At times their representations can be u nforgettably vivid, such a s Odin with
one eye and his hat pulled down over his face. The gods even behaved l i ke
h u ma ns, motivated by fu nda menta ll y h u man emotions such as a nger, jea
lousy, love, a n d fear. Such h u m a n feelings were natura l l y accompanie d by
human fa ili ngs. Odin, for example, also known as "the father of a l l," was god of
lang uage a n d poetry a n d he was known to exploit these skills for c u n n i ng a n d

..
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deceitful e n d s, even
breaking oaths.
Norse mythology
tells of many violent
encou nters with their
old adversaries, the
gia nts. Yet t h e tales a l so
describe the battles the
gods fo u g ht a m ong
themse lves. The gods
were divided in to two
fa m i l i es-the Aesir and Va n i r. The battle between the two clans was called
the "first war of the world." Paradoxically, while the more peaceful Vanir were
gaining the advantage in the war, the aggressive Aesir suffered one defeat
after an other. As a result of their increasingly weak position, the Aes i r eventu
a l ly agreed to end hostilities and to g rant the Va n i r equal status. F u rther deve
lopments ensured that the truce was u n stable, and both sides rem a i ned in a
perpetu al state of unease. The notion of everlasting a n d unresolved battles,
caused by such stalemates, saturates Norse mythology. They ind icate a pre
occupation with the duality of l ife on earth and of individual death with the
possibility of resurrection. Most important, a new world can not arise u ntil the
battle of Ragna rok-the end of the world-a concept that is u n i q uely Norse
within E u ropean mythology.
Such g l i mpses i nto the thoughts and views of the Germa nic people are of
paramount i m portance when trying to gain an un dersta nding a bout how the
gods were worshiped. The myths thems elves offer little insig ht, a n d certa i n ly
no liturgy or doctrine pertaining to them. Due to the peripatetic lifestyle of the
Norse people-who la cked the cohesion of large settlements and any kind of
centralized government-rel igion was fairly d isorganized. Temp les were rare,
with most rituals and ceremonies being held outdoors i n sacred locations.
The m ost common ritual performed i n honor of the gods was known a s the

blot, d u ri n g which animal s, usually pigs or horses, were sacrificed (3). The

Introduction

blood-which was considered to have special powers-is believed to have
been sprinkled over both the statues of the gods and the worshipers them
selves. Blots were used to appeal to, and appease, the gods. For instance, Thor,
the god of lightning and thunder, would have had immense significance for
the seafaring (4) Nordic people, and it is likely a blot would have taken place
for him before a sea journey.
From the myths, something is also learned about the worldview of the
Germanic tribes. They believed the world began with chaos and a chasm
between the elemental opposites of ice and fire. The first being, named Ymir,
grew out of the collision of these two opposites. He was a primeval giant, who
became the father of a race of frost giants. Out of these giants, the gods were
born, including Odin. Ymir grew so large and so evil that Odin and his two
brothers killed him. The blood that flowed from his body was of such magni
tude that almost all the frost-giants drowned. Odin and his brothers used
Ymir's dead body to create the universe, which consisted of nine worlds. From
his eyebrows, the gods created a place for people to live, which was called
Midgard. A great ash tree called Yggdrasil, the world tree, supported the
universe with roots that connected the nine worlds together.
The richness and potency of the Norse myths no doubt resulted from the free
dom of this great oral tradition. The tales
remained fluid-growing and developing
with the people who created them-and
acted as a reflection of the fears and hopes
of their times, offering a great wealth of
insight into the human condition and into
the minds of the Germanic people.
m

..
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ODIN

Odin
As the chief god of the Aesir, one of
two dynasties of Norse gods, Odin was
the creator of the world and of the
first man. Although a god of war, he
was also known for his interest in
magic, poetry, and the arts. Many of his
tales reflect his ongoing search for
knowledge and wisdom.

Odin's ravens Huginn and Muninn helped him by

•

Odin was the leader of the
Norse gods and the creator of

both the world and people

•

He was also known to the

Germanic tribes as Woden,

One of Odin's
rovens

flying around the universe, gathering news. Also
accompanying him was his mount Sieipnir (1), an
eight-legged horse that could travel through the air.

from which the name for

Odin had many children, including the gods Thor

Wednesday originated

and Baldur, with several goddesses and giantesses.

• Tacitus associated him with

Odin's hall in Asgard was Valhalla, where all coura

the Roman god Mercury

•

He was a god of war and was

often depicted with his spear,
Gungnir, which never missed its

geous warriors went after death. To the Norse, Odin
was the personification of strength and power.
Because of this, he was credited as having started
numerous royal lineages.

target, and his ring, Draupnir

•

He was also a god of wisdom,

magic, poetry, prophecy, victory,
hunting, and death

•

Odin's symbol is the valknur, a
knoc of three triangles

•

He had two ravens, Huginn

and Muninn; two wolves, Freki
and Feri; and an eighc-Iegged
horse named Sieipnir

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Odin
Frigg, Odin's Wife, see
pp.242-243
Ragnarok, see pp. 238-239
Thor, Odin's Son, see
pp.232-233
Valhalla, Odin's Hall, see
pp.246-247

CD

rn Animals in Myth: pp. 104,322,424

Odin
without food or water as

Odin Learns to Read Runes
By Hanging From Yggdrasil

his spear, Gungnir, contin

Odin was always seeking more

ually pierced his side. To

knowledge. In order to learn

reward his suffering, the

the divine secrets of the runes

universe showed him the

(2) he hung by his feet from the

secrets of the runes, as well

branches of the world tree

as nine magical songs, or

Yggdrasil.lf he succeeded in

spells. For this accomplish

learning the language of the

ment, he was sometimes

runes, he would then under

referred to by the Norse as

stand the workings of the

Hangatyr, "god of the

universe. He remained hanging

hanged." The knowledge of the

when the god Heimdall taught

there for nine days and nights

runes was diffused to humanity

them to his mortal son, Jarl.

Runes
Runes are an alphabet, as well as a tool for divination. For
divination, each letter is marked on a stone or chip of
wood. They were drawn or spread to reveal the mean
ing behind each symbol. Though Norse mythology
often refers to the secrets of the runes, there
is no record detailing how they were actually
used. There have been many stones uncovered
with inscriptions written in runic, showing that
the script was used in an everyday manner, as
well as a mystical one.

"well of the highest wisdom,"
which sat under the roots ofYg
gdrasil. While drinking from the
well would give one
extraordinary insight, it was
guarded by the fierce giant
Mimir. Disguised as a traveler,
Odin tried to access the well,
but was stopped by Mimir. He
told Odin that he would first
have to make a sacrifice.Cut
ting out his eye (3), Odin was
granted a single drink and saw
the past, present, and future.
His eye stayed at the bottom of
the well as a reminder that
great wisdom comes at a price.
rn Thoth-Invented Hieroglyphics: p.

99

.
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Thor
Thor (1), the powerful god of
thunder, is one of the best
known figures in all of Norse
mythology. He was the son of Odin,
and shared his volatile temper and
love of battle. Married to the corn
goddess Sif, Thor had two sons
named Magni ("strength") and

ol
Mj nir
was a symbol of defiance
against theChristianization of Scandinavia from
the eighth century

Modi ("courage"). When Thor rode in his bronze
chariot, which was pulled by two goats, the noise of
it created the roar of thunder.

•

Like other Norse gods, Thor had his own hall in
Thor was the Norse god of

thunder and lightning

•

at Ragnarok, the mythical end of the world. Here, he

Many called on Thor for pro

tection; he was also associated
with faithful marriages

•

He was ohen represented

with his hammer. Mjolnir. riding
through the clouds in a cart
drawn by two goats

Thor's Hammer, Mjolnir

again confronted the Midgard serpent and finally
slew it. Yet, he ultimately lost his life in this battle.
Seen as a god who watched over the common
man because he welcomed the souls of slaves into
his hall after death, Thor was very popular.
Thursday, named for Thor, was one of the holiest
days of the week to the Norse.

Thor

is seldom seen in myth without
his mighty hammer. called
Mjolnir (1). When thrown,
Mjolnir would always strike its
target and return back to the
hand of Thor. lts name is often
translated as "lightning," re
flecting Thor's rule over stormy
elements. The hammer was
created by the dwarves of
Nidavellir, as part of a bet from
the trickster god Loki. Loki tried
to interfere with the making of
Mjolnir, by becoming a fly to
bite one of the dwarves who
was working the forge. This is
why the hammer's handle was
short and crooked.

Asgard known as Bilskirnir. He played a pivotal role

o.

Th r

Thor's Fight Against the
Giants One day Thrymr, the

Freya had agreed, and the
wedding was arranged.

king of the giants, stole Thor's

Dressed as a bride, Thor went

hammer Mjolnir. Thrymr

in Freya's stead. Thrymr was

would not return the hammer

suspicious, but brought

until the goddess Freya agreed

Mjolnir out and gave it to

to be his bride. When she

"Freya." Thor threw away his
disguise and leapt into battle,
defeating the giants

Thor and the Midgard Serpent
Disguised as a young man, Thor
visited the giant Hymir. When
Hymir decided to go fishing,
Thor was permitted to join him,
provided that Thor supply his
own bait.With Thor's hook
baited with an ox's head, they
rowed out to sea.Thor rowed
them farther out than Hymir
liked, for fear of the Midgard
serpent who lived under the
sea. Indeed, the serpent took
the bait and was hooked (3).
Thor battled with the poison
spewing beast, pulling so hard
on the line that his feet broke
through the bottom of the boat
and dug into the seafloor.
Afraid, Hymir cut the line and
freed the serpent.Thor was so
angry that he knocked Hymir
right out of the boat, before
wading to shore himself.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Thor
Loki, Involved in the Creation
ofThor's Hammer, see
pp.234-235

Odin, Thor's Father, see
pp.230-231
Ragnarok, see pp. 238-239
rn The Dagda-Celtic Thunder God: p. 258 I Battles Against Serpents: pp. 51,291

(2).
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LOKI

Loki
Loki was predominantly known as a sly trickster
god, a deity who repeatedly caused problems with
his deceptions. His talent for changing shape
helped him fool both gods and humans on many
occasions. Loki crossed paths with many powerful
gods, such as his blood brother Odin and Thor.
Loki's actions were the root of many conflicts;
however, when threatened, he helped the gods on

•

Loki was both a giant and

a god of the Aesir, which he

more than one occasion.
Although considered one of the Aesir, Loki was

joined by swearing a blood oath

actually a giant. He swore a blood oath with Odin,

with Odin

which bound them together as blood brothers.

•

He was a trickster god who

used his ability to change shape
to lie and steal from the other
gods

Though married to the goddess Sigyn, Loki had his
most famous children with the giantess Angrboda:
the Midgard serpent, the Fenrir wolf, and the

• Although Loki often de·
ceived the gods, sometimes
he used his villainous skills
to help them

•

He was associated

with fire and magic

Loki Gives Birth to
Sieipnir One day a frost

goddess of the underworld He!.
During one of his ruses, he took
the form of a mare, and then
gave birth to Odin's eight
legged horse. The gods
continued to tolerate his
deceptive ways until he
crossed the line and had

giant came to Asgard,

Baldur killed. Ultimately, Loki

the world of the gods,

fought against the gods at the

and offered to build
the gods a wall in ex

battle of Ragnarok.

change for the sun,

However, they soon saw that he had a

the moon, and the

magic stallion to help him keep his end

goddess Freya.

of the deal.To sabotage the giant, Loki

When Loki agreed

transformed himself into a white mare

to the deal, the

and distracted the stallion so that the

gods did not

wall could not be completed. Thus, the

worry as they

giant could not fulfill his side of the

expected the

agreement.Soon after, Loki gave birth

giant to fail at

to Sieipnir, an eight-legged horse that

this great task.

later became Odin's steed

rn Tricksters: pp. 1 46, 1 48, 1 66, 170, 360, 440

(2, top).

Loki
The Killing of Baldur and the
Punishment of Loki After

his face. Sigyn, his wife, held a

the venom dripped on his face

wooden bowl over his face to

and he thrashed violently in

Frigg had a dream foretelling

collect the venom

the death of her son Baldur, she

whenever she left to empty it,

(2). However,

made everything on earth
swear not to harm him. How
ever, she forgot to ask the
mistletoe, making it his one
weakness. When Loki learned
this, he tricked the blind god
Hodr into killing Baldur with an
arrow made from mistletoe.
Because Baldur was the favorite
son of Odin, Loki was severely
punished. He was chained un
derneath the world tree to three
rock slabs, where snake's
venom continually dripped on

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Loki
The Aesir, Loki Became Part of
the Aesir, see p. 245
Hel, Loki's Daughter, see
pp.236-237

Odin, Loki's Blood Brother, see
pp.230-231
Ragnarok, see pp. 238-239

I

j

Fenrir was one of three children

the dwarves made specifi

that Loki had with Angrboda,

cally for this purpase.

the giantess. A terrible wolf,

With it he was bound to

Fenrir was kept chained up by

a rock a mile under the

the gods because of a prophecy

earth. His two sons, Hati

thot he and Loki's two other

and Skoll, were said to

children-the Midgard serpent

chase the horses that

and the goddess Hel-would

pulled the sun and moon

one day destroy the gods. Only

across the sky each day.

the god Tyr was brave enough

Fenrir later broke free and

to feed Fenrir when he was a

ate Odin during the battle of

pup. The one thing stopping

Ragnarok (right). Odin was

the powerful Fenrir was a mag

avenged by his son, Vidar,

ic thread called Gleipnir that

who finally killed the wolf.

1

pain, which for the Norse was
the cause of earthquakes.

..
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Goddesses-Freya and Hel
Goddesses of death and love respectively, Hel and
Freya both had the responsibility of receiving the
souls of the dead.
Freya and her twin brother Freyr were from the
older Vanir dynasty, the group of Norse gods who
preceded the Aesir. Dually associated with war and
love, Freya shared half of all slain warriors' souls
with Odin. They went to her hall in Asgard, called

•

Freya was the goddess of
battle, war, love, fertility, and
magic

•

She was the patron of crops
and the spring

•

Sessrumnir. The goddess of love was irresistible to
men and gods alike, and her worship was quite
widespread among the Norse.
As one of Loki's three children, Hel was cast out of
Asgard out of fear they her and her siblings would

She rode in a chariot that was
pulled by two cats

eventually overtake the gods. She ruled the dark un

•

derworld, which was home to the souls of those not

Hel ruled the underworld
and she had power over the
souls of those who did not die in
glory

•

killed in battle. Her hall there was called Niflheim. Like
the rest of Loki's offspring (the Midgard serpent and
the Fenrir wolf), she was considered somewhat mon

Her dog, Garmr, guarded the
underworld

strous herself. Hel is described in Norse mythology as

•

being alive on one side of her body, but dead on the

Her body was half living flesh,
while the other half was dead
and festering

other. It was said that when the Danish king Dyggvi
died of natural causes, Hel took his soul for her
own royal husband.
The Valkyries
The Valkyries were warrior maidens who would go
to battlefields and pick through the bodies of
those who had fallen. After finding the most wor
thy of the dead, they took the warriors' souls to
Asgard, where half would go to Valhalla and half
to Freya's hall, Sessrumnir. Between battles, the
Valkyries served Odin in his hall, serving food and
drinks. They are often portrayed in art as riding on
winged or flying horses, but that is due to a mistranslation of "Valkyrie horse," which was actually a
metaphor for a wolf. Some of the Valkyries are
given names in Norse mythology, although they
seldom play individual roles.

rn The Morrigan-Picking Through the Dead: p. 265

Goddesses-Freya and Hel
Freya's Necklace

..

Freya wore a magic

necklace (1) that made her irresistible to
any male who saw her. The necklace
called Brisingamen-was made by four
dwarves, who each represented one of
the four elements. When Freya tried to
pay them for forging the necklace, they
rejected her gold, wanting only a night
with her. Because she loved the neck
lace and would have done anything
to have it, she slept with each dwarf.
In one myth, Loki tried to steal the
Brisingamen, but the giant Heimdall
spotted him as he was escaping from
Freya's hall. Loki was stopped and Freya
regained her necklace.

Hel's Bargain Over Baldur's Soul

After the

death of Baldur (2) from a sprig of mistletoe,

things wept when told about his untimely
death; all things except a giantess named
Thokk. Thokk-who was

his soul was taken to the underworld of
Hel. Given his favored status as the son

actually Loki in disguise
refused to mourn him.

of Frigg and Odin, the gods persuaded
Hel to let Baldur come back to

Because of this, Baldur

Asgard. She agreed to this

remained with Hel until
Ragnarok. When the gods

on one condition: that

discovered Loki's trick to keep

everything on earth
living or dead-cried

Baldur in the underworld, they
chained him beneath the

for his soul. Because
Baldur was so loved, all

earth as punishment.

Hel in the Underworld

The

Relevant to Freya and Hel

who ruled there, Hel (3). It was

The Aesir and the Vanir, Freya

also referred to as Helheim.

and Hel Were From Different

Very different from the Christ

God Families, see p. 245

ian version of Hell, there were

Asgard, Freya's Hall Was in

no flames or torment. Hel was

Asgard, see pp. 244-245

a cold world of shadow, where
the souls of the sick and the
elderly went after death. Only
those who died in battle were
given access to Asgard, 50 the
rest came to Hel. This world was
the very lowest, located far be
neath the roots of the world
tree Yggdrasil.
m Hades: p. 154

Figures and Stories

realm of the Norse underworld
was named after the goddess

Loki, Hel's Father, see
pp.234-235
Odin, Freya Shared the Souls
of Dead Warriors With Odin,
see pp. 230-231
Yggdrasil, Hel's Underworld
Was Located Under the World
Tree, see pp. 240-241

..
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Ragnarok-The Final Battle
s a three-year-Iong
Awinter raged, the
earth was plunged into

Odin (above, rhe Andreas Srone)
foughr valiantly againsr rhe ferocious
Fenrir woll, bur was finally devoured
by him; afrer Odin's deorh, Baldur
replaced him as rhe head of rhe new
Norse panrhean
Ar rhe end of Richard Wagner's opera
Gotterdammerung ("rwilighro( rhe
gods";, rhe old world and rhe gods
perish, clearing rhe way for a berrer
world (righr, scene)

Ragnarok-The Final Battle

"
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THE WORLD T REE YGGDRASIL

The World Tree
Yggdrasil
The Norse universe contained nine worlds, all connected
by the world tree, calledYggdrasil

(3), which grew up

through them all. Described as an ash tree, its name
often translates as "terrible steed," in reference to Odin.
While some interpretations put all the worlds beneath
the roots of the great tree, it is commonly accepted that
the gods lived in Asgard, located in the upper branches.
BeneathYggdrasil's roots lay the underworld of He!. In
between were the world of the Vanir, Vanaheimr; the
world of frost giants, Jotunheim; the world of fire giants,
Muspelheim; the world of dark elves, Svartalfheim; the
world of elves, Alfheim; the world of dwarfs, Nidavellir;
and the world of humanity, Midgard. Midgard was sur
rounded by an ocean and a protective wall made by the
gods to keep humanity safe from the giants.
At each ofYggdrasil's roots were three sacred wells
one of fate, one of wisdom, and one that sourced the

rivers. The well of fate was the home of the Norns (2),

who tended the roots. With the end of the world, only
•

two people survived, Lif and
Lifthrasir, who hid in
Yggdrasil's branches.

Beings in Yggdrasil Aside
from the nine worlds, a popu
lation of creatures lived in
Yggdrasil (1). At the base of
the tree, a serpent or dragon
named Nidhogg lived there,
gnawing on the roots. At the
very top of the tree, there was
an unnamed eagle who had
great wisdom. On his head sat
the hawk Vedrfolnir. A red
m

World Tree of the Maya: p. 395

squirrel named Ratatosk ran
between Nidhogg and the
eagle, bringing gOSSip and
insults as he traveled along
the trunk ofYggdrasil.
There were also four deer
that ran across the tree's
branches. They possibly
represent the four
elements, the compass
directions, or the seasons.

The World Tree Yggdrasil

..
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F R IGG

Frigg
Frigg was the goddess of marriage, love, fertility,
and the household. Her many similarities to the
goddess Freya suggest that they might have been
different forms of the same deity.
As the wife of Odin, Frigg was the queen of the
Aesir. Aside from Odin, only she was allowed to sit
on the great throne, Hlidskjalf, where she counseled
her husband on important matters, Her primary

•

Frigg was the wife of Odin,

roles were as Odin's wife and the mother of Baldur

the leader of the gods

and Hodr. She had the power of prophecy and could

Her name translates as
"beloved one"

see into the future. Although she had this great

•

•

She was the goddess of love,
marriage, and motherhood, and
had the gift of prophecy

•

She was also the goddess of

the sky and is often portrayed
with a spinning wheel because
she spun the clouds

ability to read other people's fates, she never shared
what she knew.
Unlike many other Norse gods and goddesses
who had animal companions, Frigg was typically
accompanied by her dozen handmaids. Together in
her hall of Fensalir, they spun the clouds and the
golden threads of fate. Each of them had specific
roles to play, such as Gna, who took Frigg's orders
to all parts of the nine worlds. Fulla, Frigg's
favorite handmaid, carried her lady's
jewel box full of magical tools used
for special ceremonies.

Frigg's Envy While Frigg (1)

OJ
rn

Queens of the Gods: pp. 1 26, 208

was the patron goddess
of marriage, some
myths detail her
questionable
morality. In one
tale she became
envious of a
gold statue fashi
by Odin's
devotees. She slept
with a servant to persuade him to completely
destroy the statue bearing her
husband's likeness.

Frigg
Frigg Tricks Odin One day
Frigg and Odin started ar
guing over the fate of two
warring tribes: the Winnilers
and the Vandals (2, helmet).
Odin preferred the Vandals,
but Frigg wanted the Win
nilers to be victorious. The
fight continued until Odin
said that whichever tribe he
saw first in the morning would
win the war. Since his bed
faced the Vandals, he knew
that his tribe would win.

mil

However, Frigg cleverly
turned his bed around to face
the other way, and made the
Winniler women comb their
long hair down over their
faces. When Odin woke up
the next morning, he did not
know who these long
bearded men were. He
realized that he had been
tricked by Frigg, but kept his
word. The Winnilers won the
war, and from then on were
known as the Longbeards.

The Aesir, see p. 245
Hel's Bargain Over Baldur's
Soul, see Freya and Hel,
p.237
Odin, Frigg's Husband, see
pp.230-231

Frigg's Attempt to Save
Baldur Seeing her son Baldur's
death in a dream, Frigg tried to
prevent it from happening. She
asked everything on earth,
living and dead, to swear an
oath not to harm him (3, with
animals). Unfortunately, Frigg
forgot to ask the mistletoe (4),
which ultimately led to
Baldur's doom. This single
weakness left
Baldur having
to suffer in

Ell Norse Mythology I
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Asgard
Of the nine worlds in Norse mythology, Asgard

(1)

was home to the gods. It is described in great detail
within Norse textual sources, with the gods each
having their own regions, fields, and great halls. The
deities convened to discuss important matters in
the field of Idavoll, at the center of Asgard.
Asgard was located on the great ash tree, Ygg
drasil. Descriptions usually place it in the high
branches, but some tales say that Asgard lay be
neath Yggdrasil's roots, The realm of Asgard was
connected to the world of men by the Bifrost Bridge.

•

Asgard was the world o f the
Norse gods and lay in the world
tree, Yggdrasil

• Each of the gods had their
own hall in Asgard
•

The greatest hall was Odin's
hall, Valhalla, the home of those
who died in glory

•

Asgard is the Norse version of
heaven and exists in contrast to
the underworld, Hel

•

Both the Aesir and Vanir lived
in Asgard

•

The bridge to Asgard was a
rainbow, which was watched
over by Heimdall, the guardian
of the gods

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Asgard
Hel's Underworld, see Hel and
Freya, p. 237

Odin, Ruler of the Gods in
Asgard, see pp. 230-231
Ragnarok, Battle of the Gods
and Giants in Asgard, see
pp. 238-239
Valhalla, Greatest Hall in
Asgard, see pp. 246-247

Asgard also housed the honored dead, namely
those who died in battle. The most glorious hall in
Asgard, called Valhalla, belonged to Odin. All Norse
warriors hoped to go there after death so as to take
part in the continuous feasting and drinking, Later,
Asgard was invaded by the giants during the apoca
lyptic battle of Ragnarok.

ASgard
Bifrost Bridge A bridge made
of a rainbow (2) spanned be
tween the world of humanity
and Asgard. Known as the
Bifrost Bridge, it was guarded
by a god named Heimdall, who

had his own hall just over the
bridge, called Himinbjorg.
Aided by his acute hearing
which was said to be able to
hear the wool growing on
sheep-and no need to sleep,

The Norse pantheon originally consisted of two separate
families: the Aesir and the Vanir. Once at war, they were
finally able to find peace after both sides exchanged
hostages. The only remaining Vanir deities
to live in Asgard were Freya (left) and
her brother Freyr. Their father Njord
was also a Vanir, but did nat play
much of a role in any Norse myths. It is
likely that the Vanir were on older
and simpler fertility pantheon
that was overtaken as Norse
society changed and become
more civilized. The Aesir headed by
Odin (right) came to dominate
mythology. The battle between
the dynasties symbolizes the
change of humankind's outlook
and shift in beliefs.

ED

Fighting Between the Gods: pp. 26, 117, 118, 238, 458

.

Heimdall protected Asgard. He
was the first to spot the legions
of giants going over the Bifrost
Bridge at Ragnarok. He blew the
great Gjallarhorn to alert the
Aesir of the upcoming attack.

Norse Mythology I

VALHALLA-WARRIOR PARADISE

Valhalla-Warrior Paradise

Valhalla-Warrior Paradise
T

he greatest hall in Asgard, the'

Valkyri cs. Once in Valhalla, the

uppermost world in Norse

warriors spenr their time feasting on

mythology, was Valhalla, the hall

of the god Odin. There were 540

doors to the hall, each large enough

wild boar, drinking mead, and
readying themselves for the great
battle of Ragnarok. At the end of

so that 800 warriors could pass

the world, these souls in Valhalla

thtough at once. Only the warriors

joined the gods

who showed great courage and skill

in batrle were chosen to enrer

to

fight against the

giants. The rooster Gull inkambi
lived here, crowing to wake the

Valhalla. The souls of these fallen

warriors each morning. He also

warriors, known as the Einherjar,

crowed to alerr the warriors at the

were taken ro the hall Ill' the

beginning of Ragnatok.
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THE EDDAS

The Eddas
The term Eddas refers to two books, both written
independently of each other. They are the main
sources for Norse and Germanic mythology. However,
both are much younger than the myths and tales they
describe. Because the Eddas were written during
medieval times, they are influenced by Christian ideas.
The Prose Edda, written by Snorri Sturluson in the
13th century, contains three books: the Gylfaginning,
the Skaldskaparmal, and the Hattatal. Norse myths
are found in each section, although the Gylfaginning

Interpreting the Eddas

has the most mythological material. The Skaldska

Today, there are many dif
ferent translations (1) and
interpretations of both
Eddas. The Prose Edda, for
example, was written by
Sturluson, a converted Christian. He often changed
the gods' roles to
make them mortal
rather than divine.
It is believed that
this was his editing.

parmal is written as a conversation between the gods
Aegir and Bragi, who discuss both mythology and
poetic styles. The final section of the Prose Edda, the
Hattatal, focuses primarily on Norse poetic
verse structure.
The Poetic Edda

(3) is a

collection of 34 heroic and
mythological poems, which
were orally transmitted and
then compiled together.

Sigurd the Dragon Slayer A

hero of the Poetic Edda,
Sigurd was born after
the death of his father.
Sigurd's mother gave
him the broken
shards of his father's
sword, which later
was remelded to help
Sigurd kill the dragon
Fafnir. The sword
was so strong that it
cut through the
anvil used to make
it. Odin told Sigurd
to dig trenches to

rn Odin: p. 230

hide in as he
stabbed at Fafnir.
Odin also told him to
bathe in the dragon's
blood. Following
Odin's advice, Sigurd
killed the dragon (2)
and bathed in his
blood, which touched
all his body except for
his shoulder where a
leaf had stuck. Next, he
drank the blood and
could speak to birds.
Roasting the heart and eating it,
he gained the gift of prophecy.

The Eddas

"
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BEOWULF

Beowulf
As a heroic warrior-king of Geats, Beowu If
is the main character of an epic poem of
the same name. Scholars have often de
bated about the origin of Beowulf, some
saying that he originated from a
Germanic god named Beowa.
Although Beowulfis written in the
Anglo-Saxon language, the story takes
place in medieval Scandinavia.
Beowulf was the son of the Swedish
warrior Ecgtheow. While in service of
the Geatish king Hredel, Ecgtheow
married Hredel's daughter and
together they had Beowulf. The first

•

part of the epic tells the story of

Beowulfwas a heroofthe
North Germanic tribe, the Geats

young Beowulf's battle against the

He defended the Danish
court from monsters and was
later made king

the Danish court. In the second

•

monster Grendel, who attacked

Beowulfwas given
the sword Naegling
for defeating Grendel
and his mother

part, Beowulf becomes the king of Geatland. After

•

ruling for 50 years in peace, a fire-breathing dragon

• He was aided by his magic
sword Hrunting

himself for battle. He eventually overwhelmed the

In his youth, Beowulf symbol
ized heroic virtue and honor,
and as king, the ideal wise ruler

attacked his land. Although aged, Beowulf readied
dragon, but was fatally injured during the fight.

Only a single handwritten

English literature. It is believed

manuscript of Beowulf sur

that this surviving manuscript

vived to the modern era. For

is not an original, and that

many centuries it was fargot

Beowulf was likely composed

ten and it was nearly destroyed

hundreds of years earlier. The

by a fire. The epic is found with

oral tale, hawever, could be

in the Nowell Codex, which

even older. Scholars have long

dates from around A.D. 1000.

debated over the presence of

This makes Beowulf, and

biblical symbolism in Beowulf,

the rest of the Nowell Codex,

which was transcribed during

among the oldest works of

the Christianization of Britain.

rn Heroes Fighting Against Monsters:

pp. 27, 165,181,315, 361

BeowUlf
Fight Against Grendel Heorot, the hall of the
Danish king Hrothgar, was once plagued by a
beast called Grendel (1). Each night he snuck into
the hall and killed the warriors while they slept.
The men could not defend themselves and were
forced to abandon the great hall. Hearing about
the situation, Beowulf traveled to Geatland to de
feat the monster. King Hrothgar welcomed the
confident hero, leaving him in charge. As night
fell, Beowulf pretended to be asleep and waited
for Grendel to attack Heorot again. When the
beast tore through the doors, Beowulf jumped
up to fight. However, his men could not help be
cause their weapons were enchanted. Beowulf
managed to fatally wound Grendel by tearing off
his arm. Grendel retreated to the swamps to die
and the hall celebrated.

Battle With Grendel's Mother
Although Grendel was dead,
the troubles at Heorot were not
over. Grendel's mother (2, 8eo
wulffilm scene) attacked the
hall in revenge for her son's
death. Beowulf and his men
followed her back to her home

sword, Hrunting, he dove into
the water after Grendel's
mother. Attacking him, she
dragged him to the bottom of
the lake. Hrunting was
useless against her so
Beowulf threw it

Beowulf found the corpse of
Grendel in her lair, so he
chopped off Grendel's head as
well. When he returned to
Heorot, King
Hrothgar
gave him
another

"

Celtic Mythology

Celtic
Mythology

The Gundestrup cauldron, a silver ritual vessel depicting mUltiple Celtic
gads, dates from around the first century B.C.
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INTRODUCTION

Celtic Mythology

The Celtic people are a group of related
Indo-Germanic tribes who colonized
France (Gaul), Spain, southern Ger
many, Hungary, and northern Italy from
the sixth century B.Cto approximately
SO B.c. From 400 B.C until the Roman
period of Julius Caesar, many mainland
Celts also moved into Britannia (Great
Britain). Mainland Celts shaped the
Hallstatt culture in Central Europe dur
ing the early Iron Age. A cultural peak
began during the La Tene period of the
fifth century B.c., which was characterized by Mediterranean influence, and
ended with Caesar's conquest of the region around 50 B.Cln contrast, "island
Celts," who shared the Irish-Gaelic and British-Welsh cultural sphere, were able
to carry their cultural life on into the Middle Ages by harmonizing their culture
with the early Christian culture.
Myths of the island Celts of Great Britain and Ireland were introduced into
medieval culture and thus survived to the present day, although in a Christian
ized form. Parts of myths reappear in several major legendary cycles, including
the Ulster Cycle about the achievements of the Irish hero Cuchulainn. The
Mythological Cycle tells the stories of several prehistoric migrations to Ireland.
Another important source is The Mabinogion, a collection of Welsh prose.
Traces of Celtic mythology can be found in all these stories in which ancient
gods are now represented as various heroes. Animals play an important role in
these myths and are a reminder of the special status of honor they were
accorded in Celtic culture. The Celtic mythological romances about King
Arthur (1) of Britain were probably the most influential in literature. Legends

Introduction

about this ideal ruler,
who became a role
model of medieval
chivalry, were also
influenced by myth
ological elements. These
elements were not only
the fairies and dragons
that populated his
world, but also motifs
such as the Christian
element of a Holy Grail. King Arthur's temporary stays on the mysterious island
Avalon indicate Celtic ideas of an afterworld.
Certain elements of Celtic mythology from the islands have survived to
the present, for example, Halloween celebrations, and some elements are
currently being revived. It is curious that neo-pagans or neo-druids have
chosen Stonehenge (3), a circle of megaliths, as their center and that this

III
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site is frequently associated with the Celts, even though it is older by about
500 years. Today, many people know Celtic mythology from video games, the
Asterix comics, or Tolkien's Lord of the Rings (2, movie scene).
Although relatively recent sources are available about the Celtic people of
the islands, the mythology and religion of the mainland Celts are only known
from accounts by Roman authors and from archaeological finds.
The names of several hundred names Celtic gods are known from inscrip
tions. lt is thought that most of them were local or regional names and prob
ably not known across the entire Celtic culture. A likely reason is that there was
never a unified Celtic kingdom. Furthermore, Roman authors often compared
them to Roman gods in order to illustrate their function and attributes. Very
often they were associated with features of the landscape, such as rivers and
mountains. Notably, animals also had a special status as companions or mani
festations of the gods. It is most likely that animal, river, spring (4), mountain,
and tree cults preceded the worship of gods. Mother goddesses and matrons
also played an important part in the pantheon. The same role was later

Introduction

frequently taken over by Christian saints. Originally,
they were associated with fertility cults.
Teutates, the god of war, Taranis, the god of the sky and
thunder (similar to the Roman god Jupiter), and Belenus, the
god of fire (compared to the Greek-Roman god Apollo),
were some of the more popular Gallic gods. The god
dess Belisama reminded the Roman authors of Minerva.
Epona, the goddess of the horses, later came to be
worshiped in Rome. Both cultures were mixed to some
extent during the Roman occupation of Gaul, which
explains how the names and functions of Celtic and
Roman gods came to be frequently combined.
Offerings and funeral rites played a major role in Celtic
religious culture. As with many other nature-oriented
religions, offerings were given to appease the gods whose
territory the humans were intruding upon. Animals were
commonly sacrificed or weapons offered before battles and
wars. There were also various forms of human sacrifices.
People believed that this would maintain the cycle of life.
New life would come from death. Valuable burial objects (5)
were found which indicates that the Celts believed in an afterlife. Caesar
also claimed in his De bello gallica that Celtic people believed in the trans
migration of the soul.
Both Celtic groups, the island and mainland Celts, had the Druids ("knowing
the oak tree") as their spiritual leaders. The main source for the knowledge of
the Druids comes from Julius Caesar. The noble priests were highly respected.
Not only were they responsible for carrying out sacrifices, they were also
skilled fortune-tellers, judges, dream interpreters, and so on. They only passed
on their knowledge orally. After A.D. 14, the Druids were suppressed by the
Roman emperor Tiberius. Since the 18th and 19th centuries, which saw a
revived interest in the Druids, they have been glorified in popular culture
in mystic-romantic ways.

...
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THE

DAGDA

The Oagda
As the son of the mother goddess Danu, the Dagda
was the leader of the Celtic gods and king of the
mythical Tuatha De Danann ("people of the goddess
Danu"). He led them to victory over the Fomorians,
who were living in Ireland when the Tuatha De
Danann arrived, Aside from his status as king of the
gods, the Dagda was the patron of warfare, wisdom,
and magic. Because he was able to summon the sea
sons, he was worshiped in connection with crops.

•

The Dagda ('the good god1
was the chief of the Celtic gods
and the Tuatha De Danann

His sexual appetite is the theme of many myths,
which reflect his connection to fertility rites. The
Dagda and his consort the Morrigan (he is also

•

linked with the goddess Breg) represent the duality

• He had a cauldron that fed all
people, an allusion to his role as
a vegetation god

ther to numerous gods, including Brigid.

He was the god of life and
death, the earth, and treaties

•

Each year, he slept with the

of masculine and feminine aspects. He was also fa
The Dagda was described as a huge man who car
ried a club that was capable of both killing as many

Morrigan, the goddess of war

as nine men with one swing, as well as bringing

He brought on the seasons
with his magic harp

them back to life. He also possessed a cauldron that

•

•

He carried a staff, one end of
which could kill nine men at a
time, the other could bring them
back to life

was never empty and a harp named Uaithne, which
played magical music that
changed the seasons. He was
often unflatteringly depicted in a
short tunic that usually left his
backside exposed.

Elves and the Otherworld,
the Tuatha De Danann Were
Said to Have Moved to the
Otherworld, see pp. 266-267
The Morrigan, the Dagda's
Consort, see Celtic Goddesses,
pp.264--265

5amhain, pp. 272-273

Uaithne Harp and the Fomorians The
powers of the Dagda's magical harp (1) were
associated with the music it played. It played
three songs, each named after one of the
ha rp 's children: G ol tr aige s ("sorrow"),
Ge ntra ig es ("joy"), and Suantraiges ("sleep"),
During a war between the Tuatha De Danann
and the Fomorians, the Fomorians stole the
harp. Going to the Fomorians' hall to retrieve
it, the Dagda had the harp play its three
tunes. After the three songs had been
played, the Fomorians were fast alseep
and the Dagda brought back the harp.

The Oagda

III

Taranis and the Oagda
Taranis (2, Gundestrup caul
dron with broken spoke wheel,
his symbol) was the god of
thunder in the continental
Celtic pantheon, but is often
thought to be related to the
Dagda. It is likely that the Ro
mans associated the Dagda
with the role of thunder god
because he was the leader of
the Celtic gods and the leader
of their Roman pantheon,
Jupiter, ruled over thunder. The
only specfic reference to
Taranis is in the Roman epic
Pharsalia written by Lucan in
the first century A.D.

Sleeping With the Morrigan

Birth of Aengus When the

Each year on the festival of
Samhain, the Dagda was said to
sleep with the Morrigan (3, as a
raven) on the banks of the
Unius River. This ritual affair was
believed to ensure fertility and
success for the Celtic people
for the coming year. The site
by the river is still called
"the bed of the couple"
today. Some varia
tions to the
myth refer
to them
sleeping
together only once. In one tale,
the Dagda sought advice from
the Morrigan before battling
the Fomorians. But then to
coerce her into giving him the
details needed to win the war,
he copulated with her as she
stood with one foot on either
bank, washing the blood from
the warriors' clothes who
would die in the battle to come.

Dagda had an affa ir with
Boann, goddess of the Boyne
River (4), she became
pregnant. Afraid
that she would be
found out by her
husband,
Nechtan, owner
of the well of
knowledge, the
Dagda
held the

ill Thor-Norse Thunder God: p. 232

place for nine months while
Boann was
pregnant. When their son,
Aengus, was born, only one
day had passed. For all the ef
fort made to hide his
parentage, many myths name
the Dagda and Aengus as fa
ther and son. Due to the cir
cumstances of his birth,
Aengus was said to have
power over time. He is some
times seen as a Celtic Cupid,
the Roman god of love.

Ell Celtic Mythology I

BELEN US AND BELIsAMA

Belen us and Belisama
Belenus was one of the most ancient and wide
spread Celtic deities. He was not only worshiped
in Celtic Britain, but also in Gaul, Austria, Italy,
and Spain. Belenus ("bright one") likely gave his
name to the fire festival of Beltane, which was
originally linked with his cult. Although the
Celtics also associated him with pastoralism,
healing, and fountains, the Romans connected Be
lenus as the god of light with their light god Apollo.

•

Belenus ("bright one') was
the god of light and was associ
ated with pastoralism

•
•

His consort was Belisama

His worship spread from
northern Italy to southern Gaul
and Celtic Britain

•

Belisama ('summer brighti
was the goddess offire, light,

water, and metallurgy

•

Worshiped in Britain and Gaul,
she was associated with the
Roman goddess Minerva and
the Celtic Brigid

His consort or wife was Belisama ("summer
bright"), the goddess of fire, bodies of water

(1), and

metalworking. She shared common traits with the
goddess Brigid, as well as the Roman goddess Min
erva. Many inscriptions bearing the name "Belisama
Minerva" reflect the blending of deities and tradi
tions that often occurred in Roman-occupied lands.
No myths of Belenus or Belisama have survived to
modern times. Their names have been found only in
classical texts and stone inscriptions, suggesting the
presence of sanctuaries. The names of geographic
features also hint at the existence of their cults.

Belenus a n d Belisama
River of Belisama Many
Celtic goddesses were
linked to various bodies

Belenus and Bile Belenus (3) is often mistak
enly associated with Bile,
an archaic Irish master
god of life and death, due
to the similarity of their
names. However, as
Belenus was a bright god
of light and Bile was a dark
god associated with death
and the underworld, it is
highly unlikely that these
two deities were ever one

Ptolemy described a
"Belisama Aest" in his
mapping of northern
Britain, leading some
to think he was talking
about the Mersey River
(2). However, since his
map was not completely
accurate, some scholars
hold the view that the
Ribble River in Lan
cashire, England, was
being referred to.

and the same.The
Welsh god Beli Mawr
may have actually
been a later version of
Belenus. However, Beli
Mawr may have also
been a historical
person, specifically,
one of the kings of
early Britain.Several
lines of Welsh ancestry
lead back to Beli
Mawr.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Belenus
and Belisama

Celtic Goddesses,

Belisama Was a
Celtic Goddess, see

pp.264-265

The Beltane Festival in Ireland
The festival of Beltane, held on
May 1 in Ireland and Scotland,
marked the start of summer
and open pasturing. Cattle
were led between two bonfires
to purify and protect them
before they were led into
summer pastures. Households
would put out their hearth
fires and relight them from
the Beltane fires. The holiday
is still celebrated today by neo
Pagans (left).
rn Minerva:

p. 210
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BRIGID

Brigid
Daughter of the Dagda, Brigid is one of the best
known and most loved goddesses of the Celtic pan
theon. Her popularity likely comes from her down
to-earth and helpful demeanor, As a tripartite god
dess, she was represented by three sisters, each of
which had a specific function. Altogether she was
the patron of poetry, metallurgy, fire, fertility, and
divination. She married the Formorian king Bres in
an attempt to reconcile the conflict between his
people and her own, the Tuatha De Danann. Their
son, who was named Ruadan, was later killed in
battle. Brigid's cries at his death began the Irish tra
dition of keening while mourning.

•

Brigid ("exalted one") was the
Dagda's daughter

•

She was a tripartite goddess:

the patroness of smithcrah,
poetry, prophecy, and fertility

•

She was a very popular figure,
and when Christianity came to
Ireland, she was adopted into the
Catholic Church as St. Brigid

•

She owned the king of boars,
the king of sheep, and two oxen

With the infusion of Christianity, Brigid was one of
many Celtic deities incorporated into the Christian
tradition. The goddess was merged with the fifth
century Catholic saint Brigid of Kildare, who was
said to have founded the first female Christian
church community in Ireland. Another story says
that she was Mary's midwife during the birth of
Christ. With the transportation of Irish slaves to the
Caribbean by the English, a Voodoo goddess named
Maman Brigitte may also have derived from Brigid.
Festival of Imbolc

The Celtic festival of Imbolc,
also called Oimelc ("ewe's
milk"), took place on the first
of February to celebrate the
first signs of spring and the
newly milking ewes. Special
foods, lighting of candles
(right), and divination
marked the occasion. Origi
nally dedicated to Brigid, the
festival later became the feast
dayofSt. Brigid.
rn Voodoo-Originated From the Fan: p. 446

Brigid

The Holy
Animal of
St. Brigid
Many stories
of St. Brigid reflect
underlying Celtic
traditions. The
goddess's connec
tion to milk-best demon
strated by the festival of
Imbolc-was present in the
Catholic tradition, which
names the cow (1) as her holy
animal. When St.Brigid was a
child, her mother had only one
red-eared cow to give milk;
however, there was always
more than enough. Some
sources say the cow was
supernatural, possibly from Tir
na nOg, the land of the elves.
Other tales of St. Brigid de
scribe how she traveled the
countryside, accompanied by
her white cow, spreading the
Christian message throughout
Ireland. In religious art, she is
usually portrayed with a cow
lying at her feet.

Sacred Flame at Kildare As
the patron goddess of metal
working, Brigid was closely as
sociated with fire and flame. Her
most sacred shrine was an eter
nally burning flame in Kildare,
Ireland. The flame was cared for
by 19 priestesses who were
dedicated to Brigid. After Chris
tianity swept through the land,
many of the ancient Celtic
deities were given up, but Brigid
was transformed and reborn as
St. Brigid (2).ln Kildare, a
Catholic monastery was
founded at the site of the
shrine, and the flame con
tinued to be tended by 19

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Brigid
Belisama, Associated With
Brigid, see Belenus and
Belisama, pp. 260-261
Celtic Goddesses, see
pp.264-265

The D agd a, Brigid's Father,
see pp. 258-259

Elves and the Otherworld,
the Tuatha De Danann Were

Said to Have Moved to the
Otherworld, see pp. 266-267

ED Animals in Myth: pp. 104, 230, 322, 424

nuns. Each woman would
watch over the flame for a day,
but on the 20th day, Brigid
herself tended the fire. The
flame burned on for hundreds
of years until it was finally
extinguished in the 16th
century during the Reformation
because of its underlying Pagan
history. In 1993, the sacred
flame of Brigid was lit again in
the town square of Kildare and
continues to burn
today. It is main
tained by the
still existing
order of Brigidine sisters.

l1li
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CELTIC GODDESSES

Celtic Goddesses
Goddesses played an important role in the Celtic
pantheon. Each of them had various roles, which
associated them with multiple aspects of Celtic life.
Three was a sacred number to the Celts, and is re
flected in their female pantheon. Several goddesses
are grouped in threes, such as the Matronae, god
desses of motherhood and fertility (1, altar in
Germany). Morrigan was also a tripartite goddess
with her two other aspects, Badb, a crow, and
Macha, a warrior goddess. Sacred rivers and springs

•

The number three was

sacred to the Celts, and this
was reAected in the tripartite
aspects of the goddesses

were frequently associated with Celtic goddesses,
whose myths often involved water. Many of the
Celtic goddesses were discarded with the coming of

•

the Roman Empire and the eventual conversion to

•

Christianity, others lived on in Roman cults. Thus,

Examples of tripartite
goddesses include the
Matronae (mother goddesses),
the Morrigan, and Cerridwen

Some Celtic goddesses
were adopted into Christianity

rn Triads of Gods: pp. 206, 308

Christianity of the Celtic and Gaulish lands. While
some of them, like Brigid, were incorporated into
the goddess of horses Epona was also honored by
e Roman

ul and continental Europe.

Celtic GOddesses

CD

Cerridwen and Her Cauldron
The Welsh goddess Cerridwen
represented wisdom, knowl
edge, and transformation. Her

The Battle Goddess Morrigan
As a dark goddess of war and
conflict, the Morrigan was often
Figures and Stories Rele
vant to Celtic Goddesses
Belisama, Celtic Goddess,
see Belenus and Belisama,
pp.260-261

Brigid, see pp. 262-263
The Morrigan, Slept With the
Oagda Each Year, see the
Oagda, pp. 258-259

�------

cauldron (2),
the Amen, was
used to brew
potions. She was
assisted by a blind
man named Morda,
who tended the fire,
and a boy named Gwion,
who stirred the potions. Once,
Cerridwen was tending a
knowledge potion, which
required a year and a day to

.

cook. When drops of the
potion were accidentally
ingested by Gwion, he gained
great knowledge. Enraged,
Cerridwen went after him, but
he kept changing into different
animals to escape. When he
turned into a chicken, she
caught and ate him. However,
he turned into a seed and nine
months later she gave birth to
him as the bard Taliesin.

seen on the field of battle (3).
Her most common form was as
an old woman on the banks of a
river, washing the clothes of the
men who would later die in
battle. In the form of a crow, she
then picked through the dead
bodies in search of souls. Be
sides knowing the outcome of
all wars, she was also known to
interfere in a battle on behalf of
one side or the other. She was
adapted into the Arthurian
legend as Morgan Ie Fay.

The Tripartite Nature of Celtic Goddesses
Although not unique to Celtic mythology, the
concept of a tripartite goddess is particularly
prevalent among the Celtic pantheon. Some
times it refers to one goddess with three specific
aspects, such as Cerridwen who had qualities of
the traditional maiden, mother, and crone
phases of life. Brigid ruled over three distinctly
different areas: inspiration, meta/craft, and
healing. On the other hand, some Celtic
goddesses are part of a triad of deities. The
Morrigan is often described as having two other
closely related sisters, Badb and Macha. In an
extension of her tripartite nature, the Morrigan
can also be associated with Arianrhod and
Blodeuwedd to create another grouping of
maiden, mother, and crone.

rn Terrifying Goddesses: pp. 38, 93, 300 I The Valkyries Picking Through the Dead: p. 236
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ELVES AND THE OTHERWORLD

Elves and the Otherworld
T

he mythi cal Irish land of the elves

Ireland before the ancestors of the mod

was called Tir na n6g, or the "land

ern Irish-who were said to have moved

of eternal yourh." This mystical place

to Tir na n6g. Only a few mortals had

was an island that lay beyond the edges

even seen the island and a journey to i t

of any known maps, to the west of

would often end unhappi l y. I n one

Ireland. Those who lived there were

popular tale, a man named Oisin was

forever young, healthy, and happy.

visited by a fairy ftom Til' na n6g, whose

Although it was sometimes compared

name was Niamh. She took h i m back to

w i th the Norse afterlife for warriors,

her island where they lived for three years

Valhalla, Til' na n6g was not a place

and had two ch i ldren. However, when

where souls went after death. The island

Oisin became homesick for Ireland, he

was only inhabi ted by fairies and elves,

learned that only three years bad passed

also called the sid be. In some Irish tales

for him in Tir na n6g, but 300 years had

they are associated with the Tuatha De

gone by at home. His family and friends

Danann-a magical people who lived in

were long dead.

Elves and the Otherworld

_
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TALES OF THE MA81NOGION

Tales of The Mabinogion
The Mabinogion is a collection of 12 Welsh folk tales
that has become a major contribution to world liter
ature. Some of the tales can be found in documents
dating from the 13th century, while others are
believed to be even older.
The Mabinogion is divided into three sections. The
first part of it is made of four branches, or mabinogi:
Pwyll, prince of Dyfet; Branwen, daughter of Lyr;
Manawydan, son of Lyr; and Math, son of Math

• The Mabinagion is a group
of prose stories collected from
medieval Welsh manuscripts,
first published in modern
English in 1849

• This group of anonymous
narratives includes Celtic
mythology and Arthurian
romance

onwy. Loosely connected by a shared character,
Pryderi, the tales seem to take place in south
western Wales. In the first branch, Pryderi's parents,
Pwyll and the horse goddess Rhiannon, wed; in the
third, Pryderi falls under a spell, but breaks free; in
the fourth, Pryderi dies in battle. Although Pryderi is
present in the second branch, the story centers on
King Bran the Blessed, his sister Branwen, and his

•

half brother Efnisien.

•

seven native Welsh legends and three romances,

The tales are of quests for
love, honor, and revenge, based
on mythology and folklore
The protagonist of the first

section is Pwy11, prince of Dyfet

•

Due to Christianization, in
many legends, the gods of
the Celtic past had been
transformed into kings
and heroes

The other two sections of The Mabinogion are
which include the tales of Cu/hwch and O/wen, The
Lady of the Fountain, and Enid. These belong to the
Arthurian tradition, which makes them interesting
for scholars, but some feel that these two sections

The Marriage of
Branwen Angry that
he was not consulted in
the marriage of his half
sister Branwen to King
Matholwch of Ireland,
Efnisien killed Matholwch's
horses. To make peace, Bran
gave Matholwch a magic caul
dron (1). However, the act of violence
was not forgotten. Mistreated, Branwen
appealed to her brother, King Bran of Britain, for

should not be included in
The Mabinogion.
help and he invaded
Ireland with his army.
Yet Bran was at a dis
advantage because the
Irish were using the
magic cauldron to heal
their fallen soldiers.
Breaking the cauldron,
Bran's army emerged victo
rious. However, he was killed in the
battle. Bran's head was buried in London to
prevent invasion from France.

Tales of The Mabinogion
Pwyll and Rhiannon One
day, Pwyll of Dyfed caught
sight of a beautiful
woman riding a white
horse (2). Falling in
stantly in love, Pwyll
chased after her, not
realizing she was Rhi
annan, the goddess of
horses.Pursuing her without
success for three days, Pwyll
finally just asked Rhiannon to
stop. Relenting, she said that
she wanted to marry him
instead of her fiance, Gwawl.
Thus, Pwyll spent a year trying
CD _....".. _
............_ 10 trick Gwawl into releasing
Manawydan and Llwyd's Wife
After Pwyll's death, Rhiannon
married Manawydan.The two of
them lived with Pyrderi in Dyfed.
The land was being plagued by a
mysterious mist that made
herds and food disappear. One
day, Manawydan woke to find
his fields empty. Seeing some

Culhwch and Olwen With the
remarriage of his father, King
Cilydd, Culhwch was asked by
his new step-

_

Rhiannon from her pledge.
Eventually, Pwyll tricked Gwawl
into a magical bag, and would
not let him out until he gave up
Rhiannon. Pwyll and Rhiannon
got married and had Pryderi;
however, troubles soon
followed. While being cared for
by Rhiannon's maids, Pyrderi
disappeared.To avoid blame,
they covered Rhiannon's
clothes with blood. As penance,
Pwyll made her face humilia
tions, such as carrying guests
into court. Later, Pyrderi
returned to his parents and
Rhiannon was absolved of guilt.

mice (3), he caught one. Soon, a
man named Llwyd came and
asked him for the mouse,
explaining that it was his
wife. Llwyd had been
causing problems as re
venge against Rhiannon
for breaking her pledge
to Gwawl, his friend.
mother to marry her daughter.
When he refused, she put a
curse on him that he could only
marry Olwen, the giant king's
daughter. Falling

helplessly in love with Olwen,
whom he had never seen,
Culhwch searched for her.
However, Olwen's father,
Ysbaddaden, was also cursed:
his death would follow Olwen's
marriage.To keep
Culhwch from marrying
Olwen, Ysbaddaden
gave him impossible
tasks, such as retrieving a
pair of scissors and a comb
from the head ofTwrchTrwyth,
a huge wild boar (4).
With the help of his
cousin King Arthur, Cul
hwch completed the tasks
and finally married Olwen.
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CUCHULAINN
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Cuchulainn, formerly known as Setanta, is one of the
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greatest heroes in Irish mythology. Cultural conno
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tations of Cuchulainn include association with Irish
nationalists-demonstrated by coins depicting
Cuchulainn personifying the Easter Rising of 1916.
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The great Irish hero Cuchu

lainn, was the son of a god and
a human princess

• He is the main figure ofthe
Ulster cycle in the medieval Irish
canon
•

As the subject of many works of art and literature,
Cuchulainn is most known as the main character of
the Ulster cycle. Here, he is depicted as a fearless
warrior, fighting against the people of Connacht for
the kingdom of Ulster as a Red Branch knight. In a
sentiment comparable to that of the Greek hero
Heracles, Cuchulainn felt it was better to be im
mortal in memory than to live long.
Although there are many versions of Cuchulainn's
birth, he was mostly said to be the son of the god
Lugh and Deichtine, the king of Ulster's sister.

He was the best of the Red
Branch knights who were loyal
[0 King Conor

Without a mortal father to raise him, a group of men

In war he became a terri

Cuchulainn married Emer; however, it was not easy.

•

fying and monstrous figure,
stirred up into a violent frenzy

•

He fought from his horse
drawn chariot

•

He had seven pupils in each
eye, seven fingers on each hand,
and seven toes on each foot

present at his birth agreed to be his foster fathers.
She first refused, believing he was not worthy. Once
Cuchulainn had proved himself in battle against the
warrior-woman, Scathach, he returned to Emer.
While she agreed to marry him, her father Forgall
did not approve. Cuchulainn had to fight Forgall's
men and kill Forgall in order to steal Emer away.

Setanta Receives His New Name One day
Setanta played a game called hurley with
his friends. His skills earned him an
invitation to a feast at the house of
the blacksmith Culann. Arriving
late, Setanta was attacked by
Culann's enormous guard dog.
In self-defense, he killed the
dog (1). As Culann was upset,
Setanta offered to guard his
house until a new dog was found or
reared.From then on, he was known as
the hound of Culann: Cuchulainn.

Cuchulainn

..

wounded, Cuchulainn
When Cuchulainn killed refused to lie down in
defeat. He tied himself
the father of Lugaid
to a stone so that he
mac Con Roi, Lugaid
could continue
commissioned three
standing until the very
magical spears-each
end. Although Cuchu
prophesied to kill a
lainn appeared dead,
king-in order to have
Lugaid was afraid to
his revenge. During a
approach him until a
battle, the first spear
raven landed on
killed Cuchulainn's
Cuchulainn's shoulder
charioteer Laeg, who
(3) and started pecking
was known as the king
at his flesh. Lugaid cut
of charioteers. The
off Cuchulainn's head;
second spear killed
Cuchulainn's horse, the however, as he did,
Cuchulainn's sword fell
king of horses. Cuchu
from his fingers and
lainn was struck with
severed Lugaid's hand.
the last spear. Mortally

Death of Cuchulainn

Affair With Fand
One day, the sea god
dess Fand enlisted
Cuchulainn's help in a
battle. Soon after, they
began an affair. How
ever, when the pair
were reproached by
Emer and a pack of
women, Fand returned
to her husband, the
fairy king Manannan.

Using his cloak, he
magically made Fand
and Cuchulainn forget
the whole affair, while

Emer took a druid
potion to erase any
memory of the sad
incident.

Cattle Raid of Cooley

fighting off the warrior
goddess, the Morrigan.
As the Ulster men re
gained their senses,
they joined the fight.
Seeing that her men
were losing, Medb
snuck past the battle
and stole the bull.
Eventually, Donn
Cuailnge managed to
escape, but was fatally
injured.

Queen Medb of Con
nacht attacked Ulster
in an attempt to steal
their famously fertile
brown bull (4), Donn
Cuailnge. As the men
of Ulster were debili
tated by a curse,
Cuchulainn was the
only one able to fight.
He managed to hold
off the army, even
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SAMHAIN-THE ORIGIN OF HALLOWEEN

Sam hain The Origin of Halloween
The popular holiday Halloween

(1) can be traced back to the Celtic harvest fes

tival known as Samhain. This festival celebrated the final harvest of the year,
marking the end of the fertile time. Preparations were made at Samhain for the
cold winter ahead. Bonfires were common. Some of today's neo-Pagans

(3)

consider Samhain to be the "Pagan
NewYear," but the ancient Celts did
not have that view. Instead, they be
lieved that during Samhain the
boundary between this world and
the spirit world was open. Spirits
were more likely to walk the earth
on this day than any other. In order
to hide from any wandering ghosts,
people dressed in costume to dis
guise themselves. Food offerings
were left on doorsteps for the
passing spirits. When Christianity was introduced to the Celtic lands around
A.D. 800, the Church created its own holiday on November 1 to honor the saints
called All Hallows' Day. Thus, the night before (Samhain
night) was called All Hallows' Eve. Little had changed
in the celebrations, but the name stuck.

Tradition of Carving Jack-o
Lanterns Carving turnips or
gourds and placing a candle
inside was a common practice
during the festival of Hallo
ween. Only when the holiday
came to North America were
pumpkins (2) used. The original
reasons for this practice are not
completely clear.The candles
and carved faces may have
been to scare unwelcome

spirits who were
wandering the earth at
this time.They could
also have symbolized
the head of the
Welsh ruler Bran the
Blessed, who
requested that his
severed head be
placed to face France
to protect Celtic lands
CD
from invaders.

Samhain-The Origin of Halloween

II
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KING ARTH U R

K i n g Arthur
King Arthur, a legendary ruler of Britain
who unified and pacified his land,
probably has a historical origin.
Above all, he is the symbol for an
ideal ruler in an ideal society.
Many myths and stories surround him, which include
magical occurrences poetically

The sword Excafibur was
centrol to Arthurion myth

treated by several medieval authors. Having

•

King Arthur was a mythical
king of Britain, an exemplary
ruler who unified the country

•

He founded the Round Table
as a symbol of an ideal society

•
•

His wife was Lady Guinevere

The most famous knights
were Lancelot Gawain, Ywain,

Sir Kay, Erec, Parzival, and Tristan

ascended the throne as a young man, Arthur held
court in Camelot with his wife Guinevere. There he
founded his famous Round Table

(1) with brave

kn ights like his nephew Gawain and Lancelot.
They had magical adventures, fighting foreign
knights and ogres. Arthur's adviser was the wizard
Merlin, After a long period of peace, Arthur was
betrayed by Mordred, who was either his nephew or
illegitimate son, and killed in the battle of Camlann,

King Arthur
The Sword Excalibur Excal
ibur was a sword with magical
powers. Merlin thrust it in a
stone prophesying that only
the true king could pull it from
there. After many famous
knights had tried to pull it out,
Arthur, son of King Uther Pen
dragon, who grew up in hiding,
managed it. He became king of
Britain. Excalibur helped him to
Merlin The wizard Merlin (3)
was born from a mortal
woman, but with a demonic
incubus for a father. His first
escapades bega n when the
sinking tower of the King Vor
tigern could only be saved by a
"fatherless boy," who was most
likely Merlin.The young wizard
discovered two dragons
beneath the tower. It was the
magic of Merlin that brought
about the conception of King
Arthur. Uther Pendragon took a
potion made by Merlin to trick
a woman, Igraine, into thinking

he was her husband.The child
born after their night together
was Arthur, and Igraine be
came Uther's wife. Many stories
have him either able to
change shape, or to
simply be in disg t
His other great gift
was that of
prophecy,
and his pre
dictions of
the future

..

defend his empire and pro
tected him against injuries. In a
battle, Arthur destroyed his
sword, but it was brought back
by the Lady of the Lake (2), a
water fey also known as as Viv
iane or Nimue (depending on
the specific story) going on to
play several pivotal roles in the
tales of King Arthur.
is often shown as the adviser to
Arthur rather than a magical
aide.

Lady Guinevere's Love Affair King Arthur
married Guinevere, daughter of the Cameliardian
king Leodegrance, in order to politically stabilize
his reign. However, the contrary happened. She
unfortunately drew the romantic attention of her
husband's greatest knight, Lancelot of the Lake
(4, with King Arthur and Guinevere in film scene).
Instantly smitten, Guinevere and Lancelot's love
affair almost began when Lancelot brought her
to Camelot to marry Arthur.The adulterous
relationship shook the authority of Arthur and
ultimately led to the end of Arthur's reign.

lID Celtic Mythology I

QUEST FOR THE HOLY G R A i l

Quest for the Holy Grail

T

he Holy Grail is an

cup Jesus drank from

essential part of the

during the Last Supper.

stories and romances

containing a consecrated
wa fer. In every case i t is

The same cup may a lso

the source of eternal v i ta

about King Arthur and

have been used by Joseph

l i ty. Initiated by a vision

his knights. Reflecting

of Arimathea

obvious Christian

blo0d of Christ during

ro

catch the

the ruci fi xion. In other
myths me Grail is a bowl



of the G rail a t the Round
Table of Arthur {pic-

Quest for the Holy Grail

Another t a l e names
Perciva l, also a knight of
ever, only a pure, inno

the R lind Table, as the

cent knight was destined

person who fi na Iy he al s

to find it. In some ver

the Fisher King Anfortas,

si o n s of the Grail myth, it

tbe sick guardian of the

is Lancelot's son Galahad

G ra i l , as

who iinds the G ra i l .

who l e l a n d .

e l l as the
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I CELTIC-ROMAN DEITIES

Celtic-Roman
Deities
When the Roman Empire spread its area of control
throughout Western Europe in the second century
B.C., there was a syncretic mixing of the native and
Roman cultures. This was particularly the case in
Gaul-which consisted of modern France, Bel
gium, and northern Italy-where the continental
Celts settled. The Romans controlled

(3, Gallic chief

Vercingetorix delivering himself to Caesar in
52 B.C.) this area for about 500 years. In this time
the political and spiritual power of the Celtic
druids began to diminish and a particular Gallo
Roman culture arose. The cultural diffusion that
occurred between the Celtic natives and Romans
presented itself in two ways. First the pantheon of
the indigenous Celtic gods was adapted to Roman
counterparts, such as Lenus Mars or Apollo
Grannus. Second a Roman god was sometimes
paired with a native goddess, as with Mercury and
Rosmerta.
The culture of the Celtic- Roman peoples changed
again in the fifth and sixth centuries when Chris
tianity spread through the region.

Epona One of the few deities
to be added to the Roman pan
theon was the goddess Epona.
Ruling horses (2), donkeys, and
mules, she was also indirectly
associated with fertility. Her
widespread popularity was
likely because she was wor
shiped by the imperial cavalry,
which carried her cult
throughout the Roman Empire
and the surrounding lands.

Sucellus Sucellus ( 1 ) was the
Gaul god of the forest and agri
culture. He also ruled over fer
mented and alcoholic drinks.
He had a wife named Nanto
suelta, but no children. He was
worshiped throughout
northern Gaul. He was a
middle-aged man with a beard,
and carried a long-handled
hammer. Many images have
him carrying a barrel. In the
Celtic-Roman tradition, he was
known as Silvanus Sucellus, a
pairing with the Roman god of
forests, groves, and wild fields.

Celtic-Roman Deities
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Indian Mythology
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Mythology

lIIusrration from rhe Giragovindo of Krishna and Radha
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INTRODUCTION

I n d i a n Mythology

Through the influence of many religions that had their origins and are still
practiced in India like Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and others, the country's
cultural tradition is rich. One of the oldest religions in the world, Hinduism was
propagated through the centuries by oral instruction. In order to break down
the practices of yoga and the complex notions of Hindu philosophy, this
knowledge was transmitted through comprehensive stories. Furthermore, the
enormous Hindu pantheon contains deities who represent various aspects of
the un iverse, and thus lend themselves to different parts of daily life.
The development of Indian mythology began with the emergence of India's
earliest civilization in the Indus Valley (1) around 2500 B.C. The inhabitants of
the Indus Valley practiced agriculture, lived in cities, and traded with Mesopo
tamia. Though they possessed a form of writing, no one has yet been able to

Introduction
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decipher it, leaving much of
Indus Valley culture, including
its religion and mythology,
still a mystery. By 1800 B.C.,
the Indus Valley civilization
had disappeared. Between
about 1 500 and 600 B.C. a new
civilization, called the Vedic
society, appeared. Similarities
between their language and
the classical languages of
Greece, Rome, Iran, and
Central Asia suggest that the
Vedic people may have been
invaders who entered India through Afghanistan. They called themselves
Aryan ("noble"), which is related to the place-name "Iran," a region whose
ancient civilization closely resembled that of Vedic India.
The Vedic people, unlike the city-dwelling farmers of the Indus Valley, were
nomadic cattle herders, so they left no permanent structures or artifacts be
hind. Everything known about them today comes from their orally transmitted
sacred tradition, a body of texts collectively known as the Vedas ("knowledge")
(2, oral instruction of the Vedas). According to tradition, the Vedas were never
actually composed and have no author, but have existed since before the be
ginning of time. Holy men called rishis were responsible for "seeing" the Vedas
and composing the thousands of hymns that made up the four collections: Rig
Veda, Sama Veda, Yajur Veda, and Atharva Veda, which is the youngest.
Though it is difficult to know how reliable they are, the oldest of these texts,
the Rig Veda-composed roughly between 1 500 and 1000 B.C.-states that
Vedic society was divided into four hierarchical classes: Brahmins (priests).
Kshatriyas (kings and high officials). Vaishyas (landowners and merchants). and
Shudras (craftsmen and servants). Slaves were part of the Da/it (untouchables).
The Brahmins were the highest class because they performed the important

..
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rituals of sacrifice that were the center of the Vedic religion. Kings protected
the Brahmins and supported them financially. In return, the Brahmins made
sacrifices in the name of the kings to bring them wealth, victory, and sons.
The Vedic people worshiped a pantheon of gods, who were the pre
decessors of the Hindu pantheon (3, Indra, king of the gods) so well known
today. Many of these Vedic gods were brought with them from their home
land, while some were accumulated when they encountered and assimilated
with indigenous tribes as they moved through North India. By the fourth
century B.C., the nomadic Vedic tribes were settled in permanent cities and the
actual practice of sacrifice was beginning to decline in
importance, giving way to a tradition concentrated on
the esoteric meaning of sacrifice. This mystical tradi
tion, exemplified in the Upanishads, gave birth to a
class of forest-dwelling holy men who left the settle
ments to spend their lives meditating in the forest. Out
of this class of forest-dwellers, new Hindu reform
movements like Buddhism and Jainism arose and
became a force in North India.
Buddhism stood against the social class order,
and thus opposed the authority of the
Brahmin class. Instead, Buddhists wanted to
define people by their religious knowledge.
Buddhism also rejected the idea of an
eternal self, or atman, which the authors of
the Upanishads believed to be the self that
was reborn in different bodies, either on earth
or in some heaven or hell, through the process
of reincarnation. On the other hand, Buddhism
postulated liberation, or nirvana, through the knowledge that life is suffering
and cessation of any sensual pleasures. The Buddha's teachings characteristi
cally centered on one's own responsibility. Originally, the Buddhist tradition
did not have any gods. Although Buddhists today honor the Buddha and

I ntroduction
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Bodhisattvas, the religion never developed as rich a mythology as Hinduism.
While Buddhism spread from India to Sri Lanka, Tibet, Afghanistan, and East
Asia, the religion that could now be called Hinduism, as distinct from the Vedic
religion, began to develop in response to the Buddhist challenge. During the
subsequent period of religious change, the great Indian epic the Mahabharata
was composed. This epic introduced a new religious idea called bhakti ("devo
tion") that devalued both sacrifice and asceticism in favor of a personal rela
tionship to a high god. Unlike the practice of Vedic sacrifice, which was only
open to those who could afford to pay Brahmins to perform the expensive
rituals, and the philosophical traditions of the Upanishads, which were only
open to those with the education and the capacity to perform austerities,
bhakti was a religious movement available to all people willing to devote
themselves completely to a deity.
The former Vedic high gods-Indra, Mitra, and Varuna-were displaced by
the trimurti ("trinity") of Brahma, Vishnu (4, center), and Shiva, who symbolize
the cycle of beginning, preservation, and destruction of all things, respectively.
A multitude of other gods are worshiped in Hinduism, from pan-Indian deities
like Ganesha (5), known throughout India, to local protective gods like Pota
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Raju, the deified sacrificial post worshiped in South
India. However, the two gods most closely
associated with bhakti worship are Vishnu
and Shiva, the worship of whom formed the
basis of the two major post-Vedic sects,
Vaishnavism and Shaivism, respectively.
These two traditions became prominent in
India as Buddhism began to decline after the
dissolution of the Mauryan Empire. The Gupta
and Harsha Empires of the fourth through the
seventh centuries A.D. strove for a balance
between Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism
in India. Thus, the power of Brahmins, who
had less power under Buddhist rule, began a
resurgence under royal patronage. Starting
in the third century, cities built around
temples dedicated to Shiva and Vishnu
became centers of economic and political
power. With later dynasties, Hinduism rose again
as an "original Indian religion," with its own iconography, rituals, and centers
of pilgrimage.
Along with the creator god Brahma, the myths of Vishnu and Shiva make up
a large part of the Puranas, a body of texts composed from about A.D. 300 to
the time of the arrival of Islam in A.D. 1000. The time of the Puranas coincided
with the rise of feudalism in India, the rise of vernacular literature, and an
increase in the practice of local lords donating tax-free land to temples and
individual Brahmins. Encyclopedic in nature, the Puranas contain descriptions
of rituals, philosophy, histories, and stories and legends about the gods, sages,
kings, and sacred centers around India.
The mythology of Vishnu developed around the central theme of Vishnu's
ability to incarnate himself on earth in order to rescue dharma ("cosmic order")
when it is threatened. Most often, Vishnu has ten incarnations or avatars, the
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most famous of which are Krishna and Rama, the hero of the epic Ramayana.
Hindu goddesses, known as Devi, are worshiped alongside the gods. While the
gods are usually considered individually, the goddess is one deity in many
forms. Some are benevolent like Saraswati, the goddess of wisdom, and
Lakshmi, the goddess of fortune, while others are destructive like the black
goddess Kali and Durga (6), the goddess of battle. Goddess worship, or
Shaktism, was especially popular among lower classes. In villages, local
goddesses were important figures of devotion. The idea of the goddess as
having many forms led to hundreds of small village goddess traditions being
subsumed into a larger religious movement.
Aside from the various religious traditions, the prayer ritual of puja is
performed throughout the
Hindu world. A mode of
worship practiced in temples,
homes, and roadside shrines,
believers recite holy Sanskrit
verses in front of a picture,
statue, book, or some other
physical manifestation of the
divine. Often, puja involves an
offering to the deity that can
take the form of food, money,
incense, chanting, lights, or the
ringing of bells.
Today, Hinduism is the third
largest world religion, with
over 900 million followers
spanning the globe. Mythology
acts as a way to educate
believers about their gods and
break down the often complex
religious concepts.
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CREATION

MYTHS

Creation M yths
Creation takes many forms in H indu myth. H indu
tradition can recognize all stories of creation
without fear of contradiction because, i n Hindu
thought, the universe has no beginning or end, but
goes through incessant cycles of creation, destruc
tion, and re-c reation. The authors of the Puranas
divided each cycle into four descending ages. In the,
Golden Age, all beings were self-sufficient with no

•

The gods of creation

in

need for food or shelter.

the Hindu tradition include

In the Second Age, people got all the sustenance

Vishvakarman, the maker of

they needed from magic trees that provided what

all things; Prajapati, the Vedic
lord of creatures; and Brahma,
the Puranic creator god

•

The universe

is composed

of a continuous cycle of four

ever they w ished for and all men studied the Veda.
The gods divided men into priests, kings, producers,
and slaves-everyone acted according to his class.
In the Third Age, wars broke out and men were no

ages: golden, second, third,

longer able to understand the entire Veda, so the

and dark

gods divided it into four books. Finally, in the Dark

•

The Puranas, post-Vedic

Hindu scriptures, detail the
history of the universe

• The main themes of creation
stories in Indian mythology

are sacrifice, destruction,
and renewal

Creation of the World
Through SacrificeStory of Purusha The giant

Purusha (1) had 1,000 limbs and
1,000 heads; his body took up
the entire universe. To create
the worlds, the gods sacrificed
and dismembered Purusha. His
head became the Brahmin
class, his arms became the
kings, his thighs became the
producers, and his feet became
the slaves. The moon was cre
ated from his mind, his eye be-

ill

Age, humans were corrupt and
immorality reigned on earth. This
age raged until the cosmic
dissolution made way for a
new creation and a new
Golden Age, thus begin
ning the cycle again.
came the sun, space came from
his navel, and the sky came
from his head. All the creatures
of the earth and sky came from
his melted fat and the gods
Indra and Agni were born
from his mouth.With the dis
memberment of Purusha
the gods brought order to
the cosmos and created the
institution of sacrifice,
which would have to be re
peated over and over to
maintain that order.

Creation Through a Body: pp. 20, 27, 229, 331, 380

Creation Myths

Churning the Ocean

stood on opposite

Before the creation of

sides of the ocean,

humanity, the gods

holding ends of the

wanted to ensure their

snake. Tugging the

dominance over the

snake (2), they moved

asuras ("demons"). To

the mountain and

do this, the gods had to

churned the ocean.

drink amrita, the nectar

When the amrita rose

of immortality, which

to the surface, the god

had been lost in the

Vishnu changed into a

ocean of milk. As the

woman and distracted

task was great, the

the asuras while the

gods asked the asuras

gods stole the amrita.

to help in exchange for

The asura Rahu swal

some amrita. Using

lowed some of it be

a mountain as a

fore a god decapitated

churning rod and a

him. His immortal head

snake as a rope, the

swallows the moon,

gods and demons

causing a lunar eclipse.

golden egg was the uncreated,

Hiranyagarbha-The Golden
Embryo In Vedic mythology,
Hiranyagarbha (3) refers to the

underlies all creation.

golden embryo (later translated

Sometimes the golden

unmanifest principle that

as the golden egg) that comes

egg is identified with

out of the primal waters and

creator gods like

separates the earth and sky,

Prajapati, Brahma, and

bringing with it all the gods and

Vishvakarman, as well

the sacrifice. For the rishis who

as in later myths with

composed the Vedas, the

Shiva's dance of creation.

Brahma the
Creator; Shiva the
Destroyer The gods
Brahma and Shiva (4)

rn

..

years, lasts
for just one day of
Brahma's life. Thus,

represent the Hindu
concept of time
and the universe.
According to this tra
dition, Brahma created

verse is destroyed by
Shiva. When Brahma

the universe and all
living entities within it.
Because time is
cyclical, one cosmic
cycle of four ages,
which is made up of
2,160,000,000 human

wakes up, he once
again creates the
world and a new world
cycle begins. As his de
struction of the world
initiates creation,
Shiva is also a creator.

Creation Through a Cosmic Egg: pp. 87, 330, 439, 457

I

when Brahma goes to
sleep at night after the
end of his day, the uni

Gaining Immortality: p.

127

"Indian Mythology I INORA
Indra
Indra (1, top-right on his elephant in a scene from
the Ramayana) appears more times than any other
god in the hymns of the Rig Veda. As the king of the
gods, Indra was a thunderbolt-wielding storm god.
He is still worshiped today in the desert state of Ra
jasthan during a festival called Inder Puja performed
to bring rain during times of drought. Indra's quali

•

ties reflect the attributes of a good king: strength,
Indra was the king of the

gods as well as the god of war
and thunder

•

He had a hall in Svarga

courage, virility, and generosity.
Along with great feats like the slaying of the ser
pent Vritra and the recovery of the gods' stolen

("heaven") where the righteous

cattle, Indra's myths also detail his weakness for

dead lived before reincarnation

soma, an intoxicating drink. In other stories, Indra is

• He is portrayed wielding the
vajra, thunderbolt weapon, or
with a bow, a net, or a hook

•

He is often depicted riding

Airavata, a four-tusked elephant

portrayed as a buffoon or even a sinner, most no
tably when he seduces a priest's wife and is cursed.
In the Mahabharata, he is the father of the hero Ar
juna, and tricks his son's enemy into giving up the
armor that made him invincible.

Indra

a

Indra carries a thunderbolt weapon called the

vajra, which also means "diamond." Vajrayana
(the "diamond vehicle'J refers to the school of
ritual-based Buddhism that developed late in
the tradition's history in India. Said to supersede
both the Hinayana (the "lesser vehicle," a tradi
tion usually called Theravada) and Mahayana
("great vehicle"),

Vajrayana Bud-

dhism is

practiced today in

Nepal

and Tibet.

Indra Slays the Serpent
Vritra When the great
serpent Vritra was

ster. Like Indra, Vritra had mag

holding back the rains

ical power over the weather

within his belly and
leaving the world in
drought, the gods called
on Indra to kill the monster

dodged the attack. Seeing the
serpent's belly exposed, Indra

the monster and freeing the

thunderbolt weapon

rains.

demon Vala had
stolen the gods'
cattle (3) and
trapped the
herd in a cave, the gods called
the fierce warrior god Indra to
get them back. Accompanied

Agni and the Khandava

by storm gods called the

Forest, Indra as Protector of

Maruts, Indra took his thunder

the Forest, see p. 293

bolt weapon, mounted his

The Mahabharata, Indra's Son

chariot, and went out in search
of the cave. The Maruts tracked

Born From the Mouth of
Purusha, p. 288

rn

the path of the stolen cows and
guided Indra to where they
were kept. Finally, Indra and his
companions came to the

Battles Against Serpents: pp. 51,

then took his thunderbolt and
struck Vritra's stomach, killing

Then, armed with the

Indra and the Stolen
Cattle When the

Story of Purusha, Indra Was

blow at Indra's mouth, the god
became as thin as a hair and

for the battle, Indra (2) drank
was filled with strength.

Arjuna, see pp. 296-297

and attacked him with fog and
hail. But when Vritra aimed a

and free the waters. To prepare
three bowls of soma and

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Indra

made for him by the god Tvastr,
he went out to meet the mon

233 I

Stolen Cattle: p. 149

mountain in which the cattle
were penned. Aiming his
weapon at the side of the
mountain, he split it open and
released the cows.

.. Indian Mythology I

YAMA AND AGNI

Varna and Agni
The Vedic gods Yama and Agni embody two impor
tant aspects of ancient Vedic belief-afterlife and
sacrifice, respectively.
One of the wisest deities, Yama was the god of
death and the lord of the underworld. He and his
twin sister Yami were born to the sun god Vivasvat
and his wife Saranya. Yama became the god of
death when he was the first man to die and find the
path to the underworld. In funeral hymns, Yama is
called to lead the deceased to heaven.
Agni, the god of fire, is second only to Indra in the

•

In the Buddhist tradition,

number of hymns addressed to him in the Rig Veda.

Yama is a judge of the dead

Although he was said to be present in the sun, in

and rules the Buddhist hells

lightning, and in the fire of the hearth, his most

•

important role was that of the sacrificial fire,

In Vedic mythology, Yama

found the way to the next world

which transmitted the offerings

•

to the world of the gods. Thus,

Depicted with green or red

skin, he holds a lasso to pull the
soul from corpses

•

Agni was the god of fire;

found in all fiames, he was inte
gral to sacrificial fire rituals

•

He holds an axe, torch, prayer

beads, and a fiaming spear, and
has two heads and three legs

he acted as a mediator be
tween mortals and the
gods. Agni was born out
of the water, where he
was said later to have re
turned to hide and had
to be coaxed out by the
sacrificial priests.

Sacrifice was the central

senting Agni

feature of Vedic religion. It con

in the form

tinually restored cosmic order

of a bird car

and formed the bond between

rying the offering up to

Brahmins and the kings who

heaven. At sunrise and

often sponsored the rituals.

sunset, Brahmin males of

One of the most elaborate of

fered milk to Agni in a ritual

these was the Agnicayana, the

called the Agnihotra, propitiat

"piling up of Agni" in which a

ing the god both as the sun

giant altar was constructed

and the sacrificial fire (right,

shaped like an eagle, repre-

Agni with fire).

ED Fire Cult: p. 55

Yarna and Agni
Yarna's Hells In the Puranas,
Yama rules over a whole realm
of hells designed to punish spe
cific crimes. In Tarnisram, rob
bers are repeatedly beaten into
unconsciousness (1, sinners tor
tured by Yami's servants). Meat
eaters are sent to Kumb
hipakam where they are boiled
in oil for as many years as there
were hairs on all the animals
they ate. Adulterers go to Shal
mali where they are made to
embrace a figure of red-hot iron
while they are flogged. In Ayah
panam, those who have over
indulged in liquor are forced to
drink molten metal.

Yarni and Yarna

Agni and the Khandava
Forest One day, the two he

tected it. Hearing this, Krishna

roes Krishna and Arjuna were

Agni armed them with a bow

and Arjuna agreed to help.

traveling when they met Agni

and discus from the god

in the form of a Brahmin. Agni

Varuna and began to burn

complained to the two men

down the forest. In heaven,

that he was hungry and the

Indra heard the fire and

only thing that could satisfy

poured down rain to put it out.

him was to consume the entire

Arjuna dispelled the rain with

nearby Khandava forest (2).

his arrows and a battle ensued

However, he was not able to

in which he and Krishna fought

do this, as long as the storm
god Indra

nally, Indra withdrew and al

pro-

lowed Agni to sate his hunger.

off Indra and all the gods. Fi

One day

Yami decided to procreate and
produce humankind.
She approached her
twin brother Yama (3),
arguing that the artisan of
the gods, Tvastr, had de
signed them to be the divine
couple to procreate humanity.
As it was taboo to lie with a rel
ative, Yama resisted and
angrily sent her away.

Krishna,
Helped Agni to
Devour the

..
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VARUNA AND MITRA

Va runa and Mitra
Varuna (1), the Vedic ethical god, and Mitra, the god
of pacts and friendship, are best known and most
often worshiped together as a pair. In the Rig Veda,
only ten hymns are addressed to Varuna and one
hymn to Mitra, but 23 are dedicated to the pair
Mitra-Varuna. It is sometimes argued by scholars
that both Varuna and Mitra represent the twin
functions of a king: the magician-warrior and the
priest-jurist, respectively.

•

Varuna was [he ruler of the

sky and god of the celestial

Varuna represents rule through force, obligation,
and magical power, as is exemplified in the myth of

ocean and rains

Varuna's noose. Mitra represents peacetime rule

•

through the oversight and enforcement of social

In pre-Vedic times he was

chief of the gods

obligations and contracts, as is reflected in the

•

He rode on a large crocodile

modern Hindi derivative mitr, which means "friend."

•

Mitra was the patron of hon

esty, friendship, and contracts

•

He is probably identical to the

Iranian god Mithra

•

Varuna and Mitra are linked,

and are associated with the sun

Unlike Mitra, Varuna also appears on his own in a
number of myths and some important rituals, in
cluding the varunapraghasa. This Vedic ritual took
place at the beginning of the rainy season. During
the festivities, the queen or the wife of the sacrificer
had to confess her marital infidelities of the last year
to Varuna, who absolved her of evil.

rn Mithra: p. 58 I Eastern Cults in Rome: p. 222

Varuna and Mitra
Varuna and the Adityas
Varuna was the chief among a
class of gods called the Adityas,
named so because they were
sons of the goddess Aditi,
whose name means "eternal."
Celestial deities of light (2), the
Adityas number six, seven, or
eight in the early myths, but
later are listed as

12 gods to
12 months of

correspond to the

the solar year. Other important
Adityas include Mitra and
Daksha, who was father of the
goddess Parvati and a major
figure in the mythology of the
post-Vedic god Shiva.

Rta, the Cosmic Order
Rta, etymologically related to

charged with maintaining

the English word "ritual,"

the delicate balance of rta

denotes the divine law or cos

on earth through the repe

mic order that underlies the

tition of their hymns and

universe. It was
the conceptual

rituals. In the celestial
realm, Varuna and the

precursor to

other Adityas acted as its

the later idea of

guardians and protectors.
The Rig Veda (right) even

dharma. It holds that

refers to Varuna and Mitra
as "rta's charioteers."

Varuna's Noose

As the god of morality, Varuna

had the power to punish those who deserved it.
He had a noose, called a pasha, which he used
to bind oath-breakers, liars, and sinners. The
noose had a dual function, representing
the fact that all men were "bound" to
obey Varuna's ethical laws, and at the
same time symbolizing the threat of
punishment for those who transgressed

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Varuna and
Mitra
Asuras and Demons. Varuna
Was an Asura

,

see pp. 306-307

Holy Animals, Varuna's Croco
dile Was a Sacred Mount, see
pp.322-323

them. Those whom Varuna bound
and punished became afflicted

and swell up. In some myths,

with dropsy, a disease that

the noose of Varuna takes the

caused the body to retain water

form of a snake

rn

Universal Principles: pp. 102,332,384,430

(3), or naga.

..

• Indian Mythology I THE

MAHABHARATA

The Mahabharata
The Mahabharata (1) is a
major Sanskrit epic of
ancient India. With more
than 74,000 verses, it is
one of the longest epic
poems in the world. The
epic details stories such
as the life of Krishna (3,
with a gopi) and the
rivalry between two
branches of the great Bharata clan: the Kauravas and the Pandavas.
Most imporant of all, the Mahabharata contains the Bhagavad Gita. Con
sisting of 700 verses, the Bhagavad Gita is a conversation between Krishna,
disguised as a charioteer, and the Pandava prince Arjuna on the battlefield of
Kurukshetra. Arjuna faced a moral dilemma when he saw members of his family
on the opposite side of the battle. Using different analogies, Krishna described
the order of the cosmos, the path to knowledge, panentheism, and many other
topics. Thus, the Bhagavad Gita is known as a comprehensive guide to Hindu
philosophies and the principles of yoga. For example, Krishna tells Arjuna about
karma yoga, which is essentially performing acts or duties without any concern
for results. By eliminating the desire for seeing fruits from action, Arjuna can
also eradicate anger and bewilderment from his life.
The
Kauravas, led by Duryodhana,
had a bitter rivalry with their
cousins, the Pandavas. After
losing their kingdom in a dice
match, the Pandavas were
exiled for 13 years. When they
came back to reclaim their
kingdom, Duryodhana refused,
which led to a war that resulted
in the near total destruction of
the entire clan. After the war,
only the Pandavas (2) were left
with their advisor and cousin
Krishna, who was the human
incarnation of Vishnu.

Victory ofthe Pandavas

m Krishna:p.318

The

Mahabharata

..
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LAKSHMI AND SARASWATI

Lakshmi and Saraswati
Lakshmi (1, seated on a snake with Vishnu) and
Saraswati were both wives of the god Vishnu, along
with the river goddess Ganga_ According to one
tale, the wives quarreled so much that Vishnu sent
Ganga to live with Shiva, and Lakshmi to Brahma_
Born from the churning of the milk ocean by the
gods and demons, Lakshmi was the goddess of
prosperity and good fortune. Each time Vishnu
incarnated himself on earth in one of his avatars,
Lakshmi took a corresponding form as his wife or

•

Lakshmi was the goddess of

good fortune and prosperity,
while Saraswati was the goddess
of wisdom, music, and the arts

•

The lotus symbolizes Lak

shmi's traits, e.g., luck and honor

•

Saraswati is associated with

the color white for knowledge

consort. For example, when Vishnu was Rama, she
was his wife Sita.
Saraswati was the goddess of wisdom and the
arts, often pictured with a stringed musical instru
ment called the vina. She was also paired with the
god Brahma, either as his wife or his daughter.
Today Saraswati is often invoked at the start of an
artistic or academic venture.

Lakshmi and Saraswati
Lakshmi has a list of eight
forms-the Ashtalakshmi-in

Lakshmi and the Lotus
Flower-Her Eight Forms
As the goddess personifying

which she is depicted. These

purity and beauty, Lakshmi is

were acquired so that she

closely associated with the
striking lotus flower. She is
ohen depicted in art either car

could continue to b e paired
with her husband, Vishnu, with
his multiple avatars. Each form
corresponds to a different
sphere of prosperity. These

rying or seated within a lotus
flower (2). In Hinduism, the
lotus flower symbolizes long
life, honor, and luck. like a
lotus, which has eight petals,

eight forms are the Lakshmis of
material and spiritual wealth
(Sridevi), food (Dhanya). pa
tience (Aadhi).livestock (Gaja),
offspring (Santana). victory
(Dhairya). knowledge (Vidya),
and gold (Dhana).

Saraswati Invents the Devanagari
Alphabet Saraswati is associated with
wisdom, learning, music, and poetry. She
is ohen identified with Vach, the Vedic
goddess of speech. Saraswati is credited
with the invention of the sacred lan
guage of Sanskrit and of the Devanagari
alphabet (3, section of the Sri Bhagavata
Puran in Devanagari script), the writing
system in which it (as well as the modern
language of Hindi) is written. Sanskrit is
not an ordinary language in the
m
Hindu tradition, but is the
language of the gods and the
language of the holy Vedas.

The
Today Hindus consider the Ganges to be the
holiest river in India (right. bathers at Sangam,
the confluence of the Ganges, Yamuna, and
mythical Saraswati rivers). In the Vedic period
there was another holy river called the
Saraswati, which formed one of the boundaries
of Brahmavartta, part of northern India. Like
the Ganges (Ganga), the Saraswati River was
personified by a goddess. While it is no longer
known exactly which river was called the
Saraswati or if that river is even still in existence,
some people identify it with the Sarasuti, which
originates in the foothills of the Himalaya.
ED Lotus Fl ower

II

in Egypt-Nefertem: p. 73

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Lakshmi and
Saraswati
Brahma, Saraswati's Husband
or Father, see pp. 308-309
Churning the Ocean, Lakshmi
and Saraswati's Birth, see
Creation Myths. pp. 288-289

Rama, When Vishnu Was
Rama, Lakshmi Was His Wife,
Sita, see pp. 314-315
Vishnu, Husband of Lakshmi
and Saraswati, see
pp.312-313
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KALI AND DURGA

Kali a nd Durga
The goddesses Kali and Durga are the two most
famous of the terrifying forms of Devi, the female
aspect of the divine. They were the fiercer forms of
Shiva's wife Parvati. Ferocious in battle, sometimes
the gods had to calm them down to prevent them
from completely destroying the universe.
Although Kali translates as "black goddess," she
was also depicted with blue skin. While the more
frightful of the two goddesses, Kali was also seen as

• Kali, the goddess of death,
doomsday, and time, is a fearful,
destructive figure but also a pro·
tective mother goddess

•

She has four hands: one holds

a sword, another the head of a

a benevolent mother deity. As the ruler of time, she
devoured everything. Irresistible to both men and
gods, she is often depicted as a bare-breasted
woman with fangs and a long tongue. Most com
monly she is seen straddling the god Shiva who is

demon, while the other two

lying face-up on the ground. Her tongue is sticking

hands bless her followers

out in what is often interpreted as a gesture of

•

shame for putting her feet on her husband.

She wears a skirt of severed

arms and a necklace of skulls

• The golden figure of Durga,
the warrior goddess, has eight or
ten arms, each carrying a
weapon, and rides a lion or tiger

•

She embodies shake;, femi'

nine creativity and energy

Parvati Fights Daruka

Golden in color, Durga also represented the Great
Mother. Her ten arms symbolized her strength as a
warrior goddess, riding either a lion or a tiger into
battle. She is often shown fighting the buffalo
demon Mahisa. The nine-day
Durga Puja is the largest
festival in Bengal.

There

was a demon called Daruka

throat, it stayed there,
turning it blue·black.

who could only be killed by a

Because of this, he was

woman. Unable to defeat him,

known as Neelkantha, "the

the gods called on Shiva's wife

one with a blue throat."

Parvati for help. A long time

To prepare to fight the

before, when the gods and

demon, Parvati jumped

demons were churning the

down Shiva's throat. She

ocean of milk, a powerful

combined with the poison

poison called halahala was

to become the black god·

created and rose to the surface.

dess Kali (1). Emerging from

Shiva swallowed it to protect

Shiva's mouth, she led an attack

the gods from its power. As Par·

on Daruka and destroyed

vati stopped the poison in his

him in battle.

rn

Terrifying Goddesses: pp. 38, 93, 265

Kali and Durga
Kali and the Thieves

A band

..

him. She was so enraged at the

Figures and Stories Rele
vant to Kali and Durga

of thieves desired to make a

thieves' plan to kill a Brahmin

Ganesha, Kali and Durga's

human sacrifice to Kali (2). They

that she and her retinue decapi

captured a meditating Brahmin,

tated them, and then began to

bound him, and took him to her

play about with their severed

temple. As a thief raised his

heads. The grateful Brahmin

knife to strike, the Kali idol

walked away unhurt.

Son, see pp. 304-305

Kali Kills Raktabija, see
pp.302-303

Shiva, Kali and Durga's Hus
band, see pp. 320-321

age, two demons named
Sumbha and Nisumbha had be
come so powerful that they
began to oppress the gods.
Sumbha heard about Durga's
power and sent a messenger to
ask for her hand in marriage.
Durga replied that she would
only marry one who could beat
her in battle. Angry, the two
demons attacked Durga, but
she defeated them easily (3, on
the battlefield), restoring con
trol of the universe to the gods.

came to life and
stopped

.. Indian Mythology I

KALI KILLS RAKTABIJA

Kali Kills Raktabij a

A

nother tradition says
that Kali was created

when the gods could not
defeat a terrible demon
named Raktabija ("blood
seed"). He could spring
clones of himself from
every drop of his blood

Kali Kills Raktabija

The more the gods attacked

shaktis combined ro form

without spilling any blood.

the demon, the more

one great warrior goddess,

Then she cut off the
demon's head and held it

demons there were ro

Kali. The gods gave Kali all

attack and so they with

their weapons and sent her

over her mouth so that she

drew ro form a new plan.

alit ro meet Raktabija. Kali

could drink every drop of

Each god projected forth

threw all the clones into her

his blood before it rouched

gaping jaws and ate them

the ground. Finally, with

..

his body drained and his
head cut off, Raktabija was

.. Indian Mythology I

GANESHA

Ga nesha
Having a human body with the
face of an elephant, Ganesha is
perhaps the most distinctive of
the Hindu deities. He was the
son of Shiva and Parvati, and

Gonesha's mount, or vahana,
IS a rat

the brother of Karthikeya. Ganesha is usually
depicted with a large belly and rides on a rat, which
can get in and out of anywhere. His hands hold
symbolic objects, and his free hand is often raised in
protective blessing, or holds a broken
tusk or a plate of sweets.

•

Ganesha was the god of be
ginnings and obstacles, and the
patron of intellectuals

•

He is also known as "lord of
the people"

•

He carried an axe, noose,

and an elephant goad, which
he used to destroy, control, or
subdue the obstacles of life

•

He had a potbelly and was
very fond of Indian sweets

•

His elephant head signifies
the alman, or soul, and his
human body signifies maya,
human existence on earth

•

He rode an agile bandicoot
rat named Kroncha, symbol
izing Ganesha's ability to over
come all obstacles

The worship of Ganesha is also
present in Jainism and in Buddhism.
A Hindu sect known as the Ganap
atyas, which arose during the ninth
century in India, honor him as their
chief god and the embodiment of
supreme reality. Today, Ganesha is
often worshiped by students,
writers, travelers, and businessmen.
He is propitiated at the beginning of
new undertakings and is the first
god invoked in Hindu ritual contexts.

Writing ofthe Mahabharata The sage Vyasa
held the epic (1) in his mind's eye. But he was
old and feared he might forget. He wanted to
compose a great poem that it might endure for
ever, so he asked Brahma what to do. Following

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Ganesha
Holy Animals, Ganesha s Rat
'

Was a Sacred Animal, see
pp.322-323
Kali and Durga, Ganesha's
Mother, see pp. 296-297

Shiva, Ganesha's Father, see
pp.320-321

his advice, Vyasa summoned the wise Ganesha and
asked him to act as scribe. Ganesha agreed, but stipulated that he would do so only if Vyasa dictated it
without pause, Vyasa countered by saying that
Ganesha must not write anything before under
standing the full meaning of it. This gave Vyasa
time to rest during the Mahabharata's re
counting, So Ganesha snapped off
his tusk to use as a pen and
began writing,

rn Janus, Roman God of Beginnings: p. 416

OJ

GaneSha

Birth and Decapitation One
time, Shiva had gone off wan
dering, leaving his wife Parvati
alone. She wanted to take her
bath but had no one to guard
'
the door. Rubbing her arms, she
gathered the earth of her own
body and shaped it into the
figure of a little boy. It came to
life and she set him in front of
the door with strict orders to
not let anyone inside. Soon,
Shiva came home to find a boy
blocking the way into his own
house. Shiva bel lowed, "Who

are you to block my way?!" "I
am Parvati's son and while the
goddess is bathing no one may
enter." "We have no son! Now
stand aside before I get angry!
No beggars allowed!" With one
sharp look Shiva chopped off
his head and threw it away. Par
vati came weeping: "You've
killed our son!"To comfort her
Shiva took the head of an ele
phant, the first creature he hap
pened to see, and, setting it on
the shoulders of their son, re
stored him to life (2).

Buddhi and Siddhi When Ganesha and
his brother Karthikeya reached mar
riageable age, both
were eager to secure a
bride. So a contest
was devised
whereby the first to
encircle the
world would be
the first one
wed. Without a
moment's hesita
tion, Karthikeya
leapt upon his sleek
blue peacock and
raced off into the
sky. Meanwhile, his
portly brother
Ganesha, rather
than mounting his
little rat and set
ting out, simply
lumbered over to his
parents, Shiva and Parvati (3), circled round them
with folded hands, and insisted they declare him
the victor. Perplexed, they asked him to explain.
He said, "Is it not written that he who circumam
bulates his parents gains the merit of traversing
the whole wide world?" Charmed by his clever

ruse, they married him to the two daughters of
Prajapati (4) (the creatoll2 f the world). Their
names were Buddhi ("wisdom") and Siddhi ("fullfillment") and by them Ganesha had two
sons, Kshema ("prosperity") and
Laabha ("profit").

a

..

Indian

Myth olo gy I

ASURAS AND DEMONS

As u ras an d De mons
In the Vedas, asura refers to any divine being-in
cluding gods like Varuna-and is closely related to
Ahura Mazda, a high god in ancient Iran, In later
Hindu mythology, the word applied only to the class
of demonic beings who continually opposed the
gods. As all gods were devas or suras, meaning
"light," the asuras ("not gods") were associated with
darkness. Along with pisacas ("ghouls"), rakshasas
("goblins"), vetalas ("vampires"), bhoots ("ghosts"),

•

kinnaras ("sprites"), nagas ("snakes"), and gand
Asuras ("divine), the demons

of the Indian sky, were opposed
to the devas, the gods

•

The idea that asuras were

demons developed after the

harvas ("nymphs"), asuras were the supernatural but
not divine beings who inhabited the cosmos.
Asuras were not necessarily evil. The ones who
became the most dangerous, like Ravana or Hi

Vedic period

ranyakashipu, did so by praying, meditating, and

•

sacrificing until their piety and righteousness en

They churned the ocean of

milk to receive the elixir of

dowed them with power and invulnerability, which

immortality with the gods, but

corrupted them. The asuras even had their own high

were cheated out of tasting it

•

In Iran, the opposed groups

were reversed: the devas were
demons, and the asuras gods

priest, Sukra, who had the power to raise the dead
and performed sacrifices for the demon king Bali.
The main disagreement between the gods and the
asuras was over the nectar of immortality.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Asuras and
Demons
Churning the Ocean, the
Asuras Worked With the
Gods, see Creation Myths,
pp.288-289
Varuna and Mitra, Known
as Asuras in Vedic Times,
see pp. 294-295
V ishnu, Fought With the
Demons, see pp. 312-313
Goddess lighting against demons:
Many myths describe conflicts
between the gods and the muras

rn

The Yokai: p. 372

A sur as a n d Demons

a

Vamana Wins the Universe Bali, one of the leaders of the
demons and the king of Mahabalipuram, ruled over the
Triloka ("tree worlds"). One day he noticed the earth
quaking and his offerings being refused. He asked the
priest Sukra what was happening, and Sukra
replied that the god Vishnu had
been born on the earth as a
dwarf named Vamana and the
world was trembling under his
weight. Bali decided to hold a
sacrifice and invite Vamana.
When Vamana arrived, Bali of
fered him a gift. Vamana (2)
asked for the land he could
cover in three steps. Bali agreed
and Vamana changed into the
cosmic form of Vishnu. He cov
ered the earth and heavens in
two steps, winning them back.
Not taking the third step, he left
Bali the underworld.

Hiranyakashipu and
Narasimhan A demon king
named Hiranya kashipu had a
son named Prahlada, who was a
devotee of Vishnu and would
not worship his father. Enraged,
the king imprisoned his son.

Prahlada prayed to Vishnu for
help, but his father had been
granted the boon that he could
not be killed by any weapon,
not by day or by night, not in
doors or outdoors, by neither
god, man, nor animal. Vishnu

devised a plan to get around
the demon's invulnerabilities
by taking the form of
Narasimhan the man-lion.
Vishnu killed Hiranyakashipu (3)
with his bare hands at dusk in
the doorway of a buil ding.

.. Indian Mythology I

BRAHMA

Brah m a
A s the highest Hindu deity, Brahma was a creator
god who formed the material world from the
Brahman, the divine ground of the universe. He is
often identified with the Vedic creator god Pra
japati. According to the Puranas, a collection of nar
ratives about Hindu gods and heroes, he sired
people, gods, demons, and all living things with his
daughter Satarupa. When Satarupa ran away,
Brahma was paired with the goddess of luck and

•

Brahma is the creator god of
the Hindu pantheon

•

He is part of the Hindu.trinity
(trimurti) with Vishnu and Shiva

•

He was born from a golden
egg (or a lotus Rower), created
the universe, and gave life to all
living things

• He was associated with the
color red and rode on a swan
• He is depicted with four
heads and four arms, which held
a scepter (or spoon), a string of
beads (or his bow Parivita), a jug
of water, and the Vedas

wisdom, Saraswati. However, in some traditions,
Saraswati is also said to be Satarupa. With the sky
goddess Aditi, Brahma had his son Daksha, who was
the father of Parvati and the father-in-law of Shiva.
Brahma is always depicted with mUltiple heads,
which he grew to watch Satarupa. While he is given
an important role as creator, he is seldom wor
shiped directly. There are only two temples in all of
India dedicated to him alone. By making Brahma ap
pear weak, the other two gods of the Hindu trimurti,
Shiva and Vishnu, were empowered, such as
through the myth that Brahma was born from a
lotus flower that grew from Vishnu's navel.
The Trimurti
The trimurti, sometimes called the Hindu trinity,
refers to the unity of the gods Brahmo, Vishnu,
and Shivo as the creator, preserver, and de
stroyer of the universe, respectively. As a matter
of course, conceptions of the trimurti vary
according to sect, with Vaishnavas exalting
Vishnu above the other two and Shaivas hold
ing Shiva to be the highest. While there has
never been a Brahma sect to speak of, Brahma
plays a role in Buddhism and Jainism. The most
well-known depiction of the trimurti is a 20-foot
sculpture found in the caves of the island of
Elephantajust off the coast ofMumbai.

rn

Triads of Gods: pp. 206, 264

B ra h m a

..

Brahma and Karkati There was once a demoness
named Karkati who went to Brahma and asked to be
come a sucika, or a tiny steel needle (1),
so she could devour people. Brahma agreed
and turned her into visucika, the cholera germ,
and the demoness devoured scores of people.
Later, she began to tire of death and meditated
until she had attained wisdom. With her
newfound enlightenment, Karkati resumed
her demonic form and went to a king in the
Himalaya where, after answering all the king's
questions about the nature of the un iverse,
she was given the job of destroying all the evil
doers in the kingdom.
Brahma's F ive Heads Originally, Brahma (2)
had just one head. Before creating the universe, he was lonely and created a feminine
form from his body, whom he named Satarupa.
Brahma was in love with his daughter and could
not take his eyes off of her. Wanting to watch her
at all times, Brahma grew five heads, one looking
in each direction and one looking upward. Shiva
helped Sata rupa escape by cutting off one of Brahma's
heads. That Brahma was cursed for his
improper relationship with his
daughter is one of the
reasons given for his
lack of worship.

Why Brahma Has No Temple s
One day Brahma a n d Vishnu
went to the Himalaya, the home
of Shiva. Along the way, they
began to argue about which
one of them was the supreme
lord of the universe.
Suddenly, a giant lingam (3)
("phallus") of fire appeared in
their path. Unable to find its
top or bottom, the gods real
ized that the lingam was Shiva
and chanted his name. At this,
Shiva appeared as himself and
offered each god a wish. Vishnu
asked to be Shiva's servant, and

m
Shiva agreed. But when Brahma
asked for Shiva to be born as his
son, Shiva became angry and
cursed Brahma to never be wor
shiped in temples.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Brahma
Creation Myths, Brahma as

Creator God, see pp. 280-281
Saraswati. Brahma's Consort,
see pp. 298-299
Shiva, Part of the Trimurti, see
pp. 320-321

Vishnu, Part of the Trimurti, see
pp. 3 1 2-313

III Indian Mythology I

THE B U DDHA

The Buddha
A

lthough very little is known about the historical founder of
Buddhism, many myths have been developed around his life. The

Buddha was a prince named Siddhartha Gautama born into a powerful

toyal clan of the Shakyas around the fourth or fifth century B.C. Because
his father wanted his son to be a king and not

a

spiritual leader, he kept

the boy shut up in the palace away from the outside world. One night, the
prince had been carousing and enjoying his harem when he looked around
and thought that there must be more to life tban chasing pleasure.
He snuck out of the palace, where he encountered for the first time an old
man, a sick man, a corpse, and a holy man. He decided to find a way
out of the cyclic suffering of life. After trying out a few
extreme forms of asceticism, he discovered the
"middle way" to liberation by rejecting both self
denial and self-indulgence while meditating
under a fig tree, which today is known as a
Bodhi tree (tree of consciousness). Following
his realization, Siddhartha was called the
Buddha, the Awakened One, and began to
gain followers.

The B uddha

III
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VISHNU

Vishn u
In the Vedas, Vishnu appears as
the sun god who walked across the
universe in three steps, which
symbolized sunrise, noon, and sunset.
He later grew more important as one of
the three gods that make up the trimurti,
along with Brahma and Shiva.
While Shiva was the destroyer,

•

Vishnu was originally a Vedic

Vishnu was the preserver, and

Vishnu's weapon was
the Sudarsanacakra

sun god

thus was responsible for maintaining cosmic order

•

in the universe. He often accomplished this by

As part of the trimurti, with

Shiva and Brahma, he was
perserver of the universe

•

He assumed avatars in order

to protect the world

•

In his four hands he held a

conch, a chakra (wheel), a club,
and a lotus

•

His sacred mount was a bird

named Garuda

•

His followers, the Vaish

navas, form the largest sect in
Hinduism

Battle Against the Demon
Hiranyaksha Once a massive,
powerful demon named
Hiranyaksha dragged the earth
down to the bottom of the sea
and held it there. As the gods
were unable to stop him, they
asked Vishnu for help. Vishnu
assumed the shape of a great
boar and dove to the bottom of
the sea where he took on
Hiranyaksha. The battle
between them (1) lasted for a
thousand years before Vishnu
finally overcame his enemy.
Vishnu brought the earth back
to the surface on his tusk.

assuming various avatars, human or animal incarna
tions. Vishnu was also regarded as a creator god
who dreamt of the universe while reclining on the
great snake Ananta Sesha.
Together with his wife Sri-Lakshmi, Vishnu dwelt
in the heavenly city of Vaikuntha, which was com
posed of gold and jewels, and contained giant pools
of red and white lotuses. Vishnu's mount was
Garuda, a giant half-man, half-bird who was the
enemy of all snakes. Once he defeated Indra in a
fight over the nectar of immortality.

Vishnu

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Vishnu

Asuras and Demons, Vishnu
Battled Against the Asuras, see
pp.306-307

The Buddha, in Hinduism
Avatar of Vishnu, see
pp.310-311

Churning the Ocean, Vishnu
Aided the Gods, see Creation
Myt hs, pp.288-289

Krishna, Avatar of Vishnu, see
pp.318-319

Rama, Avatar of Vishnu, see
pp314-315

Supporting the
Mountain When the
gods and the demons set
out to churn the ocean of
milk to produce the nectar
of immortality, they de
cided to use the holy moun
tain Meru as a giant churning
rod and the tail of the snake
Vasuki as a churning rope. How
ever, they needed something on
which to balance the mountain, so
the gods asked Vishnu for help. Vishnu
took the form of a tortoise (2) and dove
under the mountain to support it with the
shell on his back. The gods successfully
churned the ocean and gained immortality.

The Ten Avatars of Vishnu
Vishnu is usually said to have
ten avatars (human or animal
incarnations on earth). The an
imal incarnations are Matsya the
fish (3), who saves Manu from
the flood; Kurma the tortoise,
who helps to churn the ocean of
milk; and Varaha the boar that
rescues the Vedas from the
bottom of the ocean. The
avatars who are neither animal
nor human are Narasimha, the
man-lion who saves Prahlada

End of the World According
to the Hindu tradition, the
present dark age will come to
an end when barbarians over
throw the four-tier hierarchy of
priests, kings, producers, and
servants. They will persecute
women, children, and cows.
Hypocrisy and unrighteousness
will be the dominant character
istics of those in power. No one
will read the Vedas, perform
rituals, or respect Brahmins.
Mlecchas, those who do not
rn End of the World: p. 238

know the sacred language of
Sanskrit, will rule over India and
the lifespan will decrease to 23
years. Cities will collapse and
people will live in the woods,
wearing bark and eating from
the ground. In this era of decay,
a Brahmin named Kalki will be
born. He will be the tenth
avatar of Vishnu. Riding on a
white horse (4), he will restore
order in a final battle, bringing
the end to the dark age and
ushering in a new golden age.

from his
demonic father Hiranyakashipu,
and Vamana, the dwarf who
wins back the earth from the
demon Bali. His human avatars
are Parashurama, the Brahmin
warrior who wipes out all the
kshatriya, a noble warrior class,
on the earth 21 times over;
Rama, prince of Ayodhya;
Krishna, the focus of many
bhakti cults; the Buddha; and
Kalki, who will come as savior at
the end of the cosmic age.
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RAMA

Rama
Rama, the hero of the epic Ramayana, i s considered
the seventh avatar of the god Vishnu and a symbol
of chivalry and virtue in the Indian tradition. He was
the son of Dasarattha, the king of Ayodhya, and
Kausalya. After winning a competition for her hand,
Rama married the princess Sita. Years later, he was
exiled for 14 years over an intrigue. Although inno
cent, he accepted his fate and went to the forest.

• Rama was the seventh
avatar of Vishnu and the prince
of Ayodhya
•

His heroic life is described in
the Indian epic, the Ramayana

•

He was married to the
princess Sita

•

Rama and Sita symbolize loy
alty in marriage and monogamy

•

Rama carried a bow and arrow,
and is often shown with his wife
Sita, Lakamana, and Hanuman

One day Sita, who had followed Rama into exile, was
kidnapped by the demon Ravana. Accompanied by
Hanuman and his monkey army, Rama defeated
Ravana and liberated Sita.
They ruled happily over Ayodhya. However, Rama
expelled Sita for being alone in another man's
(Ravana's) house. While in exile, Sita gave birth to
twins, Lava and Kusha. Chancing upon his sons one
day in the forest, Rama took his family to live with
him in Ayodhya until they ascended to the sky

rn Heroes Fighting Against Monsters: pp. 27, 181, 165, 251, 361

(1).

Rama
Rama Fights the Demons
When Rama was still a boy in his
father's kingdom, the sage Vish
vamitra visited the court. The
sage asked Rama's father
Dasaratha to send the boy to
his hermitage, Sidhasrama, to
drive out the monster Thataka
who was troubling him there.
Although he could not see how
the boy could help, the king
sent Rama out with the sage.

With his brother Lakshmana (2),
Rama followed Vishvamitra
back to Sidhasrama. Afte r Rama
killed Thataka with his spear, he
and Vishvamitra performed a
sacrifice. However, Thataka's
sons, Mareecha and Subahu, at
tacked to avenge their mother's
death. Rama killed them with
his arrows. With Thataka and
her sons dead, Vishvamitra's
hermitage was peaceful again.

Rama Marries Sita When King
Janaka's beautiful daughter Sita
was ready to marry, a contest
was held to find a groom.
Whoever could string the
magical bow of Shiva would
win Sita's hand. Suitor after
suitor tried to string the bow,
but no one could even bend it.
Finally Rama, who had heard of
Sita's beauty, took hold of the
bow and it shattered in his
powerful grip. At this, Sita
married Rama in an elaborate
royal wedding (3).
Rama's War Against Ravana
One day while living in the
forest, Sita was captured by
Ravana, the ten-headed demon
ruler of Lanka, who had fallen in
love with the princess after
hearing about her beauty. In
order to recover her, Rama
made an alliance with the
monkey king Sugriva, who sent
his councillor Hanuman (4) and
his army to accompany Rama to
Lanka. In order to help Rama
and his monkey army to invade
Lanka, Hanuman had to con
struct a bridge across the ocean.
When they reached Ravana's

palace, the army defeated his
demonic forces and Rama
challenged the demon king

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Rama

Asuras and Demons, Rama
Battled Against Demons, see
pp.306-307

Battle of Rama and Ravana,
Scene From the Ramayana,
see pp. 3 1 6-317

Lakshmi, Lakshmi as Rama's
Consort Sita, see Lakshmi and
Saraswati, pp. 298-299

Vishnu, Rama as an Avatar of
Vishnu, see pp. 312-313

to single combat in order to
reclaim Sita.

a

_ I ndian Mythology I BATTLE OF RAMA AND RAVANA
Battle of Rama and Ravana
I

n an attempt ro win back his wife, Sita, Rama wenr

ro

war against the demon

Ravana, who had srolen her. Meeting in battle, Ravana sounded his conch

and shot a volley of arrows at Rama. When Rama avoided his shafts and
sent forth arrows of his own, Ravana rook to the sky and began
shooting arrows and magical weapons down on
Rama's men. Rama countered all of his attacks and
began to shoot off Ravana's limbs. Each time
one of his limbs was cut off, it grew back, but
after a while Ravana fell down stunned.

Battle of Rama and Ravana

Rama withdrew umil his foe got up, then resumed his
attack. Finally; Rama used his most
powerful spell-the
Brahma weapon-to
kill Ravana, whose
soul, because he
had once been a

_
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KRISHNA

Krishna
The focus of numerous
cults, Krishna is possibly
the most popular god
in Hinduism. He is an
incarnation or avatar of
the god Vishnu, but has
come to be regarded as a
high god in his own right.

•

Krishna, meaning 'blue

black: is the eighth avatar of
Vishnu

•

He is one of the most popular

of the Hindu gods

•

His dialogue with Arjuna
about the main teachings of
Hinduism constitutes the

Bhagavad Gita
•

He is depicted as a philo

sophical prince, or a young
cowherd playing a fiute

•

He was often portrayed with

blue-black skin, wearing a crown
of peacock feathers and a yellow
loincloth; he also appeared as a
crawling or dancing child

Krishna Kills Aghasura
Frightened by a prophecy that
Krishna would kill him, Krishna's
uncle, Kamsa, tried to kill him.
He sent a demon called Agha
sura to devour Krishna. Seeing
him playing with his friends
near the river, Aghasura took
the form of a giant serpent and
opened his mouth wide.
Thinking it was a cave, Krishna
and his friends wandered in (1)
and Aghasura shut his jaws. To
escape, Krishna made his body
expand until he burst open the
demon's stomach.

Krishna had no specific mounr, rhus
heis seen on various onimals

According to the Mahabharata, Krishna was a
prince in the Yadava clan. After barely escaping
being killed by his uncle Kamsa, he was raised by a
cowherd couple named Nanda and Yashoda_ One
day, when Yashoda caught the boy eating dirt, she
demanded that he open his mouth. When he did,
she saw the entire universe inside and knew his true
nature_ Krishna's adolescence consisted of youthful
pranks and erotic interludes with the gopi girls, of
which his favorite was Radha. Later, Krishna allied
with the Pandavas brothers in the war with the Kau
ravas_ As the chariot driver of one brother, Arjuna,
Krishna taught him about cosmic order and wisdom.
His teachings, described in the Bhagavad Gita, are
seen as the most important texts of Hinduism.

Kris hna
Krishna an d Radha Radha (2, with
Krishna) became important in
Krishna's mythology when she
was introduced as his chief
consort in the poet
Jayadeva's 1 2th-century
Gitagovinda ("song of the
lord"). Among a II of the
gopi girls, Radha was
Krishna's favorite. Because
Radha was married to an
other man, her relationship
with Krishna could not be
consummated, making
Radha's longing for her lover
parallel a Krishna devotee's
longing to meet with the god.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Krishna
Asuras and Demons, Krishna

Battled Against Demons, see
pp. 306-307
Holy Animals, Cows as Sacred
in Connection With Krishna
Go p al a, see pp. 322-323
The Mahabharata. the Bha

govad Giro. pp. 296-297
Vishnu, Krishna as an Avatar of
Vishnu, see pp. 312-313

Holi, the Festival of Colors, is held in the
is the throwing of colors, in which
revelers cover each ather in brightly
dyed powders and water. In Vrinda
van, Krishna's boyhood home, and
Mathura, the city of his birth, Holi is a
major celebration revolVing around
events in the courtship of Radha and
Krishna and involves mack battles
between men and women.

Krishna and Radha's love was
marked by playful fighting and
jealous quarrels that had to be
mended through the interven
tion of one of Radha's sahelis
("girlfriends"). As the incarna
tion of Vishnu and lakshmi,
the couple symbolized sexual
love and fertility. Sometimes
Radha is regarded as an as
pect of Krishna's feminine
energy. Among the members
of the Gaudiya Vaishnava sect,
the 1 6th-century saint Chai
tanya is seen as the incarnation
of Radha and Krishna fused to
gether in one body.

The Rasalila One night,
Krishna began to sing under the
moon, causing all the women of
the village to leave their homes
and join him. Yet, when they
reached the spot where Krishna
had been, he was gone. As they
called for him on the banks of
the Yamuna River, Krishna reap
peared and multiplied himself
so that he could dance with all
the women at once in a ritual
dance (3, the rasalila) that
lasted all night.

spring throughout India. Its main feature
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SHIVA

Shiva
Alongside Vishnu, Shiva is one of
the two main Hindu gods. In the
trimurti, he is the destroyer, a role
which, along with his fame as a great
hunter, stems from his Vedic predecessor,
Rudra. Originally a moon deity, Shiva ex
hibits female aspects. In later mythology,
he possesses a dual nature that is erotic
and ascetic; benevolent and terrifying;

• In the trimurti, Shiva is the de

creative and destructive.
Shiva's wife was Parvati

(1, coming

stroyer, but elsewhere he is also
associated with regeneration

out to meet Shiva) and he had two

• He was the patron of Yogis

sons, the elephant-headed Ganesha

and Brahmins, as well as the
protector of the Vedas

• He appears as a lingam when
he represents a reproductive
force

• He is shown with a third eye
and several arms, which carry a
trident, while riding a white bull

• His followers, the Shaivas,
form one of the three largest
denominations in Hinduism

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Shiva

Ganesha, Shiva's Son With
Parvati, see pp. 304-305
Ganga, Sent to Live With
Shiva, see Lakshmi and
Saraswati, pp. 298-299

Nandi and Shiva, Shiva's Bull,
see Holy Animals, pp. 298-299
Parvati and Daruka, How
Shiva Got His Blue Throat, see
Kali and Durga, pp. 300-301

The Trimurti, Shiva as a Part of
the Hindu Trinity of Gods, see
Brahma, pp. 308-309

and Skanda or Karttikeya, a war god.

Parvari,Shiva'sconsorr, has mulriple
manifesrarions

Often depicted on his mount, a bull named Nandi,
Shiva wears a cobra instead of a sacred Brahmin
thread and dresses in a tiger's or elephant's skin.
In the form of Nataraja ("cosmic dancer"), the
inflamed Shiva dances upon the body of the dwarf
Apasmara, who represents the ignorance that
destroys the world. As Shiva dances, cosmic order
resumes; when his dance is over, the world and the
cosmic order collapse.

S hiva
Destruction of Daksha's Sacrifice
When Parvati, daughter of the sage
Daksha, married Shiva, her father was
displeased by his new son-in-Iaw's
strange appearance and disap
proved of the marriage. When
Daksha held a sacrifice and invited
all the gods, he snubbed Shiva by
refusing to include him. Parvati
learned of her father's
disrespect, and went
to the sacrifice to

The Lingam After Parvati's death, a
grief-stricken Shiva went to the Daru
forest. There h e met the great sages
who lived there with their wives. The
sages mistrusted Shiva and when their
wives began to lust after the newcomer,
they were enraged and cursed Shiva's phallus
to fall off. When his phallus hit the earth, it
began to quake. The sages were afraid and
begged Shiva for his pardon. Forgiving them,
Shiva told them to worship his phallus in the
form of the lingam (3), and he would bestow

II

confront him. When she arrived, Parvati
threw herself into the sacrificial fire and
burned to ashes. Hearing this, Shiva
became enraged and made two demons
from his matted locks. The demons
attacked Daksha's sacrifice, burning
down the enclosure and beheading
Daksha. While the demons raged out of
control, the gods begged Shiva to recall
them. His anger spent, he complied
and replaced Daksha's head with that
of a goat (2).
his grace on them. In temples and
shrines, Shiva is worshiped in the
form of a lingam that stands on a
bowl, called a yoni, which symbol
izes the vagina. The lingam and
yoni are washed and doused with
melted butter and other essences
to maintain the cosmic u n ification
of male and female. Scholars
believe that the cult of the
lingam has existed in I n d ia
since antiquity.

Shiva Beheads Brahma With the emergence of
Vaishnavism and Shaivaism (followers of Vishnu
and Shiva, respectively) as the main Hindu sects
during the Middle Ages, there was a tendency to
ignore the role of Brahma as creator. Some
myths name Shiva or Vishnu as the ma in creator
god, depicting Brahma as a "lesser god" who
always needs help from more powerfu l gods. In
one such myth, Brahma and Shiva started ar
guing one day over which of them was g reater.
Becoming very angry, Shiva cut off one of
B rahma's heads with the tip of his pinky nail.
When the head fell off, it stuck to Shiva's hand.
The Brahmahatya, a fanged, howling demo ness
surrounded by flames who haunted all those
who commit the sin of Brahmin-murder,
appeared beside him. With the skull stuck to
his hand and the Brahmahatya following him
wherever he went, Shiva took on the fearsome
form called Kalabhairava (4). He set out to
wander the earth until he came to the holy city
of Varanasi, where his sin was absolved.

III I nd i a n Mythology I

HOLY ANIMALS

Holy Animals
A number of animals are held sacred in Hinduism.
The sacredness of cows in India, for example, can be
traced to the ancient cow cult of Aryans. The wor
ship of cattle is also connected to the cowherd
Krishna, and to Shiva in his role as Pashupati, the
lord of beasts. Cattle also hold a special place as the
providers of the milk used to make clarified butter
for sacrifice and the dung that is used as fuel.
Other important animals and mythological crea
tures are the mounts of the gods which are not

•

A central theme of Hinduism

is respect for all life

•

Cows are highly revered in

Hinduism; Krishna, also known
as Govinda, meaning "one who
brings satisfaction to the cows,"
was a cowherder as a child

•

Many Hindus are vegetarian,

honored in an active cult, These include Vishnu's
bird Garuda, Shiva's bull Nandi, Ganesha's rat,
Brahma's swan, Indra's elephant, and Durga's tiger.
One form of Shiva even rides a dog, usually con
sidered an extremely unclean animal. Monkeys also
have a special importance in India because of their
connection to the popular monkey god Hanuman.
While orthodox Vishnu worshipers tend to avoid

but animal sacrifice was part of
ancient Vedic ritual practice

killing animals and practice vegetarianism, the

•

ancient Vedic culture practiced ritual killing, most

The gods' mounts had their

own symbolic meanings, e.g.,
Garuda fiying is the symbol of the
human soul as it rises to heaven

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Holy Animals
Brahma, His Mount Was a
Swan, see pp.308-309

Durga, Her Mount Was a
Tiger, see pp.300-301

Ganesha, His Mount Was a
Rat, see pp. 304-305

Rama, Hanuman Was His Serv
ant, see pp. 314-315

Shiva, His Mount Was a Bull,
see pp.320-321

Varuna, His Mount Was a
Crocodile, see pp.294-295

notably in the famous ashvamedha, or horse sacri
fice. Modern goddess worshipers still make animal
offerings to wild goddesses like Kali.

Nandi and Shiva When
Surabhi, the mother of all cows,
began to give birth to legions of
snow-white cattle, the milk that
came from their udders was so
copious that it flowed like a
river into Shiva's dwelling,
disturbing his meditation.
Angry, Shiva opened his third
eye and shot fire at the cows,
turning their white hides
black and brown. The cows
were afraid and appealed
to the gods for help. To
pacify Shiva, the gods
presented him with

rn Animals in Myth: pp. 104, 230,424

the great bull Nandi (1), the son
of Surabhi and Kasyapa, as his
mount. Nandi's figurines are
found at all Shiva
temples as the
protector of all
animals.

Holy Animals

bird Garuda, Vishnu's mount,
had a natural enmity with
snakes (2, battle between
Garuda and the snakes). When
he was given permission by

Indra to hunt them, the snakes
proposed to hold a snake sacri
fice to offer Garuda victims on a
regular basis. Refusing to go
along with it, the snake demon
Kaliya challenged Garuda to a

Surabhi's Birth Surabhi (3),
worshiped as Kamadhenu ("the
wishing cow"), was a celestial
animal that had the power to
grant her owner anything he
desired. Believed to protect hu
manity from hunger and thirst,
Surabhi also guaranteed wealth.
There are two stories of her
birth. In one, she rose from the
ocean of milk while the gods
and the demons were churning
it to obtain the nectar of
immortality. In another, the god
Brahma drank too much of the
nectar and became sick,

vomiting out the celestial cow.
Surabhi immediately began
to give milk, which col
lected into the ocean of
milk, on the shores of
which lived the
sages called
the
Phenapas,
who sur
vived by
eating sea foam.
Surabhi's four daughters,
Saurabhi, Hamsika, Subhadra,
and Dhenu, serve as guardians
of the four directions.

Garuda and the Snakes The

battle in the Yamuna River. As
the two fought, Garuda
splashed water on a sage, who
cursed Garuda to die if he ever
returned, making the river a
safe haven for snakes.
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In Chinese mythology, dragons are divine and bring good luck
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INTRODUCTION

Chinese Mythology

With a history spanning some 6,000 years, China
along with ancient Egypt, India, and Mesopotamia
represents one of humanity's earliest high cultu res. Like the
others, it gave rise to a rich mythology that served the function of helping to
explain the world. The earliest Chinese myths were passed on orally. Later,
du ring the classical period around 500 B.c., they were written down in diverse
and sometimes contradictory versions. In 213 B.C., many of these texts were
bu rned on the order of Emperor Qin Shi Huangdi, who commanded the
destruction of all writings that did not address historical, medical, or
agricultu ral topics. This order was not rescinded until 191 B.C., and people
then attempted to re-create the lost texts.
In contrast to the mythological systems of other peoples, the traditional
Chinese gods were not viewed as having participated in the creation of the
world. I nstead, the universe and the first human, P'an ku, arose from a dark
and formless material through a long process of evol ution witho ut the inter
vention of supernatural forces. The world was seen as being governed by the
principle of yin and yang (1): perfect and inseparable pairs of opposites.
According to this tradi
tion, yin, the feminine
q u ality, gives form to all
things, while the mascu
line q uality of yang fills
them with spirit.
The earth was con
ceived as a square
floating in an endless
ocean. It was composed
of five basic elements:

Introduction

water, fire, metal, earth, and wood. At the center of this world lay China, the
"Middle Kingdom" (2, the Forbidden City), which was ruled by gods. These
gods created China's inhabitants and taught them arts and skills. The first
heavenly rulers also provided their subjects with technologies essential to life.
Each invention-such as cooking, writing, medicine, the wheel, the fishing net
and the plow-was credited to a specific deity. In Chinese mythology, the
country's early history is described as a golden age in which people lived in
harmony with the gods and each other.
Each of the numerous Chinese deities was assigned a particular area of
responsibility: mountains, thunder, drought, fire, rivers, heaven, justice, good
fortune, war (3, the terracotta army), cooking, the sea, compassion, the moon,
wealth, rain, the sun, the stars, water, wind, the taming of monsters, and so
forth. The god of heaven was the highest and most powerful deity, ruling over
all living things. Evil spirits, monsters, and intelligent animals, such as the
phoenix and unicorn, also populate the world of Chinese mythology; elegant
dragons flew over the breathtakingly beautiful landscapes of holy mountains.

.
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However, although the gods expend
ed great efforts to organize life on
earth, it remained vulnerable and
incomplete. Whenever yin and yang
fell out of balance, natural catastro
phes like floods and droughts plagued
the people. Du ring these critical
times, heroes appeared in the
Middle Kingdom, and carried out
glorious deeds to save the world
from destruction.
Yet h uman beings also bore their
own responsibilities and had to justify
their actions. Chinese mythology also
includes the concepts of h eaven and
hell. Paradise was said to occupy an
island in the China Sea, where the
souls of the righteous dwelt and the
gods lived in golden palaces. There, people feasted on the most exquisite rice
and drank the finest wines. Illness, pain, and cold were unknown. The tradi
tional Chinese idea of hell was based on Taoist and Buddhist concepts of the
next world. According to them, Yanluo Wang, ruler of the underworld, super
vised ten subterranean judgment chambers, each with 18 levels. Each chamber
focused on a particular variety of sin, which was cr uelly pu nished: sinners were
beheaded, hacked into pieces, ground into dust, bu rned, boiled in oil, and so
forth. The Yamas, gods who judged the dead, oversaw these punish ments.
However, if sinners honestly regretted their evil deeds, they were granted
mercy. They could drink the elixir of forgetfu lness and be reborn in the world
as animals or as poor, sick h uman beings. Only the worst criminals were
refused the right to reincarnation.
China's th ree great religions-Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism-have
all engaged themselves with traditional Ch inese mythology. The pragmatically

Introduction
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oriented Confucian philosophy gave the myths rational interpretations,
embedding them in a historical context. Thus, many gods and heroes became
imaginary figures of Chinese history, losing their divine auras. Appearing in the
guise of emperors and officials, they were honored as models of ideal rulers.
For instance, ancient Chinese divinities, such as the sun goddess Xi He and the
moon goddess Chang Xi, were transformed into government officials and even
changed from female to male. Taoism, on the other hand, stylized genuine
historical figures into divinities. The biographies of great leaders were embel
lished with accounts of their magical powers and mystical transformations.
The Taoist pantheon also included some beloved figures from the mythical
world who gained new recognition as "immortals" (4, Taoist immortal). The
heroes of both Taoist and Buddhist mythologies possessed human physical
attributes and character traits. They lived among human beings in the world of
everyday concerns.
Mythological concepts also influenced China's technological development.
Searching for the elixir of immor
tality-supposedly to be found in a
mysterious faraway land of the
West-Chinese seafarers constructed
a magnetic compass in the fourth
century B.C. In the sixth century A.D.,
paper money replaced the copper
coins that people had previously sent
with the dead to help them pay for
their passage into the next world.
Even today, on the traditional holiday
of Qingming (5), the Chinese burn
symbolic offerings of joss paper
money at the graves of their ances
tors. To ward off evil spirits in the sky,
the Chinese invented gunpowder and
fireworks in the ninth century.

.. Chinese Myth ology I

CREATION MYTHS

Creation Myths
According to Chinese mythology, the world is the
product of a long evolution, The universe created it
self without the assistance of supernatural powers;
thus, there was no specific creator. Instead, Taoism
is based on the creation of the Tao (the "way"),
which serves both as a kind of cosmological law and
the highest reality.
At the beginning, the initial state of chaos divided

• According to Chinese
mythology, chaos formed the
original state of the universe
• In Chinese philosophy, the
Tao is the foundation of the
world

itself between the first two original, natural ele
ments: the opposites, yin and yang. These elements
became the source for the birth of the material
world and all living beings, as well as for the power
of creation.

• The complete opposites yin
and yang were formed from
chaos

• The world's first living being
was P'an ku, the ancestral father
of humanity

• He emerged from the
cosmic egg and in doing so
created heaven and earth

• His body gave rise to natural
phenomena, such as moun
tains and clouds
• He is often shown swinging
an enormous axe

First, chaos shaped itself into a huge egg, which
gave birth to P'an ku, the first person, He became
the master builder of the universe, After he died,
parts of his body became various features of the
world, such as mountains, rivers, and plants.
The wisdom of the an
cient Chinese people is
revealed by the fact that
their mythology refers to
an important cosmic
concept-the expansion
of the universe.

The Middle Kingdom
The Chinese call their country

not excfusively Chinese, as the

Zhong-guo (right), which

Romans and the Egyptians also

translates as the "Middle King

believed that they lived at the

dam." This term was first used

center of the world. The name

in 600 B.C. and reflects the

China, as used in European

worldview of the ancient

based languages, comes from

Chinese people. Based on this

the word Qin, which refers to

notion, China lies Qt the center

the first Chinese empire estab

of a world surrounded by a

lished by the emperor Qin

boundless ocean. This idea was

Shihuangdiiin 221 B.c.

rn Creation Through a Cosmic Egg: pp 87, 289, 439, 457 I Creation Through a Body: pp.20, 27, 229, 288, 380
.

Creation Myths
P'an ku and the Egg Formed
From Chaos At the beginning
of time, a murky chaos was
found everywhere. One day, an
enormous egg arose from the

The Separation of Heaven
and Earth After P'an ku
hatched from the egg, he stood
between heaven (yin) and earth
(yang) and held them apart (2).
Every day both the sky and the
earth grew ten feet larger. But
P'an ku was growing too. After

dark, shapeless original mass.
Then, after 1 8,000 years, the in
separable opposites, the femi
nine yin and the masculine
yang, came into balance within
the cosmic egg. This balance
gave rise to the world's first
human being, P'an ku. He was
the first person, an ancestor to
all of humanity. It is said that
after waking from a long sleep,
he picked up an axe and, with
great effort, freed himself from
the egg (1). As he broke
through the egg, a light, clear
substance streamed out of the
shell and floated upward,
where it transformed itself into
the sky. Another substance fell
downward, where it solidified
to become the earth.

18,000 years he was 90,000 Li
(36 miles) tall. When he died, his
last breath became the wind
and the clouds. The sun
emerged from his left eye and
the moon from his right. The
stars were formed from his hair.
His body formed five moun-

III

The Three Sovereigns, P'an
ku's Successors, pp. 334-335

Yin and Yang, Basic Principles
of [he World, pp. 332-333

tains, which became the sacred
mountains of China (3). His
muscles became fields, as rivers
were formed from his blood,
and his veins became roads. His
skin transformed into flowers
and trees, and his bones into
jade and pearls.

I
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Chinese Mythology I YIN AND YANG

Yin and Yang
A central element of Chinese thought is the dual
principle of yin and yang (3). All things and
processes in the universe have two aspects that
contradict each other, but each can only exist as
one pole of an opposition: feminine-masculine,
warm-cold, above-below, beginning-end,
space-time, light-darkness, east-west, etc. Their
dynamic interplay is responsible for the changing
movements throughout human history.
Although neither of the opposing poles is morally
superior to the other, various philosophical currents
have often emphasized one or the other: for ex
ample, Taoists favored the soft yin, wh ile Confucian
ists preferred the masculine, hard yang. The idea
that these opposites exist in balance and that
change should be accepted was formulated for the
first time in the I Ching ("Book of Changes").

Sun-Moon Yin is the moon,
which embodies weakness.
Yang is the sun, which stands
for strength. During an eclipse
of the sun, these two celestial
bodies work together as part
ners. Neither the feminine,
m

passive energy nor the mascu
line, active energy of the yang
sun dominate the sky at this
moment. While the contrast
between the sun and the moon
is clear, both are found in com
plete balance (2).

Universal Principles: pp. 1 02, 295, 384, 430

Masculine-Femin ine The
masculine yang is white, while
the feminine yin is black. How
ever, both yin and yang have a
piece of each other at their
cores (1). The two powers both
attract and complement each
other. It is this very relationship
that make partnership, love,
and equality possible.
F ire-Water As fire, yang repre
sents creativity. Yin, as water,
evokes transformation. Both
original elements (4) continu
ally displace each other. During
a snowy winter, water domi
nates and fire dies out. In the
spring, water becomes weaker
and fire is reborn. In a hot
summer, water dies out and fire
triumphs. In autumn, water
comes to life again and fire
fades away.

Yin and Y a n g

..
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C h i nese Mythology I THE T H R E E SOVE R E I G N S

The Three
Sovereig ns
The first gods were
born of yin and yang,
and their children
were Fuxi, N u wa, and
Shen nong. These
three sovereigns were
given a mission to re-

Fuxi raughr rhe {irst peaple haw ro

create the world, which

hunt and {ish with nets

was in a state of disarray following the death of
P'an ku, the first man. They put a great deal of
energy into their work. By introduci ng the arts and

• The three sovereigns were

useful inventions to the people, as well as teaching

Fuxi, NOwa, and Shennong

them lesso ns to improve their standards of living,

• Fuxi was the heavenly sover
eign and NOwa was his sister
and wife

culture. The era of their reigns was heralded as

• They are most often illus
trated with human heads and
snake bodies

• Fuxi held a panel, a symbol

the sovereigns became the founders of Chinese
the golden age.
The first sovereign was Fuxi, the heavenly sover
eign, and first ancestor of 100 emperors. His mar
riage to his sister, Nuwa, balanced yin and yang. The

of the earth, while NOwa's com
pass symbolized the heavens

third sovereign, Shen nong, ruled over the earth and

• Shennong was the god of

sovereigns were known

agriculture; he also invented
the plow and tea

agriculture as the earthly sovereign. Together, the
as the "three august
ones."

The Fux; Temple
Fuxi, the heavenly sovereign and first
mythical emperor, was supposedly
born in Chengli (known today as Tian
shui) in the Gansu province. Therefore his
birthplace is known as the cradle of
Chinese civilization. In Tianshui, there is
a Taoist temple dedicated to Fuxi. The
temple was built during the Ming dynasty
in 1490 and remodeled in 1597. Fuxi's
mausoleum is located in Zhoukou in
the Henan province.

The Th ree Sovereigns

Animals and People NUwa

mK

created all domestic animals in six
days. On the seventh day, she
scul pted the first people out of
yellow clay. However, after the
goddess had created a hundred
people, she grew tired. She took
a long, climbing plant, di pped
it into the clay, and shook it
vigorously (1). As the lumps
of clay fell to the
grou nd, they came to
l ife. In this way she
created two
types of

people. The people that NUwa had
sculpted with her hands had strong
characters and led successful lives.
However, the people created from
the lumps of clay were weak and
vulnerable. Later, the goddess
saved the world and all of her
creations from destruction. Upset
that he lost his claim to the throne
of heaven, the evil water god Gong
gong shook the pillars of heaven,
which created a flood that threat
ened to wipe out all of creation.
NUwa stopped the flood by cutting
off the legs of an enormous turtle
and using them to support the sky.

Shennong, the Farmer
God Shennong (2) ruled

for 1 20 years. He invented the
plow and taught people how to farm. Because
this agricultural god discovered tea and 1 00
medicinal herbs, he is known also as the founder
of traditional Chinese medicine. Together with
Fuxi he built the guqin, a musical instrument
similar to the zither used by scholars, poets, and
philosophers. Both Chinese and Vietnamese
people honor Shennong as their ancestor.

Emperor Vao and the First
Calendar Yao, who, according
to Confucian belief, was one of
the "three august ones," was
celebrated as a philosopher,
scholar, and tamer of floods.
During his reign, dams were
erected on the Yellow River.
Yao was the founder of Chinese
astronomy. He inspired the
development of the
moon calendar

together with
his brothers (3),
each of whom
represents one
ofthe 1 2
rn Teachers of Agricultur e: pp. 24, 1 30 I Great Floods:

astrological signs. The calendar
(4) helped farmers determine
sowing and harvest times.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to the
Three Sovereigns

P'an ku, First Ancestor of the
Sovereigns, see pp. 330-331

Xi He, Her Sons Threatened
Emperor Yao's Empire,
see pp. 338-339
Yellow Emperor,
Another Mythical Sov
ereign, see pp. 336-337

pp. 28

,

32, 335, 401 , 4 1 1 , 445

..
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Chinese Mythology I YELLOW EMPEROR

Yellow E m peror
Huangdi, the "yellow emperor," was one of the
mythical sovereigns and cultural founders of China.
He was credited with numerous inventions and
achievements, primarily in the area of medicine. He
was credited as having written the Huangdi Neijing,
the oldest written text on traditional Chinese medi
cine. He was also often associated with music and
with individual instruments. Chinese music was

• Huangdi, the yellow

born on the day that Ling Lun, the Chinese god of

emperor, was one of the myth
ical sovereigns of ancient China

music, gave the yellow emperor a flute that imitated

• In Taoism, Huangdi is known

attempt to date his reign placed it during the third

as the god of war

• He invented acupuncture,
musical instruments, the com
pass, and the chariot

bird songs. During the Zhou dynasty, the first
millenium B.C. Like the Zhou, other dynasties traced
their ancestry back to H u angdi. Ying Zheng, who
was credited with unifying the Chinese Empire, later
assumed the title Qin Shihuangdi: the first exalted

The Immortal Huangdi When emperor of Qin.
he was a hundred years old,
Huangdi prepared himself to
die. As the clock struck his
final hour, a dragon ap
peared and flew him to
the heavenly realm of
the immorta l s.

H u angdi is especially honored by Taoists, who

elevated him to the status of an immortal emperor
and god of war during
the Han dynasty.

Yellow Empe ror
Huangdi-God of War Ac
cording to legend, Huangdi was
the protector god of a certain
clan, whose totem animal was
a bear. This clan was at war
with the neighboring clan of
the sorcerer Chi You. Huangdi
called upon eight other clans
to fight this enemy as a
common army (2). The fighting
lasted for days and days. Finally,
Chi You breathed a cloud of fog
over the battlefield. This emer
gency prompted Huangdi to in
vent the compass (3). With one
attached to each of the warriors'
chariots, the combatants were
Figures and Stories
Relevant to the Yellow
Emperor

Dragon Deities, Huangdi's
Helper, see pp. 342-343

The Eight Immortals, Huangdi
as Immortal, see pp. 340-341
The Three Sovereigns, Other
Sovereigns, see pp. 334-335

Huangdi-Scholar and
Inventor In the Huangdi
Neijing, which was written as a

Even today, silk is still closely connect
ed with Chinese culture. In ancient
times, the material held great economic
significance. For this reason, the method
of its manufacture was kept strictly secret.
It is na surprise that mythalogical origins
were ascribed to this art. Chin His Ling
Shih, the wife of the yel/ow emperor, is
supposed to have been the one who
ntroduced the rearing of silkworms
and invented the loom.
ill Divine Rulers: pp. 48, 84, 201 , 220,368

..

able to find their way out of the
fog. As a result, they were able
to defeat their enemy. In the
end, the nine allied clans united
to become the Chinese people.
dialogue between the yellow
emperor and his ministers,
acupuncture plays an impor
tant role. Among other things,
Huangdi describes the
acupuncture points (4) and
their medical applications. The
emperor also invented a two
wheeled chariot with a differen
tial gear, a breakthrough for the
period. In the Qin Shihuangdi
burial mound near Xian, 89
chariots were found, along with
the terracotta army.

Ell

C h i nese Mythology I SUN AND MOON DEITIES

S un an d Moon Deities
The god of the eastern sky, Di Jun, had two wives:
the moon goddess Chang Xi and the sun goddess Xi
He. While Chang Xi had 1 2 moon daugh
ters, Xi He had ten sun sons. The family
lived within an enormous mulberry
tree called Fu Song, located in the
eastern sea. A second moon god
dess named Chang Ngo was married

• The moon goddess Chang

to Vi, Di Jun's best marksman. In re

Xi and the sun goddess Xi He

ward for his heroic deeds, Yi received the elixir of

were married to Di Jun, the god
of the eastern sky

immortality, but he became arrogant and violent to

• Chang Xi and Xi He
embodied the concept of yin
and yang

• Xi He was also known as a
calendar goddess

• Chang Ngo was another
moon goddess; she was mar
ried to Di Jun's marksman, Yi

• Xi He is often depicted
steering a sun chariot

• In China, the moon god
desses are still honored with
numerous festivals

ward Emperor Yao and all other mortals. Seeking to
stop her husband, Chang Ngo stole the elixir and
took it with her as she fled to the moon, where it
was said the lights of her palace could be seen o n
clear nights during a full moon.
The moon festival celebrated in the eighth month
of the moon calendar to mark the harvest can be
traced back to this legend. During the celebration,
cakes

(1) are tradition ally baked in the form of the

moon. In general, the moon goddesses were more
beloved than the sun goddesses in China because
the moon was believed to help to increase the har
vest, whereas the sun was said to threaten the yield.
Chang Nga Crater

After the goddess Chang Ngo

probe named after this

fled ta the maan (right), she

beloved goddess: Chang 'e - 1 .

lived there in the form of a

This probe went into orbit

heavenly taad. She has never

around the moon on Novem

been forgotten: a moon

ber 5, 2007, and began its

crater with a diameter of

investigation of the moon's

almost two miles has been

surface. Among other

named after her. Chang Ngo

achievements, this Chinese

become internationally fa

satellite sent the first pictures

mous on October 24, 2007,

of the Chang Ngo crater back

when China launched a lunar

to Earth.

S u n and Moon Deities
Xi He's Sons Xi He (2) was also
a calendar goddess. As the an
cient Chinese week consisted of
ten days, the goddess had ten
sons, each a sun god. Each was
allowed to ascend into the sky
only on his day of the week.
However, once the boys were
up to mischief and appeared all
at once in the s ky, causing a
devastating drought on earth.
Emperor Yao prayed to Di Jun,
who sent his marksman, Vi, to
settle the problem, not ex
pecting that Yi would shoot
nine of his sons out of the sky.
The one surviving boy became
the sale sun in the sky.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Sun and
Moon Deities

f-.----

Emperor Yao, Inventor of the
Moon Calendar, see p. 335

Yin and Yang, Principle of
Yin and Yang Represented By
Chang Xi and Xi He, see
pp. 332-333

The Caring Chang Xi As the
embodiment of the cold, dark,
feminine yin principle, the
moon goddess Chang Xi (3, an
nual festival held in honor of
the moon goddess in Hong
Kong) was calm and collected.
She was the mother of 1 2
moon daughters, whom she
sent one by one into the sky so

that they could light up the
earth at night. Chang Xi herself
never slept at night because
she anxiously waited for each
of her daug hters to return. The
caring mother received her
daug hters, bathed them in the
eastern sea, and hung them to
dry in the mul berry tree called
Fu Song.

..
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The Eight I m mortals
In order to obtain immortality, the highest objective
in Taoism, the most significant requirement is self
less action. This group of seven men and one
woman, who the Chinese honor as the eight immor
tals, share this quality. They were wise, compas
sion ate, patient, and optimistic in times when most
people were irresponsible, avaricious, intolerant,
and pessimistic. Because of their qualities, they
earned their immortality and obtained extraordi
nary powers befitting their status, such as the ability
to fly or to transform themselves. The eight immor
tals are extremely popular, not least because eight is

• The eight immortals are
Zhongli Quan (leader), Li

a lucky number in China. Unofficially led by Zhong Ii
Quan, a wine-drinking, pot-bellied old man, the

Tieguai (patron of the sick), Han

eight immortals were said to offer help to those who

Xiangzi (patron of musicians),

were suffering and the oppressed.

Cao Guojiu (patron of drama·
tists), LO Dongbin (patron of
barbers), Zhang Guolao
(patron of the elderly), Lan
Caihe (patron of florists), and
He Xiangu (the only woman)

Only three of the immortals-Zhang Gualao,
Zhong Ii Quan, and Lu Dongbin-are actual histor
ical persons. Although they supposedly lived in
different centuries, they all meet in Taoist myths.
They were popular artistic subjects, where they
were most often depicted sitting together in a boat.

The Eight Conditions
The stories about the eight immortals also
include a collection ofsignificant socio
logical observations compiled over two
millennia of Chinese social history. They
offer insight into the everyday lives of
people living during these earlier
times. Here, the eight immor
tals are said to embody the
basic conditions of life,
according to respective
ying and yang pairs:
feminine-masculine, old
young, poor-rich, and
upper class-lower class.
rn The Seven Gods of luck: p.364

The Eight I m mortals
Crazy Lan Caihe Because
he was often wearing
beggar's rags, or dressing
as a woman when he was
tipsy, people always
made fun of Lan Caihe.
He was known to stand
in the street with his
basket of flowers,
singing (1). One day he
washed a crippled man's
wounds. This man
turned out to be the
young Laozi, the founder
ofTaoism. For his
compassion,
Lan Caihe was
granted the
gift of
immortality.

Ui Dongbin's
Magical Sword
Lu Dongbin (3,
with Zhongli
Quan) was a
scholar and a
traveler. He
traveled around
for 400 years,
mingling with
the people and
preaching. In his
hand, he carried
a fly whisk. On his back
was a magical sword,
with which Lu Dong fought
dragons and demons. In
Taoism these conflicts
are interpreted as bat
tles against worldly
obsessions and vain,
glorious goals.

II

Figures and Stories
Relevant to
the Eight Immortals

Yellow Emperor, an Immortal,
see pp. 336-337

Yin and Yang, Embodied
by the Immortals, see
pp. 332-333

Zhang Guolao's Donkey The
immortal Zhang Guolao was
the patron of the elderly, as he
was several hundred years old.
He lived on Zhongtiao Moun
tain, where he immersed him
self in his philosophical mus
ings. Now and then Zhang
Guolao came out into the real
world. During these occasions
he would ride his donkey (2)
over a distance of 1 ,000 Li a day.
After each trip he folded up his
donkey as though it were a
sheet of paper and stuck it into
his pocket. When he needed his
donkey again, Zhang Guolao
would spray the paper with
water, and it would emerge.

.. Chinese Mythol ogy I

DRAGON DEITIES

Dragon Deities
Dragons symbolize immortality,
wisdom, and the might of an
emperor in China, According
to Chinese mythology, they were
deities that bring good fortune,
functioning as messengers
between the gods and
humankind, They were placed

•

In Chinese, a dragon is called

following heaven and earth.

a 16ng

•

third in the divine hierarchy,

Dragons combined the char

Countless dragons of var-

Only emperors could wear
robes with dragons on rhem

acteristics of nine animals: the

ious sizes inhabited China: enormous dragons that

snake, camel, elk, deer, mussel,

were half a Li (1,056 feet) long, as well as tiny,

carp, eagle, tiger, and ox

•

In the Chinese zodiac, the

dragon is the most important
of the 1 2 signs

•

The five-clawed dragon has

symbol since the Qin dynasty
Dragons were known as

having a yang infiuence; they
were majestic,

influence. In Chinese mythology, there are four
types of dragons: heavenly dragons that guard the

been the imperial family's

•

caterpillar-like dragons. Most were said to have 1 1 7
scales-36 with a yin influence and 8 1 with a yang

intelligent,

and powe rfu I

palaces of the gods, winged dragons that control
wind and rain, earth dragons that monitor the rivers,
treasure dragons protect the earth's resources, and
evil black dragons that incite storms and floods.
The dragon's divine status harks back to one of
the three sovereigns, Fuxi, whose belly was said to
have resembled that of a dragon's.
The Nine Dragons
The nine sons of the first dragons are popular in Chinese mythology. Ba Xia liked to tronsport heavy items across the land; Bi
Xi was the patron of the courts; Suan Mi protected
houses from fire; Jiao Tu was the emperor's
gate sentinel; Qiu Niu loved music;
Pu Lao, the oceans; Chao Feng
kept order in public places; Chi
Wen loved poetry; and Ya Zi was
a warrior. They are pictured on
the Nine-Dragon Wall in Beijing's
North Sea Park, erected in 1 756.

rn

Magical Creatures: p. 1 76

Dragon Deities
The Four Rivers of China In
ancient times, there were no
rivers in China. When d roughts
plagued humanity, the people
prayed to the gods for rain. In
the eastern part of the country,
four dragons lived in a large
ocean. They often played in the
sky (1). One day the god of the
mountains lifted the mountains
up to the clouds, killing the
dragons as they were flying
around. As the yellow dragon
fell to earth, it transformed it
self into the Yellow River.
Where the black dragon fell, the
Amur began to flow. The long
d ragon became the Yangtze;
the pearl d ragon was the Pearl.

Figures and Stories
Relevant to
Dragon Deities

Fuxi, Sovereign With Dragon
Belly, see pp. 334-335
Huangdi, a Dragon Brought

ill

Him Into the Realm of the
Immortals, see pp. 336-337

Kinabalu and the Pearl Up in
a mountain cave, the d ragon
Kinabalu stood guard over a
beautiful pearl. When China's
emperor ordered his two sons
to steal the pearl, they waited
until Kinabalu left his post, and
flew up to the mountain with
paper dragons. Replacing the
pearl with a false one, they fled
by ship. Seeing that the pearl
had been stolen, Kinabalu (2)
went after the thieves, who
killed him with a cannonball.
Chien Tang-The Leader of the Dragons
Ancient Chinese farmers worshiped the dragon
deities as rulers of the rain. The dragons' moods
determined whether the harvest would be good
or not. However, the dragons also ruled the
rivers, lakes, and oceans. Each river in China was
said to have its own patrons and protectors. The
leader of all the river dragons was Chien Tang.
He was different from the regular dragons in that
he was 900 feet long and had a fiery red mane
(3). Unlike his fellow dragons, Chien Tang did
not have any scales.

III Chi nese Mythol ogy I

SACRED MOUNTA I N S

Sacred Mountains
T

he worship o f sacred mountains is found in both the Taoist and Buddhist
traditions. M o untainous monasteries, temples, and pagodas are popular

p i l grimage sites. I n Taoism, five sacred mountains are associated with the ancient
norion that China forms a square: a mountain rises in each of the four corners and
Mount Song (Songshan) towers over the center of the Middle Kingdom. [n contrast,
Buddhists associate a deity with each of the four
sacred

Sacred Mountains

mountains: Mount J i uhua (J i u huashan), Mount Emei (Emeishan), Mount PU tliO
(Putuoshan), and Mount Wutai (Wutaishan) (pictu red) . Mount Wura i, the most
i m portant, is home to Bodhisattva
M anjushri, who helped spread
the Buddhist teachings.

..

'.

Japanese Mythology

J a panese
Mythology

This wind god is one of the innumerable Japanese gods, known as kami

l1li J a pa nese Mythology I

INTRODUCT ION

J a p a nese Mythology

Even today, the Japanese still like to call their home country the "land of the
gods." The myths and ancient legends of the gods are still deeply rooted in
the memories of all Japanese people. For example, everyone learns as a child
the stories of the gods Izanami and Izanagi, and of the wild, tempestuous
god Su sanoo.
The origins of Japanese myths lie in Shinto, Japan's indigenous religion. Up
to 84 percent of Japanese people live according to the "way of the gods," the
literal translation of the word Shinto. The sun goddess Amaterasu is central to
Shinto worship (1). She was a daughter of the divine mythological pair Izanagi
and Izanami. However, these two not only gave birth to the sun goddess and
her brothers and sisters, they were also responsible for bringing all other
deities and spirits into being. These spirits, called komi, appear in many forms.
They are, however, not omnipotent like the Judeo-Christian God, for instance.
Instead, they must be understood as higher beings or powers that are respon
sible for bringing good fortune and happiness, as well as bad luck.

I ntroduction
Buddhism, which arrived in Japan in the sixth century, also i nfluenced Japa
nese mythology. However, this new belief system did not replace Shinto,
which was predominant at the time, but i n stead blended i nto it. In this way the
Shinto deities were simply seen as manifestations of the Buddha and could be
honored by believers of both religions. For example, the god Hachiman (2) i s
still worshiped today a s both kami a n d Buddha, a n d only very few actually
know from which religion he came. But because most Japanese people are
both Shintoist and Buddhist, this question is no longer relevant.
When Buddhism was fi rst introduced in Japan, the people feared thei r own
Shinto gods' anger. In addition, they were also afraid
of becomi n g a vassal state to China. In order to oppose
Buddhism, they simplified the Shinto religion, which
lacked a unified doctrine, as well as any form of
written documentation. The practice of Sh into
varied greatly from region to region. Inspired by
the magnificence of Buddhist art, they also began
to create artistic depictions of Shinto deities. At
the same time, they systematically established
shrines as places for Shinto worship.
In addition, the court decree to record
the Japanese myths in
writing must also be seen
in light of the measures
taken to limit the influence
of Buddhism. However, the
myths were not recorded
just to preserve the
ancient stories of
heroes and gods.
They were also skill
fully employed for
political purposes.

_
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INTRODUCTION

For example, the myths explain that the gods transferred dominion over the
world to Amaterasu's great-grandson, Emperor Jimmu, who is known as the
founder of the empire and Japan's first ruler. Therefore the divine ancestry
of the J apanese emperors legitimized their auth ority from that moment on,
which had far-reaching consequences. In modern times, the representation
of the emperor as the grandson of Amaterasu formed the basis for extreme
nationalism in Japan and for the notion that, due to their divine ancestry,
the Japanese people were superior to all others. This assumption brought
the country into the Second World War. Only in 1946 did the emperor finally
abnegate his divine status. Today, the Sh into religion no longer serves political
goals and worshiping the gods has again become its central purpose.
Because the Shinto religion is not based on the written word and has no
fixed, written commandments, its religious practices are its most important
element. At the center of S h into worship stands shrines, which are the places
where practioners pay homage to kami. The most interesting feature of shrines
is the torii (3, Fushimi Inari shrine, Kyoto) ' a gate constructed of a double cross
beam, which marks the entrance to the sacred space. Often painted bright
red, the torii is a visually striking construction that marks the transition

Introd u ction
between ordinary and sacred space. Character
istically, the entrance to the actual shrine edifice leads
over a bridge. After visitors have crossed the bridge,
they cleanse themselves in a fountain.
The main room of the shrine, which only
priests may enter, contains the "seat" of the
kami, which is usually present in the form of a
stone, a mirror, or a sword. Believers attract
or awaken the deity's attention by tossing
coins into a wooden box, ringing a bell, and
clapping their hands. Then they say a short prayer.
The ritual takes only a few minutes. People can
often be seen performing this ritual at one of
Japan's almost 1 00,000 shrines, either on the
way to the subway in the morning or on a
brief detour from the daily shopping trip.
Shrines are not always monumental
buildings; sometimes, they are some
times tiny structu res at busy intersections.
Moreover, many families have a shrine at home in the
form of an altar commemorating their ancestors, who are believed to live on
as kami. However, kami are not only found in shrines, but also in trees, stones,
and other locations in nature. These places are usually marked with a shime

nawa, a rope woven from straw, to indicate their sacred status. On special
occasions, kami are carried through the streets in portable shrines, called

mikoshi, to take part in the festival pageants.
In this way, the ancient myths are reanimated within the context of a living
religion. But they also still play an important role in today's Japanese culture.
Mythology usually provides the subjects for the traditional Noh Theater (4,
actress Waki-J un Mucase performing in a Umewaka Kennokai production of

Aoi No Uel and even the popular Japanese manga ( "comics ''), which emerged
after the Second World War, avail themselves of this treasure trove.

..
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IZANAM I A N D IZANAGI

I zanami an d I zana g i
The Shinto religion teaches that Japan
was created by the god pair Izanami and
Izanagi. From the floating bridge of
heaven, Ama-no-Hashidate (2), they
stirred the ocean with a heavenly spear

(1)

covered in jewels. When they pulled the
spear out of the water, the salt crystallized
at its tip and the first Japanese island,
Onogoro-shima ("self-forming island"). dripped
down. The couple stepped down onto the island to
perform their wedding ceremony. More islands

• Izanami and Izanagi were

were formed during this ritual, as well as 800

the primordial gods

myriads of deities called kami.

• In the Japanese tradition,
they are referred to either as
husband and wife, or as siblings

• They created the Japanese
islands, as well as many gods
called kami; according to the
Shinto religion, there are 800
myriads of kami

While giving birth to the fire god, Izanami was
burned so badly that she died. Her husband made
the mistake of following her into the underworld
and only just managed to escape. Afterward, Izanagi
had to perform cleansing rituals to free himself of
the impurities of the underworld. During these

• Most artistic depictions of

rituals, the gods of the sun, the moon, and the storm

this story show the couple
standing on the bridge of
heaven, holding a spear

central part of Shinto culture. It is customary to

were created. To this day, cleansing rituals are a
wash the mouth and hands before entering a shrine.

Iza n a m i a n d Izanagi
Izanami and Izanagi Have
Children Once the two
gods had descended
onto the first island,
they walked around the
spear that was stuck
in the soil in oppo
site directions.
When their paths
crossed for the first
time, Izanami was
the first to talk to
Izanagi. This was
against the rules of
the wedding ritual
and her first child was

a miscarriage, which resulted
i n the "Ieech child." It was born
without bones, unable to
stand upright. This child be
came the god Ebisu (3), one of
seven gods of fortune. He was
also the patron of fishermen.
The couple repeated the cere
mony again, this time ac
cording to the rules, and many
other deities were created
until lzanami was fata l ly in
jured during the birth of the
god offire. During her ordeal,
thousands of new kami
emerged from her tears.

Izanagi Descends Into the
Underworld Distressed about
Izanami's death, Izanagi went to
Yomi no Kuni, the "Iand of dark
ness" (4). Upon his arrival he
discovered that Izanami had
eaten the food of the under
world, thus she could not leave.
Lighting a torch, Izanagi saw his
wife's decayed corpse. Feeling
The

Kojiki
Along with rituals and
ceremonies, the Kojiki
("Records ofAncient
Matters," 712 B.C.)
(left, the editor a no
Yasumaro) tells the
history ofJapan from
creation to the start of
imperial power. For a
long time, the Kojiki
gave authority to the
Japanese emperors.

rn Primor dial Pairs:

pp. 74, 1 1 4, 446 I

Journeys in the Underworld:

dishonored, Izanami chased
him to the gate of the under
world. He escaped, blocked the
gate with a large rock, and then
ritually cleansed himself.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Izanami and
Izanagi
Amaterasu, Daughter of
Izanagi, see p p. 358-359
Gods of Fortune, Ebisu's Com
panions, see pp. 364-365
The Wedded Rocks,Symbol of
the Original Divine Couple, see
pp.354-355

pp. 39, 4 1 , 1 59,407

_
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THE WEDDED ROCKS

The Wedded Rocks
T

wo rocks in the Japanese ocean by the coast of Futami are consi.dered to represent
the original gods, Izanami and Tzanagi, who are believed to have created the

Japanese islands. They are known as Meotoiwa, or
the " wedded rocks." The two rocks arc connected by
a rope of rice straw to symbolize the union of the
creator pair and the holiness of the site.

The Wedded Rocks

A gate with a double crossbar, called a torii, is positioned on top of the male rock as
anorher sign of the holiness o f these rocks and the deities they represent. Both of these
symbols can be found i n many Shinto cultural sites. The twisted rope is called

a

shimenawa, which weighs mote than a ton. Due to the wet conditions, it needs to be
replaced several times a year. During these occasions, men dressed in traditional work
c10rhes rlln into the sea at low ride and replace the rope ar grear effort.

..
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THE KAMI

The Kami
Kami are the 800 myriads of deities and spirits found
in Shinto mythology. These include the kami of na
ture, tutelary kami, and the spirits of the ancestors,
particularly of the Japanese emperors. It is very diffi
cult to determine exactly who or what is accepted as
kami. Generally, the kami are depicted in mythology
as forces of good and evil, which present them

•

selves as animals, plants, and natural phenomena,
Japanese gods, cailed kami,

are said to be found in multi
tudes, with more being created
ail the time

•

Kami were distinguished

as well as humans and diseases. They all had super
natural power. Despite this, they were not neces
sarily almighty, immortal, or omniscient.
The first kamis were created during the wedding

as being either celestia l

rituals of Izanami and Izanagi. Many new deities are

(amatsukamI) or terrestrial
(kunitsukamI)

always being created while old ones are forgotten.

• The most important kami

in their own dedicated shrines. Most larger shrine

such as Amaterasu are wor
shiped in Shinto shrines

•

With the introduction of

Buddhism in Japan, kami were
depicted as humans

Residences of the Kami The
most important kami are wor
shiped in shrines. The holiest
object in a shrine is the shintoi,
or "god-body," which is stored
in a chamber inside the shrine.
It is not an iconic figure of the
deity, but rather a symbol of its
presence and readiness to be
worshiped. The shintai could
be a stone, in which the deity's
presence was discovered, or
an object. Many shintai are
mirrors. The residence of a
kami is often indicated by
ropes made of straw and
paper offerings (1).

Some are worshiped by Shinto practitioners today
sites, however, honor several different kami simulta
neously. In order to honor the kami of natural phe
nomena, sacred sites or features are usually lined
with the shimenawa, a twisted rope made of straw,
to indicate their holiness.

The Kami
The Sacred Fuji Mountain
Natural phenomena displaying
rich beauty were often consid
ered kami, such as certain rock
formations, rivers, and trees,
as well as wind,
thunder, and
other

Inari-Kami of Fertility Inari
was one of the most honored
Japanese kami. She was the
goddess of fertility, rice, and
foxes, which acted as her
messengers. Inari appears in
mythology in a variety of forms,
Figures and Stories
Relevant to the Kami
Amaterasu, Most Important
Kami, see pp. 358-359

Ancestor Worship, Dead Be
come Kami, see pp.370-371
Izanami and Izanagi, Creators
of the Kami, s e e pp. 352-353
The Wedded Rocks, Symbol
of the Union oflzanami and
Izanagi, pp.354-355

Ea.

natural forces. Mount Fuji (2),
which is still an active volcano
today, is an impressive force of
nature. It is currently worshiped
by Shintoists,
Buddhists
and,

most of all, by the Japanese
ascetics of the mountains,
the Yamabushi. Every year,
countless pilgrims climb the
mountain. Several shrines can
be found along the mountain
trail. Many of the rock caves in
the Aokigahara Forest, located
at the foot of the Fuji, are said
to be haunted by the yokai, or

guises, and sexes. As kami of
fertility, she is shown in artistic
works as a woman (3, meeting a
warrior), but is depicted as a
male when repre
senting
the

god of rice. Shintoists today
visit Inari's many shrines, which
are protected by two white
foxes that occasionally wear red
collars. They are given rice
wine, known as sake, as
offerings.
Honji Suijaku

The term Honji 5uijaku ("original
state and manifested traces ")
denotes a belief that emerged in the
eighth century that komi were
manifestations of Buddhas. This
approach aI/owed both beliefs to
co-exist. The most famous komi is
Hachimon (left), who is often

III Japanese Mythology I AMATERASU
Amaterasu
As a sun goddess and
Izanagi's daughter,
Amaterasu is the most
important Shinto goddess.
She was said to be the first
ancestor of the Japanese
imperial family. She is still
worshiped at the Grand

•

Her full name Amaterasu

Omikami means 'the great di
vinity illuminating heaven'

•

As a sun goddess, Ama
terasu is Japan's most impor

Ancient Japanese bronze mirror,
o symbol ofAmorerosu

Shrine of Ise, Japan's most important shrine.
At first, together with her younger brother, the
storm god Susanoo, Amaterasu assumed rulership
ofTakama no Hara, the "high celestial plain."

tant deity

However, Susanoo's impetuous acts, such as

•

throwing a flayed horse into Amaterasu's sacred

She was the first ancestor of

the Japanese imperial family

chamber, caused friction between the two. After

•

many quarrels, Susanoo was exiled from heaven

Amaterasu ruled together
with her brother Susanoo in the
high celestial plain

• Amaterasu is worshiped
today at the Grand Shrine of Ise
•

The three imperial regalia of

Japan, the mirror, the sword,
and the jewels, were gifts from
Amaterasu

and the sun goddess then ruled the land of the
kami by herself.
Depictions of Amaterasu often show her as a
warm-hearted, good-natured goddess, sitting back
to back with her other brother, the moon god
Tsukiyomi no Mikoto, with whom she was said to
govern the progression of day and night.

Grand Shrine of Ise

1-----

The Grand Shrine of Ise,
known as JingO, is located in
Mie prefecture in southeast
Japan. As the most sacred
Shinto shrine, numerous
pilgrims visit it every year.
Amaterasu's shintai (a place
of residence), a mirror, is kept
within the inner shrine. The
shrine buildings are ritually
torn down and rebuilt every
20 years.

Amaterasu

Amaterasu in the Cave The
most popular story about
Amaterasu is how she
barricaded

herself in a cave after a fight
with her brother, Susanoo,
which brought darkness across
the world. Only when another
goddess, Amenouzume, per
formed a wild dance in front of
the cave did the laughter of the
other gods attract Amaterasu's
interest, and she pushed the

stone slab away from the en
trance to the cave. A mirror was
quickly placed before her and
the goddess, dauled by her
own beauty, stepped out of the
cave (1). With the sun restored,
the mirror became one of the
three imperial regalia, emblems
of Japanese imperial rule.

Amaterasu-The Sun After

represented on the Japanese
flag (2). The flag's current de
sign was decreed in the 19th
century, showing the impor
tance of myths in Japan today.

Izanagi successfully escaped
from the underworld, he
washed the dirt and dark
ness from his eyes in one
quick rinse. Su ddenly,
Amaterasu sprang
from his left eye. This
is how she was given
her role as the bringer
of light (3). As the
Japanese call their
country Nihon,
meaning "land of the
rising sun," it is not
surprising that
Amaterasu continues
to hold such high
standing in Japan.
The sun's image is

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Amaterasu

Izanami an d Izanagi, 5usa
noo's Parents, see pp. 352-353
Kami, Amaterasu Was the
Most Important Goddess,
see pp. 356-357

Ninigi no Mikoto and J im mu
Tenno, Ama terasu's Descen
dants, see pp. 368-369

Susanoo, Amaterasu's
Brother, see pp. 360-361

_
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Susanoo
The storm god Susanoo had two sides: with his
destructive nature, he ravaged the world in anger,
allowing rivers to dry out and plants to wither.
However, he also brought culture to the people.
For a short time he ruled together with his sister
Amaterasu over heaven and earth.Then he com
plained to his father, from whose nose he was born,
that he would rather be with his mother in the
underworld than rule the earth. In this way he
offended and disappointed his father. However,
instead of leaving the high celestial plain, Susanoo
provoked his sister to the point that the sun god
dess hid herself in a cave. Then he was exiled from

•

The trickster Susanoo was
the god of the wind and the
sea

heaven forever.

•

He was born when his
father Izanagi washed his nose

• After he was banished from

heaven, he lived with humanity

•

He brought agriculture and
many cultural achievements to
the people

•

He is usually depicted
fighting against the eight
headed monster Yamato no
Orochi

When he arrived on earth, Susanoo went through
a positive transformation. He defeated a monster
named Yamato no Orochi, who was terrorizing the
people. In the beast's tail, he found the Kusanagi,
the sword of the imperial regalia. He also taught the
people about agriculture
and founded a ruling
dynasty in Izumo
province, where his
shrine is now located.

Tricksters
In mythology, tricksters can often be recognized by their
dichotomous characters. They often drift between the gods and
humans, sometimes falling into conflict with the gods, after which
they enter into a pact with humans. They are said to have passed on
useful information about technology, such as the knowledge of fire (as
with the Greek character Prometheus) or about agriculture and
animal husbandry. In doing 50, they laid the foundation for
human culture. Susanoo, who was expelled from the commu
nity of gods, became a cultural hero after arriving on earth.
Tricksters also typically appear in animal form, such as an
other Japanese trickster, Kitsune, a fox deity. These figures are
seen as bringers of luck, but were also said to bring obsession.

rn Tricksters: pp. 146,148,166, 1 70,234,440

Susanoo
Susanoo's Pranks The wild
Susanoo (1, depicted as an
anime character) was infamous
for his tricks and pranks, which
sometimes had devastating
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Susanoo
Amaterasu, Susanoo's Sister,
see pp. 358-359
Izanami and Izanagi,
Susanoo's Parents, see

pp.352-353
Okuninushi, Susanoo's
Son-in-Law, see pp. 362-363

III

consequences. After a fight
with his sister, he ruined her
rice paddies by trampling them
and destroying the wells.
Another time, after he had
removed the hide of a celestial
horse, he threw the horse into
the sun goddess's sacred
chamber. A weaver, who was
there making a divine garment
for Amaterasu, fell from her
loom in horror. As a result she
was fatally injured by her
weaving shuttle. Because of
these episodes, the furious Am
aterasu hid herself in a cave and
darkness fell upon the world.

Battle Against Yamato no
Orochi After being chased out
of heaven because of his bad
behavior, Susanoo came to
earth. Upon his arrival, he met
an old married couple, who told
him about their troubles with
an eight-headed monster (2)
named Yamato no Orochi.

come to fetch the youngest.
Susanoo promised to kill the
monster Yamato no Orochi if he
could have their daughter for
his bride. He gave the terrible
beast eight bowls of poisoned
rice wine, intoxicating it, and
then he killed it (3). In its tail he
discovered a sword, which he

III Japanese Mythology I
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Okuninushi
Okuninushi is the main character and hero of the
ancient sagas of the Izumo province. That these
stories originally belonged to an independent myth
cycle is revealed by the fact that they include their
own creation story. Later, when the province lost
some of its political importance, the original lzumo
myths were fit into the national myths of Amat
erasu. For example, Okuninushi was named the

•

Okuninushi literally means

storm god Susanoo's son-in-law. The Izumo shrine,

'the great land master"

where Okuninushi is worshiped, is still one of the

•

most important Shinto shrines.

He was the hero of the sagas
of the Izumo province, where
he was also worshiped as a

creator god

•

Later h e was incorporated

Okuninushi had to pass many tests of courage be
fore he could rule the land. He was always fighting
against his 80 mischievous brothers, as well as with

into Japan's national myths

Susanoo, who refused to let Okuninushi marry his

•

daughter, Suseri-hime. After countless adventures,

He was the god of medicine,

magic, and agriculture

•

He is often shown in illustra 

tions together with a white
rabbit

during which he died twice

(1) and was brought to

life by the gods, Okuninushi finally won Susanoo's
favor. With his help, Okuninushi was able to keep his
brothers in check and ruled over Izumo.

Okuninushi
Okuninushi and His Brothers
Once, the 80 brothers of Okuni
nushi all wanted to marry the
beautiful princess Yagami
hime. On their way to visit her,
they met a rabbit (2). The rabbit
was in great pain because he
had been skinned by a croco
dile. Okuninushi was the only
one of the brothers who paid
any attention to the rabbit,
advising him to bathe in clean
water and to cover himself with
pollen to reconstruct his white
fur. For his help, the rabbit, who
was actually a god, promised to

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Okuninushi

Ninigi no Mikoto, Okuni, nushi's Rival Over the Rule

of the World, see pp. 368-369
Susanoo, Okuninu shi 's
Father-in-Law, see

pp.360-361
win the princess's favor for
Okuninushi. This aroused the
jealousy and hatred of his
brothers, and Okuninushi had
to flee from them into the
underworld.

Suseri-hime Meeting in the un
derworld, Okuninushi and
Suseri-hime fell in love, but
Suseri-hime's father, Susanoo,
opposed their rela
tionship. He shot an
arrow into an enor
mous field and
ordered Okuninushi
to find it (3). Then
he set the field on
fire. With the help
of a mouse, Okun
inushi survived in
a burrow.

Izumo Taisha is one of the most important
shrines in Japan. According to the legends, the
first high priest was a son of Amaterasu. Even
today, the priests of the shrine trace their line
age back to him. Unique to this shrine are the
shimenawa straw ropes that are mounted
above the entrance to the main hall. It is said
that if a coin thrown from below remains stuck
in the rope, the wish of the person who threw it
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SEVEN GODS OF LUCK

The Seven Gods of Lu ck
The Shichi Fukujin, "seven gods of luck," have been
worshiped in Japan since the late Middle Ages. They
represented various aspects of good fortune; above
all, they were related to material, worldly values. The
positive characteristics associated with them, such
as thrift and hard work, correspond exactly to the
virtues esteemed by urban Japanese culture after
around 1600. Of the seven, who are now considered
to be kami, probably only two, Daikoku and Ebisu,
were originally Shinto deities. All the rest-Jurojin,
Benten, Bishamonten, Fukurokuju, and Hotei-have

•

Benten, the only woman

among the seven lucky gods,

their origins in Buddhism, Hinduism, or Taoism.
Like the eight immortals in Chinese mythology,

was goddess of the arts

these seven gods are often depicted sitting in a boat,

•

the Takarabune.lt is said that they

The war god Bishamonten

wore Chinese armor

•

Daikoku, their leader, was the

god of wealth

•

Ebisu, the god of fishermen,

held a sea bream under his arm
as an emblem

•

Fukurokuju and Jurojin were

the gods associated with
longevity

•

The friendly Hotei was the

god of thrift

come to shore in the New Year and
distribute their fortuitous cargo,
which includes a bottomless
wallet, a sacred key, and a lucky
coat. Even today, many
Japanese people buy pictures
of the gods of luck. On New
Year's Eve, they place these
pictures in drawers or under
their pillows.

Places of Worship for the Seven Gods of Luck
Especially during the first part

Daikoku and Hotei (right,

af the New Year, many people

statue from the Jochiji temple

in Japan visit the places where

in Kamakura) are part of a

the seven gods of luck are wor

widespread tradition: pilgrims

shiped. In the harbor city of

rub the head and shoulders of

Kamakura, pilgrims are able to

the Daikoku statue or Hotei's

visit two Shinto shrines and five

belly with their hands. The goal

Buddhist temples. At each of

of this ritual is to obtain some

these sites, one of the seven

of the prosperity that these

lucky gods is worshiped.

gods represent.

rn The Eight Immortals: p. 340

The Seven Gods of Luck

..

Bishamonten-The Watchman Originally a
god from the Hindu pantheon, Bishamonten ar
rived in Japan by way of China. He was a war god,
always ready to do battle. For this reason, even as
a god of fortune, he was always depicted wearing
his Chinese armor, complete with a spear. As the
most important of the four guardians of the
universe and endowed with marvellous hearing,
he kept watch over the north. His task was to pro
tect the world from invasions of evil demons (1).

The Good-Humored
Hotei Hotei was
always in a good
mood, even though he
was fat, deformed, and
clumsy. Still, he not
only stands for cheerful
thrift, but also for
philanthropy. For
example, it is said that
he carried women
across rivers. Hotei's
character is probably
based on a legendary
traveling Chinese

monk named Budai
from the ninth century
who carried all of his
belongings in a jute
bag along with him (2).
He was considered to
be the incarnation of
the Bodhisattva
Maitreya, the Buddha
of the future. In addi
tion, he became the
model for the typical Chinese
laughing
Buddha.

Fukurokuju-The Philosopher The
wise Fukurokuju was worshiped as the
god of health and longevity. He was
most often depicted as an old man
with short legs, and his most
noticeable feature was his
extremely tall forehead (3),
which, to Taoists, is a sign of
intelligence and immor
tality. He was accompanied
by a turtle and a crane,
animals that are also

symbols of longevity in Japan. This
philosopher could survive without eating
when he appeared in human form and, as
a god, he had the ability to bring the
dead back to life. Even though it is
often said that Fukurokuju can be
traced back to a Chinese philoso
pher, evidence shows that no
such figure actually existed in
China. A variety of attributes associated with several Taoist gods
are united in Fukurokuju.

_ Japanese Mythology I DANCE OF THE GOD DAIKOKU
Dance of the God Daikoku-#
D

a i koku, leader of the seven gods o f
luck, stood for material wealth a n d

abundance. Illustrating b o t h aspects
perfectly, he was depicted as a stour man,
either sitting on a bulging rice sack or
standing with it slung over his shoulder.
His l ucky mallet stood as a symbol of the
hard work it takes to become rich.
D a i ko k u i s often seen in art together
with Ebisu, the god o f fishermen. In the
18th century, the "dance o f the seven
gods of luck" was performed as an inter
lude in m i ddle-class Kabuki theaters. In
this piece, Ebisu and Daikoku danced for
the other gods of luck. This tradition was
revived in the 20th century and can be
seen today at festivals held in honor
of Daiko k u (Daikoku-sama).

Dance of the God Daikoku

•

III Japanese Mythology I NINIGI NO MIKOTO AND JIMMU TENNO
Ninigi no Mikoto and
Jimmu Tenno
Because Okuninushi was not able to establish a
lasting peace in Izumo province, Amaterasu and the
other gods sought out a new ruler for the "middle
reed fields." Finally, they decided upon Amaterasu's
grandson, Ninigi no Mikoto. Okuninushi accepted
their decision and surrendered his rule over the
world to his rival on the condition that he be hon
ored as one of the most important gods.
Ninigi arrived on Mount Takachiko

•

Ninigi, a grandson of
Amaterasu, took over
Okuninushi's rule

•

(1) on the

island of Kyushu with three divine treasures. Before
long, he married princess Konohana Sakuya Hime.
Their grandson, Jimmu Tenno, became Japan's first

He brought the three impe
rial regalia to earth: a sword, a
pearl necklace, and a mirror

emperor. He represented a link between mythology

•

JimmuTenno, Ninigi's

emperors traced their line back to him, and in so

grandson, was Japan's first
emperor a n d established the
Japanese imperial family

doing, they claimed to be direct descendants of

and reality. Throughout history, all Japanese

Amaterasu. The founding of the empire by Jimmu in
660 B.C. is still celebrated in Japan on February 11.

rn Divine Rulers: pp.48, 84, 201,220, 336

Nin i gi no Mikoto and Jimmu Tenno

Amaterasu
When Ninigi
descended to earth,
he was accompanied by
five kami, each a leader
of one of the five voca
tions, who had been
sent by Amaterasu. As a
sign of his power, Ninigi
brought three gifts from
the sun goddess with
him: the sword
Kusanagi (2), the mirror
Yata (4), and the pearl
necklace Yasakani (3).
Each item held
mythological signifi-

cance: the
mirror was
the very
same one
that helped to
coax Amaterasu out of
her hiding place in the cave;
the sword was a present from
her brother, Susanoo,
who had found it in
the tail of a mon
ster; and the
pearl necklace
had triggered
the dispute
between the
two siblings.
When Ninigi
founded a dy
nasty, her gifts

..

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Ninigi and
JimmuTenno
Amate ra

s

u, Ninigi's and Jim
mu's Ancestor, pp. 358- 359
Ancestor Worship, Divine
Tenno, pp. 370-371
Okuninu hi, Ninigi's Rival
for Rule Over
the World,

s

pp. 362-363

became the
regalia that
are still fea
tured at the
enthrone-

Because 725 direct descendants of the first
emperor Jimmu have been recognized,
Japan is the oldest hereditary monarchy in
the world. Although researchers now believe that Jimmu was a mythical figure, the

I

imperial family still traces its line back to
him and also to Amaterasu as a direct an
cestor. Even though the emperor officially
abnegated his divine status at the end of
the war in 7945, many rites exist in which

I

______ J

he still carries out his function as a priest.

Jimmu's Crow Jimmu Tenno
had a celestial ally: the three
footed crow Yatagarasu (5), a
kami that could change its
form. Amaterasu sent the crow
to Jimmu to help him with his
military campaign in the east.
The crow had earlier proved its
worth by choking a beast that
was trying to swallow the sun. It
helped Tenno by finding paths

in seemingly impassable terrain
and as a herald. Yatagarasu was
also partly responsible for the
later unification of Japan. The
crow is worshiped in a variety of
shrines. Today it has been in
corporated into the emblem of
the Japan Football Associa
tion-an example of the pres
ence of mythological figures in
present-day Japan.

III Japanese Mythology I

ANCESTOR WORSHIP

Ancestor Worship
As with China or Africa, ancestors play an important
role in Japanese religious life. In general, people as
sume that the dead do not leave the world, but in
stead remain close to the living, influencing them.
For this reason, people make an effort to pay re
spect to their ancestors. The idea that relatives
must show the souls of the dead the way to the
other side (to the afterlife) is especially influential in
Japan. For example, lanterns are lit during the Bud
dhist Obon festival (3) to accomplish this task.
At the Yasukuni shrine

(1) those who died in war

are specially commemorated. However, visits by
high-ranking Japanese politicians are controversial
internationally because they could be seen as glori
fying particular wars.

The Invention ofTraditions
While Shinto was almost for
gotten in the centuries after
Buddhism appeared, and kami
were given hardly any impor
tance in comparison to the
Buddha, in the 19th century
people started to revive their

m Ancestor Cult: p. 460

"own" Japanese religion. This
happened in the course of the
radical modernization that
swept through Japan after its
opening to the West in 1 868. In
order to assert themselves in
the face of Western influence,
people reintroduced typical

Japanese "traditions," which
sometimes led to the invention
of entirely new traditions. A
renewed interest in Shinto
accompanied an emphasis on
the emperor's succession from
Amaterasu, his direct ancestor.
Tenno was established as a
figure with whom the people
could identify, which unified
the country. At the same time,
the emperor's deification
contributed to the readiness of
the masses to die for him
during the Second World War.
Only in 1946 did the emperor
finally abnegate his divine
status. Today, because he is no
longer head of state, he takes
on representative tasks and
performs ritual acts, such as
setting out rice plants (2).

Ancestor Worship

III
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THE YOKAI

The Yokai
The world of the yokai-ghosts, spirits, and gob
lins-originated from Japanese popular beliefs.
The yokai have inspired a wealth of traditional
literature. Ghosts often appear as the main
characters of Noh and Kabuki plays, as well as in
scary stories or sometimes even unhappy love
stories. The various forms of the yokai tradition are
also shown through the fine arts

(1, silk painting by

Hokusai). Classifications of ghosts, developed in

•

The yokai are also known as

mononoke

• They could appear as an an
imal, a person, or an object; an

earlier times, still serve as inspiration for modern
films and comic series.
The traditional Japanese belief that spirits exist
and roam the world created both a reverence for

object that had come to life was

the ancestors and a fear of their return. If the dead

•

adversity on their way to the afterlife, they were said

known as a tsukumogami

Yokai are extremely popular

motifs in literature, paintings,
and film

rn Asuras and Demons: p. 306

were not properly buried, or if they experienced
to return to earth as restless spirits to bring misfor
tune to the living.

The Yokai

III

Oni and Shoki Oni were ugly
demons that were not particu
larly intelligent. In the 1 3th cen
tury they were still considered
to be good-natured watchmen
who guarded hell. However, as
time went on, they succumbed
to evil. They became wicked,
destructive devils that people
tried to avoid. Their greatest ad
versary was Shoki, the spirit of
an unhappy man who had
served the Chinese emperor.
Upon his death, he discovered
his vocation as a conqueror of
demons (2).
the 17th century,
ghost stories were
extremely popular
and were shown
in the perform
ances of the
Japanese Kabuki
theater. Among
other stories,
the famous
tale Yotsuya
Kaidan (1 825)
was per
formed for

the Japanese middle class. In
the story, a poor woman
named Oiwa was poisoned
by her husband and died a
horrible death. As un
happy women in love often
transformed into spirits,
that was what happened to
Oiwa. As a ghost dis
figured by poison,
she haunted her
husband from
then on, ap
pearing often as a
broken lantern (3).

of their heads,
which were
filled with water.
They lived in lakes
and pools, thus it
was common to
throw cucum
bers into their
habitats to
keep a kappa
happy. Once,
when a kappa
attacked a cow
that was tied to a

tree, the cow ran
around the tree trunk,
pinching off its tor
menter's arm with the
rope. A farmer who
came along and
found the severed
arm kept it. He only
gave it back to the
kappa after he had
promised notto
bother the people
and the animals in that
area again.

Oiwa the Lantern Spirit In

Figures and Stories
Relevant to the Yokai

Ancestor Worshi p, Spirits of
the Dead, see pp. 370-371
Seven Gods of Luck, Demon

Fighter Bishamonten, see
pp.364-36S

Kappa Kappa (4) were blood
sucking beings who loved
cucumbers. They appeared in
the form of children and had
hollow indentations on the top

.

,

American Mythology

American
Mythology

Indigenous cave paintings in Mexico

III American Mythology I

INTRODUCTION

American Mythology
Settlement of the Americas has thrived for thousands of years, and has seen a
wide range of peoples and civilizations rise and fall. Each developed its own
religion or system of spiritual belief, which reflected the history, technology,
politics, and aspirations of the people or tribe. Unfortunately, current sources
of information are incomplete. We know of some of the major civilizations of
Central and South America, such as the Aztecs, the Maya, and the Inca, from
accounts of the Spanish conquistadors who made the first European contact,
and sometimes from salvaged written records left by the priestly and ruling
classes. Important examples are the Popol Vuh about the Maya and the exten
sive encyclopedia about the Aztecs by the missionary Bernardino de Sahagun,
both written in the native languages. North American tribes did not generally
use written language, thus there are no scrolls or codices. As some tribes did
not have much contact with Europeans until the 1800s, their experience differs
from the rapid political and cultural conquest of the Aztec, Maya, and Inca by
the Spanish conquistadors. The slow paced contact between the American

Introduction
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settlers and the North American tribes allowed
more time for sources on their beliefs to be written
and preserved, most often by missionaries, govern
ment workers, or explorers.
The Aztecs inhabited what is now modern
Mexico. Although popularly known as the Aztecs
("people from Azlan"), they called themselves
Mexica after one of the ritual names of their sun
god, Huitzilopochtli. The first Mexican high culture
and forerunners of the Aztecs were the Olmecs,
who developed the pantheon, calendar system, and ritual ball game that
were taken over by the Aztecs. The center of the Aztec Empire was the city of
Tenochtitlan (1), built on an island in the middle of Lake Texcoco and site of
present-day Mexico City. Settlement began in the 13th century, and from this
political base, the Aztec rulers expanded their reigns to include a host of con
quered and tributary groups throughout what is now Mexico.
The expansion was accompanied by the integration of foreign and ancient
gods. In the end, they worshiped a pantheon of, by some counts, over one
hundred gods, goddesses, and spirits, although only a handful of the gods
were considered to be dominant or major gods. Cult centers were massive
stone temples, set on pyramids with stairs. A priestly class controlled the
temples and supervised the performance of yearly and monthly rituals to the
major gods, determined by a complex calendar that cycled secular and ritual
dates in an interlocking pattern. The priests also performed human sacrifices,
which were a complex and profoundly important institution; one that reflected
the core Aztec understanding of how their world worked. The gods, at various
times, were believed to have shed blood or sacrificed parts of their own bodies
for the benefit of humanity. In return, the people offered sacrifices of their own
blood and bodies to strengthen the power of the gods in their struggle against
the forces of darkness that sought to end the world.
The empire flourished until the 16th century, when the arrival of the Spanish
conquistadors (2, Hernando Cortes) and the introduction of European diseases
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to which the local peoples had little immune resistance, conspired to end the
Aztec Empire, which was undergoing an internal political upheaval.
Beginning earlier in time-the first large settlements date from the fourth
century B.C.-the Maya culture flourished for centuries in the hills of Guate
mala and its surrounding flat regions including the Yucatan Peninsula. The
Maya were actually several related peoples and developed mUltiple city-states,
which stood in rivalry and trade contact with each other. The Maya civilization
peaked in population density and construction of monumental architecture
during the Classic period (ca A.D. 250-900) in centers such as Tikal, Chichen
Itza, and Palenque. After this time the Maya centers began to collapse until the
arrival of the Spanish drew the Maya to the same fate as the Aztecs.
Maya religion shared many themes in common with Aztec religion, e.g., their
sophisticated calendar system, the importance of astronomy, and a pantheon of
gods associated with the celestial and agricultural occurrences. Many gods and
goddesses were depicted with bird-like or serpent-like features, which was a way
to symbolize their divine status. Like the Aztec, the Maya (3, priest) practiced
human sacrifice, often by drowning young men and women in sacred wells.
In South America, the Inca Empire grew to dominate most of the western
side of the continent by the time of first Spanish contact in the 16th century.
However, this empire with a well-functioning and egalitarian organization
of state and work had humble beginnings in a small city-state of the Killke
tribe, centered around the Andes Mountains (4, Inca ruins in the Cuzco Valley,
Peru). By 1438, a powerful leader named Pachacuti Yupanqui (1438-1471)
conquered the other cultural groups of what is
now Peru. He reorganized the Cuzco state into the
imperial ruling class of the new Inca Empire. Con
quered peoples were subsumed into a federalist
system that left their original cultures and beliefs
intact, although subjugated to official state religion.
In this religion, the Inca emperor was worshiped as
a living incarnation of the sun god, Inti. Alongside
their large pantheon of personal gods, the Inca also

Introduction

worshiped Huacas, which were powers located in trees, springs, rocks, and
other natural locations.
Equally as diverse as the tribes themselves, North American religions and
beliefs reflect a highly sophisticated awareness of human nature and the natu
ral world, as personified by a large array of animal spirits (5, buffalo rattle)
and celestial deities. Many tribes interpreted a shared group of animal spirits
through their own set of traditions, spirits such as Coyote, Bear, and Raven.
The North American tribes are also known for developing their famous
spiritual traditions of the sweat lodge and the vision quest. Understanding
their traditions and beliefs provides a valuable window
to a rich source of human experience.
American mythology consists of the gods and stories of an entire continent. The sheer diversity of
cultures, from the family bands of Eskimo of the
Arctic Circle, to the massive, bureaucratic empire
of the Inca in South America, provides those interested
in the religions, belief systems, and mythologies of the
world with a deep well of human experience to learn from.

)
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AZT E C-C REATION MYTHS

Aztec-Creation Myths
According to the Aztec codices, the main sources on
the Aztecs (1, Templo Mayor, center of cosmology),
the primordial world was just water and darkness.
The god Ometeotl sprang from the darkness, cre
ating himself from nothingness. Ometeotl, who was
both male and female, gave birth to the Four Tez
catlipocas-one god composed of four deities. They
were Quetzalc6atl, the White Tezcatlipoca of the
East; Xipe Totec, the Red Tezcatlipoca of the West;

•

Ometeotl, the god of fire,

was dually male (Ometecutli)
and female (Omecihuatl) and
bore the FourTezcatlipocas

• The FourTezcatlipocas
created the world and took
turns as the ruler of the sun

• The universe consisted of
sky (with 13 levels), earth, and
underworld (with nine levels)

Huitzilopochtli, the Blue Tezcatlipoca of the South;
and the Black Tezcatlipoca of the North, known only
as Tezcatlipoca.
The creation of the world was not easy, as every
time the Four Tezcatlipocas tried, a gigantic croco
dile named Cipactli ate or destroyed whatever they
made, The gods became so frustrated they resolved
to kill her. The Black Tezcatlipoca dangled his foot in

• The Black Tezcatlipoca was
depicted with a missing foot and

the water. Cipactli took the bait, and while she was

a black and yellow stripe painted

ripped her apart, From her corpse they made the

across his face

chewing off his foot, the brothers grabbed her and
world, Tlaloc the rain god, and the first people,

OJ

Aztec-Creation Myths
CD Oxomoco and Cipactonal
Four aged wise men, less than
gods but more than mortals,
were named Oxomoco,
Cipactonal, Tlaltetecui, and
Xochicauaca. They were noted
for founding the city of Panuco
and for visiting Tamoanchan, a
heavenly paradise for the gods.
Oxomoco and Cipactonal (2) in
particular devised the first
Aztec calendar and a system for
interpreting prophetic dreams.
They also used their skills in
divination to lead the first
Aztecs to discovering maize.

Black Tez
catlipocas
Rival Suns
The White
Tezcatlipoca,
Quetzalc6atl, and
the Black Tezcatlipoca, known only as Tez
catlipoca (3), were brothers and rivals for the
office of the sun. Because Tezcatlipoca had lost
his foot in the fight with the monster Cipactli, he
became the first sun. Quetzalc6atl resented this,
and knocked him from the sky with a stone club.
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In revenge, Tezcatlipoca made his jaguars eat all
of the people in the world. Quetzalc6atl became
the new sun and made new people, but Tez
catlipoca was still angry. He turned the new
people into monkeys. Quetzalc6atl was so
upset he resigned as the sun and blew the
monkey-people away with a hurricane. Then
Tlaloc became the third sun.

Raising the Land From the Sea Tonacate
cuhtli (4), or "he at the center," was a celestial
fertility god who represented the male essence
of creation. He was thought to live in Omeyocan,
the highest level of the heavens, with his wife
Tonacacihuatl, the female essence of creation. In
some creation stories,
he separated the
land from the seas
while Ometoetl
in the god's dually
male (Ometecutli)
and female
(Omecihuatl)
form-created
life and people
on the land
raised by
Tonacate
cuhtli.

- a Body: pp. 20, 27, 229, 288, 331 I Creation Through Water: pp. 21, 71
rn Creation Through

II
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AZTEC-HUITZILOPOCHTLI

Aztec-Huitzilopochtli
The Aztecs believed that Huitzilopochtli was
the most recent god of the sun, after the Black
Tezcatlipoca, Quetzalc6atl, and Tlaloc had
abandoned that duty in times past. He was
considered equal in stature to Tlaloc, Huit
zilopochtli's predecessor and the god of rains. As

• Agod of the
sun and war,
Huitzilopochtli was also the
patron ofTenochtitlan

•

He was one of the four gods
responsible for creation

•

He was shown as a feathered
man holding his magic weapon,
a serpent called Xiuhcoatl

Huitzilopochtli was thought to live in constant
battle with the forces of darkness, who sought to
sink the world into endless night and destroy hu
manity. To give the god strength to fight, the Aztecs
made sacrifices of human hearts and blood during
yearly festivals.
The Aztecs also believed that warriors who died in
battle, as well as women who died in childbirth, had
their souls sent to serve Huitzilopochtli in his after

Figures and Stories
Relevant to
Huitzilopochtli
Coatlicue, Huitzilopochtli's
Mother, see pp. 384-385
Creation, Huitzilopochtli as
Creator God as One of the
Four Tezcatlipocas, see
pp.380-381
Quetzalc6atl, Fellow Creator
God, see pp. 390-391

world palace. Huitzilopochtli was thought to shine
so brightly with sun rays that the souls of the war
riors could only look at him through arrow holes in
their shields. Occasionally, Huitzilopochtli sent souls
back to the land of the living in the form of hum
mingbirds. Because of this, as well as the fact that he
was born from a ball of feathers, Huitzilopochtli is
often shown as a hummingbird, or as a male with a
black face wearing hummingbird feathers on his
head and legs.

The flag of the United Mexican States, or Mexico, is divided
into three vertical bands of green, white, and red. Stand
ing at the flag's center is an emblem of an eagle holding
a snake. The eagle stands on a cactus growing out
of a rock rising from a lake. This emblem represents
the Aztec legend that an eagle holding a snake re
vealed the divinely ordained location of the Aztec
homeland at Lake Texcoco. The rock
represents the island in Lake Texcoco
where the Aztecs built their capital city
of Tenochtitldn.

rn City/State

Founders: pp. 198, 200, 353

Aztec-Huitzilopochtli
Coyolxauhqui and
Huitzilopochtli One
of Huitzilopochtli's sis
ters was the goddess
Coyolxauhqui. Coyol
xauhqui killed their
mother, Coatlicue,
because she had been

Founding ofTenochtitlan at
Lake Texcoco Long ago, the
Aztecs lived in a land called
Aztlan. Huitzilopochtli ordered
them to leave Aztlan and search
for a new home, and renamed
them the Mexica. The god then
left them under the care of his
sister Malinalxochitl, the god
dess of snakes and scorpions,

who built the city Malinalco
for the Mexica's new home.
The people grew to hate the
goddess and called for Huit
zilopochtli to come back.
Huitzilopochtli magically made
his sister sleep, and while she
slept, the Mexica left her. When
Malinalxochitl woke up, she
sought revenge by giving birth

..

Huitzilopochtli in a disgraceful
way, being struck by a ball of
feathers. When Coyolxauhqui
cut off Coatlicue's head,
Huitzilopochtli leapt from his
mother's womb as a full-grown
god. He killed his sister then
tossed her head into the sky,
where it became the moon (1).

to the god Copil, who attacked
Huitzilopochtli. Copil lost the
fight and his heart was thrown
in the middle of Lake Texcoco.
Huitzilopochtli commanded the
Mexica to search for Copil's
heart and build a city where
they found it. The city they built
became Tenochtitlan (2), the
present-day Mexico City.

.. American Mythology I

AZTEC-COATLICUE

Aztec-Coatlicu e
The goddess Coatlicue was
tremendously important to
the Aztecs. The representa
tion of her as both fertile
mother goddess and
goddess of death-she
was said to feed on
corpses-shows her dual nature

•

Coatlicue was also known
asToci, or "grandmother:

and Cihu acoatl, or "lady of the
serpent"

•

A mother goddess, she gave
birth to the god of war and the
sun, Huitzilopochtli, and the 400
gods of the stars

• She was depicted wearing a
skirt made of living sn akes and a
necklace of human hearts and
skulls; she had withered bare
breasts, symbolizing the many
gods she birthed and nursed
•

Her face was altern ately

shown as made of two twined
serpents, or she was decapi
tated, with serpents of blood
springing from her neck

as creator and destroyer. As
earth goddess, her destructive

Coollicue's name means
"she of rhe skirr of serpents"

side is often brought out, because while being the
life-giving mother, earth ultimately devours all
living things.
She also appears as Cihuac6atl, the patron of
women who died in childbirth, and the sexually
impure and sinful goddess Tlazolteotl. She was the
mother of the sun god Huitzilopochtli-who she
conceived with a ball of feathers-as well as his
sister Coyolxauhqui, and the 400 gods of the stars.
Coatlicue was shown wearing a skirt of living
snakes, which represented the birth of gods from
her womb, and her breasts were flaccid from nour
ishing children. Her hands and feet were clawed
for digging graves.
Duality of Birth and Death
The Aztec priesthood (left, priest headdress) had a rich
tradition of philosophical thought and debate, com
parable to the ancient Greeks. One of the primary
concepts of Aztec thought was Te otl, translatable
as "oneness in duality, " which was ever-flowing
and ever-changing energy in motion. Coatlicue
represented the part ofTeotl in which the earth which
Coatlicue ruled, both gave birth to life and was the
home of the dead. Life and death were thus joined in
oneness. Coatlicue's own stary embodied Teotl: by her
death at the hands ofher daughter Coyolxauhqui, she
gave birth to Huitzilopochtli, god of life-giving sun.

ED Universal Principles: pp. 102, 295, 332, 430 I Dualism: pp. 56, 332

Aztec-Coatli cue
Birth of the Stars Besides
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Huitzilopochtli and his sister
Coyolxauhqui, Coatlicue
was the mother of 400
gods, known as the
,'( ( t Centzonuitznaua and
..,
the Centzonmim ixcoa,
,
gods of the southern
and northern stars,

respectively, The 400 gods
hated Coatlicue for becoming
pregnant with Huitzilopochtli,
and conspired with Coyolx
auhqui to murder her. As a
result, Huitzilopochtli killed
them all, and their dead bodies
became stars (1, Huitzilopochtli
with beheaded Coyolxauhqui).

The Rocky Pilgrimage One
day, Emperor Moctezuma 1who ruled from 1 440 to 1 468sent 60 magicians on a pil
grimage to pay homage to
Coatlicue (3) in her home of
Aztlan, the place of seven
caves, which was the leg
endary home of the Aztecs, As
the magicians reached Aztlan,
the ground grew rocky and

hard to travel. The magicians were not able to climb the
path to Coatlicue's home under the weight of the gifts
they had brought for her. When they met Coatlicue's aged
tutor along the way, they eagerly let him carry the gifts for
them. When the magicians met Coatlicue, she was crying
for her son, Huitzilopochtli, because he was away fighting
back the forces of darkness who wanted to kill the sun.
Coatlicue was not pleased by the emperor's gifts. She told the
magicians that they were fat and lazy, and that they had failed
by making the tutor carry the gifts for them. She prophesized
that Huitzilopochtli would lose the Aztec cities he ruled in the
same order he had gained them, and only then would he come
home to his mother. With this, Coatlicue also prophesized the
downfall of the Aztec Empire.

..
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THE AZTEC CALENDAR

Th e Aztec
Calendar
The Aztecs made use of two interlocking calendar
systems: a 365-day solar calendar called the
Xiuhpohualli and a 260-day ritual calendar called
Tonalpohualli. The solar calendar

(1) worked on a

system of 1 8 months of 20 days, plus five "dead" days at
the end of the year. Years were marked by the last day of
the 1 8th month of the ritual calendar. The extra five days at the end of a
calendar year were thought to be a dangerous, unlucky time. In contrast to the
solar calendar, the ritual calendar used 20 cycles of 1 3 days each (2, a ritual
calendar from the Codex Cospi). Every 1 3-day period, called a trecena, was ruled
by a different god. The cycle of trecenas determined when festivals and rituals
were held. The solar and ritual calendars did not match up at the end of each
365-day year. Instead, they met once every 52 years. A large New Fire Festival
was held when both calendars finally cycled back together again.

The 20 Days of the Aztec
Calendar The Aztecs named the
days of their calendars (3, Aztec
date stone showing day sign em
blems and numerical day markers)
by combining a number between
one and thirteen-representing the
day of the current trecena-and a
symbol taken from a list of 20 "day
signs." For example, days could be
named 1 1 Rabbit, 3 Lizard, or 9
Jaguar. It would take 260 days for
the combination of 20 day signs and
1 3 numbers to repeat themselves.
Years were named after the last day
of the 1 8th month. The solar cal
endar also gave each month of 20
days its own name, such as Izcalli
(first month), Ochpaniztli (1 2th
month), or Tititl (1 8th month).

The Aztec Calendar

..
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TOTEC

Aztec- Xipe
Totec
Xipe Totec was originally a tribal
god of the indigenous Tlapanec
people of the Guerrero Mountains of
Mexico. The Aztecs borrowed Xipe

Xipe Totecw05 0 godof

Totec and transformed him into

moize-on importont

one of their most important gods.

• Xipe Totec was the god of
maize and new vegetation, and
the patron of goldsmiths
•

crop to the Aztecs

Xipe Totec controlled the growth of maize together
with the rain god Tlaloc (1, Xipe Totec on left; Tlaloc
on right), and was the patron of goldsmiths. He was

He symbolized the death and
rebirth of nature

also regarded as one of the four high gods-the

•

Four Tezcatlipocas. ln that role, he was named the

He helped create the world,
but was also thought to send
diseases to humankind

•

Red Tezcatlipoca of the East, which represented his
association with the dawning of the sun. Because he

Appea ring as a man, he
fiayed himself and shed his skin

was an important deity to keep happy, Xipe Totec's

to give food to humanity

priests flayed and wore the skin of captives in a

• I n offering to the god, human

festival called Tlacaxipehualiztli. Xipe Totec is often

victims were flayed and their
skins removed

•

Without his skin he appears

as a golden god, symbolic of
maize losing its outer husk

Figures and Stories
Relevant to Xipe Totec
Creation Myths, Creator of the
World as One of t h e Four Tez
catlipocas, see pp. 380-381
HUitzilopochtli, Creator
God With Xipe Totec as One
of the Tezcatlipocas, see
pp. 382-383
Quetzalcoatl, Creator God
With Xipe Totec as One of t h e
Tezcatlipocas, pp. 390-391
Tlaloc, Created by Xipe Totec
a n d Helped Him Control the
Growth of Maize, see
pp. 392-393

depicted wearing these skins.

Aztec-Xipe Totec

Wax Gold Casting The Aztecs,
who prized gold jewelry and
artwork, made Xipe Totec into the
patron god of goldsmithing (3).
Gold was readily available to the
Aztecs, and they most often
fashioned it using the lost wax
casting technique. In lost wax
gold casting, the artist first
makes a model out of wax. A
mold of

The Four Tezcatlipocas
and Birth ofTlaloc Xipe
Totec was one of the four
divine
brothers
born of
Ometeotl
incarnation,
Xiuhtecutli), the
god of duality, who
both impregnated
and gave birth to

The Tlacaxipehualiztli, or the Flaying ofMen,
was a festival devated ta Xipe Tatec during
the 1 Dog- 13 Wind period of the Aztec ritual
calendar (approximately March in modern
calendars). The Aztecs believed that Xipe Totec
had once flayed off his own skin to feed their
ancestors. The god's self-sacrifice symbolized
the way that ripe maize sheds a leafy husk, or
skin, to reveal edible corn inside. During the
festival, Xipe Tatec's priests sacrificed captives
by cutting off their skins, dying the skins yellaw,
then wearing them (right) during rituals. The
skins were called "golden clothes," in honor of
the golden color ofripe maize.

..

then covers the wax like a shell.
The wax is melted away, then
molten gold is poured in its place,
replacing the wax to make the
final work of art. Only nobles were
allowed to wear gold jewelry.
Within this class, they competed
for status by wearing the
largest, most complex gold
items they could afford.
The priests also used gold
jewelry (2) and statuary as
sacrifices to the gods, as
gold symbolized maize, the
sun, and divine power.
himself. The four brothers were known collec
tively as the Four Tezcatlipocas: Xipe Totec,
Quetzalc6atl, Huitzilopochtli, and the evil god
known only as the Black Tezcatlipoca. With his
three brothers, Xipe Totec killed the monstrous
crocodile Cipactli. Then they created the world
and the first people from her broken body. Xipe
Totec was also a father to other gods. He helped
create Tlaloc, the god of water and drought, and
Tlaloc's future wife, Chalchiuhtlicue, the god
dess of lakes and rivers. This divine pair was
fashioned from the remaining pieces of
Cipactli's corpse after the world was made.

III American Mythology I

AZTEC-QUETZALCOATL

Aztec-Quetzalc6atl
Quetzalc6atl, also named Kukulcan and Nine Wind,
was a major deity and cultural hero to the Aztecs,
Maya, and related societies of Central and South
America. He is most easily recognized in ceremonial
drawings and carvings as a serpent covered in white
feathers, by which he was known as the feathered
serpent god. In human form, Quetzalc6atl was
depicted wearing ritual body paint with a red,
bird-like mask, and the Ehecailacozcatl, or the
Wind Jewel, which was a symbol of divine breath.
He was also shown wearing the Ocelocopolli, a

•

Qu etzalcoatl, also known as

cone-shaped headdress decorated with precious

the White Tezcatlipoca who

gems, which represented Quetzalc6atl's association

helped create the world and

with the sun and the planet Venus.

governs the west as the god of
the wind

•

He was associated with

Venus, the rising morning star

•

He was often depicted in

Aztec mythology as a green
snake, the plumed serpent

In Aztec and Maya cosmology, Quetzalc6atl
was credited with creating the world, naming the
lands and seas, discovering maize, domesticating
animals, creating fire, and teaching music and
dance to the first people of the world. His adherents
often called on him to cure blindness, coughs, skin
diseases, and infertility.
Moctezuma's Mistake
In 1 5 1 9, Spanish Conquistador
Hernan Cortes beached his ships
on the shore ofAztec Moctezuma II's
lands. Scholars once believed that
the emperor mistook the 5panish in
vasion for the arrival of Quetzalc6atl,
perhaps because myths described
Quetzalc6atl as a white conqueror
wearing feathers who came from
over the sea-just like Cortes and his
helmet. Recent studies suggest that
this story was probably a political
fiction made by Spanish historians
writing over 50 years after Cortes
defeated Moctezuma.

Aztec-Quetzalc6atl

Birth of Quetzalcoatl The
Aztecs gave Quetzalcoatl mul
tiple birth stories. In the most
common myth, Quetzalcoatl
was born to Coatlicue (1,
double-headed serpent), the

earth-mother goddess known
as "skirt of serpents." Coatlicue
became pregnant when a ball
of feathers fell upon her as she
swept a temple. By virgin birth,
she gave life to Quetzalcoatl,
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Quetzalcoatl and the Origin
of Blood Sacrifice Quetzalcoati (2) created the modern

world, the world of the fifth
sun, when he and his rival god,
Tezcatlipoca, slew the water
monster Tlaltecuhtli by g rappling her body and splitting
her apart. Half of her body
transformed into the lands
of earth, while the other half
became the sky. The monster's
divine spirit fell into a rage over
the murder; the gods tried to
appease her anger, but only

the Feathered Serpent, and his
brother Xolotl. In another ver
sion, Quetzalcoatl was the son
of the god Ometeotl, created
when Ometeotl breathed his
divine essence upon the earth.
Figures and Stories
Relevant to Quetzalc6atl

Coatlicue, Quetzalcoatl's
Mother, see pp. 384-385

Creation Myths, Quetzalcoatl
as Creator God as One of the
Four Tezca tlipocas, see
pp. 380-381

Cursing ofthe Aztec Empire,
see Coatlicue, p. 385

the sacrifice of human hearts
and blood satisfied her lust for
revenge.

•
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AZTEC-TLALOC

Aztec-Tlaloc
Tlaloc was one of the more fearsome of the Aztec
gods. He is most often seen as a monstrous man
with blue skin, prominent fangs, and wide, bulging
eyes. His adornments represented his status as a
god of rain

(1), water,

drought, and illness.
Tlaloc was believed to
carry four magic jugs of

•

Tlaloc was a god of rain,

water. The water of the

water, and fertility, and was the

first jug, when poured on

third sun god: the Rain Sun

the ground, caused crops

•

He is charaaeristically similar

to the Maya god of rain, Chaac

•

He could send out rain to

help the crops or devastate the

to grow. The second jug's
water did the opposite,
killing crops and with

earth with drought or floods

ering whatever it

•

touched. The third jug

He ruled over a paradise for

Tlalo[ was commonly shown with a
nee ofclouds about his head, a
crown of heron feachers. and
ehunder-making {aclfes

the souls who died by water

caused frost and ice, while

called Tlalocan

the water of the fourth jug utterly destroyed any

•

Children were drowned in

human sacrifice to llaloc

•

He is depicted with goggle

eyes and fangs

thing in its path.
Priests of Tlaloc were thought to have held partic
ularly violent rituals where they sacrificed children.
To honor Tlaloc's control over rain, his priests tore
off the children's fingernails and collected their
tears of pain in ceremonial bowls. The children were
then drowned, so as to send them to live in Tlaloc's
afterworld kingdom.

ill Maya Rain God-Chaac: pp. 396-397

A ztec -Tlaloc

..

Tlaloc's Family When the Four Tez
catlipoca gods made the world from the
remains of the crocodile Cipactli, they also
created Tlaloc to be the god of rain and
water. Tlaloc married twice, first to Xochi
quetzal (2), the goddess of plants, love,
and flowers. The marriage ended when
the god Black Tezcatlipoca (3) kidnapped and
seduced her. Tlaloc later married Chalchi
u htlicue, the jade-skirted goddess of lakes
and streams. With her, he had Tec
m ciztecatl, the moon-rabbit god.

Tlaloc as Rain Sun As the role of the
sun was held by the gods interchangeably, they often fought
over this title. When Tlaloc was
the sun, he was called the Rain
Sun, as he sent rain (4, Tlaloc's
messenger in a boat pouring
rain) and the fields prospered.
However, when Tezcatlipoca
stole Tlaloc's wife, Xochiquetzal,
Tlaloc fell into depression and
the rain stopped. The people
prayed for more rain, but in a
rage, Tlaloc sent a rain of fire that
destroyed the world.
Tlaloc ruled over one of the five
layers of the Aztec afterworld,
called Tlalocan (5) in his honor.
Contrary to Tlaloc's reputation
as a violent, punitive god,
Tlalocan was thought to be a
paradise, a beautiful land of
mild weather and flowering
plants. Because Tlaloc ruled
over water and rains, the souls
of people who died by
drowning or water-carried ill
nesses were sent to dwell in
Tlalocan, as well as the children
who were sacrificed to him by
way of drowning rituals.

III American Mythology I

MAYA-CREATION MYTHS

Maya-Creation Myths
The Maya creation story is recorded in the Papal

Vuh, a manuscript written in around 1 5 50, shortly
after the first Spanish missionaries reached
Guatemala. Here, creation began with a lifeless uni
verse filled with water and shrouded in dar kness.
The only light in the universe was a pale, glowing
light surrounding three serpent gods, who lay under
green and blue feathers in the water. These serpent
gods were approached one day by three other gods,
known collectively as " Heart of Heaven": Caculha
Huracan, Chipi-Caculha, and Raxa-Caculha.
The six gods meditated and held council. They
knew the world needed to begin, Finally, two of the

•

In Maya mythology, the world

was created when the gods
shouted 'Earth'

•

The gods created all of the

land and a n imals, and last they
created people from corn

•

In the Maya un iverse, a world

tree stood in the center of the
earth connecting it to the 13
layers of the heavens and the
nine layers of the underworld

serpent gods, Tepeu and Gucumatz, decided it was
time. They shouted "Earth!" and the world came out
of the darkness and water. The mountains rose up
from the valleys, and as the waters rolled away, a
jungle of trees and vines grew. The gods congratu
lated each other and finished making the world.
They made the mountain spirits, deer, birds, jaguars,
and serpents, and their homes. The last aspect of
creation proved to be the hardest: creating people.
They tried three times before they were satisfied.

Attempts to Make Humanity
The gods first tried to make
people from mud. However,
when the mud people melted
easily, the gods destroyed them
and made people from wood.
The wood people had no souls
and acted like animals. Un
happy, the gods turned them

into monkeys. Then the gods
made people from corn (1).
They used corn for the bodies,
and corn meal for the arms and
legs. Pleasing the gods, the
corn people were the ancestors
of the Maya.
rn American Creation Myths: pp. 380, 410, 428

Maya-Creation Myths
The Ordering of
the Universe The
Maya believed that
the universe was
ordered along the
four compass (2)
directions. Each of
these directions had
a symbolic color: east
was red, north was white,
west was black, and south was yellow. In the center of the
four compass directions stood the earth, symbolized by the
color blue-green. The world was centered on three stones. A
tree of life connected the world to the 1 3 layers of heaven above
the tree and nine layers of the underworld, Xibalba, below it.
Each cosmic layer was ruled by a different god.
The
The Maya charted time using a system of calendars devel
oped from various astronomical observations. Particularly
important was the Venus calendar. The Maya were accom
plished astronomers and were able to chart the movement

Ceiba-The World Tree
According to the Maya tradi
tion, a magnificent tree stood
in the center of the world,
connecting the earth to the
1 3 layers of the heavens and
the nine layers of the under
world (3). The particular species
of tree was usually a ceiba, a
South American jungle tree that
grows up to 1 75 feet in height
and possesses a remarkably
straight trunk. The ceiba world
tree was thought to send
branches in each of the four
compass directions, which the
Maya associated with ritual
practices. The tree's white
flowers were also believed to
symbolize the human soul,
which was called sak nik' nal, or
"white flower."

of the star with enormous accuracy. It is believed that the
Venus cycle was important to the Maya as the star was
associated with war. The Maya would use their almanac to
decide on good times to go into battle and opportune times
for coronations. Temples were often aligned with the stars
and the symbol of Venus was also used in architecture.
Rituals were most likely held on sacred areas dedicated to
the star (below, platform of Venus, Chichl!n

rn Norse World Tree Yggdrasil: p. 240

..
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Maya-Chaac
Chaac, the rain, agriculture, and fertility god, was
one of the most important and complex gods of the
Maya pantheon. Plentiful rains and successful crops
were major concerns of the Maya, who settled in an
arid region in Mesoamerica. Many rituals like the
Cha-Chaac frog ceremony were held to honor him
in cites such as Chichen Itzel. The Maya thought he
made the rain by hitting the hides of magic rain
bearing snakes with his axe made of lightning.
Chaac's nature was multifold: he was at the same

•

time Chaac, a singular rain god, and four Chaacs,

Chaac was the god of agricul

each of whom represented one of the four sacred

ture, rain, and fertility

•

compass directions by which the Maya ordered their

Chaac's Aztec counterpart

was Tlaloc, the god of rain

universe. In his four-fold form Chaac was known as

•

Chac Xib Chaac, the Red Chaac of the East; Sac Xib

He made it rain by hitting

Chaac, the White Chaac of the North; E k Xib Chaac,

rain-carrying snakes with his
lightning axe

•

the Black Chaac of the West; and Kan Xib Chaac, the

Rainmakers from the Maya

community could communicate

Yellow Chaac of the South.
The Aztec godTlaloc was similar to Chaac. An in

with Chaac and other rain deities

•

teresting parallelism also occurred between Chaac's

He was often depicted as an

four-in-one nature and the Aztec Four Tezcatlipoca

old man, covered in scales, With
a long, twisted nose and fangs
•

gods, who were li kewise associated with the four

He sometimes carries a shield

compass directions and the colors

and his lightning axe

red, white, black, and yellow.

The Cha-Chaac, The Frog Ceremony
The Cha-Chaac, the "Frog Ceremony," is a rain-making ritual de
voted to Chaac (right) that was developed by the Maya, which in
cludes four young boys acting as frogs. It is
still practiced in varying forms by peas
ant farmers in the Yucatan today. The
ritual takes its name from young boys
making frog noises while calling on the
god to send rain. Before Spanish colo
nization, the priests of Chaac sacrificed
human victims. Today, farmers offer
incense and drink ceremonial corn
beer over three days ofprayer.

rn Four Tezcatlipocas:

p. 380

I Tlaloc: p. 392

Maya-Chaac

..

Cenotes of the Yucatan
Cenotes (1), subterranean wells
found throughout the Yucatan,
were used as sacrificial pits to
Chaac. The Maya believed that
the wells were doorways into
the god's supernatural
kingdom. In tribute to him, they
threw gold and drowned young
boys in the wells.

Cracking Open the Mountain
for Corn An ancient myth
stemming from pre-Maya times
demonstrates the importance
of Chaac. One day, the ances
tors of the Maya were facing
starvation because an evil god
had stolen all of the food in the
land. Directing their prayers to

Origin of Rain-Adultery
With C'agua Sa'que's Wife
C'agua Choc (another name for
Chaac, meaning "cloud") was
the older brother of C'agua
Sa'que, the sun. C'agua Sa'que
married C'ana Po, the moon.

CD

Chaac, the patron god of agri
culture, they begged him for
food. Hearing the people,
Chaac (2) took his axe made of
lightning and struck a mighty
blow upon a mountain. As the
mountain split open, the
people found enough corn in
its center to hold a feast.
However, instead of loving
C'agua Sa'que, C'ana Po fell in
love with Chaac. When C'agua
Sa'que learned of the affair, he
put gall from male turkeys in
C'ana Po and Chaac's food in re
venge. This cast a spell that

made the two lovers argue
about who would get water
from the river. C'ana Po became
so angry at Chaac that she left
and never came back. Heart
broken, Chaac cried, and his
tears became rain (3).

.. American Mythology I THE STEP PYRAMIDS OF PRE-COLUMBIAN CIVILIZATIONS
The Step Pyramids of
Pre-Columbian Civilizations
T

he Aztecs, M a y a , and t h e i r ancestor

multiple layers of earth and gravel cov

c i v i l i z ations are well known for hav

ered with a fitted stone exterior. A single

ing built step pyramids. Unli ke ancienr

pyramid could req u i re centuries to fi n i s h

Egyptian pyramids, these pyramids were

building, a n d s o m e of t h e l a rgest could

not tombs, but were used as p l atforms for

reach gargantuan sizes.

public temples. The name "step pyra m i d "

The Great Pyra m id of

comes from how the pyramid walls look

Cholula, Mexico, is one

in cross section. A slope leads up to a flat

of the world's largest

ledge, itself topped by another slope and

man-made monuments,

a slightly smal ler ledge, until the temple's

l a rger by a third than

top p l atform is reached, giving the ap-

The Step Pyramids of P re-Columbian Civil izations

The best known temple of Chichen ltza is

giously important. Each o f the pyramid's

the KlLkuldn pyramid (pictured) , or El

four stairs has 91 steps. Including the top

Castillo (Spanish for "the castle" ) .

platform, there are 365 steps i n a l l , equal

The Maya raised Kukulcan between the

to the 365 days o f the Maya calendar.

1 1 th and 13th centuries A . D.

During the vernal equinox (March) and

as a temple to the god Kukul

autumnal equinox (September), seven tri

can, a Maya serpent god

angles of light and shadow reflect from

s i milar to the Aztec god

the western side o f Kukulcan's m a i n

Quetzalc6atl. The temple's

stairs, forming t h e shape of a serpent's

architecture has as
tronomical fea
tures thought

body tbat, a s tbe light cn:m""_�. WTnns

..

.. American

Mythology

MAYA-HURACAN

Maya-Huracan
Huracan (1) storm god in the Maya Madrid Codex,
was the Maya god of wind, fire, and lightning. His
name meant "the one-legged," which may have
referenced his power to kick or stamp down light
ning bolts during storms.
Huracan played a significant role in Maya beliefs,
participating heavily in the creation of the world. He

1), Q () o

was also responsible for the destruction by flood of

Q"QU'O
�

� �

� _

�

O �t'O...

•

Huracan, also known as
Caculha Huracan, Tohil, Bolon
Tzacab, and K'awil, was the god
of wind, fire, and lightning

•

He is shown with one human
leg and one leg made from a
serpent's body, symbolic of his
status as a creation god

an early version of humanity that had displeased the
gods. In order to reveal the land once more, he
repeated "land" until it emerged from the flooded
sea. He also appeared in the mythology of the hero
twins, Hunahpu and Xbalanque, by asking them to
stop the arrogant god Seven Macaw and his son,
Cabrakan. Huracan is shown in artistic depictions
with a long, snout-like nose, and a small o bject
splitting a mirror placed on his forehead,

Storm Gods As the Pre
Columbian peoples in Central
America practiced and de
pended on agriculture, storms
were a great danger as they
could destroy entire crops. Both
the Maya and the Actecs re
ferred to gods and goddesses
(1) who controlled storms. The
Aztec god Tezcatlipoca shows
many similarities to Huracan.
Both were storm gods, thus
represented destructive, but
were also creation gods. They
were also both associated with
a mirror. While the Nahuatl
name of Tezcatlipoca is often
translated as "smoking mirror,"
Huracan has a mirror on his
forehad. The mirror-object is
typically smoking, representing
storms and winds.
rn Great Floods: pp. 28, 32, 335, 4 1 1 , 445

Maya-Huracan

..

Huraccin and Hurricane
When the Spanish explorers reached the
Caribbean, they adopted the word h u racan,
meaning "storm," from the Taino, a group
inhabiting the area. The Taino word likely
derived from the Maya god Huracdn's name. As
the strong Caribbean storms were not seen in
their homeland, it is no surprise that the
Spanish acquired a local word to describe them.
This new word soon spread. Different anglicized
spellings of huracdn were used until the modern
spelling of hurricane was popularized by Shake
speare's use ofhurricano.

Huracan and the Great Flood

wood people. Huracan caused

dogs and household utensils

At the beginning of the world,

rain to fall ceaselessly, day and

yelled at them and attacked the

the gods first tried making

night, until the entire world

people out of wood. The wood

flooded

(2). The wood people

people for mistreating them;
their millstones tried to crush

people looked like normal

tried to seek shelter from the

people, but had no souls, which

rains, but could find none. The

found no rest until they re

made them act irreverently to

trees knocked them out of their

treated to the forest where their

the gods. Becoming angry, the

branches. The caves closed

faces became squashed and

gods wanted to punish the

when they approached. Their

they turned into monkeys.

them. Thus, the wood people

.. American Mythology I

T H E papaL VUH

The Papal Vuh
The Papal Vuh ("book of the mat") is one of the most

Lost in the Archives

important records of Maya mythology. It was a kind

earliest known copy of the

of history book and bible for the community. It
contains the story of how the world was made

(1,

creation), a series of epic stories about the gods, and
a history of the ruling family of the Quiche people.
In reality, the Popul Vuh known today is only a
copy, using European letters, of the original book
written in Maya picture symbols (2). The copy was
recorded in the Quiche language around 1550. The

The

Popol Vuh was found by a

Dominican priest, Francisco
Ximenez, in the18th century.
He translated his copy into
Spanish and added it to the ap
pendix of his book about
Guatemalan languages,
Grammar ofThree Languages:
Kaqchikef. Quiche, and Tzutuhil.

His manuscript was forgotten in

classical Maya lived from about A.D. 250 to 900 and

the library of the University of

the Quiche were their descendants. The myths were

San Carlos, Guatemala City,

not exactly the same as ancient Maya myths, but
scholars believe that there were enough correspon

until it was rediscovered in
1854 by Abbe Brasseur de Bour
bourg and Karl von Scherzer,

dences to make the Papal Vuh one of the most accu

who published French and

rate sources known for Maya religious beliefs.

Spanish versions.

The Popol Vuh

II
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MAYA-ITZAMNA

Maya-Itzamna
Little knowledge of the Maya high god Itzamna
survived Spanish colonization. He is known to have
been a creator god who lived in the upper skies, and
was thought to be a god of priests and medicine.
He gave the Maya cacao trees. Different renditions
of Itzamna associated him with Hunab Ku, an invis
ible high god; Kinich Ahau, the god of the sun; and
Yaxcocahmut, a divine, omen-giving bird.

• Itzamna ha d several incarna
tions, principally as a celestial
ruler and a bird god
• He gave humankind writing,
taught it the calendar, and was a
god of medic ine

Itzamna was known to play a significant role in
the Maya ritual calendar. Out of the four-year ritual
cycle, one year was dedicated to him alone. He was
also closely linked to certain months in every Maya
year: Uo, Zip, and Mac. In the month of Uo, Itzamna

• Itzamna's sons, the four

was called upon under the name Kinich Ahau

Baca bs, stood at the four corners
of the world and held up the sky

holy books with sanctified water. In rituals during

• Sometimes he appeared
as the four Itzamnas who
enveloped the world
• He is symbolized by the snake

Itzamna, or "first priest," while priests sprinkled their
the month of Zip, Itzamna was worshiped in his
guise as a god of medicine.
During the month of

and the mussel

Mac, Itzamna was

• In his bird god form, he is

associated with Chaac,

depicted as a hawk or a heron
and bears the symbols for day
and night on his wings

Divine Rule

In a number of

the rain god, and was
worshiped by old men
and women.
holding a two-headed snake in

books and mural paintings,

his beak. Maya kings invoked

Itzamna was shown in two prin

Itzamna in his bird god form as

cipal forms: as a celestial ruler

justification for their right to

and as a bird god. I n his celestial

rule. Kings of Maya cities such

ruler form, Itzamna was dressed
as a high priest

(1), and sat on a

heavenly throne, directing

as Yaxchilan, Dos Pilas, and
Naranjo added Itzamna's name
to their own. Temple artwork

farming and hunting activities.

also showed human figures

In his bird god form, Itzamna

wearing Itzamna's bird god

was shown as a heron or hawk

symbols paying respects to

like bird, sometimes with the

kings, or presenting a king with

symbols for day and night

his ceremonial headband, the

written on his wings, often

Maya version of a crown.

Maya-Itzam na
The Bacabs-The Four Brothers

Itzamna had four sons,

the four Bacabs, named Hobnil, Cantzicnal, Saccimi, and
Hosanek. ltzamna placed the gods at the four corners of
the world and tasked them with holding up the sky. If
they ever escaped or abandoned their duties, the sky
would fall and destroy the world. They were depicted as
old men, each with a conch shell or a turtle,
and were closely associated with Chaac, the
rain god. Worshipers called on the Bacabs
to cure diseases and to answer ques

CD tions about crops and the weather.

Marriage to Ix (hel

Ix Chel (3), also

that Ix Chel's worship may have

known as Chac Chel, was the jaguar

involved ritual sweat baths,

goddess of medicine and midwifery.

where Maya mothers bathed

Her name Chel may have meant

during pregnancy and after
giving birth.

"rainbow." S h e was freq uently de
picted as an old woman wearing a
serpent headd ress, sometimes with
clawed hands and feet. Her symbol
was an overturned water jar, repre
senting rain fa l l i n g from the clouds.
She was sometimes associated with
the waning, darkening phase of the
moon. Only one myth featuring Ix Chel
has survived to modern times. I n this
myth, Ix Chel was the wife of Itzamna.
Together, they had 13 sons. Two of the
sons, associated with the howler
mon key gods, created the heavens,
the earth, and people. Scholars think

The cocoa seed, source of our mod
ern chocolates, was incredibly
important to the Maya and
Aztec cultures. Cocoa seeds
come from the cacao
tree, thought to be na
tive to South America.
The Maya are be
lieved to have intro

and revered cocoa as one of the
founding gifts of civilization granted
to them by their high god Itzamnd.
The use of cocoa later spread to the
Aztecs, who made a bittersweet drink
from ground cocoa, vanilla pods,
peppers, and herbs. This cocoa drink
was a favorite of the Aztec emperor

Moctezuma I/, and over 2,000 pitch

duced the cacao tree

ers of it were prepared for him and

to Central America,

the nobles of his court every day.

..

.. A merican Mythology I MAYA-HUNAHPU AND XBALANQUE
Maya
Hunahpu and
Xbal anque
Hunahpu and Xbalanque
were divine twin brothers, sons
of Hun Hunahpu, a renowned ball
player murdered by the 12
lords of Xibalba, the under-

The hero twins were ball
players (picrured)

world. Passing through a series oftraps and ritual

• Hunahpu and Xbalanque
were twin brothers who
brou ght Xibalba, the u n der·
world, to a n end

avenged their father, and brought the entire under

• Associated with the Maya

world to an end.

maize god, the heroic pair were
not specifically gods, but they
displayed supernatural powers

which referred to his childhood spent hunting birds.

ball games, the twins defeated the Xibalban lords,

Hunahpu's name translates as "one blowgunner,"

• Hunahpu, meaning "one

He can be identified by the black spots on his skin,

blowgunner," was a bird
hunter

which represented how he was killed during the

• He was known by the black
corpse spots on his skin that
signified his death a n d rebirth

• Xbalanque, meaning
'ja guar sun," had jaguar
pelt marks on his skin

fight against the Xibalban lords, then resurrected by
his brother. Xbalanque's name meant "jaguar sun"
or "hidden sun." He was known by the jaguar pelt
marks on his skin. Both twins were at times symbol
ized by two stalks of corn, referring to their
ritual association with the growth of maize.
Maya Ball Games
Ritual ball games were a central part of Maya ceremonies. Played in each large Maya city, the
games were attended by commoners and
chieftains alike. The players (left, a ball play
er), who were mostly captives, were divided
into two teams. They played for life or death,
as the losing team was sacrificed. The object of
the game was to push a rubber ball through the
stone-ring on the wall. The players had to do this with
out touching the ball with their legs or arms-only with
their chest, shoulders, or hips. Because the ring was placed
high, passing the ball through it was extremely difficult.
Thus, whoever managed it often won the game.

rn Journeys in the Underworld: pp. 39, 4 1 , 159,353,

Maya- H unahpu and Xbalanque
Pregnancy of Xquic

Xquic

born, their grandmother hated

was the mother of Hunahpu

them for crying too much. Their

and Xbalanque. She became

older half brothers, One Howler

pregnant with the twins when

Monkey and One Artisan, were

she was speaking with the skull

afraid that the twins would
steal all the attention, and tried

of their dead father, Hun
Hunahpu

(1). His skull spat

to kill them. The older brothers
threw the babies on a n anthill

on Xquic's hand, which made
her pregnant. Because H u n

and in a bramble bush, but the

Hunahpu was d e a d ,Xquic had

twins survived. As the twins

no one to take care of her. She

grew, the older brothers made

begged Hun Hunahpu's mother

them hunt birds for food and

to take her into the household,

do chores, while they played

and was taken in, but was not

and sang songs. The twins

welcomed as a full member of

became heroes in spite of this

the family. After the twins were

punishing treatment.

Playing Ball in Xibalba

Xibalba, intending to kill them

The 1210rds ofXibalba hated

through a series of traps and

ball. They then caused the

Hunahpu and Xbalanque for

rigged ball games (2) played

downfall of the entire under

playing ball too noisily. They

with a ball mounted with a

world through an ela borate

summoned the twins to

razor sharp blade. The twins

disguise. They impersonated

outwitted every trap using
cunning and
magic, and

fairly defeated the Xibalbans at

miracle workers and tricked the
two hig hest lords ofXibalba
into offering themselves as
sacrifices, then killed

..

.. American Mythology I XIBALBA-MAYA

UNDERWORLD

Xibalba-Maya Underworld

Xibalba-Maya
Underworld
X

ibalba was an un

0f six magical houses:

der world kingdom

the dark house, the cold

12

house, the jaguar house,

of the dead, ruled by
demons known as rhe

the bat house, the blade

lords of Xibalba. The

house, and the fire

kingdom itself could

house. These houses

only be reached from the

were named for the traps

mortal world by extreme

they contained, and were

difficulty: after finding a

invariably lethal to any

suitable cave entrance,

one who even dared to

travelers had to survive

enter them.The Maya

p'assing rivers of scorpi

believed that their ances

OBS,

blood, and pus,

then encha nted cross

tors and the recently de
ceased had to suffer

roads that gave mislead

living in Xibalba for a

ing directions toward

time before they were

deadly traps. Once in

lowed in heaven. Only

the kingdom, mortals

those who committed

al

were taken to the palace

suicide, were sacrificed,

where the lords of

or were mothers who

Xibalba resided. The

died in childbirth were

lords forced travelers to

exempt and could go

..
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I NCA-VI RACOCHA

Inca-Viracocha
Viracocha was the highest and most powerful god
in the Inca pantheon. He was god of the sun, storms,
fire, and lightning, and the creator of the Inca uni
verse.Viracocha had two children with his wife
Mama Qocha ("sea mother"), the sun god Inti and
the moon goddess Mama QUilla.lnti and Mama
Quilla were said to be the parents of the first Inca
ruler, Manco Capac, and his sister and wife Mama
Oello.Manco Capac founded Cuzco, the capital of
the Inca Empire, teaching agriculture to the humans
and establishing a codex of l aws.The following Inca

• Viracocha was the supreme

emperors were seen as living incarnations of Inti,

god and created the universe

• He was the god of the sun,

and recognized Viracocha as their spiritual father.

l ightning, storms, and fire, and
father of Inti, the sun god

Although the worship of Inti became the official

• He was worshiped by the pre
Inca people in Peru

but few temples

• Represented as a bearded old

state cult of the Inca, Viracocha was also honored,

(1) were dedicated to him.

Viracocha was often represented as a pale,
bearded man with Caucasian features and green

man, he traveled the earth and
taught humanity civilization

eyes. Because of these traits and Viracocha's associ

CD

ation with the powers of creation and the sun,
scholars have debated a connection to
the Aztec god Quetzalc6atl.

Inca-Viracocha

..

Destruction of the Fi rst
World In the beginning, Vira
cocha made a world that had
no light: no sun, no moon, no
stars. He made people live in
this dark world, and ordered
them to follow his moral teach
ings. However, they became
proud and spiteful. Angered
with their disobedience, Vira
cocha sent 60 days and nights
of torrential rain, which flooded

(2) the world and obliterated its
people.

Creation of the New World

spared three people to be assis

made the moon brighter than

When Viracocha destroyed his

tants to help him rebuild the

the sun, but the sun was

world. One of the first things

jealous. As the sun and moon

first world with a flood, he

Viracocha did was to create
light for the darkened world.

rose into the sky, the sun tossed
ashes over the moon, which

The god took his servants

dimmed its light to its present

to an island in Lake Titi

level. Later, as Viracocha gave

caca, which was be

instructions to his three ser

lieved to be the center

vants for further tasks, one of

of the world. From

the servants, Taguapaca, be
came disobedient. So Viracocha
ordered his other two servants

moon, and stars to
rise from the

to toss Taguapaca into the lake.
Screaming curses and insults,

water into the sky

Taguapaca was sucked under

(3). Viracocha had

the waters and disappeared.

welcome. In one town,
the people took offense at his

Wanderings as a Beggar

appearance, and tried to kill
him. Viracocha frightened them

Once the new world was com

off by making fire rain down on

plete, Viracocha (4) decided to

a hill. The fire was so hot that it

explore his lands on foot, to see

bleached the boulders it

how well his new people were

touched. Later, Viracocha disap

living and to civilize them. In

peared after walking across the

some accounts, he wore only a

Pacific Ocean. It was believed

plain white robe, or beggar's

that he left the other gods to

rags, so that no one would
know him. While traveling, the

take care of his creation and
only returned during times of

god did not always find a warm

trouble.

rn Quetzalcoatl: p. 390 I Great Floods: pp. 28, 32, 335, 401 ,445
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INCA-MYTHS OF LOVE A N D TRAGEDY

• Inca society
was stratified;
nobles di d
not marry or
mix with com
moners

• The separa
tion of social
classes is re
fiected in the
Inca myths of
love, which
often serve a s
warnings
against social

mixing
• A love affair

between a shep
herd and an Inca
ruler's daughter
en ded with the
lovers turned into
stones on a

mountain
• The goddess

Cavillaca threw
hersel f i nto the sea
when the father of her baby
turned out to be the lowly god
Coniraya

• Mama Coca was killed by her
many jealous lovers, and be
came the goddess of coca

Acoya-napa and Chuqui-liantu

Inca-Myths of Love and
Traged y
Inca mythology provides interesting glimpses
into the social rules for relationships between
men and women, in light of Inca class structure.
Inca society was noticeably stratified. Com
moners formed the largest and lowest level, and
were responsible for farming, herding, construc
tion, and the general work
needed to keep Inca civi
lization running.A much
smaller class of nobles,
centered around the di
vine kingship of the Inca,
controlled the political life
of the empire. Above the
world of mortals ruled the
gods. As one might
imagine, men and women

(1) from different classes of
society did not generally
marry or mingle. This is re
flected in stories of tragic love
affairs which invariably ended
badly, including for the gods
themselves.
The shepherd

Acoya-napa tended a herd of white llamas (2) for
the Inca emperor. One day, he met the emperor's
daug hter, Chuqui-liantu, known as the daughter
of the sun. They immediately fell in love. How
ever, they had to keep their affair a secret be
cause of their class differences. If the emperor
found out, he would kill them. The shepherd's
mother used a spell to turn him into a cloak,
which the princess secretly carried with her. He
turned back into a man whenever the two lovers
were alone. When their romance was discovered
by a guard, they escaped by running up a moun
tain, where they were turned into stone pillars.

Inca-Myths of Love and T ragedy
Affairs of Mama Coca, the
Goddess of the Coca Leaf

�

,- 1

In Inca society, the coca plant

(4), the source of cocaine, was
used for many purposes. It was
made into medicine, chewed

(3,

man chewing leaves) before
long mountain treks to
make the journey easier,

love

(5, "lovers" said to have

been carved by Cavillaca). Very
beautiful and innocent in spirit,
she was desired by many of the
male gods. As hard as they tried
to interest her or capture her,
none succeeded. Finally, Coni
raya, trickster god of the moon
and a great mag ician, took in
terest in Cavillaca. Taking some
of his semen, he fashioned
what appeared to be a tasty
piece of fruit, a n d placed it
where Cavillaca would find it.
Later, the goddess found and
ate the fruit, which made her
pregnant with a son. To her
shame, she did not know who
the father was. To find out, she
placed her baby in front of a
group of the gods. It crawled
toward Coniraya, revealing his
parentage. Becoming upset be
cause Coniraya was a god of
low status, Cavillaca fled to the
sea. She threw herself and her
baby into the waters, where
they turned into rocks.

ill
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many lovers. When the lovers
learned of each other and
became jealous, they argued,
then turned their anger on

of the coca leaf was called

the woman. Enraged, they

who took on
Cavil-

...

,

and formed into decora

nally a mortal woman

laca was a virgin goddess of

,
'I

1
'-

tive artworks. The goddess
Mama Coca. She was origi-

Coniraya and Cavillaca

,

ripped her to pieces, and the
first coca plant grew from her
blood.

_
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INCA-SUN CULT

Inca-Sun Cul t

• Sun
worsh ip
played a
central role
in the I n ca
Empire

Sun worship was the foundation of Inca culture
and religion.The Inca worshiped the sun in the
guise of Inti, god of the sun.While Inca rulers styled
themselves as "children of the sun," the emperor

• Inti was

was also seen as a living incarnation of the god Inti

worsh iped as
the god of
the sun

• Inca em
perorswere
intrinsically
lin ked to Inti,
and therefore
worsh ip of the
sun incl uded
worship of the
emperor

• Observatories,
where the l ight
from the sun was
measured, were
prevalent

• The capital, (uzco, housed
the most important Temple of
the Sun

• Inti was symbol ized as a
golden circle representing the
sun with a face in the center

and the sun. Many temples dedicated to the sun
were built in the Inca Empire, with the sun temple
of Cuzco being the most important sanctuary,
Sun worship also played a role in the establish
ment and maintenance of the Inca Empire, To show
the dominance of the Inca rulers over their many
subjects and territories the priesthood established
yearly sun worshiping rituals across the empire,
These rituals gave sacrifices and worship to the
god Inti, and by proxy to his human avatar, the
Inca emperor.
Toward the same end, the priests of Inti and the
Inca rulers commissioned gigantic solar observato
ries, designed to measure the light of the rising
and setting sun during the winter and summer
solstices, The oldest known observatory is located
at Chankillo, Peru, and is thought to be at least

2,300 years old.

The Inti Raymi was one of four annual
festivals celebrated in the Inca capital
of Cuzco. lt was dedicated to the
worship of Inti and it recaunted the
origins of the Inca people. The festival
was nine days and nights of parades,
dancing, animal sacrifices, and ritual
drinking. The timing of lnti Raymi
coincided with the winter solstice, and
marked the start of a new Inca
year. Modern re-creations (right) ofInti
Raymi have been held at Sacsay
huamdn, near Cuzco, since 1944.

ill Sun Cults: p. 90

Inca-S un Cult
The Inca as the "Great Sun"
As the living incarnation of Inti,
the Inca emperor was more
than a political ruler; he was
actually part of the sun worship
cult (1). H e was called the Sapa
Inca, meaning "the only Inca,"
or just Sapa, meaning "the
only." The religious counterpart
to the Sapa Inca was the Willaq
Umu, meaning "priest who tells
the story." The Willaq Umu was
ascribed the status of a living
son of IntLln practice, the role
was often filled by the Sapa
Inca's younger brother.

Inti the Sun God

Inti

(2,

children to build the Inca

symbol in art was a male

throne of the sun god at

capital city of Cuzco on the site

human face drawn inside a

Machu Picchu) was the patron

where a golden staff they

golden circle, representing

deity ofTawantinsuyu, the Inca

carried fell to the ground. Inti's

the sun.

Empire. He was the son of Vira
cocha, the Inca high god, and
was married to Mama Pacha,
the goddess of the Earth. They
had a son, Manco Capac, and
a daughter, Mama Oello.
According to legend, Inti sent
his children to the ancestors of
the Inca to teach them how to
l ive and how to establish their
empire. H e also ordered his

Figures and Stories
Relevant to the Sun Cult
Acoya-napa and C h iqui 
Ilantu, Chiquillantu Was a
Daughter of the Sun, see
Inca Myths of Love and

Tragedy, p. 412

The Huacas, Sun Rituals Were
Undertaken on Sacred Huaca
Routes, see

pp. 416-417

Viracocha, Inti the Sun God's
Father, see

pp. 410-411

..
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INCA-TH E HUACAS

Inca-The Huacas
Alongside the worship of the gods, the huacas
played an important role in the Inca religion. Huacas
were people, animals, plants, or objects that were
believed to have a special supernatural power. The
Inca often identified the huacas by their unusual
shapes or exceptional appearance, such as rock
formations, doubled corn cobs, and human or

•

HuaCQ i s the Inca name for
sacred objects and the state of
bei n g after d eath, and i s also
used in reference to sacred
ritual

animal albinos. Huacas could also be identified by
an important political or religious event having
happened in a certain location,
However, the term huaca is perhaps most

• Huaca also refers to spirits

commonly associated with Inca mummies. The Inca

and was applied to both l ivin g
things and geographical plac es,
as well as monum ents, from
pyramid s to small ston e shrines

nobility typically mummified their deceased ances
tors, and placed the mummies in special houses.
These houses were huacas, as were the mummies,

• As all the world was consid

because they were infused with the power of the

ered to be alive and sacred,
anything of significant note or
beauty was considered a h uaca

ancestral dead.

• A ceremon ial route could be

typically found in the mountains, e.g., difficult

a hu aca, and was referred to as
a ceque; such a route in Cuzco
was u sed for sun rituals

mountain passes, clearings on mountain tops, or a

Huacas associated with geographical places were

particular spot on a mountain believed in local lore
to have been touched by the gods.

Huacas and Hidden Gold
When the Spanish conquista
dors saw the Inca's rich use of
gold, they developed an
insatiable desire for it. The
Spanish rashly destroyed
Inca huaca artifacts and holy
sites if they believed gold (1)
could be found within. One
of most destructive episodes
fell upon the Huaca del Sol,
an adobe temple near
Trujillo, Peru. The Spanish
diverted a river from its
natural bed to wash away the
temple walls, but no gold was
ever found.

ill North America-Sacred Locales: p. 426 I Mummification: pp. 75, 94

I nca-The Huacas
Mummification Practices of the Inca
Two different types of/nco mummies (right) were found. In the
capital city of Cuzco; the Inca nobility mummified their ancestors
and kept them in special houses of the dead. The Spanish
conquistadors destroyed them, so the exact process of
mummification has been lost. Another type of mummy was
children sacrificed on mountain tops. The children were
left exposed to the extreme cold and thin air of
high altitude, which freeze-dried their bodies
almost intact. Because of the divine parentage of
the nobility and the sacral destination of the
children, these mummies were regarded as huacas.

Huacas and Ceremonial Routes

The I nca

sometimes ordered larger huacas along specific

stars associated with planting
and harvesting crops. As a political tool, the

geographical routes and integrated existing

huaca routes helped join the disparate peoples

huacas (2) into them. These routes served both

of the Inca Empire under

ceremonial and political purposes. As ceremo

a single unified system

nial routes, they provided stations of worship

of beliefs.

along prescribed paths. These paths were
sometimes aligned astronomically, such as with
the rising and falling of the sun and the various

..
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INCA-MACHU P ICCHU

Inca-Machu Picchu
T

he mystetious Inca city Machu Picchu, built

7,874 feet above sea level in the

Andes mountains, is often called "the lost city of the Inca." Hidden high in

the mountains, Machu Picchu remained untouched by the Spanish conquerors.
The sacred district of the site hosted one of the more remarkable finds at Machu
Picchu: the

lntihuatana, or "hitching post of the sun." Here, during the winter

solstice, priests performed a ritual that was supposed to prevent the sun ftom
completely disappearing. Located near the lntihuatana was the main temple, which was dedicated
to the sun and its god, Tnti. At the summer and
winter solstices, the sun shone on the altar
through each one of the temple's two trape
zoidal windows. Within the temple stood
the renowned Room of the Three Win
dows, which was said to have been where
the four sons and four daughters of Inti
stepped out into the world in their
search for fertile land.

I nca-Machu Picchu

•
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North America-Creation
Myths
The creation stories of the North American Indian
tribes are diverse, and varied widely depending on
the tribe, the geographical region, and the person
telling the story. However, several general themes
were shared across many stories.
It was not unusual to think of the universe before
the beginning of the world as a place of darkness,

• Most North American tribes
believed in a creator god who
created lesser d eities

void, or endless waters. A creator god then acted
upon the darkness or the waters to make the sun,
the earth, and the animals, or in some cases created

• The Hopi believed that th ey

another deity to do the work for him or her. Most

had ascended to the modern,
fourth world from a series of
three prior worlds that had
been d estroyed

traditions tell of the creator ordering the world in

• Th e Seminole thought that

invisible spirit, a spirit possessing human-like attri

the same way: heaven, earth, and underworld.
The creator god is sometimes represented as an

after the creator spirit had
made the animals, he sealed
t h em in a giant sh ell

the parent or creator of the lesser spirits of the

• Th e Iroq uois beli eved that

tribe's beliefs, and responsible for either making

the earth was made from m ud
h eaped on a turtle's back

Ascending to the Fourth
World-The Hopi The Hopi of

butes, or an animal spirit. He or she was also often

people directly, or ordering the lesser spirits to
make people on his behalf.
Grandmother, who then made
the world. The Hopi also be

the Southwest had mUltiple

lieved that they lived in the

creation stories. In one version,

fourth of a series of worlds. Each

Tawa, spirit of the sun, created

prior world had been destroyed

the world from the tokpella, or

when the Hopi had fallen

the endless void of space. In

vice and bad habits. Each

another, the world was made by
two spirits called Hard Being
Woman of the East and Hard
Being Woman of the West, while
Tawa watched their work. In a
third story, Tawa created a
heaven and rain spirit named
Sotuqnangu (3, Hopi Kachina
doll, representing the thunder
spirit), who created the Spider

CD

North America-Creat i o n MythS
The Great Shell on
the Mountain-The
Seminole The

passed inside the

Seminole of Florida

opened. It stayed so

open. A long time
shell, but it never

and the Southeast

long on the mountain

bel ieved that in the

that a tree grew by it.

beginning, t h e Grand

The tree grew until

father Spirit, creator

one of its roots

of the world, first

cracked the shell

made the animals. He

open. The first animal

sealed them i n a giant

to leave the shell was

shell while he finished

the panther, who was

making the world.

followed by the bird,

When this was done,

bear, deer, snake,

he put the shell on a

frog, and otter. The

(2) then went

mountain a n d told

a n i mals

the animals inside to

to their homes i n the

Dreaming Woman of the Sky
World-The Iroquois The

tribe was known for her

sky. Angered at losing the tree,

dreams. One night, she had a

the tribe pushed the woman

Iroquois of the Northeast

nightmare about the magic tree

down the hole but a hawk

believed that in the beginning,

that gave light for the sky

caught her. As she had no place

there was no la nd, only an end

world, as there was no sun. At

to stand, birds and water ani

less, empty sea. Far above the

her request, the tribe tried to

mals heaped sea-mud on a

sea, in the sky, lived the sky

dig around the tree, but it fell

turtle's back (3) until the mud

world tribe. One woman of the

down the hole they dug in the

pile grew to become the earth.

.
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North America-Manitou
Aside from countless nature spirits, many North
American Indian tribes are thought to have believed
in manitou

(1), meaning "deity" in the language of

the Ojibwe and Algonquin tribes, inhabitants of the
Great Lakes area of the United States and Canada.
The term referred to an impersonal spiritual power
of exceptional force, which could be found in peo
ple, animals, and natural phenomena or features.

• Some tribes b elieved in a

Meanwhile, the Pawnee in Nebraska honored a
great spirit named Tirawa, who was linked with nat

great spirit, or m anitou, an im
personal spiritual power

ural phenomena like the sun, moon, and stars.

• The term m anitou derives
from the Anishinaabe word for
deity

bridge contact between the living and the spirits of
the dead. Shamans employed several methods to

• The sweat lodge was used

receive visions about the future or to learn how to

as a rite of purification and
healing

• Shamans provoked visions
that consulted the spirits

It was the job of the shamans or medicine men to

heal a sick person.
When Christian missionaries first encountered the
tribes after 1850 and sought to
understand their con
cept of a supreme,
high deity, gitchi

North America-Manitou
The Sweat Lodge

..

While the practice of bathing

in a sweat lodge (2) was widespread throughout
North American tribes, it took subtly different
forms depending on each tribe's beliefs. Gener
ally, the sweat lodge was a domed hut that was
tightly sealed with skins or clay. Stones were
heated in a fire, brought inside, then water was
tossed over them to fill the lodge with steam. The
ceremony had strict rituals and rules, from gath
ering of special wood to the tending of the fire by
special persons. Sweat lodge ceremonies had
both aspects of mental purification and physical
healing, as well as giving requests and thanks to
the ancestors. The ceremony was led by a
shaman and began with the evocation of the
souls of ancestors and spirits of the tribe.

Vision Quest Ritual

Like the sweat lodge, the

practice of the vision quest varied g reatly by
tribe. Generally, a vision quest served one of
two purposes: either as a rite of passage for an
adolescent boy to become a man, or as part of a
neophyte shaman's apprenticeship for learning
the tribe's sacred rituals. A vision quest could be
accomplished by a variety of means: the aspi
rant (4) might fast for several days, hike or run to

ED Shamanism in Africa: p. 436
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North America-Totem
Poles and Animal Spirits
Totem poles

(1) are large free-standing tree trunks,

carved and painted with the stylized faces and
bodies of animals and tribal spirits. Most totem
poles were made in the forests of the Pacific North
west region of the United States and Canada, by the
Haida, Tsimshian, and Tlingit tribes.The raising of a
new pole was always accompanied by a celebration.
Generally, a totem pole, more correctly referred
to as a heraldic column, was raised to honor the
family-or a famous member of it-that caused it to
be carved. It served the function of marking a family

• Totem or crest poles were

or tribe's territory, as well as warding off evil spirits.

ca rved to honor famous mem
bers of a fam ily and to ward off
evil animal s

The poles often told stories-about an exceptional

• Most Indian tribes believed

which were read from bottom to top, The figures

in animal spirits

carved on the pole represented the animal heralds

• Th e bear was seen as a chief,

event or the l ife of a great chief, for example

or l ea der of a hunting party

• The coyote and raven were

of a family. Although the North
American Indians believed in

tri ckster spirits

animal spirits, they did not

• Iroquois medicin e societies

believe in totem animals,

were often named after mystic
anima l s like the otter or eagle

ED Animals in Myth: pp. 104, 230, 322

contrary to the assumptions of
earlier scholars,

North America-T otem Poles and Animal Spirits
Bear-T he Leader

In the

reserved for the chief, or for

traditional stories of many

promine nt, important fa milies.

tribes, bear (2) was portrayed

The bear (along with the olter,

in the roles of a chieftain, a
war party leader, or as the
leader of a buffalo hunt. Bear's
physical strength and
fighting prowess made
him a natural leader,

..

eagle, and buffalo) gave name
to medicine societies formed by
the Iroquois. Members ofthese
secret communities shared
their healing and magical
knowledge.

and he was known for
his extreme courage, if
not recklessness, in warfare and hunting. His
weakness was his pride,
and he was sometimes
seen to be slow ofthought
and action. I n totems, the
figure of bear was often

Coyote and Raven-The Tricksters

I n contrastto

bear's steadfastness of character, coyote (4) and
raven (3, shaman's rattle) both filled the
role of trickster spirits. They were seen
to be highly intelligent, sometimes
cowardly, sometimes mischie
vous spirits who cared little
for the rules of society
that bear epito

often used deceit when he

mized.

came into conflict with bear

Coyote, in

over who would have the glory
and spoils of buffalo hunts.

White Buffalo-The Redeemer

The

Lakota tribe believed in an unusual

afraid, but the woman calmed
him and told him to return

and very interesting animal spirit: the

home to prepare a feast.

white buffalo, known also as the White

She then revealed her

Buffalo Calf Woman. The story starts

name to be Wh ite Buffalo

with the Lakota people suffering from

Calf Woman. When she

famine. The chief sent out two scouts in

came to the feast, she

search of game animals for food. After a

taught the people

long journey, the scouts saw a beautiful
woman clothed in white skins. The first
scout desired her to be his wife, and ran to
embrace her. As he did, a heavy cloud
surrounded him. When it lifted, only the
scout's bones remained. The second scout was

sacred rituals, and gave
them the chununpa,
or sacred tobacco pipe.
The Lakota revered her
as a bringer of redemption

.. American Mythology I
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North America-Sacred
Locales
Many North American Indian tribes held certain
places to be sacred. They saw themselves as the pro
tectors and guards of these places; thus there were
strict taboos limiting who visited them. While every
tribe had its own understanding of what made a
place sacred, and why it is possible to notice wide
spread similarities between tribes. Sacred places

• A place could be sacred

could be remarkable features in the natural land

because i t was inhabited by
spirits, because mythic events
happened there, or because i t
w a s used for rituals

scape, or places that were held sacred because the
the place. It was common for a tribe to attribute the

• Because of their importance,

origin of their ancestors to a sacred place, such as a

many tribes insti tuted taboos
that prohibited just anyone
from entering certain places,
thus trying to protect them

mountain or a massive hill.

• The Klamath believed that
the Crater Lake was created
during a battle between two
rival chiefs

• The Lakota Sioux believed
the Black Hills mountains to be
the center of the un iverse

tribe believed that spirits inhabited or had touched

The myths of some tribes refer to spirit animals or
deities turning people into stone; thus rocky land
marks could memorialize the event. Battles between
legendary chiefs or mythic spirits were sometimes
thought to have been so severe that they crushed
hills, raised mountains, or created lakes and rivers.
Landmarks were also often viewed as the trans
formed body of a monster, who had been slain by a
mythological hero.
The Serpent

The Serpent Mound of Ohio is something
of on unsolved mystery for archaeologists.
The mound itself is physically impressive,
running about

7,370 feet long in the shape

of a smoothly winding serpent whose tail
is cailed three times around. The serpent's
open mouth faces a hollow oval, which is
mostly described as an egg. Here, layers of
burnt wood found suggest that it was a
ceremony place. Although there are many
theories, it is believed to have been built by
the Adena culture or the "Moundbuilders"
(from about

7000 B.C. to A.D. 7200).

rn The Inca-The Huacas: p. 416

North America-Sacred Loca les
The Crater Lake of Oregon
Mount Mazama, Oregon

The Crater Lake of

(1). was formed about

5677 B.C. when the volcanic peak of the moun
tain collapsed, then filled with spring water. The
Klamath tribe local to the area believed that
their ancestors witnessed the formation of the
lake. They attributed the event to a n epic battle
between Llao and Skell. two mythical chiefs of
the Klamath tribe. Their terrible fight ended
with the destruction of Llao's home on Mount
Mazama, known as the underworld, by Skell.
who turned it into the Crater Lake. The tribe
held the lake sacred, and in times past, sent
young men there o n vision quests that involved
fasts and highly dangerous climbs down sunken
volcanic wells around the lake.

The Black Hills

The Black Hills

H i l ls were the center of the uni-

government and the Lakota

(2) are a small mountain range

verse, and thus sacred. How

tribes that ended u p a t the U.s.

running from Wyoming to

ever, some controversy about

Supreme Court. When the

South Dakota. The name

this claim has arisen in times

ruling on July 23,1980, found

comes from the Lakota Sioux

past, because the Lakota came

that the Black Hills had been il

term Paha Sapa, literally "black

to the area i n the 18th century,

legally taken from the Lakota,

hills," and so named because

and displaced other tribes on

remuneration was offered.

the trees on the mountains

their arrival. There was a long

However, the Lakota refused

make them look dark. The

quarrel about the Black Hills

the settlement and continue to

Lakota believed that the Black

between the United States

fight for their sacred territory.

..
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North Ame rica-Lelawala the Maiden of the Mists

North America-Lelawala
Maiden of the Mists

_
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North America-Arctic
Myths
The Inuit are the in
digenous peoples
of the Arctic, occu
pying areas of Alaska, Canada,
and Greenland.Suffering the
harsh climate and limited re
sources of the Arctic Circle has

Sea life, such as walruses,
appear in the mythology of
the Arctic

led to a mythology surrounding the very animals
they relied on to live.Dependent on the hunting of
sea animals and the trapping of small birds, the Inuit

•

The Inuit believed that sila, a
spiritual power, existed in
everything

•

While a raven was thought
to be the creator of the world,
the supreme being was a sky

deity,often identified with sila

•

believed that a raven created the world, which was
made of a whale's body.
The Inuit believed in silo, a fundamental power
that existed in everything from the human soul to
the environment.Sometimes it was also thought of
as a sky deity. As sila connected everything, all

The maiden Sedna became
a sea spi rit when her father let
her drown in the sea

spiritual connection between animals and humans

•

Sedna was tremendously
important because the Inuit
depended on fishing and
whale hunting

is present in many myths.

Sedna and Birth of the Whales

(1). Butthen the raven attacked

Sedna, a beautiful maiden, was

them and Sedna fell overboard.

•

once married by her fatherto a

The father cut off Sedna's fin

hunter. When it turned out that

gers as she clung to the side of

An angakkuq ("shaman")
was believed to have power
over good and evil spirits

things were seen as essential to each other. This

her husband was actually a

the boat. As she sank into the

raven, Sedna cried so much that

sea, she became a spirit, and her

her father took her back

severed fingers
became

rn Universal Principles: pp. 1 02,295,332,384

North America-Arctic Myths
The Angakkuq and
The angakkuq was an Inuit shaman. Among his

..

Tuurngait

spirits who caused unsuccessful hunting trips,

duties, he was responsible for healing and sol

broken weapons and tools, illness, insanity,

ving societal problems. An angakkuq was

and general bad luck. Tuurngait (below) were

selected based on his natural abil-

believed to possess people and cause them to

ity and charisma. It was also

cammit bad deeds, or become
mentally ill. Only the

said that he was actually
selected by the spirits

ongakkuq had the

themselves, who gave him

power to exorcise

a specific power. He served

them. He could

as mediator between hu

also capture
tuurngait, and

mans and the spirits,

use them as

using tools like drums,

weapons

chants, and ritual dances. He

against their

also had power over the

tuurngait, invisible

own kind.

How Raven Stole the Sun

village. By means of his magiC,

Long ago, the world was stuck

he learned that the chief of the

in perpetual darkness. The peo

village kept a golden ball of

ple had never seen lig ht, until
raven (2) told them about seeing it in the east. The peo
ple begged him to find it

The Man Who Became a Salmon

light in his house. Raven tricked
the chief's son into playing with
the ball, then stole it and flew
back to his own people. When

for them, so raven flew

he d ropped it by accident, it

east until he came to a

became the sun.

Anarteq and

his sisters liked to hunt reindeer. The sisters
would drive the reindeer into a lake. Anarteq
would pad d l e up to the reindeer in a kayak,
while they were stuck i n the water, and kill the
ones he wanted. But during one such hunt, a
reindeer overturned Anarteq's kayak. As he
sank into the water, he turned into a salmon,
and was lost from his family. Years later,
Anarteq's father took a hunting party to the
same lake. As h e paddled his kayak o n the lake,
the father felt
something pulling
his paddle. It was
Anarteq, in the
shape of a salmon.
Anarteq clung to the
paddle, and as his father pulled

h i m out of the water (3), he became a man
again. He returned to his family and hunted
successfully for many years after.

African Mythology

Africa n
Myt h o l ogy

In rituals honoring their gods or ancestors, African tribes, such as the
Dogan ofMali, perform dances that use masks

.. African Mythology I

INTROD UCTION

Af r i c a n M yt h o l o g y
Africa is the world's second largest continent. Vast i n its expanse, it stretches
across the Equator, with the northern half being primarily desert, and the
central and southern areas consisti ng of both sava n n a h plains a n d very dense
ra i nforest reg ions. Its climate varies from the tropical to the su b-arctic, as seen
on its h i g hest mountain peak, Mount Kilimanjaro

(1).

Consid ered b y t h e scientific co mmun ity to b e t h e birthpl ace o f h u ma n kind,
it i s the only place where evidence of h u mans from each key stage of evol ution
has been fo und. One can see depictions of the progression of man i n cave
pai nti n g s

(2) found i n the Sahara, Ta nzan ia, and South Africa.

Although modern Africa was d ivided into states d u ring E u ropean colon iza
tion (the last division occurring after the Second World War), the continent was
ori g i n a l l y composed of countless ethnic g roups that had sepa rate a n d d i sti nct
cultures, as well as various modes of l ife. While some tribes settled i n
perman ent locations, nomadic li fe w a s (and sti l l i s ) very wides pread i n Afri ca.

I ntro d uction
Cattle-herders a n d
h u nter-gatherers moved
from one p l a ce to ano
ther in order to fi n d new
h u nting g rounds or
grazing l a n d for their
herds. Autonomous city
states, such as Mom basa
on the eastern coast,
were u n der the rule of
Arabian dynasties. From
around 1 000 B.c., a la rge part of northern Africa was I s l a m ized. As a result,
both S u n n i I s l a m and hybrid forms of indi g e nous re l igions and I s l a m were to
be fou nd, fo r instance, with the Hausa people of Nige ria.
A tribe's way of l ife deeply influenced its religion and mythology, and yet,
even thro u g h some tribes had similar modes of l ife, there is no o n e cultura l
tradition or mythology t o be fo u n d in Africa, b u t rather m a n y thousands. W h i l e
these a re i n n o way homoge neous, they d o share com monalities with o n e
another and with other myths found elsewhere i n the wo rld.
Stories of a su preme god, or a creator god who is res ponsible for the
beg i n n i n g of the u n iverse and of h u m a n ity, are found i n the myths of n u m er
ous tribes. There is an astounding variety of stories a bout the creation of the
world, encompassing everything from the idea of the cosmic egg to twin d u a l
gend ered forces whose uni on gives birth to civilization, as w i t h Mawu-Lisa, the
creator twi n s of the Fon religion. The creator god, most often associated with
the sky and heaven, is described as payi n g l ittle to no attention to the world
after he created it and as having little contact with huma ns; the refore, he is
seldom called u pon.
Some tribes bel ieve in a variety of gods, most often created by the supre m e
g o d , who play a central ro l e i n their daily l ives. Peo ple call o n them and ask for
their assista nc e and g u i d a n ce. These gods are most commonly asssociated
with forces of nature or other specific functions: for exa m ple, the Yoruba tribe

..
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of Nigeria c a l l on various powerful deities, which
they call orishas, that represent e l ements fo u n d i n
natu re, such as Sha ngo, god o f lightning a n d t h u n 
der, and Olokun, god o f the ocea n .
For other tribes, t h e creator god is considered t o
be t h e ori g i n a l ancestor o f t h a t tribe, from w h i c h
t h e first h u m a n couple, and thus the tribe, stems.
Actually, the practice of a ncestor wors h i p i s com
mon throug hout Africa. It is thought that a ncestors
have mystical powers and great authority, a n d
therefore have a d i rect i nfl uence over t h e lives a n d
wel l-bei n g of their living kinsmen. They are contacted through a s h a m a n

(3), a

med iator, and ela borate rituals and ceremonies are carried out to pay them
respect. The spirits of a ncestors are gen era lly thought
to be good spirits who help their decendants; how
ever, they must be constantly a ppeased in order not
to evoke their ang er.
Engra i n ed deeply in African religio n is the belief
that not o n ly people, but everyth ing with i n
nature contains spirits or souls. Whether i t b e
trees, rivers, l a kes, a n i m a ls, t h e sun, moon, or
stars, they a l l carry a sign ificance and power that
is venerated. This practice of worshiping nature is
commonly referred to as animism.
H u mor, intrigue, deceit, and wisdom color the
la ndscape of African mythology, and nothing
encapsu lates this better than the figure of the
trickster. Appearing most often in animal form, the
trickster deli ghts i n wreaking havoc u pon man

(4), such

as one of the most well-known tricksters, Ananse the
spider of the Akan peoples. Yet, there is often a
lesson in these stories, and so the trickster can also

Introductio n
be a culture hero. These stories were so popular that forms of those told i n
Africa traveled with t h e slave trade t o t h e Americas a n d Caribbean, appearing
i n tales as Brer Rabbit and Aunt Na ncy. Various rel igious beliefs a n d practices,
primarily from the west coast of Africa, were introduced to these areas, mixing
with local i n d i genous religions and Christian bel iefs to form new relig ions l i ke
Voodoo, U m ba n d a, a n d Candomble.
Passed down through generations, the myths and beliefs of Africa have
been preserved as the res u lt of a rich ora l and musical tradition. From the
creation of the u n iverse, to the legends of an cestors, one can fi nd exa m p les of
the i m portance of myth in the ela borate epic recitals, d ru m poetry, reenact
ments, cere monies

(5, l i ke this a n n u a l Zu l u reed da nce), a n d ritual

mime

performances h e l d throug hout the contine nt. From the be g i n n i n g o f ti me,
Africa has been at the core of discovery, h istory, culture, i n g e n u ity, and lore.
Diverse i n l a n dscape and d iverse i n its i n h a bitants, Africa is a land with o n e of
t h e most varied and imaginative mythologies i n the world.

II
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CREATION MYTHS

Cre ation Myths
Africa is the cradle of humankind. It would be ap
propriate then that the creation myths, or stories of
origin, found throughout African storytelling are a
vital part of its history and culture. Among the dif
ferent people of Africa, one can find a broad variety
of accounts of how the universe, humanity, and life
came into being.
The belief in a creator god, or a
creation force, is very common.
Often, he has a female consort. In
addition to creating the universe

•

Most African traditions hold
that a creator god created the
universe, humankind, as well as
other gods

• One popular idea of creation
was that life was created from a
cosmic egg
• The Bambara tribe of Mali
believe that life originated from
a root sound
•

The Mbuti of the Congo

became mortal after eating the
forbidden fruit

The First Mortal-The Fang
Nzame, Mebere, and N kwa
were one god

OJ

and mankind, he also creates
other gods and spirits.
For the Dogon and the
Mande people, it is the myth of

Skull believed to be the ear·
liest member af the human
family

the cosmic egg that explains creation. The creation
myth of the Mbuti people may also sound familiar,
in that when the supreme being created a paradise
in which humanity would dwell, he issued a prohibi
tion that they not eat of the fruit of the tahu tree.
This rule was broken, and humanity was forced to
experience the vicissitudes of mortal life.
with three aspects. Nzame was
the transcendent aspect,
and Mebere and Nkwa

monkey for its suppleness.
When this did not work, they
created a being in their own

were the male and fe

image to rule-Fam. But he be

male aspects. Nzame

came arrogant and disre

created the universe.

spectful toward Nzame. In his

After Nzame h a d finished, Mebere and
Nkwa suggested

anger, Nzame destroyed the
earth he had created, yet Fam
survived as he had been prom

that the earth have

ised eternal life. Nzame,

a ruler. First they

Mebere and Nkwa created the

appointed three ani-

plants and animals anew, and

mals to rule jointly:

made another m a n in the

the elephant for its

image of the gods, this time a

wisdom, the
ieopard

(1) for its

power, and the

mortal one, Sekume, who with
his wife Mbongwe became the
ancestor of the Fan g

.

Creation Myths
creator, Amma, made an egg

the world because she wanted

(2) in four sections, each of

to restore order.

which contained the earth, air,

Afterward, she

fire, and water. When the
elements began to act
upon one another, a series

\ of seven explosions
followed. As a result, life
was created. Amma also
planted a seed in herself that

Cosmic Eggs-The Dogan

brought the
parts back
together, and
once again gave
Nommo life.
Nommo went
on to create

produced twins. One of the

the four spirits

twins, Yurugu, rebelled and

that would

broke out. Amma scattered the

become the

parts of the second twin,

ancestors of

Mali say that the

Nommo (3), throughout

the Dogons.

The Search for
Land-The
Igbo In the be

in his head, and as a
result, hornbills have
a growth on their

The Dogon people of

ginning oftime, the

heads. As Ogbughu

began to appear
out of the water.
It was decided
then that this
land was where

creator goddess, Ale, cre
ated a hornbill bird (4), Og

was flyi ng, he saw a
man and a woman

bughu. Ogbughu became

coupling down

buried, and

distraught after the death

below in the

that all that

life would be

of his mother because he
could not find a place to

earth must re

bury her. So he buried her

turn to it.

The Sound of Creation-The
Bambara The universe was
created from a single point of
sound that could not be
heard called Yo, the root
sound. Yo created the
heavens, the earth, and all living things. Human
consciousness came from Yo and the creator
spirits Fa ro, Teliko, and Pemba. Faro, the spirit of
water, created the seven heavens to correspond
with the seven parts of the earth, and fertilized
them all with rain. Teliko, the spirit of air, created a
set of twins, the precu rsors of people. Pemba, the
prinCiple of creation, descended on earth as a
seed of the bala nza tree (4) and created Musoko
roni, who became his wife. Musokoroni created
plants and animals. Pemba u ltimately betrayed
her, and she transmitted the impurity brought on
by his betrayal to everything she touched,
causing disorder and chaos to set in.

rn Creation Through a Cosmic Egg: pp. 87, 289, 330, 457

comes from the
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T R I C KSTERS

Tricksters
The trickster is a mythical figure who often com
bines cunning and deceit with wisdom.The trickster
delights in provoking conflict and undermining
order, often with humor; however, most tales in
volving tricksters also have a moral dimension and
often point out human realities and faults.
In some myths, the trickster is responsible for in
troducing fire, agriculture, tools, and even death to
humans. With facets that include invention and dis
covery, the trickster becomes in part another myth
ical archetype: the culture hero.
Tricksters are found throughout African tales and
are most commonly, although not always, animals.
For the Akan people in West Africa, the
vious, and gets
great joy from
creating chaos

•

Tricksters are
most commonly
animals

• The trickster can
also be a culture
hero

• African trickster
tales have trav
eled to the

trickster is a spider. The Yoruba of Nigeria
have a trickster tortoise, and in central and
eastern Africa, the Bantu tribes' trickster presents
himself as a hare.The stories of the mythical trick
ster as an animal have traveled all the way to the
Americas and the Caribbean in the form of
modern folk tales of Brer Rabbit and Ananse the
spider, otherwise known as Aunty Nancy.

Legba-The Fon

Legba was the youngest child of Mawu,

the creator god. Although a trickster, he was not only im
portant for his rule over divination, but also as a mediator
between humankind and Mawu. Once, Mawu and Legba

(1) lived close to the earth, but Legba was always being
scolded for causing trouble. As Legba did not like to be
reprimanded, he went to a village and persuaded an
old woman to throw her dirty bathwater toward the
heavens at Mawu. Mawu became so aggravated
that he began to move further and further away
from earth, until he eventually ended up far
within the heavens. However, as Legba was left
behind, his duty became to report on human
happenings to Mawu, and this is how it came to
be that there are temples i n every village i n
Legba's honor rather t h a n h i s father's.

Tricksters

Moni-Mambu-The Bakongo

and told that he should go to

One day, the trickster Moni

the hut and eat the stew with

had done. But he said he had

Mambu came upon a village

the children. Moni-Mambu

only done as he was told, and

where the women were

went and ate the peanut stew,

that was to eat the stew with

and afterward, he ate the chil

the children. The women could

greeting them, Moni-Mambu

dren. When the women re

not disagree, and so let Moni

was offered some peanut stew,

turned to the hut, they were

Mambu go.

Huveane-The Bantu

home, ate the meal in the pot

The boy Huveane was out

(3), and filled the pot with

harvesting peanuts

(2). After

Ananse-TheAkan

The
spider, Ananse (4), is said to
have brought about disease.
Ananse asked Nyame, the
supreme being, for sheep and in
return promised him a beautiful
maiden. Instead, when he arrived in the village, Ananse kept
all of the women for himself.
When Nyame heard this, he had

..

horrified at what Moni-Mambu

hunting with his father when he

animal dung. The villagers

pointed to some cool water

believed him to be evil, and, as

hidden up high in the rocks. He

his parents reluctantly agreed,

knocked pegs into the rocks,

thought he should b e pun-

and helped his father climb up.

ished. But, Huveane managed

When his father reached the

to overcome all their attempts,

top, Huveane took out the pegs

and continued to plague his

so he could not come down, ran

family with practical jokes.

all the women brought to him,
except one sickly woman, who
told Ananse to wash her with
water from a
gourd. She
instantly
turned into "a beauty.
Upon the
"
news, Nyame had

all of the women come and
dance for him while Ananse
played the gourd. Ananse's wife
objected, knowing the
, --- gourd contained diseased water. Ananse
...
tried to force her to
"
dance, striking the
gourd, which split and sent
disease into the world.

rn Tricksters: pp. 1 46, 1 48, 166, 170, 234, 360

•
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CULTURAL H EROES

Cultural Heroes
Like in many cultures throughout the
world, the cultural hero in African lore
is a mythological figure who brings
monumental change to his people,
through invention and discovery.
This figure's contributions were in
strumental in the tribe's ability to
both survive, progress, and flourish.
For many tribes, the cultural hero is
an original ancestor, a king, or hero.
Gifts brought by these

•

A cultural hero brings to a

group of people the skills
necessary for survival

•

A tribe's cultural hero is
often the first ancestor,
an important king.
or a hero

• The cultural
hero is frequently
combined with
the trickster into
one figure

heroes were often the

Mask ofChi Waro. cultural
hero of the Bamana rribe

knowledge needed to farm, hunt, and
build. The Dogon tribe, for example, re
ceived the knowledge of ironmaking from
their cultural hero, allowing them to
make tools with which to tame the land
scape.The mythical figure of the trickster and the cultural hero are often com
bined into one figure, such as the trickster
spider Ananse of the Akan peoples.

Tsoede-Hero of the
Nupe One day, the son

named him Tsoede
(1). Many years later,

plucking it. Tsoede was favored
by his father because of this

of the Atta ("king") went

Tsoede went to the

achievement, filling his half

hunting in a land not

land of his father,

brothers with rage. As the years

his own, and fell in love

now the Atta, who

went on, and the Atta could feel

with the daughter of

recognized his son

his death coming, he advised

the chief there. He

instantly because

Tsoede to flee from his half

stayed with her and

of the charm and

brothers. He assisted him in

she became pregnant,

ring he wore.

his flight, giving him riches,

but because the son's

Tsoede's father

including a great bronze canoe

father died, he had to

mysteriously

and iron chains full of magical

return home to take

became ill, and

powers. Tsoede continued on,

over the throne. As a
token, he left her a
charm and a ring to give
to their unborn child.

when a diviner said

conquering Nku and making
himself ruler of all Nupe,

After the woman gave
birth to a baby boy, she

rn Bringers of Culture: pp. 24, 32, 4 1 , 1 66

that only a fruit from
a high oil palm
would cure the
king, Tsoede
succeeded in

sharing with the people
there the trade of black
smithing, bronze casting,
and canoe building.

C u ltural Heroes
Lonkundo-Hero of the
Mongo-Nkundo Lonkundo

brought it back to his commu
nity. He married Bolumbu and

the hunter (2) taught his

Lonkundo was born to them.

people, the Mongo-Nkundo of

When his parents died, Lonkun

the Congo, the skills oftrapping

do learned how to hunt from

and tracking forest beasts. His

his father's spirit, who appeared

father, Mokele, was born mirac

to him in a dream. His father

ulously. The wives ofWai were

told him to go to the local well

all pregnant, but the pregnancy

and look for the track of a wild

of one of them was so pro

animal and once he had found

longed that she was scorned.

it, he should make a trap from

An old woman took the egg out

raffia fibers and twigs and set it

ofthe womb ofthis wife, and a

for the beast. Lonkundo also

handsome boy, Mokele,

dreamed that he captured the

hatched. When he hatched, the

sun, but it was not the sun, it

world was in darkness and so

was lIankaka, the sun goddess,

Mokele stole the sun and

who became his wife.

Chi Wara-Hero of the
Bamana As a resu It of the

Bamana how to sow and plant
the land. I n celebration of this

union between the sky goddess

gift, the Bamana rejoice at

Mousso Koroni and an earth

dances (3) held during the

spirit, the mythical half animal,

harvesting season.

half human figure of Chi Wara
was born. Chi Wara's lower
body was similar to that of an
aardvark, whose sharp claws
scratched the earth, tilling the
soil so that crops could be
planted. His upper half was that
of an antelope, with an almost
human face, whose tall thin
antlers looked like growing
millet (4). When Chi Wara came
to the earth, he taught the

The Hero
Blacksmith of
the Dogon
According to the Dogon of Mali,
one of their eight ancestors rode
down from heaven on a rainbow in a
ship the shape of a granary. He
brought with him a hammer
and anvil (5). With his know
ledge of using the forge and

rn Hephaestus-Blacksmith God: p. 1 50

iron tools,
he taught
the Dogon
people how to make
tools. The hammer he brought
contained seeds with which he also
taught the Dogon how to clear and
plant fields of crops. As a people
who rely heavily on agriculture,

m this was important.

II
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MYTHS OF T H E Z U L U AND T H E MAASAI

Myths of the Zulu and the
Maasai
The Zulu of South Africa and the Maasai of East
Africa are pastoral and semi-nomadic tribes who are
also often exalted for their skills as warriors.The
myths ofthese two groups often refer to the
elements to which they owe their survival and
prosperity-the earth and cattle.
Among the Zulu, Umvelinqangi is t h e supreme

• The myths of the Zulu and
the Maasai in South and East
Africa often revolve around
their lives as cattle herders

god who descended from the heavens and created
reeds on which grew the creator of humanity, Unku
lunkulu ("the ancient one"). From the other reeds,

• Umvelinqangi was the

Unkulunkulu broke off people and animals, and cre

highest creator god of the Zulu

ated mountains, rivers, and landscapes. He taught

• The Zulu were said to have

the Zulu how to hunt, make fire, and grow food.

been created by the god
Unkulunkulu, also known as
"the wise one"

According to the Maasai, En-kai is the creator of
the world, and is said to have lowered a strip of hide

• The creator rain god En-kai,
also known as Ngai, gave the
Maasai ownership of all the
cows in the world
• When En-kai cast a disas
trous flood upon the world, he
saved Tumbainot and his family

Zulu-The Mortality of Man

from the h eavens, sending cattle down as a gift to
his people on earth. jealous h unters from an
opposing tribe cut the strip, severing heaven from
earth. Believing they were directly chosen to inherit
all the world's cattle, the Maasai became known the
world over as warriors when fighting to defend their
cattle, or take the cattle from another tri be.
The world was

Unwabu, the news of their mortality reached hu

created by Unkulunkulu when he split multicol

manity first and was accepted as the only option.

ored reeds (2). At first, he thought that people

Thus, humans became, and remained, mortal.

should live forever, and asked a chameleon
named Unwabu

(1) to spread the news among

humanity that they would be immortal. How
ever, because Unwabu moved slowly, and took
every opportunity to rest and
eat, Unkulunkulu
changed his mind
and sent a
Iizard, lntulo,
in his place. As
Intulo was
faster than

Myths of the Zulu and the Maasai
Zulu-Hlakanyana

The trick

ster Hlakanyana could speak
before he was born, calling
impatiently to his mother to give
birth to him. He emerged from
his mother's womb with the face
of an old man and remarkable
abilities. One day he went to a
cattle enclosure (3), where strips
of meat were being roasted, and
offered to carry the men's food
to their huts. Smearing blood on
the mats of each hut, he took all
the meat and told the men that
dogs had eaten it. Afterward,
Hlakanyana went on with his
pranks, traveling the world.

Maasai-liberation of
Women During a time of war

his sister. H e soon saw men
from an enemy tribe come to

fare and theft, it was not safe to

the camp, and overheard as his

let cattle out to graze. During

sister and the men made plans

such a time, one family's cattle

to steal the cattle while he was

became so deprived of food

out doing the daily milking.

that the brother and sister took

Knowing their plan, the next

them into the bush. Upon es

day he armed himself and went

tablishing camp, the boy told

on with milking as usual, but

his sister to stay behind while he

when the men arrived, he killed

went to watch the cattle. One

them. It is said that because of

(4)

day, suspicious after seeing

his sister's actions, women

strange footprints around their

were allowed to come and go as
they pleased, as this was

camp, the boy pretended
to leave, but stayed be

easier than attempting to

hind in order to spy on

control them.
Tumbainot released a

Maasai-The Great Flood

would drown the

Once, when the Maasai were

earth. With the

dove, which soon re

not being mindful of En-kai,

flood started,

turned because it

the god resolved to destroy

everyone within

humankind. However, he de

Tumbainot's ark

cided to tell a man named

was kept safe.

Tumbainot to build an ark of

However, pro

wood and board it with his

visions soon

family and various animals to

became scarce.

save them from the flood that

When the rain

he planned to release that

stopped,

rn Great Floods: pp. 28, 32, 335, 401 , 41 1

found no place to
rest. Next, he released
a vulture

(5) with an

arrow attached to its
tail feathers. When the

..
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MYTHS OF THE YORUBA A N D FON

Myths of the Yorub a
and F an
The myths of the Yoruba in Nigeria and of the Fan
of Benin share similar traits.One of the central
characteristics of their mythologies is the duality
of divinity, as seen with dual-gendered gods.
In Yoruban mythology, the supreme god,
Oldumare, is described in different traditions as
being male, female, or both.Other gods, the orishas,
represent several aspects of Oldumare. The most
important orishas were the trickster Eshu and the
thunder god Shango.
According to the mythology of the Fan, Nana

• A common link between the

Buluku, the dual-gendered creator, gave birth to the

mythologies of the Yoruba and
Fon is the principle of duality

twins Mawu and Lisa. Both held opposite functions:

• Oldumare, the creator god
of the Yoruba, had both male
and female aspects

minion over the earth, the west, the moon, and the

• Olorun ruled over almost
400 orisha, with attributes
and functions that varied

• Th e Fon culture is one of

Mawu represented the female aspect and held do
night; Lisa represented the male aspect and watched
over the sky, the east, the sun, and the day.
The myths of the Yoruba and the
Fon have traveled through

the originators of the
Voodoo cult

migration, and continue to

• Voodoo includes the

Cuba, Brazil, and Haiti. One of

worship of many gods and
ancestors

Fon-Mawu and
Lisa The twins (1)
Mawu and Lisa cre

take on new forms in the U.S.,
the most famous examples is the
creolized Voodoo religion.
of the earth, they were helped
by their servant, Aido-Hwedo,
a serpent, who carried

ated humans on the

Mawu and Lisa in his

first day. O n each of

mouth. The earth's

the following days,

surfaces and its curves

they made the earth

were created by the

habitable, gave

servant's movement. After

people the gifts of sight,

the earth was created, Aido

speech, and awareness,

Hwedo coiled himself into a circle

and gave them tech

underneath the earth to hold

n ology. l n the creation

it in place.

rn Primordial Pairs: pp. 74, 1 1 4, 352 I Voodoo Goddess Maman Brigitte: p. 262

CD

Myths of the Yoruba a n d Fon
Yoruba-Birth

..

Orisa-nla into fragments. These
became the hundreds of orishas
of whom a handful are principal
mythic figures. Some of the

primordial being
Orisa-nla was in his

orishas are personifications of
natural forces, such as Yansan,

(2),

garden, his ser

orisha of wind, or Shango

vant Atunda re

orisha of thunder and lightning.

belled and sent a

Some are personifications of love
and beauty, such as Oya, orisha
of fertility.

Creation o f t h e World
Oshun was the goddess of
rivers, a n d the m anifestation
of fertility. One day a m a l e
orisha attem pted t o subjugate
Oshun because s h e was
female. Angered, she removed
ase, her divine energy, from

the world, making subsequent
efforts at creation fruitless.
It was not until she had given
birth to a son, Eshu

(3), that

creation was again possible.
Eshu became the conduit
of ase, as well as a trickster
god. His wreaking havoc
on the world and the other
orishas became the s u bject
of m U ltiple myths.

Fon-The Oracle of Fa

Both

scribed their fate and fortune.

with the nuts of divination. Fa

the Yoruba and the Fon devel-

She sent Legba, her messenger,

put one palm nut in Legba's

oped sophisticated systems of

to teach people the method of

hand if he wanted two eyes

divination (the i nterpretation of

divination. Fa lived on a palm

open and two if he wanted one

omens and fate). Fa is the Fon

tree (4) in the sky and could see

eye open. When the palm nuts

god of divination and also the

all that went on in the world.

were used correctly, they

sacred word that Mawu-Lisa

Every morning, Legba climbed

opened the eyes of Fa and the

created for each person that de-

the tree to open Fa's16 eyes

doors of the future.

rn Divination and Prophecy: pp. 1 20, 1 34, 207, 2 1 7
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ANIMISM

A n im is m
An animistic worldview forms an important part of
African religion and mythology.Animism derives
from the word anima, which means "soul." Accord
ingly, animistic cultures assume that the world is
populated not only with humans and animals, but
also with numerous spirits, souls, and demons who
affect the world of the living.The afterlife and "real"
life are not separate entities, but rather have close
contact with and influence on each other. The most
important spirit groups include nature spirits and the
spirits of ancestors.
The nature spirits live in trees

(4), springs, rivers, and mountains; therefore all of

nature is understood to have a soul. Sacrifices are offered to the spirits in order to
compensate for human intervention in nature.
Ancestor spirits are called upon to provide protection in a manner similar to
gods, and they are also consulted about everyday situations such as planting and
harvesting, conflicts, and family affairs. Their presence is represented by
fetishes, masks

(1), or totems.
A connection
to the ancestors
is established
by offering a
sacrifice or
by magic,
among other
methods.
Sorcerers
or healers
carry out the
rituals (2).

Fetishes

A supernatural

figurines (3), stones, or

tween the gods and hu

power can dwell within any

pieces of wood or metal

mans and are said to

object. Such carriers of

are called fetishes. They

bring good luck and

power-e.g., plants,

serve as intermediaries be-

ward off evil spirits.

Animism

.
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INTRODUCTION

Australian and Oceanic
Mythology
Until white explorers and colonial powers arrived in
the 18th century, the cultures of both the tribal
societies of the Pacific islands and the Aboriginal
peoples of Australia had remained isolated and
their traditional way of life had been preserved.
Because they had no cultural tradition of writing
(except for the inhabitants of Easter Island, known
to them as Rapa Nui), transferring the knowledge of
myths through songs and stories played an impor
tant role in the cultures of the clans, and continues
to today. The white newcomers responded in very
different ways to these cultures: while the people of Oceania were romanti
cized during the Enlightenment and beyond as "contented savages" and
enjoyed a certain amount of protection, the Australian Aborigines and the
bellicose Maori of New Zealand were known as "barbaric savages" and have
been oppressed even into recent times.
The islands of Oceania are divided into the areas of Polynesia, Melanesia,
and Micronesia. The Maori of New Zealand, as well as the inhabitants of Hawaii
and Easter Island (Rapa Nuil. belong to the Polynesian culture group. It is likely
that the islands were settled starting in 1500 B.C. by several waves of people
arriving from the west (e.g., Taiwan and the Philippines) by ship. The original
farmers were overcome by the later arrival of their better equipped aristocratic
peers, the ariki. These new settlers set up a strict hierarchical social order in
which higher social status was ensured if a person could trace his or her ances
try back to the original aristocrats, who were worshiped as cultural heroes. In
this way, the ariki took on the functions of chiefs, large landowners, and
priests. Many of the island peoples and particularly the Maori demonstrate this
social status with the intensive tattooing of their faces and bodies (1).

Introduction

III

The social hierarchy also had an effect on the
myths and the worlds of the gods (3). Most often,
creator deities were found at the top hierarchies of
the gods. The gods in the middle were often associ
ated with natural phenomena, such as the moon or
sun, or cultural phenomena, such as war or child
birth. The ancestor spirits were found at the lowest
level. In addition to their social order, Polynesian
myths also reflected other central themes related to
their everyday lives. Shipbuilding and navigating
between islands and along the dangerous coasts surrounded by razor-sharp
reefs are often featured in the myths of Oceania. The Maori and some Poly
nesian clans explain their overseas origins in a myth about their forefathers
traveling by canoe from the mythical land of Hawaiki. The Polynesians actually
did build long canoes that could navigate the open sea and could hold up to
200 people (2).

The concepts of mana and taboo (from the Polynesian word tapu, meaning
"sacred," "forbidden," or
"untouchable") perme
ate the mythological and
religious worlds of the
people of Oceania. Mana
refers to a spiritual life
energy of astonishing
power. It can manifest
itself in extraordinary
natural phenomena, in
human accomplish
ments, or in objects that
are of special signifi
cance for a clan or a fam
ily. Mana is also a power
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related to individuals, which is already in, or is available to, any person, object,
or event. It also refers to the powers associated with respected specialists in a
society, such as aristocrats, priests, boat builders, and navigators, and can be
inherited. For this reason, adoptions play an important role among families of
aristocrats and priests: through adoption, gifted young people share in the
mana of the adopter, placing themselves in their lines of power.
Taboos can apply to people, animals, foods, locations, and, above all, any
thing that has to do with death or corpses. Taboos are usually associated with
a certain time period as well. A ban is placed on taboo items and they may not
be touched. Taboos, which are found in every society, regulate how people
should interact with events and phenomena which are seen as threatening,
which is especially important in societies without a written code of law. Most
often taboos support the social hierarchy, in that for certain people (of higher
social status) or specialists, they apply only in limited ways or not at all.
For a long time, the Aboriginal peoples of Australia, who live as nomadic

Introduction
hunters (4) and gatherers, were con
sidered by Europeans to exemplify the
notion of the "primitive savage." They
could identify neither a social organi
zation based on a chief nor a clan
hierarchy. It was only later that they
were able to understand the truly
complex rules for living and for
marriage in the clans.
The clans and tribes live in certain
territories, and according to their be
lief system, they do not own this land,
but instead they are taking care of it
and using it in the name of their
ancestors and the beings from the
distant mythical past. The close con
nection to their ancestors and creator
beings from the Dreamtime is charac
teristic. The myths about those beings who once shaped the world and who
left their traces all over are still present today and stili determine the aboriginal
self-concept and the worldview. Many particular landscapes, such as the
famous red, shimmering sandstone rock Uluru, or Ayers Rock, are sacred to
them. Using the Dreamlines that run through the land, they walk the paths
made by the Dreamtime beings. Because singing often accompanies these
journeys, the paths are also called Songlines. But the Dreamtime beings were
not just responsible for forming the natural world. As cultural heroes they also
gave people rules and laws, which regulate how people live among one
another. The validity of these laws is recognized to this day.
Not many of the myths of the Aboriginal people of Australia have been
written down, but they live on in songs and stories, and not least in the cliff
drawings (5) that are said to have come from the Dreamtime beings them
selves, as well as in the modern work of Aboriginal artists.

II
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Oceania-Creation Myths
The creation myths of Oceanic island populations
are very diverse and every region usually has its
own. They tell about the creation of the land

(1) and

also the divine structure of society. The main
characters are the creator gods, as well as numerous
demigods that provided humanity with advance
ments, such as better boat-building techniques and
navigational skills.
The leading tribal chiefs, or ariki, were landowners
and considered direct descendants of the tribal
founders. They were high-ranked in society and

• All Oceanic societies have
creator gods and demigods,
including Maui and Tiki

•

Rangi and Papa were the

first ancestors

•

Societal order was consid

ered to be god-given

•

Tangaroa was a creation god

and god of the sea
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they had a spiritual power called mana. Many
societies ofthe Polynesian islands considered
Tangaroa as the highest ranked creator god and the
first ancestor of the ariki. Other island societies and
the Maori of New Zealand honored only one creator
god known as 10, Iho, or Kiho. The gods of the Maori
were said to have originated from the union of the
divine first ancestors, Rangi and Papa, father sky and
mother earth.

Oceania-Creation Myths
Tangaroa Hatches From the
World Egg The creator god
Tangaroa (3) was the god of the
sea and father of fish, marine
animals, and reptiles; therefore,
he was the father of the bas is o f
life for the Oceanic people. I t
was es pecially important to
make sure he was happy
b efo re making any sea
journeys. The s ky and the
earth emerged at his
b irth when he hatched
from the world egg (2).
After breaking the egg, its
top edge turned into the
sky while the bottom edge
turned into the earth. Tangaroa

II

was chased into the sea by his
brother, the storm god Tawhiri
matea. Tangaroa's relationship
with his o ther brother Tane was
tense as Tane was the god o f
land and vegetation. Therefore,
the two bro thers were opposing gods o f sea and land,
which was reflected in
their relations hip.

Traveling to Hawaiki Many
Polynesian tribal chiefs are con
sidered to be descendants from
the mythical o riginal land
Hawaiki. In particular, the Maori
of New Zealand consider
Hawaiki as their native land
from which they traveled to the
islands by canoe (4) to populate
them. Hawaiki is co nsidered
equivalent to the underworld,
as the d eceased are bel ieved to
go there. The s tarting point o f
this journey i s Cape Reinga (1).

Tiki-The First Person Tiki (5)

Cultural Hero Maui The most popular Oceanic hero

was the son of the gods Rangi and
Papa. Initially, he was alone. When
he s aw his own mirror image in a
pond, he jumped into the water.
He was so d is appointed that he

is Maui. On H awaii, he is consid ered a d emigod and
trickster. One d ay, he d ecided to slow down the path
of the sun because the days were too short. H e
climbed a mountain and caught the s u n with a lariat
mad e of his sister's hair. The sun asked for her freedom
and promised to keep thedays long d uring the sum. they would only stay shortly (6) d uring winter.

filled in the pond, which then
gave b irth to a woman. One day
she was excited by an eel and this
excitement was pas s ed on to
Tiki. This incid ent led to the first
act of procreation.

rn Creation Through a Cosmic Egg: pp. 87, 289, 330, 439
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Oceania-The Gods of
Polynesia
The strictly hierarchical society of Polynesia was re
flected in its gods. The most important gods were
the creation gods, who were said to be the ances
tors of the kings and tribal chief families, followed
by several other gods. The four major male gods
were Tangaroa (Kanaloa), the sea god; Tane (Kane),
the god of the forests and birds and creator of sun
light and life; Tu (Ku), the god of war; and Rongo
(Lono), the god of peace, fertility, and agriculture,

•

In the strict hierarchy of

Polynesian gods, creation gods
like Tangaroa were at the top

•

Tane was the god of the

forests and birds, who created
light and life

• Tu was the god of war;
Rongo, the god of peace

•

Hina was the moon god

who descended onto the earth from a rainbow.
Female deities included the moon goddess Hina.
As the major female goddess, she is often consid
ered on the same level as the mother of earth, Papa.
Other goddesses were Laka, the goddess of beauty
and dance, and Pele, honored in Hawaii as goddess
of (active) volcanoes. The lowest ranked gods were
guardian and ancestral spirits, or aitu.

dess; Laka, the goddess of
beauty; Pele, the Hawaiian god
dess of volcanoes

Divine Society The d readful
god of war, Tu, wanted to kill
his parents, Rangi and Papa, to
allow light and life into the
world. Ho wever, his brother
Tane chased them away in
s tead. Unhappy about this, Tu
punis hed his brother. He
caught Tane's childr en, the
birds (1). in traps and cages. H e
also went after his b rothers
Rongo, god of agriculture, and
H aum ia-tiketike, god of wild
plants. Only one brother was
too powerful for Tu, Tawhiri
m atea, the god of storms,
thund er, and lightning.

-�-CD
rn Fighting Between the Gods: pp. 26, 117, 118,238, 245

Oceania-The Gods of Polynesia
Moai-Mysterious Ancestors
of Easter Island More tha n a
thousand moai (2), wooden
statues , were constructed be
tween A.D. 400 a nd 1200. They
are thought to represent tribal
leaders a nd famous a n
cestors. They
were

consid ered to be mediators be
tween humans and god s. The
moais were part of ceremo nial
s ites where rituals
a nd

ceremonies were carried
o ut.

Cargo cults originated mainly in Melanesia dur
ing the 19th and early 20th centuries. They are
based on myths about heroes of earlier times
who would return as "white gods" on ships and
bring plentiful food for the humans. Cargo ships
of the white people arriving at the shores of
Melanesia were associated with these heroes.
Some tribes were misled by eschatological
prophets to destroy their food and animals be
cause they believed that food was going to be
abundant from then on. This mass movement
was accompanied by civil unrest.

her husband, Maui, about the
One day Hina, goddess o f
moon, went to fetch some
from a swa mp. While

incident. Seeking revenge, he
caught the god o f eels a nd cut

Tuna, the god of eels,

him into pieces. Today's
existing eel (3) s pecies were

into her cala ba s h a nd

said to have evolved from these

her. Afterwa rd, Hina told

pieces o f the god 's bod y.

..
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Ancestor Cult
The traditional Oceanic worldview does not strictly
separate the now and the hereafter, or material re
ality and the supernatural spiritual world. Ancestors

(1) played an important role as guardian spirits; their
advice and help was always requested, and they
were honored in various ceremonies

(3) so that

they did not get irritated. All individuals needed to
confirm the line of power from their ancestors be
cause the mana, or spiritual power, of every object
and person was passed on by the ancestors. Tribal
leaders especially received their powerful mana
from their ancestors. Mana was only retained if
the ancestors were treated as if they were living
members of the family. After death, a person was
not said to have left the world, but rather had merely ascended to a higher level of existence. Even today in some regions, social status
and hierarchies are largely determined by ancestral lines.

Melanesian Skull Cults
Several Mela nesian peoples
worship within skull cults. Be
cause the spiritual power is
thought to be embed ded in the
human head, skulls a re revered.
The skulls of a n cestors a re fre
quently washed a n d painted o r
their eyes a re d ecorated with
shells. Then they are pOSitioned
at a place o f honor in the
household o f the descendants
(2). The head hunti n g tra d ition
seen in so me peoples is based
on the mana bel ief: when a
headhunter captures a skull, for
example from a hostile warrior,
he a cquires his mana and ca n
use it to his a d vanta ge by hon
oring it in certa in ways.

Ancestor Cult

III
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Australia-Dreamtime
Australian creation myths are characterized by the
belief that all organisms are related to each other,
which results in their close connection to the living
world. The Aboriginal pantheon does not include
personalized gods, but rather creatures that lived on
earth in a mythical primeval time, the Dreamtime.
The supernatural creatures of the Dreamtime
created the empty world, followed by landscapes

(1, the Olgasl, lakes and rivers, plants, humans, and
animals. As cultural heroes, they brought advances
such as the power over fire, weapons, and hunting

•

The world was created by

powerful creatures of the
Dreamtime

•

Dreamtime creatures leh

traces behind cailed the
Dreamlines

•

The rainbow snake is a

famous Dreamtime creature

skills, as well as clan orders and wedding regulations
to humanity.
Even today Dreamtime myths are still partly
passed on within tribes and clans by word of mouth.
The worldview and philosophy of Aboriginal life is
characterized by these myths and the Aborigines
continue to feel a connection to the creatures of the
Dreamtime.

Australia-Dreamtime
Dreamlines Although the
creatures of the Dream tim e left
the earth after creating the
world and passin g it on to
humanity to care for, they did
leave traces behind. They were
believed to have traveled the
earth on paths known tod ay as
Dream lines (2, artistic illustra
tion). To this d ay, Dreamlines
exist in certain locatio ns.

Because they are s acred, these
locations are still asso ciated
with taboos. If the taboos are
upheld, then these sacred land
m arks can help to empower
and protect people. Many
Dreamlines are described in the
cult son gs, known as Songlines,
that tell the ad ventures of the
Dream time creatures creating
the world and its features.

Dreamtime Creatures

the land, s erving the Dream

Dream tim e creatures were de

tim e creatures and their

picted on cave walls (3), rocks,

ancestors.

animal s kins, and bark as part
anim al, part human creatures.
According to the m yths, they
were passing throu gh the land
and shaped
it d uring

---;"IIllllll .lIil�iif�1

battles (4), alliances,

..
..
..

and adventures. Then they

passed it on to hum ans. The
Aborigines consid ered them 
selves not as own ers, but rather
as users and adm inistrators of

The Rainbow Snake Many
m yths o f the Aborigines tell sto
ries about the rainbow sn ake (5)
Y urlunggur (or Wollunqua).

Due to its power over one of
Aus tralia's most valuable re
sources, water, it is consid ered
one of the most important

Dreamtim e creatures. Durin g
the Dreamtim e, it ros e from the
water and is consid ered a
symbol of fertility. It is the o n ly
Dreamtim e creature that d id
not leave the earth. In South
Australia, where the rainbow
sn ake is called Akaru, the s n ake
was s aid to live in waterholes,
guard in g them. When the
sn ake was not com fo rtable in
its waterhole, it would s tretch
out to give itself more room
and, as a result, water flooded
the land. Whoever wan ted to
get water from the hole had to
warn the s n ake first to avoid
being swallowed.

ca
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Australia-Tracing the
Ancestors
The Aborigines continue to feel very close to their
ancestors, As the Dreamtime creatures were also
their ancestors, the Europeans often used to refer to
the Aborigines as a "people without history," Some
Aboriginal clans trace their ancestors back to certain
animals

(1, show at the opening ceremony of the

2000 Olympic Games)_ They left their spiritual power
•

Ancestors-humans, ani
mals, and mixed creatures
were said to pass on their spiri
tual power (maban) to their
descendants

•

Maban was part of natural
phenomena, but it was also
present in objects, or tjurungas

•

Many tribes had their own
ancestral totem animals

at certain sacred locations for their descendants,
Tribal members usually called themselves by the
ancestral totem animal of their clan, for example, as
kangaroo-man or bird-woman_ The ancestors and
the ancestral animal were honored during ritual
ceremonies where protective powers were trans
ferred to the entire clan_ Some clans also considered
certain plants or cultural objects as their totem
ancestors,

Australia-Tracing the Ancestors
The Wandjina The Wandjina,
or Wondjina (2), were ancestral
creation beings. At one time,
these cloud and rain s pirits as
cended from the sea and went
into ponds and waterholes.
They are shown on petroglyphs
as hum ans with exaggerated
eyes and nose, but without a
mo uth. The Wand jina were said

to have caused a great flood by
opening their mouths after they
becam e unhappy with hu
m anity. According to legend,
the Wandjina
pain ted
their own
images
on rock
walls.

Ancestral Gifts The ancestors left
their des cendants with objects con
taining m aban, known as tjurungas (3).
They were s acred stones, pieces o f
wood, paintings, o r even songs. lndi
vidual persons, tribes, and clans kept
them and passed them on to the n ext
generation o f the m ale line.

Corroborees
Clans connect with their

the sacred matter of these

ancestors and the Dream

ceremonies, strangers are

time creatures by perform

not allowed to take part

ing dances, rhythmic

nor are they allowed to

music, and songs in a

watch. The performances

predetermined order.

usually show scenes from

Such ceremonies are called

the Dreamtime, animal

corrobo rees, and they

scenes, and, occasionally,

usually happen within an

everyday situations are

individual clan. Because of

reenacted.

The Moon and the Dugong
myth of the Dream tim e
the story of two
s iblings, a
brother

..

bitten by a leech and went into
the sea to alleviate the pain.
Before going into the sea, she
turned into a large m arine
animal (4), now known as a
dugong. Moon d id not want to
stay behind by him self, 50 he
jo in ed her. Dugong's bo nes
were fo und later, but Moon did
not d ie. H is bo nes turned in to
the s hells of the s ea. He was
later revived after eating the
bulbs o f lilies and lotus plants.
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Uluru
U

luru is located in the desert of central Australia and was formerly called Ayers
Rock. In 1985, the rock was returned to the local Anangu people. The rock

is a sacred place for the Anangu people, thus climbing is forbidden. The Aborigines
explain its unique shape with Dreamtime myths. In one myth, tbe red lizard Tjati
got his boomerang stuck in the rock. When Tjati tried to pull it out, he left
key-shaped cavities behind on the northwest side
of the rock.

ulurua
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Deities and their main pages listed by primary functions
Creator Gods

Heroes

An pp.30-31
Brahma pp. 308-309
Enki pp. 32-33
Enlil pp. 30-31

Beowulf pp. 250-251
Cuchulainn pp.270-271
Gilgamesh pp. 46-47
Heracles pp. 164-165
Hunahpu and Xbalanque
pp.406-407
Jason pp.182-183
King Arthur pp.274-275
Okuninushi pp. 362-363
Rama pp.314-315

Huitzilopochtli pp.382-383
Itzamna pp. 404-405
Khnum pp.100-101
Odin pp. 230-231
Quetzalc6atl pp. 390-391
Viracocha pp. 41 0-411
Divination
Apollo pp.132-133
Gaia pp. 114-115
Isis pp.78-79
Fertility
Amun-Re pp. 86-87
Aphrodite pp.142-143
Khnum pp. 100-101
Fire
Agni pp. 292-293
Belisama pp.260-261
Brigid pp.262-263
Hephaestus pp. 150-151
Hestia pp. 152-153
Harvest
Ceres pp.
316-317
Chaac pp.
396-397
Demeter pp.
130-131
Kumarbi pp.50-51
Xipe Totec
pp.388-389

High Gods
An pp. 30-31
Assur pp.42-43
Ahura Mazda
pp.54-55
Baal pp. 52-53
The Dagda
pp.258-259
EI pp. 52-53
Enlil pp.30-31
Indra pp.290-291
Itzamna pp.
404-405
Jupiter pp.
206-207

Maar, goddess ofrrurh, p. 103

Marduk pp.42-43
Odin pp.230-231
Utu/5hamash pp.40-41
Viracocha pp. 41 0-411
Zeus pp.120-123
Law/Justice
Varuna and Mitra
pp.294-295
Maat pp. 102-103
Love

Aphrodite pp. 142-143
Eros pp.146-147
Freya pp. 236-237
Hathor pp. 92-93
Inana/lshtar pp.38-39
Lunar Deities

Nanna pp.36-37
Shiva pp, 320-321
Marriage

Eros pp. 146-147
Frigg pp. 242-243
Hera pp.126-127
Juno pp. 208-209

Appendix
Mother Earth
Coatlicue pp.384-385
Gaia pp. 114-115
Nut pp. 74-75

Mithra pp. 58-59
Viracocha pp. 410-411
Vishnu pp. 312-313
Tricksters

Primordial Pairs

Gaia and Uranus
pp. 114-115
Geb and Nut pp. 74-75
Izanami and Izanagi
pp.352-353
Mawu and Lisa pp. 446-447
Sky

Horus pp. 82-83
Uranus pp. 114-115
Zeus pp. 120-123
Sun

Amatrasu pp.358-359
Apollo pp. 132-133
Belenus pp. 260-261

Eros pp.146-147
Hermes pp.148-149
Loki pp. 234-235
Prometheus pp.
166-167
Sisyphus pp.170-171
Susanoo pp. 360-361
Underworld/Death
Coatlicue pp.384-385
Hades pp.154-155
Hel pp. 236-237
Kali pp. 300-301
Osiris pp.76-77
Yama pp.292-293
Virginity

Artemis pp.136-137
Athena pp. 138-139
Hestia pp. 152-153
War

Ares pp.140-141
Athena pp. 138-139
Durga pp. 300-301
Huitzilopochtli
pp. 382-383
Inanal Ishtar pp. 38-39
Indra pp. 290-291
Minerva pp. 210-211
The Morrigan pp. 264-265
Odin pp. 230-231
Yellow Emperor
pp.336-337
Water
Belisama pp. 260-261
(haae, gad of rain, p. 396

Poseidon pp. 128-129
Tlaloc pp. 392-393

Hesria, virgin goddess, p. 153

Weather
Aten pp. 90-91
Chaac pp. 396-397
Huracan pp.400-401
Teshub pp. 50-51
Susanoo pp. 360-361
Thor pp. 232-233
Tlaloc pp. 392-393
Zeus pp. 120-123
Wisdom/Knowledge
Athena pp. 138-139
Odin pp. 230-231
Saraswati pp. 298-299
Thoth pp.98-99
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Bold-faced page numbers indicate the main pages of the entry. Italicized
entries indicate literary and musical titles.

A
Absyrtus 183
Achilles 121,151,
184-186
Acoya-Napa 412
Acrisius 180
Acteon 137
Aditi 295, 308
Adityas 29 5
Admetus,King 164
Adonis 143
Itetes,King 182-183
Aegina 171
Aegi r 248
Aegisthus 190-191
Aeneas 143,184,
198-199,205,
207 ,210,215
Aengus 259
Aeneid 198,207
Aeon 56
Aerope 191
Aeschylus 190
Aesir 228,230,234 ,
236,238,242,
244-24 5
Agam emnon 137,
184-186,190- 191
Aghasura 318
Aglaia 150
Agni 288,292-293
Agnicayana 292
Ahmose 87
Ahriman 56- 57
Ahura Mazd a
54- 55, 56,58-59,
306
Aido-Hwed o 446
Airavata 290
Ajax184
Akaru 463
Akhenaten, Pharaoh

66,90-91
Akhu 84
Alcestis,Queen 164
Alcibiad es 149
Alcippe 141
Alcmene,Princess of
Mycenae 164
Ale439
Alexander the Great
220
Alkmene 122
Amanohashid ate
3 52
Amarna 91
Amata,Queen 199
Amaterasu 348, 350,
356,3 58-3 59 ,
360-361 ,368-370
Amaunet71
Amazons 140, 165
Amenhotep II,
Pharaoh 83
Amenhotep III,
Pharaoh 91-92
Amenhotep IV,
Pharaoh 90 see
Akhenaten
Amesha Spenta
54-55
Amma439
Amor 146 see Eros
Amphion 137
Amphitrite 129
Amrita 289,312
Amulius 200
Amun 66, 71,84,
86-87 ,91,98,
100-101
Amun-Re 86-87, 88
An21,26-27,38,51,
30-31
Ananse 440-442
Ananta 5esha 312

Anarteq 431
Anat (Egypt) 80
Anat (Near East) 53
Ancestors 329,331,
3 70-3 71 , 443,
455, 4 59,
460- 461 ,
464-465
Anchises 143 ,
198-199
Androgenos 178
Andromeda
180-181
Anfortas 277
Angakkuq 430-431
Angra Mainyu 54
Angrbod a 234- 235
Ankhs 84
Anna Perenna 211
Antaios 129
Anubis 63,76-77,
9 4-95,99,103
Anzu 27
Apasmara 320
Apep 81,87 ,96
Aphrod ite 140-141,
1 42-144,
146-147 ,
150- 151 ,
183-184,212
Apis Bull 63 ,
104-105
Apollo 122, 129,
132-133, 134,
136-137 ,
148-149,153,
158-1 59,
172-173,211,
2 56, 260 ,27 8
Appian 183
Apsu 27
Apsyrtes 182
Arachne 139

Arcas 136
Areopagus 141
Ares 126, 1 40 -1 41 ,
142-143,
1 50-151,171,182
Argonautica 182
Argonauts 1 58,164,
175,182-183
Argus 123,148
Ariad ne 161,178
Arianrhod 265
Arion 129, 131
Aristotle 168
Arjuna 290, 293, 296,
318
Artem i s 122,132,
136-137,153,
191
Arthur, King
254-255,269,
2 74-2 75,276
Asag 27
Ascaniu5205
Asclepi us 132, 177
Asclepius 84 see
Imhotep
Asgard 230,232,
235-238,240,
2 44-2 45,247
Ashvamedha 322
Asopus 171
Assur 26, 42 -43
Astarte 78,80, 142
see Isis and
Aphrodite
Asuras 289,
306-307
Atalanta 182
Aten 90-91
Athena 127 ,129,
138-139 , 140,
142,1 50,153 ,155,
161 ,177 ,
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180-182,184
Atlas 117,127
Atman 284,304
Atramchasis 2 8
Atreus 190-191
Atum 70-71 ,74,
82-83 ,91
Atunda447
Augeia 165
Augurs 207
Augustus, Em peror
199, 212,215 ,
220-221
Auspicia 207
Avalon 255
Avesta5 9

B
Ba 100-101, 104
Baal 52- 53 ,80 ,207
Bacchus 160-161
see Dio nysus
Bald ur 230, 234,237,
239, 242-243
Bali 306-307,3 13
Bastet 94,104- 105
Baucis 212
Bear 425
Belenus 256,
260-261
Beli Mawr 261
Belisama 256 ,
260-261
Bellerophon 176
Beltane 260-261
Bent en 364
Beowa 250 see Beowulf
Beowulf 2 50-251
Beowulf250
Bernard ino de Sahagun
376
Bhagavad Gita 318
Bharata Clan 296
Bible 22, 28, 4 0, 5 2 ,
218,250
Bifrost Bridge
244-245
Bile261

Bishamonten
364-365 see
Seven Gods of
Luck
Black Hills 426-427
Blodeuwedd 265
Blot 228
Bo ann 259
Bodhisattva
Manjushri 345
Bo dhisatt vas 285
Bo lumbu 443
Book of the Dead

95 -96
Boreades 175
Bragi 248
Brahma 285-286,
289,298,
308-309 ,312,
317,321-323
Brahmahatya321
Brahmins 283-286,
288, 292-293,
301,313,320-321
Bran 268,272
Branwen 268
Breg 258
Brer Rabbit 440
Brigid 258, 260 ,
262-263 ,265
Briseis 185
Brisingamen 237
Buddha, The 285 ,
310-311, 313,
349,357,365 , 370
Buddhi 305
Buddhism 282,
284-286, 291,
304,308,
328-329,344 ,
349, 356-357,
364,370

C
Cagua Sa'que 397
Cana Po 397
Cabrakan 400
Caculha Huracan

394
Cadmus 131, 151,
160
Caesar,Julius 198,
212, 215 ,
220-221, 254,
257,278
Caligula 221
Callio pe 158,172
Callisto 136
Calydonian Bo ar 164
Calypso 186
Camelot 274
Capitoline Hill 206,
209
Capitoline Triad 206,
208,210
Capitoline Temple
206,208, 210,
216-217
Cao Guo jiu 340 see
Eight Immortals
Cargo Cults 459
Cassiopeia,Queen of
Ethio pia 181
Casto r 123,182
Cavillaca 412-413
Ceiba 394-395
Celeus 155
Centaurs 162,165 ,
167,177, 182
Centzo nmimixcoa
385
Centzonuitznaua
385
Cepheus, King 181
Cerberus 157,165
Cerealia 216-217
Ceres130, 216-217
see Demeter
Cerridwen 264 -265
Ceryneian Hind165
Chaac 392,
396-397,404
Cha-Chaac 396
Chalchiuht licue 389,
393
Chang Ngo 338
Chang Xi 329,

338-339
Charon 157, 177
Charybdis 129, 186
Cheiron 167
Chemera 176
Chi You 337
Chichen-Itza 395,
399
Chien Tang 343
Chin His Ling Shih
337
Chipi-Caculha
Chiq ui-liantu 412
Chiron 182
Christianity 34, 5 9 ,
72,78, 218,220,
227,237,
248-250,
254-256,
262-263, 264 ,
272, 276, 278,422
Cihuac6at l384 see
Coatlicue
Cipactli 380 -381,
389,393
Cipactonal381
Circe 149,186
Clytemnestra 123,
155 ,190- 191
Coatlicue 383,
384-38 5,391
Coeus 116
Confucianism 328,
332,335
Coniraya 412-413
Constantine 220
Consus 203
Copil3 83
Cortes,Hernando
377
Cosmic Egg 87,146,
289,330-331,
438-439,457
Coyolxauhqui
383-385

Coyote 425
Crater Lake 426-427
Creation Of Humans,
22 -23 ,71,
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230,288-289,
293,308, 3 26,
330-33 1 , 33 5,

Dagda,The

394-395,401,

262
Daikoku364,

405,411,

420-421,
438-439, 444,
446-447, 457
Creation Of the World

20-21,30,
71-72,87, 90, 114,
146,229-230,

288-289,326,
330-331,
352-3 53,

380-38 1 , 388,
394-395, 400,
402, 405,
410-411,

420-421,
438-439,444,
446-447,

456-457
Cretan Bull165
Creusa 133
Crius 116,380-381
Cronus 11 5-121, 126,
130, 144, 1 52,
174-175
Crysaor 129
Cuchulainn 2 54,

270-271
Culann 270
Culhwch 269
Cultural Heroes

24-25,168-169,
360,440,
442- 443, 4 52,
4 55,4 57, 462
Cupi d 146, 259 see
Eros
Curiatii 204-205
Cybele161,222
Cyclopes 114-117,
174-175, 186
Cycnus140
Cyrene 137

258-259,

366-367 see
Seven Gods of
Luck
Daksha 295, 308, 321
Danae, Princess of
Argos 180 -181
Danu 258
Daphne 133
Daruka 300
Dasaraha 314
Dasaratha 315
Deianeira 165
Deichtine 270
Demeter 117, 129,
130-131, 14 9,
1 54-155, 160, 1 90,
216-217
Demophoon155
Demos 140
Despoena 129
Deucalion166
Devi 287, 300
Dharma 286
Di Jun 338-339
Diana 136 see
Artemis
Dido, Queen of
Carthage 1 98
Diomedes 140, 165
Dionysia 162-163,
168
Dionysus 131-132,
142, 1 51, 158 -1 59,
160-162, 168,
216 see Bacchus
Djoser, Pharaoh 84,
101
Domitian, Emperor
211
Donn Cuailnge271
Dragons127, 176,
240, 248, 327, 336,
341, 342-343

Dreaming Woman of
the Sky World 421
Dreamtime 4 55,

462-463,
464-465
Druids 257
Dryads 173
Duamutef79
Dugong 465
Dumuzi 24
Dumuzi 39
Durga 287, 300-301,
322
Durga Puja 300
Duryodhana 296
Dwarves 232, 235,
237, 240

Enlil 20, 23-24, 27,
30-31 36 4 2 4 9
Ennead of Heliopolis
66, 70 71
Epimetheus 125,
166-167
Epona 256,264, 278
Erebos 114
Ereshkigal 44
Erinyes 1 55 see F uries
Eris 126,140, 142
Eros 114, 133, 140,
.

,
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146-147

Erymanthian Boar
Eshu 446-447
Etana, King 1 9
Eumenides 155
Europa 123, 178
E
Europides 1 90
Eurydice 1 58-159
Ea 21-22, 27, 32 see Enki Eurystheus, King 127,
164-16 5,177
Earth Pap 4 58
Excalibur 275
Ebisu 353, 364, 366
see Seven Gods of
Luck
Echo 127
Fa 447
Eddos 248-249
Fafnir 2448
Edrfolnir 240
F airies 255, 266, 271
Efnisien 268
Fam 438
Eight Immortals
Fand 271
340-341, 364
F aro 439
Eileithyia 105 see
F ates 121
Nekbet
Faustulus 200
Eilithyia 126
F enrir Wolf 234-236,
E152-53
238-23 9
Elah Gabal 222
Field of Rushes 96
Electra 131, 191
Four Bacabs 404-405
Eleusinian Mysteries
Four Tezcatlipocas
131, 160,216
380, 388-38 9, 3 93
Elixir of Immortality
Freya 233, 235,
329,338
2 36-237, 242,
Elves 240, 263,
245
266-267
Freyr 236, 245
Emer 270-271
Frigg 234, 237, 242-243
Enheduana 26, 3 9, 48
F u Song 338-33 9
En-kai 444-445
F ukurokuju 364-365
Enki 21-23, 32-33,
see SevenGods of
38, 42
Enkidu 44, 4 5-46
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F uries 115, 155, 191
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Three Sovereigns
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Gaia 114-115,
116-118, 121,127,
129,132,134, 146,
155,174-175
Galahad 277
Ganesha 286,
304-305,320,
322
Ganga 298
Garmr236
Garuda 312, 322-323
Gawain 274
Geb 71, 74-75, 76,
78,80-81,102
Geryon165
Giants 115, 118, 129,
140,164,
174-175, 186,
228-231, 233-235,
237-238, 244-245,
269 , 288
Gilgamesh,Epic of

28,41, 46-47
Gilgamesh 28,41
Gilgamesh's Death ,

45
Gna 242
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22, 28,34,52, 348
Golden Calf 52
Golden Fleece 50-51,
147, 158,164,
182-183
Gonggong 335
Gopi296, 318-319
Gorgons 177,
180- 18 1
Graces150
Graeae 149, 181
Grandfather Spirit
421
Great Flood28-29,

33, 166, 335,
400-401, 411 ,
444-445
Great Pyramid of
Cholula 398
Grendel 250-251
Gucumatz 394
Guinevere 274-275
Gwawl269
Gwion 265
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Hachiman 349, 357
Hades 117, 120, 148,
154- 1 55, 157,
159, 164-165,171,
175
Halirrhotus141
Halloween 255,

272-273
Hammurapi 40-41,
42
Han X iangzi 340 see
Eight Immortals
Hanu man 314-315,
322
Hapy 79
Hard Being Woman
of the East 420
Hard Being Woman
of the West 420
Haremakhet 83
Harmonia140, 151
Harpies 175
Hathor 92-93, 105
Hati 235
Hatshepsut, Pharaoh
87,101
Hauhet 71
Haumiatiketike 458
He Xiangu 340 see
Eight Immortals
Heart of Heaven 394
Hebe 126
Hecatoncheires
114-117, 127,
174-175
Hector 121, 140, 143,

184-185
HeimdaIl231,237,
244-245
Heket 87,100
HeI234-235,

236-237, 240,
243,244
Helen 123, 142, 184,
190
Helios 58, 141, 167,
186
Hephaetus 125-126,
141-142,
150 -151, 167,
190
Hera117, 120-123,
126-127, 1 29,
132, 136,140, 142,
147,150-151,
160-161,164, 177,

184
Heracles 117-118,
122, 127, 129,131,

140,164-165,
167, 174, 177,
182-183, 270
Hermes 123-125,
133, 140,
142-143,
148-149, 150,
155,157,161,
180-181
HermesTrismegistos
98 see Thoth
Hesiod 50, 146, 150,
172
Hesperides 117,127,
165
Hestia 117, 152-153
Hina 458
Hina 459
Hinduism 55, 282,
284-288, 299, 304,
306, 308, 312,
318-320, 322,
364-365
Hinum 429
Hippodameia 115
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306-307,313
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Hodr234, 242
Holi 319
Holy Grail 255,

276-277
Homer 121, 143,
185-186, 198
Horatii 204-205
Horus 63-64, 67, 73,
75-81, 82- 83,92,
95,98-99
Hotei 364-365 see
Seven Gods of
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Huacas 379,

416-417
Huangdi Neijing

336-337
Huangdi, Emperor

336-337
Huginn 230
Huitzilopochtli 377,
380,382-383,
384-385, 389
Hun Hunahpu
406-407
Hunab Ku 404
Hunahpu 400,
40 6- 40 7
Huraca n 400-401
Huveane441
Huwawa46
Hydra 165, 177
Hymir 233
Hyperion 116
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Iapetus 116-117, 166
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322-323
Inti 378.414-415.
418
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Intulo 444
10123.148
Iphigeneia 137.191
Ise Shrine 358
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78-79.81-83.
105.222
Islam 282
Itzamna404-405
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Ix Chel405
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352-353.354.
356.358-359
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356
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Jainism 284. 304. 308
Janus214-215
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158.182-183
Jesus 220. 276
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350. 368-369

Jocasta188-189
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Jupiter 120.198- 199.
201.206-207.
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Ka 67.73.101
Kalabhairava321
Kali 287.300-303.
322
Kaliya 323
Kalki 313
Kami 348-353.
356-357.362.
364.369-370
Kamsa 318
Kappa 373
Karkkati 309
Karma 29 6
KarnakTemple88
Karthikeya 304-305
Karttikeya 320
Kauket 71
Kausalya 314
Khepri 104
Khnum87. 100-101
Kih0456
Kinabalu343
Kinich Ahau 404
Kitsune 360
Klymene 166
Kojiki353
Kono-Hana-SakuyuHime 368
Kothar-wa-Khasis 53
Kouretes121
Krishna280. 286. 293.
29 6.313.
316-319.322
Kshema 305

Kuk 71
Kukulcan390.399
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Kumarbi 50-51
Kusha 314
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Lucan 259
Lugaid 271
Lugh 270
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Laabha 305
Ladon 127
Lady of the Lake 275
Laig 271
Laius. King ofThebes
188-189
Laka 458
Lakshmana314-315
Lakshmi 287.
298-299.319
Lamashtu44-45
Lan Caihe 340-341
see Eight
Immortals
Lancelot 274-275.
277
Laomedon. King 129
Laozi 341
Latinus. King 199
Lava314
Lavinia 199
Leda. Queen of
Sparta 123
Legba440. 447
Lelawala428-429
Leto 122. 132.
136-137
Leukippos133
LiTieguai 430see
Eight Immortals
Lif238.240
Lifthrasir 238. 240
Lingam 309. 321
Lisa 446-447
Livy 200
Llao427
Loki 232. 234-235.
236-238
Lonkundo442-443
Lord ofthe Rings 255
LO Dongbin 340-341

Maat77.94.
102-103
Mabinogion. The

254. 268-269
Machu Picchu 415.
418-419
Maenads 158-159.
162
Magni 232
Mahabharata 285.
290.296-297.
304.318
Mahisa 300
Maius 215
Malinalxochitl383
Mama Coca 412-413
Mama Ocl10410. 415
Mama Pacha415
Mama Quilla 41 0
Maman 8rigette 262
Mami 22see
Ninhursaga
Mana 453-454. 460.
464
Manannan 271
Manawydan 268-269
Manco Capac 41 O.
415
Manitou 422-423
Manu 313
Marcus Aurelius
Antoninus 222
Marduk 26-27.
42-43
Mareecha 315
Mars 140.200-201.
211. 215.278see
Ares
Maruts 291
Matholwch 268
Matronae 264
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Matronalia 20 8
Maui 456-457
Mawu440, 446-447
Mbongwe438
ME 33,38-39
Mebd, Queen of
Connacht 271
Mebere438
Medea 147, 1 82-183
Medusa129,139,
149,177, 180-181
Megara, Princess of
Thebes 164
MemphiteTheogony
72-73
Menalaus1 84,
190 -191
Menrva 210see
Minerva
Mercury148, 212,
230, 278 see
Hermes
Merlin 274-276
Merope171
Metamorphoses

212-213
Metis 122
Midas, King 133
Midgard 229, 232,
240
Midgard 5erpent
232-236,238
Mimir231
Minerva 138, 206,
20 8,210-211,
256, 260see
Athena
Minos, King 123, 129,
161,178-179
Minotaur 161,
178-179
Mithra 294, 56,
58-59 see Mitra
Mithras5 8, 222 see
Mithra
Mitra 58, 285,
294-295 see
Mithra
Mjolnir 232- 233

Mnemosyne 116,173
Moai459
Moctezuma I,
Emperor385, 390
Modi 232
Mokele443
Moni-Mambu 441
Moon 465
Mordred 274
Morrigan,The
258-259, 264-265,
271
Mot53
Mount Olympus120,
132, 140, 142,
149-152, 155, 159,
160,164-165,
172-173,186,
207
Muninn 230
Muses 116,132, 158,
172-173,211
Musokoroni439
Myrrha, Princess of
Assyria 143
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Nana-Buluku 446
Nanda 318
Nandi 320, 322
Nanna 36-37, 39-40
Naram-5in48-49
Narasimhan 307
Narmer 62,64
Nataraja 320
Naunet71
Nechtan 259
Nefertem 72-73
Nefertiti91, 100
Neith 83
Nekhbet 105
Nemean Lion 165
Nephthys 67, 71,75,
77-79,94
Neptune 128 see
Poseidon
Nergal44-45
Neri0 210see

Minerva
Nero 221
Niamh 266
Nidhogg 240
Ninazu 24-25
Nine Dragons 342
Nine Wind390 see
Quetzalc6atl
Ninhursaga 21- 22
Ninigi no Mikoto
368-369
Ninkasi 24-25
Ninkua 21
NinliI 24-25,36
Ninmada 24-25
Ninmah 23
Ninmena 23
Ninnisig 21
Ninsun 41
Nintur 22 see
Ninhursaga
Ninurta 24, 26-27, 42
Niobe, Queen of
Thebes 137
Nirvana 284
Nisaba 24
Nisumbha 301
Njord 245
Nkwa 438
Noah 28
Nomm0439
Norns 240
Nudipedalia 20 6
Numa Pompilius 215
Numitor, King
200-201
Nun 64, 67,70-71,
104
Nut 71,74-75, 76,
78,93
NOwa 334-335 see
Three Sovereigns
Nyame441
Nymphs 115,
120-121,127,129,
133,136,171,
172-173,175,
177,181,186

Nyx 114
Nzame438
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Obon Festival 370
Oceanids 166, 173
Oceanus 114,
116-117
Odin 226, 229,
230-231,232,
234-237, 239-240,
242-248
Odysseus129, 149,
175,184-186
Odysse y 129, 1 84,
186-187
Oeagrus, King 158
Oedipus 188-189
Ogbughu439
Ogdoad of
Hermopolis 66,
70-71,86
090439
Oisin 266
Oiwa 373
Okuninushi
362-363, 368
Oldumare 446
Olorun 446 see
Oldumare
0lwen269
Olympians 1 17-120,
126,131,140-142,
148,164,166,174
Olympic Games 121,
168,464
Ometeotl 3 80, 389,
391
One Artisan 407
One Howler Monkey
407
Oni 373
Onile 446 see
Oldumare
Ops 216
Oracle of Delphi
134-135
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Orestes 155,191
Orion 129,136
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Orishas 446-447
Ormuzd 56-57
Orpheus 158-159,
172,182

Oshun 447
Osiris 60,63,67-68,
71,74-75,76-77,
78-84 94-96,
98-99,103
Ovid 212-213

Oxomoco 381
Oya 447
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Pan 133
Pandora 124-125,
150,166-167

P'an ku 326, 330-331,
334

Papa 456-458
Paradise 328
Parashu-Rama 313
Paris 142,184
Parsis 56-57
Parvati 295,300,
304-305,308,
320-321
Pasiphae 178
Pater Liber 211,216
see Bacchus

Patroclus 185
Pazuzu 44-45
Pegasus 129, 176
Pele458
Peleus 142
Pelias 182
Pelops 115, 190-191
Pemba 439
Penates 199
Penelope 186
Peneus 133
Percival 274,277
Persephone 130-131,
143,149,

154-155,157,
159-160,216
Perseus 138,174,
177,180-181
Phanes 146see Eros
Pharsalia 259

Philemon 212
Phineus, King 175,
181

Phobos 140
Phoebe 116
Phoenix 327
Plato 146,166,168
Plutarch 94,200
Pluto 154,216 see
Hades
Plutus 131
Polydectes 180-181
Polydeuces 123,182
Polyphemus 129,
175,186

268-269

Pygmalion 212
Pyramids 65,68-69,

400, 402-403

Poseidon 117,120,
128-129,
130-131,139,141,
153,175,178,181,
186

Pota Raju 286
Prahlada 307,313
Prajapati 289,308
Priam 121
Priapus 153
Primeval Bull 58
Prometheus 125,138,
164,166-167,
360
Proserpina 216see

Persephone
Protagoras 166
Pryderi 268-269
Psyche 147
Ptah 70,72-73,84,
104-105
Ptolemy 261
Puranas 286,288,308
Purusha 288

Pwyll, Prince of Dyfet

121,126,130,152,
161

84,88,398-399

Pyrrha 166
Pythia 134
Python 132,134
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Qebehsenuef 79
Qingming 329
Quetzalcoatl
380-382, 389,
390-391,399,
410
Quinquatria 21°
Quirinus 200-201,
220
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Rhiannon 268-269
Roma 218
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203,205-206,209,
215,220
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Rosmerta 278
Round Table 274,276
Rta 295
Ruadan 262
Rudra 320
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sabines 202-203,

Radha 280,318-319
Ragnarok 232,

samhain 272-273
saoshyans 55
Saranya 292
Saraswati 287,

Pontus 115
Popol Vuh 376,394,

Rhadamanthys 123
Rhea (Egyptian) 75
Rhea (Greek) 116,

209,215

234-235,237,
238-239,
243-247
Rahu 289

Rainbow Snake 463
Raktabija 302
Rama 286,298,313,
314-317
Ramayana 290,314
Ramses I, Pharaoh 82
Rangi 456-458

Ratatosk 240
Ravana 306,314-315,
316-317

Raven 425, 430-431
Raxa-Caculha 394
Re 68,70-71,73-75,
78-79,81,84,
86-87,90-94,96,
98,100-103

Re-Atum 70-71
Re-Horakhety 82-83
Reincarnation 328
Remus 200-201,
205-206

298-299,308

sargon of Akkad 48
sarpedon, King 123
satarupa 308-309
Saturn 207,222
Satyrs 162,173
Scylla 129,186
sedna 430
sekhmet 72-73, 93,
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Sekume438
Semele 160-161
Serpent Mound 426
Seshat 99 see Thoth
Setanta 270 see
Cuchulainn
Seth 64, 71,75-78,
80-81,82-83,94,
98-99
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430-431
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Shango 446-447
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see Three
Sovereigns
Shichi Fuku jin

364-365

Shintoism 348-350,
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362,364,370
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Shoki 373
Shu 71 , 74
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Siddhi 305
Sif232
Sigu rd248
Sigyn234
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Silvanus Sucellus2 78
Sin 36-37 see Nanna
Sirens 1 58, 186
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Corinth 170-1 7 1
Sita2 98, 3 1 4-316
Skanda 320
Skoll235
Sieipnir 230, 235
Sokar 73
Sol lnvictus 59
Sotuknang 420
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Sphinx 83-84
Sphynx s 1 8 9
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420
5ri-Lakshmi 3 1 2 see
Lakshmi
Stonehenge255

Stu rlu son, Snorri 248
Stymphalus Birds 165
Styx, River 157
Subahu 315
Sucellu s2 78
Sugriva 315
Sukra 306-307
Sumbha 301
Surabhi 322-323
Su sanoo 348, 359,

360-361,

362-363,369
Svarga290
Sweat Lodges
422-423
Sybils 1 98,2 1 7
Syrinx 133
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Tammu z39
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Tangaroa 456-458
Tantalu s 1 90
Tao330
Taoism 328-330,
332-334,336,
340-341,344,
364-365
Taranis256, 259
Tartarus 1 1 4,
116-117, 1 46,

157-158

Tawa420
Tawhirimatea 457,
458
Tecciztecatl393
Tefnu t 71 , 74
Teliko439
Telipinu 50-51
Tellu s216
Temple of Luxor
88-89
Tepeu 394
Teshup 50-51
Tethys 1 1 7

Teutates256
Tezcatlipoca
380-382,
389,391,393,400
Thanatos 1 71
Thataka 31 5
Theia 116
Themis 116
Theodosiu s, Emperor
134
Theogony 146
Theseus 1 61, 1 78
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1 51, 18 1
Thokk237
Thor224-225,
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Thoth 70-71, 75,8 1 ,
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Three Sovereigns
334- 335,342
Thrymr233
Thutmose I, Pharaoh
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Thutmose I II,
Pharaoh 81
Thutmose IV,
Pharaoh 83,90-91
Thyestes 190-191
Tiamat2 7, 42-43
Tiki 456-457
Tir na n6 g263,266
Titans 114-1 1 5,

1 1 6-1 17,

1 1 8-120, 128,166,
1 73-174
Titus, Emperor22 1
Tjati467
Tlacaxipehu aliztl i
388, 389
Tlaloc 380-382,
388-389,
39 2-39 3, 396,
400
Tlalocan 392-393
Tlaltecu htli 391

Tlazolteotl 384 see
Coatlicue
Tmolu s 1 33
Tolkien255
Tonacatecuhtli 381
Tooth Worm21
Totem Poles

424-425

Tower of Ba bel
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Trickster146,
148-149, 166,232,
234,360,413,425,

440-44 1 , 442,

445-447, 457
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Triton 129
Trojan Horse 185
Trojan War 121,123,
129,132, 141-143,
1 5 1 , 1 82,
1 84-185 , 1 86,
1 90, 1 98
Tsoede442
Tu 458
Tuatha De D anann
258,2 62,266
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Tuna 459
Turnu s, King 1 99,207
Tutankhamun 60
Tuu rngait 430-431
Tvastr 2 91,293
TwrchTrwyth269
Tyr235
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Uttu21
Utu 36,40-41
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Vach 299
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238,244,
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266
Valkyries236,247
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Vanir228,236,240,
244
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294-295,306
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294
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